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Chapter 1
This is my mother: brown corduroy pants with a khaki blazer, mid-length brown hair,
loafers, standing behind a music stand laid flat, baton (16” white oak) in her right hand, both
arms poised in front of her, her head and body leaning forward slightly in anticipation. The stage
lights warm her back. In front of her, her students wait, instruments to their mouths, all their eyes
on her hands. Maybe someone shifts his weight. Maybe a percussionist accidentally taps her foot
against a drum stand. Out in the audience, a baby sighs. Mostly we sit in silence.
In this moment, everyone relies on my mother. When she raises her arms, we inhale
together. Sometimes, when she is directing us, I believe our hearts beat in unison.
Practice makes permanent, and w e’ve practiced this over and over, my mother more so
than anyone else. Every note is marked on the page, and her hands move out of habit. She
doesn’t need the score in front of her, though she has it. She could do this with her eyes closed.
She could do this in her sleep.
Sitting on the end of the second row, I watch her above my music stand, try to tie the
sounds of my saxophone to her hands. Perhaps I need the music. More often I don’t. I am in
seventh grade, and I like to believe that we can all become one through the music, that it holds
something spiritual that unifies players and listeners, all of us. I like to believe that I and my
mother, the two of us who have undoubtedly prepared the most for this moment, can become
one. But my reed squeaks, or the stage lights get in my eyes, and for a split second, I fumble,
while my mother continues on.
My mother reads biographies of well-known saints and drinks only herbal tea. She wakes
in the morning to prepare my father’s lunch, and in the evening, there is a warm meal on the
table when he gets home. She doesn’t like movies with sex or violence. She bakes bread and puts
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together a house warming basket when new people move into the neighborhood. She volunteers
to lead the church choir and organizes teachers for Sunday school. She kisses my father only
when she thinks my brother and I aren’t paying attention.
Beside her bed, my mother keeps two items: her Bible, with its worn leather cover,
underlined passages, and scribbled margin notes, and a journal with a blue ribbon running down
the middle. In the journal, she takes notes on the scriptures. She does not write about her life so
much as use the journal for theological meditation and prayer requests. She does not write
anything personal. I read it once and was bored.
My mother makes me pancakes Sunday mornings after my father has left to ready the
church. She picks my brother’s outfits, but she leaves me to choose my own. Sometimes I have
trouble brushing my hair out, and I like to have it braided, but only my father can do that. I try to
teach my younger brother, Peter, to braid my hair, but the end result is bunchy, with one strand
of hair twice the size of the others, and my mother says to take it out before we leave the house.
At church, members of the congregation tell me we are blessed to have my mother there, the way
she is always helping out with events, the way she will make time to visit older members in their
homes or the hospital who cannot make it to church, the musical talent she brings to the choir.
My mother leaves the house in the car an hour before me, and I follow her later on my
bike. The eighth graders tell me she’s their favorite teacher because band is fun, or she makes it
fun, I’m not sure. After school I have soccer practice, and then I bike home, where my mother is
helping my brother with his homework, and I do my own homework and practice my saxophone,
and after dinner I read and go to bed.
I have always believed my mother is flat, predictable. Like the notes in a musical score,
everything is already written down. You can follow along with your eyes, and you will see the
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crescendos as they come, will see the cymbal crash before the percussionist raises the discs in
front of him, see the chords end before their sound dissipates in the air. There are no surprises
with the score there in front of you. And when you’ve practiced the score, over and over again,
like my mother has, there are never any blips, never any missed notes or fumbling fingers or
squeaky transitions or phrases that trail off ahead of their allotted time because she’s run out of
breath. For my mother, everything goes according to plan.

If you want to understand what happened between me and my mother, we have to go
back, way back. It’s not like I always disliked her, like I was always aware enough to see her
failings as a mother. I used to love her. I used to think that we really could get along, that she
could be proud of me.
I started playing saxophone in fifth grade, and I thought it would mean something to my
mother. There was something about the saxophone that drew me to it that the clarinet didn’t have
- maybe it was the brassier sound, or the way the saxophones players sat and moved when I saw
them in concert, I’m not sure. Whatever it was, I asked my mother to buy me a saxophone, and
when she did I practiced every day, for hours, or at least what seemed like hours to my ten-yearold self. Most days she heard me practicing, so she didn’t have to ask. Some days she came
home late, having stayed late to teach private lessons to her students, and she wouldn’t hear me.
Then she would ask, “Did you practice today?” in a monotone voice, not the interested way she
asked her students, but in a routine of obligation. She made sure I had all the books and music I
needed. She came to my concerts and volunteered to help when my band teacher asked for
parents to hand out programs.
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I think I thought if I was the model student, a perfect instrumentalist, she would notice
me. Months went by. I began to think of those last two years in elementary school as a
preparation. When I got to seventh grade, I would be in my mother’s band. I would be the best
saxophone player, and I would sit first chair, and then she would notice me.
Once on a family vacation in Chicago when I was twelve we stopped in at a music store
(she had just broken her favorite baton - 14 inches, cocobolo, tear drop handle), and she tried to
show me how to choose a baton. The store had a large selection (not always an expected thing,
she said), and when the clerk working in the store realized she was serious about trying them all,
he brought out a second box that had been stashed in the back storage room. Each baton had its
own cylinder, clear so you could see the baton, but with colored caps, and the cylinders were all
standing on end in the two boxes, so we had to pull each of the many colored caps up
individually to see what sort of baton might be inside.
“See, Ellie, it's important that you find the right fit.” She pulled up a cylinder with bright
blue caps. The baton inside was long - 16 inches - with a teardrop shaped handle made from
purpleheart.
“I like that purple one,” I said.
The cylinder made a low popping sound as she pulled off the cap. She tipped the open
cylinder so the baton fell into my hand. “Go ahead and try. Swing it around for a few measures.
See how it feels.”
I had tried my mother's batons a couple of times, but I wasn't really used to holding them.
The wood of the handle was smooth, and the teardrop felt large in my small hand. I swung my
arms around, mimicking the moves I had seen my mother make so many times. We had just been
to see the Chicago Symphony, and I pretended I was not in this small shop, but was instead on
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that stage, standing in front of my own symphony, leading a group of eager musicians who
would only start playing when I motioned for them to do so.
“Be sure your thumb is bent and not stiff,” my mother said, gently placing her hands on
mine to correct my mistake.
I dropped my arms and rolled my eyes. “Mom, you're interrupting Beethoven's Ninth.”
“I'm sorry, honey.” She gave me a slight smile, the kind that back then I only took as
faking. “If you want to get through the whole way conducting Beethoven, you better get your
thumb corrected or your hand's going to get sore.”
“Let's see how it balances,” I said, trying to deflect her criticism. I placed the middle of
the baton on the tip of my pointer finger, and it nearly fell when I tried to let go. I readjusted,
moving the handle towards my finger, and when I let go, it wavered some, but settled straight
after a second. I twisted my lips in response. “Not quite right,” I said.
“Well, there are others that are purple,” my mother said, holding out the open cylinder for
me to return the baton. She popped the cap back on the top and returned the cylinder to the box.
I have to admit I was searching for a little more praise. I had been watching her, trying to
memorize the way she read the labels on the sides of the cylinders, the way she slid the batons
from their containers into her open palm, the way she eyed them before holding the end in her
hand and moving her arms in the motions that had become second nature to her. She thought I
was barely even interested in music, but the truth was, I was all about copying her. I was not yet
old enough to think that growing up to be like my mother was uncool. I wanted to be just like
her, and I wanted her to realize I was just like her, to tell me she was proud.
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My grandfather was the kind of man who was always working with his hands. For most
of his life, he worked as a carpenter in a furniture shop he co-owned with one of his friends. I
have vague memories of visiting the shop as a child. The building was divided into two rooms:
the store front, with its finished masterpieces - what seemed giant tables and wardrobes with
intricately carved ornamentation that I liked to hide inside - and the back workshop, full of work
benches, saws, drills, and planes, where the walls were full of hanging tools and the floor was
always covered in wood dust and shavings.
Sometimes my mother and I would visit my grandfather when he was working late in the
shop. My grandfather had convinced me I could learn to identify the different kinds of wood by
their smells, so I would travel through first the store and then the workshop, sniffing each piece
of wood I saw and guessing.
“When you get big enough,” my grandfather said, “I’ll teach you how to work the saw.”
“Can we build a dog house?” I asked. We didn’t have a dog, but I was convinced that if I
could build a dog house, Mom would let me get a dog. At least that’s how it always worked in
the movies.
“W e’re not getting a dog,” my mother said. “And it’s going to be awhile before you’re
big enough, so don’t get too excited right now.”
This was followed by the usual childish protests. I think my grandfather was the only
person who could get me to argue with my mother back then.
I never did get those carpentry lessons. By the time I was “big enough,” according to my
mother’s standards, my grandfather w asn’t around anymore. I know that’s why I hesitated when
Peter asked me to help with his boat, why I always hesitate when he asks me to help with one of
his projects. I know a boat isn’t an armoire, or a china cabinet, or even a dog house, but my
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grandfather was supposed to be around to help with these things. There’s so much you miss
when you learn that way, when you’re missing the person.
By the time I was nine, my grandfather’s Parkinson’s was fully developed. His hands
shook anytime he tried to used them, and he was constantly moving as he sat, rocking back and
forth.
“Grandpa, stay still,” I said one time, holding his shoulders.
He smiled. “It’s just dancing, my dear. It’s just like I am always dancing.” And he asked
me to get out my saxophone and accompany him.
I didn’t realize then how hard it must have been for him, after so many years of precise
work, to have to close his carpentry shop, to farm out home improvement projects to the
neighbor boys, to ask my grandmother for help with tasks so simple as getting toothpaste on his
toothbrush.
But maybe it’s better that I didn’t notice. I knew my grandfather to be a strong, skilled
man with a big heart. And so most afternoons, because he asked for dancing music, I walked
over to his house from my own with my saxophone and played for him.
I will always play music for my grandfather. He was never a player of music himself didn’t sing either, but he was a dancer - he was my dancer. When I’ve wondered why I still play,
when I’ve wanted to quit, when I’ve been too busy, or too tired, or just plain too lazy to want to
practice, I’ve kept going for my grandfather. When I play, it’s like I touch a little part of him. I
can close my eyes, and it’s almost like he’s still sitting right there.
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Chapter 2
The problem was, even when I got to seventh grade, it didn’t seem like my mother
noticed me. It’s not just that she didn’t give me special treatment or attention as a student - I
didn’t really expect that - but just that nothing changed between us. I still practiced every night;
she still seemed uninterested. I auditioned, just the same as the rest of the seventh grade band
students, and she sat me in second chair. She liked to give solos to more students than just the
first chair players, since we were still young and all needed the experience, so sometimes, out of
fairness, I got to play a solo. But even if I practiced extra and played the best I’ve ever played, all
I got was a terse acknowledgement for my work and some criticism for what I could do better
next time. That I should have slowed down more at the ritard or made a greater difference in
volume between the pianissimo passages versus the piano passages.
That’s why when the opportunity presented itself for me to audition for a regional solo to
play at the park with the municipal band, I knew I had to audition. Obviously the normal routes
weren’t impressing my mother. I was going to have to do something more unique.
“That’s really more for high school students,” my mother said when I told her.
“I just want the experience of auditioning,” I said.
I didn’t completely understand what that meant yet, but I’d heard people say it and it
sounded good anyway. It convinced my mother, at least enough to let me try it, still skeptical that
the outcome would be good. O f course she must have thought I had no chance of winning the
part. Maybe she even thought I would end up in tears. But she said OK, so I prepared.
My audition was on a Saturday, and my mother got up to help me get ready and drive me
to City Hall. She didn’t have to be dressed up, but I was pleased that she put on a skirt and
blouse with a small flower broach. She made me breakfast and afterwards hurriedly curled the
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ends of my hair so I would make a good impression. I wasn’t sure how much it mattered, really. I
figured mostly I was going to be judged by my music, not by the way I looked.
There was a door on the back side of City Hall that opened to the lobby of a theatre, but
inside we found signs pointing us down a blank hallway to where a woman sat at a table in front
of a couple o f small rooms from which came the competing sounds of a flute and a bassoon.
“Name?” the woman asked.
“Ellie Alden,” my mother answered for me.
The woman found my name on a list and checked it off. “W e’re currently on schedule.
You’ve got thirty minutes.” She pointed down the hall. “If you keep going this way, around the
corner to the right there are some rooms you can warm up in.”
“Thank you,” my mother said.
I smiled and nodded before following my mother down the hallway.
The “practice rooms” were small meeting rooms with big glass windows on the doors. I
gazed into the first one, with its crooked stand inside next to the table and chairs, and my mother
stood behind me.
“Well, no sense in wasting time,” she said. She walked down the hallway, looking in
each of the windows. “Any one looks as good as the other. Only one piano, but it’s taken.” She
shrugged. “Y ou’ve got your tuner anyway. You’ll be fine.”
I grabbed the large handle of the door, turned it, and walked into the room. My mother
followed me and watched as I put my saxophone together, put my music on the stand and stuck
my reed in my mouth to soak it.
“D on’t forget to smile and introduce yourself when you go in,” my mother said.
“I know, Mom,” I said.
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“When they tell you to start, don’t hurry yourself. Take your time. Make sure you have
your tempo and your first notes in your head.”
I nodded.
“And take a good breath,” she added.
I fastened my reed to my ligature and did my warm ups as my mother gazed out the
window. It wasn’t a problem, I thought then. I had played through this piece a million times. I
had only ten minutes to show the judges what I could do, but that’s all I needed. “Practice makes
permanent,” my mother always said, and I had ten full minutes of permanence. I played through
parts of my piece, let my fingers glance across the keys the same way they had hundreds of times
before, and when I stopped to check the clock, I was convinced I was going to get the part.
“D on’t forget your phrasing,” my mother said. “It’s not enough to just know the music.
D on’t let it happen without you. You have to be present.”
My confidence deflated. “I was phrasing it, Mom.”
She turned from the window, walked over to me and looked at my music. “It’s not just
about where you take your breaths, Ellie. You’ve got that. You’re doing that. Remember your
dynamics.” She pointed to a crescendo near the end of the piece. “This one especially.”
I rolled my eyes. “OK, Mom, I think I know what I’m doing by now.”
“OK,” my mother said. She looked at her watch. “Probably best to go wait outside the
door.”
I only started to get nervous as I made my way down the hallway then. I could feel it in
my arms and legs, a little threatening of shakiness. I repeated what my mother had said about
phrasing in my head, slid my fingers uneasily along the keys of my saxophone as I played
through the song in my head.
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As we arrived at the table with the woman behind it, a young man with a trombone
walked out of one of the doors. My mother said “hello” to him and asked him how it went. I
didn’t recognize him, but I was sure she knew him. He showed her the music he’d performed and
started in on a play by play o f how his audition had gone.
“You’re just in time,” the woman behind the table said to me. “Hang on one minute.”
She opened the door and popped her head into the room, said something I couldn’t hear
over the young man’s voice, and then turned back to me and motioned me forward, smiling.
Right then should have been the moment my mother put her hand on my shoulder and
told me good luck. I looked up at her, but she was still in conversation with the trombone player
and hadn’t even heard the woman say it was time for me to go in, so I took a deep breath, stood
up as straight as I could, and walked in.
Inside the room was basically the same as the room I had warmed up in. A table was on
one side of the room, with the three judges behind it - a young, eager looking man, a woman in
dress suit with graying hair, and an older man with glasses slipping down his nose. Opposite of
them was another rickety music stand. I walked beside it, took a bow before them, and set my
music on the stand.
“Ellie Alden, correct?” the older man asked me.
“Yes,” I said.
“And you’re going to by playing Syrinx by Debussy today?”
“Yes, sir,” I said, nodding.
“Perfect.” He held his hands open and leaned back in his chair. “Play something beautiful
for us.”
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I looked back at my music, tried to allow myself time as my mother had told me, played
the beginning phrases in my head and licked my reed. Then I took a deep breath. My heart
fluttered a bit as I started to play, and my fingers were a bit unsteady. I could see their heads just
over the music stand at the edge of my vision. I was thinking about phrasing and my mother
standing over my shoulder, and when I worked my way up to the first high note, it squeaked as it
came out. I ran out of air before the measure ended, before the note was going to end, and I
thought, They ’re not going to p ick me. I ’ve already messed up too much.
I stopped playing. It was unprofessional, I knew that. I froze for a minute with the reed in
my mouth and stared blankly at the page.
“Are you all right?” the older man asked me.
I put my instrument down and stepped back from my stand. “I’m sorry, Sir.” My heart
beat hard against my chest and I heard it in my ears.
“Would you like to start again?” the man asked.
“Sorry?” I stared at him, then shook my head. “No,” I said, “it wouldn’t be fair.”
“Ellie,” the younger man said, “did you know you are the youngest instrumentalist we
have auditioning today?”
I shook my head.
“The next youngest,” the man looked down at the papers in front of him and glanced
through several pages, “is four years older than you are.”
I blushed as he looked up at me again.
“Why did you decide to audition for us today, Ellie?” he asked. “What made you think
that you could compete with the others?”
I didn’t know whether he was trying to insult me or not, but the question offended me.
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“I can compete,” I said. “I’m a good saxophone player. I practiced for hours.”
His expression told me nothing. The woman beside him looked bored.
“Look,” I said. I picked up my music and held it towards them. “You think I need this?” I
turned the music stand away from me. “I know this piece by heart. I don’t even need sheet
music.” I pointed at my chest. “I don’t need music to express this. It’s all inside me.”
It was quiet in the room. There were no longer voices in the hallway, and I wondered
how much my mother could hear, or if she could hear this at all. The old man held his hands
open again, and I pushed down the stand, carried it over to the wall, and walked back to the
middle of the room alone.
I looked at the judges for a second more, then closed my eyes, saw the music in my head,
felt the keys against my fingers, took a deep breath, and began. I played the piece exactly as I
had played it every time before. I didn’t open my eyes, let myself believe it was my grandfather
who was sitting behind that table, dancing to my song, and when I finished, after I let the final
note dissipate in the air o f the room, after I had left a couple seconds o f silence for the whole
thing to sink in, I opened my eyes again.
The older man smiled, still sitting back in his chair. The young man nodded.
“W e’ll give you a call when final decisions are made,” the woman said.
I nodded and retrieved my music from the stand by the wall. I headed to the door without
looking at the judges.
“But Ellie,” the older man said. I paused and looked back at him. “Regardless of the
outcome, you should know that you did a wonderful job today.” He pointed to his chest. “You’re
right. You’ve got music right here.”
I nodded, said “thank you” very quietly, and walked out the door.
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My mother was standing just outside the door, and I tried not to look at her. The lady at
the table smiled at me, and I smiled back, pretending like I’d done well.
“Well,” my mother said. “It sounded good.”
I didn’t ask her how much of the talking she had heard, didn’t ask whether she had heard
me start and then stop again.
“I guess I did my best.” I said it like it was no big deal, like I wasn’t crushed about the
audition at all, and my mother put her hand on my shoulder then and guided me softly back to
the practice room where I’d left my case so I could put my instrument away.

Later that summer I emerged from my room after practicing and found my mother in her
bedroom with a suitcase half full of clothing.
“Where are you going?” I asked.
She glanced up at me, still riffling through the clothes in her dresser. “To see a friend,”
she said.
“W hat friend?” I asked.
“Someone you don’t know, Ellie.” She pulled out a flowered blouse and tossed it onto
her suitcase.
I leaned against the door frame. “Does Dad know?”
She went to the closet, which was on the same wall as the door, and I could only see half
of her face as she stepped close to examine the clothes.
“O f course Dad knows I’m going,” my mother said. She pulled a brown skirt from the
closet and tossed it on top of the blouse, then went back to the closet.
“Does Dad know your friend?” I asked.
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“Yes, Dad knows him,” my mother said.
I rotated, leaning my forehead against the wood frame. “How long will you be gone?”
“I’m not sure,” she said.
My lip was numb from practicing so long, and I brushed it with my finger. “My concert
is in two weeks,” I said.
“I’ll probably only be gone for the weekend,” my mother said.
I watched from my place against the door frame as she threw another skirt onto the pile,
then moved to the dresser again.
“Why are you packing so many clothes?” I asked.
“I don’t know what I need, and I don’t know how long I’ll be gone.” She grabbed three
pairs of socks from the top drawer of the dresser and added them to the pile.
I rotated onto my side again and fingered the peeling varnish on the door frame. “My
concert is in two weeks,” I repeated.
“I know,” she said, removing all the clothes from the suitcase and starting to roll them to
put back in the suitcase.
I shuffled my sock against the carpet. “You promised you would be there.”
“I’ll probably only be gone for the weekend,” she repeated.
I turned my forehead onto the wood again and closed my eyes. “You promised,” I
whispered.
“I’ll be there, Ellie,” my mother said. “I said I would be there, and I will.”
But her voice didn’t come closer, and when I opened my eyes, she was still turned away
from me, rolling her clothes and putting them in the suitcase, so I pulled myself up and walked
away.
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The first couple of days that my mother left that summer, my father just tried to do
everything - cooking, cleaning, dishwashing, laundry - all while having to write his sermon and
plan church and visit ill members of the congregation. It probably wouldn’t have been so bad,
really, if she had just been gone for that weekend.
The problem was my mother didn’t come back after the weekend. She called my father
late Sunday night. She was supposed to be returning that night, at least I thought so. I was
already in bed and asleep, but the ringing of the phone woke me up, and I heard my father’s
muffled voice through the door and down the hall.
It was normal, really, for us to get late night calls. If someone in the congregation had an
emergency - got in an accident, or passed away - my father would get a phone call, and my first
thought when I heard the phone ringing was what he would do if they wanted him to come see
them, since my mother was not there to stay with us. Then I thought it might be my mother, and I
didn’t know what that would mean either, but my father’s voice was low and soothing, and I
couldn’t make out his words, so I drifted back to sleep, knowing he would wake me if I needed
to be awake.
The next day, Monday, was my father’s Sabbath, the day he took to rest and meditate,
since he had so much work on Sundays. Since it was summer, he let me sleep in, and when I
wandered into the kitchen, still in my pajamas, to grab a bowl of cereal, he was sitting at the
kitchen table, eating some oatmeal, just like everything was normal, except my mother wasn’t
back yet.
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“W hat did she say?” I asked, and for all I knew just then, I could have been wrong. She
could have been still in bed after returning home late, or out buying groceries, or even just in the
bathroom; it w asn’t like I ’d searched the house.
“Mom?” my father asked, taking a sip of his coffee.
“Yes,” I said, grabbing the honey nut cheerios and a bowl from the cupboard.
I set the bowl on the table and poured the cereal into it, listening to the cheerios clink into
the bowl and watching my father out of the corner of my eyes.
“She needs a few more days,” my father said. He took a bite of his oatmeal.
I don’t remember even wondering what my father might be feeling in that moment. What
I remember wondering was how I was going to get to my rehearsal with the municipal band if
she w asn’t back to drive me and that Peter had soccer practice on Wednesday and needed his
practice shorts washed.
“Can you do me a favor, El?” my father asked.
“ Sure,” I said, walking to the fridge and retrieving the milk.
“I put laundry in the washer, but I need to go buy some groceries. Can you watch Peter if
he wakes up and switch the laundry over when it’s done?”
I poured milk into my bowl until the cheerios were floating in it. “ Sure, Dad,” I said.
That was the start of it. The next day, my father asked me to watch Peter while he was at
the office. The day after that, he took Peter with him, and it was just me at home. I did the
laundry, washed the dishes, made sure Peter got dressed in the mornings, made us sandwiches
for lunch. We rarely used the slow cooker, but my father pulled it out from the cupboard above
the refrigerator then, and every morning he filled it with meat and vegetables, or chili, or some
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kind of soup. All day the fragrance wafted through the house and made my stomach growl while
I practiced my saxophone.
We barely went out, those days. Sometimes Peter and I ran outside to play with our
friends down the street, but Iowa was experiencing a heat wave, the humidity was oppressive and
the sun unrelenting, and mostly we chose to stay inside. Peter was quiet, reading mostly, and
sometimes playing with Legos. He was building a space station then, and he would finish his
model the way he liked it, then read about the space station more and realize he’d missed some
important component, and he’d have to tear apart pieces to insert new rooms and amenities.
Susan made sure I made it to band rehearsal and watched Peter anytime my father wasn’t
around. She didn’t say anything about my mother then, just acted like she always did with me,
friendly but preoccupied. Maybe she didn’t want to say anything. Maybe she thought I already
knew or that it w asn’t her place to tell me. At the time, I thought she didn’t know anything, but
now I know that she must have known everything that was going on, that probably my mother
called Susan to talk about how things were going with her so-called friend more than she even
talked to my father.

So it wasn’t until the next Sunday, at the point that we were all starting to settle into our
new routine of life without my mother around, before I heard anyone make any comment about
my mother. My father had to be at church early, to finish getting everything together for the
service, so he woke me before he left, and after I was ready, I got Peter up and got him ready for
church as well. I was proud of what I’d accomplished that morning when we slid into the front
pew at church, I in my sundress with braided hair and Peter dressed in black slacks and polo
shirt. Parts of Peter’s hair were sticking up a little bit in the back, and I’d tried to comb them
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down, but it was really because he hadn’t combed his hair the night before, after his bath, and
there was only so much I could do about it then. All in all, I thought, we were doing pretty well
without my mother.
My grandparents joined us in the pew when they came in before the service, smiled and
said “good morning” as they sat next to Peter, on the end. I tried to help Peter follow along in the
hymnal, like my mother always did on Sunday mornings. He leaned against my arm and sang,
mostly mumbling as the words went by faster than he could read them.
After the service ended, we walked out into the aisle, and my father came over to say
“hello” to my grandparents.
“Good job, Ellie,” my father said, putting his hand on Peter’s head.
“Still no word on when she’s coming back?” my grandmother asked.
“Soon, hopefully,” my father said.
“You’re doing OK without her around?” my grandmother asked skeptically.
My father looked at me and smiled, rubbing Peter’s head enthusiastically. “Ellie’s been
great at helping around the house and taking care of Peter.” My father’s robe was brushing
against Peter’s head as well, and I could tell Peter’s hair was working up some static, reaching
towards the fabric. “I barely have to worry about anything.”
“Are you sure you don’t want me to come over and help with anything?” my
grandmother asked.
“Annabelle,” my father’s eyes softened, “you’ve got enough work cut out for you. D on’t
worry about it. W e’re doing fine.”
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My grandmother nodded. My grandfather was getting worse then. Some days his hands
shook so much he couldn’t get the toothpaste on his toothbrush. My grandmother had to take
care of everything around the house and help him with his own day to day tasks.
“Maybe Peter and I should come visit you this week, Grandma,” I suggested. “I can bring
my saxophone, and Peter’s been really quiet. That way grandpa doesn’t have to travel.”
“That sounds like a great plan,” my father said.
Darla walked by then carrying the offering plates to take them back to the offices. She
paused, placing a hand on my father’s arm. “I do hope Rebecca’s all right,” she said.
“Oh, she’s just fine,” my father said. “Her stay just got extended a little bit.”
“I hope this doesn’t mean her friend is doing so poorly. W hat was his problem again?”
I stared at Darla, her wispy purple hair bounced as she moved, eagerly leaning toward my
father.
“It’s a private matter.” My father stopped rubbing Peter’s head then and let his hand drop
to his side.
“When will she be back?” Darla asked.
“ Soon,” my father said.
I had been staring at Darla, and she looked at me then for a moment, almost as though she
was just realizing I was there.
“Well, have a good week,” she said, continuing on her way.
My family stood for a minute in silence. My father’s eyes were glazed over. I tried to
flatten the imaginary wrinkles in my skirt. Peter pulled on the bottom of my father’s robe. My
grandmother stared at the bulletin, as if there was something about my mother written there. We
were the only ones left in the sanctuary then, and the whirr of the fans was the only sound.
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“People do talk, Joshua,” my grandmother said.
My father nodded.
“Giving few and vague answers only encourages it more,” she added.
My grandfather put his hand on my grandmother’s arm. “Why don’t we get some
coffee?” he said.
“Let’s,” I said, grabbing his other hand. “Peter, do you want a doughnut?” I reached my
hand out to him, and he let go of my father’s robe, grabbing my hand enthusiastically.
“I want chocolate frosting,” he said.
I led them out of the sanctuary and back to the fellowship hall, away from my father, so
he could change out of his robe, and, I thought, collect himself better. I knew nothing about what
was going on either, I realized then. I didn’t know why they were keeping it from me, or when
my mother might return, and each time my father said “soon,” he looked away from me a little
bit, and I knew, as much as I tried to convince myself otherwise, that he didn’t really know when
it would be at all.
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Chapter 3
The day before my concert, the phone rang. I was playing in the living room with Peter,
helping him dig through his pile of Legos to find just the right pieces for his latest space station
modification. My father answered the phone in the kitchen. I heard him say “hello,” and then he
talked quietly.
My chest was in knots.
“Is it Mom?” Peter whispered, not looking up from his work on his space station.
I shrugged.
I’d stopped looking through the Legos, and Peter moved over impatiently, starting to sift slowly
through the pile. I could tell he was trying to be quiet about it, but the shuffling bricks made it
impossible to hear my father’s voice in the kitchen. I held my hand out above the pile, and he
stopped.
“I want to talk to Mom,” Peter said. He turned his model around in his hands, inspecting
it. “I wish she was here so I could show her my space station.”
“I want her to come to my concert tomorrow,” I said quietly.
My father’s voice was low and urgent then.
“W hat is he saying?” Peter whispered.
I shushed him and got up from the floor, moving towards the door nearest the kitchen. I
walked slowly, digging my feet softly into the carpet, stopping just short o f the doorway, near
the wall where my father wouldn’t be able to see me from the table, where I imagined he was
sitting.
“Rebecca,” I heard him say, “the kids need you.” He paused, sighed. “Well, maybe you
can’t help him. Maybe he doesn’t even want to be helped.”
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I pressed my hands against the wall. The air conditioning vent was behind me, and the air
w asn’t running, but the wall was cool.
“I know he asked you to come there,” my father said. “Rebecca, have you thought maybe
he just wants you there? That he told you he needed help because he knew you would come?”
I looked at Peter. His face was blank, listening. I couldn’t tell if he was making out all of
our father’s words or not.
“I don’t mean that, honey. I don’t mean he’s a bad person.” A chair scraped against the
floor. “I just thought your family was your top priority. Well, Rebecca, w e’re here, getting by
without you. Your children spend all day home by themselves or at work with their father. Your
father is getting harder and harder to care for, and your mother is exhausted. I miss you. And in
case you don’t remember, your daughter is playing a solo at a concert tomorrow.”
I heard footsteps, and then my father was rounding the corner, standing in the doorway to
the living room, looking at me still plastered against the wall.
“Mom wants to talk to you,” my father said, holding the phone out to me.
I took it slowly, staring straight at father’s face. He was avoiding meeting my eyes.
“Hello?” I said.
“Hey honey, how are you doing?” my mother asked.
I walked quietly into the kitchen as my father took my place with Peter on the floor in the
living room.
“Fine,” I said. “The concert’s tomorrow, Mom.”
She didn’t say anything back at first, and I almost thought she had lost connection, I
could hear air blowing across the microphone or maybe it was static.
“Ellie, I’m really sorry.”
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I tapped my fingers on the kitchen table, told myself I was thirteen now, and I w asn’t
going to cry about anything my mother did to hurt me.
“El?”
“Yeah.”
“You know I want to be there. I would be there if I could.” There were car horns in the
background.
“Where are you, Mom?” I asked.
“I’m - I’m just with a friend.”
I dug my nails into the wood of the table. “Who is he, Mom?”
“Ellie, I just wanted you to know I’m sorry.” I could hear the cars driving by her, and I
imagined her standing outside, in some city somewhere, standing at the payphone, one hand on
the receiver and one on her forehead, her whole body maybe even leaning against the glass.
“You said you’d be here.” My heart beat rough against my chest.
“I know, honey.”
“You’re never here.” I looked up at the wall, at the cross stitched picture that one of the
parishioners had given to my father for Christmas many years back, perhaps before I was born. It
had a picture of a house, with family standing around it. On one side, a father and daughter, on
the other, a mother and sonm. And who knew that it would be like this?
“I’ll be there next time, El.” Her voice was pleading. “I promise. I wouldn’t miss
anything that’s important to you unless I absolutely had to. You know that, right?”
“Mom, there’s a difference between a need and a want. D ad’s been telling Peter about it
all week.” I said it calmly, as if I was merely filling her in on what had happened lately, but my
heart was beating faster and my skin was getting hot.
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“So you understand that I need to be here for my friend?” my mother asked. I could tell
she w asn’t sure that’s what I meant.
“I am your daughter,” I said, my voice rising. I stood up suddenly from the table,
knocking my thighs against the chair behind me sending it crashing to the floor. “I am your
daughter!” I yelled now. I was filling my lungs and expelling the air as fast as I could, my throat
growing hoarse by the second. “Hello? Hello? Hello?” I asked as if I wanted an answer. I didn’t
wait long enough for her to respond. “Have you seen me? I need you, mother. I need you. I am
your daughter! I am your daughter!”
I yelled it six or eight or ten more times, I’m not sure. My mother was trying to talk
underneath my noise. Maybe she started and stopped. Maybe she was talking in whole sentences.
Maybe she had an argument. I’m not sure. But I was screaming, I know that, and tears were
streaming down my face then, and my father walked in and pried the phone from my hand and
set it on the table. “I am her daughter!” I yelled at him, and I pointed at my chest and poked so
hard as I said it over and over that I gave myself bruises, tiny dots of blue.
My father grabbed my hands and held them in his, listened as I screamed in his ears. I
slumped to the floor, and he sat with me against the cold tiles, pulled me close to him and
wrapped his arms around me until I had screamed so much my throat was too sore to keep going.

The day of my solo, it was hot and humid. My father dropped me off with my saxophone
behind the bandshell. I didn’t have to memorize the music, the band director had told me, but I
did it anyway, so I had no music with me. I walked into the backstage area and put my
saxophone together. The other musicians with their instruments were bustling around me. I
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remember one of the other saxophone players came up to ask me if I was ready and if I was
nervous, and I told him I w asn’t. There was no reason to be nervous now, I thought.
I warmed up with the band, but my piece wasn’t until last - the featured artist. So I sat on
the stairs backstage, listening to the muffled music through the brick walls. I clacked my keys
impatiently. First grandpa in the hospital and now Mom gone, I thought. Who would be next to
leave me? I sucked on the wood of my reed and let my mind go blank.
When it was finally time for my piece, an assistant came to show me to the stage door
and open it for me. The crowd gathered on the lawn in front of the stage clapped, a collective
sound, not one person’s hands distinguishable from the others, as I strolled across the stage to my
microphone standing to the right o f the director. I took a bow, then looked up at him, and he
nodded to me. This was our signal for the piece to begin.
I had to wait a few measures for my part to come in, and I put my saxophone in my
mouth and looked out at the crowd. My father was sitting under a large oak tree, with Peter
beside him rolling a ball from one hand to another in the grass. I closed my eyes and began
playing.
Remembering the playing of a particular piece is always strange for me. It is not about
whether I hit every high note or skipped over notes in a difficult passage or whether I phrased
every verse correctly. Music propels us forward in time. There is too much to pay attention to in
the moment to think about past or future. If we leave the moment, we fumble, skipping over
notes or forgetting the key signature. What we are left with after playing is a feeling, a feeling
that will be layered over and over by every other time we have played this piece or heard it
played, so that this feeling itself isn’t even a clean, imprinted stamp. When I was playing, I was
there, in the piece, and when I finished, I put my saxophone down and bowed.
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My father was standing by the oak tree when I looked at him again, smiling at me and
clapping, and everyone was still clapping, and slowly others started to stand as well, my brothers
and everyone there, and all of them were smiling at me. The director came over and put his arm
around my shoulder and said, “That was beautiful.”
He had the rest of the band stand, and I was supposed to walk off first, but I didn’t, and
he motioned for the others to walk off behind me. As the end of the line went in the stage door,
he took my hand and led me back.
The last thing I saw from that stage was my father, standing alone by the oak tree with
my brother beside him. There was plenty of space there, for my mother to be sitting, but she
w asn’t.
W hat happened after that is a blur: the director’s reassurance that I’d done well, the
congratulations from other band members, smiles and comments from audience members
outside, and my father’s hug and offer of ice cream to celebrate. What I remember clearly is
packing up my saxophone, taking it apart piece by piece and laying them in the velvet interior of
the case. It would be the last time, I decided, that I played this instrument. There was no more
future hope for it.

I don’t want to talk about my grandfather’s death, but I will tell you this: he died two
days after my concert. I and my father and my brother were with my grandmother at his bedside.
My mother was still away.

I had a hard time sitting through my grandfather's funeral. My mother arrived home in
time for the family visitation the night before, but she missed the planning stages, the first days
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after my grandfather’s death when, looking back, I’m sure my grandmother needed her. My
father handled all of that.
Pastor Aldrich was out of town, so my father had to lead the service and couldn't sit with
us. I sat beside my mother and she sat beside my grandmother and my younger brother was on
my other side. Peter wasn’t really old enough to understand what was going on. I barely did. My
mother was crying and my grandmother was crying and I was almost crying, staring up at the
wood box that held my grandfather.
Peter leaned against me when a tear slid down my cheek. I looked at him, and he looked
up at me with wide eyes. My mother put her hand on my knee. What a strange moment, sitting
there with my mother’s hand on my knee. It felt so good, I wanted Peter to feel it too, and I put
my left hand on his right knee. He looked down at my hand, then placed his on top of my own. I
mimicked him, placing my hand on top of my mother’s.
We were sitting in the front row, and our father was above us in the pulpit, talking about
our grandfather. His eyes were moist, and sometimes he had to stop for a moment and take a few
breaths before he continued. I remember he said a lot of things about our grandfather that I didn’t
understand, and all I could really think about were our hands, the way we were all connected
there for a long moment, until it was time to sing again, and we had to reach for the hymnals.
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II.
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Chapter 4
I’ve just finished a shift at the diner when I finally get up the nerve. My mother is already
in France, where she’ll be performing as a soloist with a symphony this summer, and my father
and brother are on their way to Illinois to see some of our relatives. It’s the perfect time, I think,
when I have my lunch break. I go home to my house and pull out the pregnancy test I’ve been
hiding from my husband, Paul, for a week. I put it in the hall closet, behind the light bulbs in a
basket of old towels we never use but for some reason still haven’t thrown away. Paul used to
use them when he worked on the car, but once he got a promotion, we got a new car, and it’s so
sophisticated and computerized that he’s afraid he’ll mess it up if he works on it himself.
I keep feeling like someone will see me if I don’t pick the right time, but there’s no way
they would come in now. Paul is on a business trip and my family is all out of town, my mother
on the other side of the world where she’s gone to play her clarinet.
Maybe I’m just being paranoid. But there’s no one here, so I rip open the box and pull out
the test, try to focus on the directions as I pull it out of its plastic wrapping. This is just weird
anyway, I think as I pee. W hat a weird way to find out if you’re having a child, looking at some
pee covered stick. I set the test on the counter when I’m done, try not to look at it as I wait, check
my watch over and over again to see how much time has passed. About eight seconds, every
time, until finally the five minutes are up.
One line means no, and two lines means yes. That’s what it is, two lines, so yes. I want to
be like the girl in Juno who pees on four or five or try out different brands to make sure they
were really right, but the fact is, I already knew what the answer was going to be, I don’t know
how, but I felt it, so I put the stick back in its plastic and I put it in the trash can. Luckily, the
trash can is full, so I can empty it and Paul w on’t even wonder why, and I pull out the bag, tie it
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up, and take it to the garage. I come back to the bathroom and put another bag in the trash can,
and I take the box of pregnancy tests back to the closet and shove them underneath all of the
towels in the basket behind the light bulbs again.
There is no one to tell, and no one I want to tell, so instead I head outside and hop on my
bike. The sun’s just starting to go down, the air is cool, and there’s a gentle breeze. I take a deep
breath and breathe in the humid air that characterizes summer in Iowa. At least it’s not too hot
yet.
It feels good to have my legs moving my bike pedals, to be gripping the handle bars. I
head down the road and think that Paul will be headed home by now. H e’ll probably be in the
living room when I come in the door after my bike ride, reading the newspaper or surfing the
internet on his laptop.
I’ll just go in and tell him the news. That I’m pregnant. That he’s going to be a father.
That I .... Well, I’m going to take care of this child. I’ve taken care of children before, and it’s
not that hard. At least not the day to day. H alf o f it is just making sure they’re clothed and fed
and sleep enough and don’t hurt themselves, right?
I’ll just walk in the house and I’ll tell Paul. I’ll walk in the house, sit next to Paul and
make sure he’s paying attention, not just half listening like he sometimes does, and I’ll tell him.
No, I’ll walk in there, go to the bedroom and change out of my work clothes, then go back to the
living room and tell him. I’ll kiss him hello like I always do, go change out of my work clothes,
then make sure he’s paying attention before I tell him.
I’m making good speed down the road through our neighborhood, and I take a right and
turn down Main Street, wave at my boss, Stacey, who is just now walking home from the diner.
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It feels so good to move, and my heart is beating faster than it needs to be, even for this
pace, and when I get to the road I turn on to make my usual loop, I slow down, turning my bike
ever so slightly, then turn back and continue the direction I was going, farther away from home
now, farther from Paul.
It’s not that I don’t want to tell him. If I continue on this way it will take me through the
oldest part of town, where brick houses from the 1800s still stand because the wealthy families
that owned them passed them down through the generations and took care of the upkeep. It
w on’t be far, then, before I reach the edge of town, so when I see the first commanding front
porch, I take a left.
Maybe I’ll just keep weaving through town until I run out of energy. Paul will think we
just closed late at the diner, and I can fall into bed exhausted right away and not say anything and
he’ll probably just make his own dinner and not complain at all.
But I have this nagging feeling that it’s not Paul I’m avoiding. To put it into words: what
do I know about raising children? W hat do I know about being a mother? I can barely even think
of myself playing the role.
My mother is on the other side of the world, but I need her, and I think, maybe this once
she’ll come through for me. I haven’t asked her for advice in a long time, but what if I did?
Maybe she’ll say, D o n ’t worry. H e re ’s how you tell him. H e re ’s how you move forward. There’s
nothing to be afraid of.
So I take another left onto the street I grew up on, though I don’t go to my parents’ house.
I bike past my parents’ house, past the church beside it where my father is the pastor, past three
more blocks of houses, to this edge of town, to the other house I’ve known all my life, my
grandparents’ - my grandmother’s.
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I don’t need to know whether my grandmother is here. I ride into the yard, pedal hard to
keep up my momentum in the thick grass. I make my way around the side of the house to the
back yard, to a tree my grandfather once promised me a tree house in, and I lay my bike in the
grass and sit down beside it.
I bring Skype up on my phone and pray that my mother will answer. I’m not even sure
what time it is in France, and if she doesn’t answer, will I try the real phone number where she’s
staying? Tell Paul it was an emergency so he doesn’t question the phone bill?
But I don’t have to decide. Skype makes its purring ring only twice before my mother
answers the call. This may be the fastest she has ever answered a call from me. Maybe this time
she can sense my urgency, even from so far away.
“Hi, El,” she says.
She’s in the bedroom, and the moonlight, blue tint on my phone’s screen, is streaming
through a window to her left, illuminating only one side of objects: the header on the bed, an
ornate picture frame on the wall, a standing lamp. She leans forward and flips on a light behind
the screen and now I can clearly see my mother, her wavy hair flat on one side, wearing her
nightgown.
“Is something wrong?” she asks.
“Oh,” I say. “No.”
“It’s the middle of the night here,” my mother says. “I thought it might be an
emergency.”
“Sorry,” I say. “I didn’t mean to worry you.”
“If it’s not an emergency, can it wait for another time?” she asks. “I’ve got rehearsals all
day tomorrow and I’m still feeling jet lagged.”
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“No,” I say.
My mother sighs. A breeze moves through the yard and the grass tickles against my bare
legs.
“W hat did you want to talk about?” she asks.
“I haven’t talked to you since you left,” I say. “Y ou’re been gone a week and I haven’t
heard one word.”
She runs her hands through her hair like maybe she’s just noticed what she looks like on
the camera, trying to fluff the flattened side. “I talk to your father. I thought he would have told
you.”
“Sure,” I say. “ Sure. He did. But it’s not the same.”
“OK,” she says.
“I have some news,” I say, because I think it will lock me into telling her.
“Oh?” She stops fidgeting with her hair.
But now I realize I’m dreading saying it. I can feel it in the pit of my stomach and it’s
growing stronger with every breath I take.
“ Sometimes I feel like w e’re so far away,” I mumble.
I should be able to just tell her. This should be the easiest thing. You know, women love
to become grandmothers. It’s like being a mother again but with only the good stuff, on her own
terms, which I ’m sure my mother will be more than grateful for.
“I couldn’t hear that.” She leans forward. “The audio must have cut out.”
“I need to know something,” I say.
“W hat’s that?” she asks.
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I’m afraid I ’ll regret this, that addressing the problem will make it worse, not better, but
I’m feeling bold, or at least, I’m more scared of having a child and not knowing.
“Why were you never here?” I ask.
“While you were growing up?” she asks. “I w asn’t gone that much. I was purposeful
about that.”
“But you weren’t,” I say. I feel like I’m being childish and whiney. I should have
outgrown this by now. I’m an adult and I have my own life and it shouldn’t matter anymore.
“W hat do you mean?” She almost yawns and covers her mouth with her hand.
“You were here sometimes, but you weren’t here.” I shake my head. I feel like I’ve made
a fool of myself. I haven’t tried to talk to my mother about anything real for years and this has
just confirmed why for me. “You’re on the other side of the world and you don’t feel any farther
away than before.”
My mother’s face goes blank. I have the idea to say goodbye and hang up, but she starts
shaking her head.
“I’ve been thinking about you a lot.” She looks down at her lap. “I’ve been thinking a lot.
About everything.”
I shift around where I’m sitting, tuck my legs under me more.
“There are reasons I’m here right now, El,” she says. “There are reasons our lives have
gone the way they have. Reasons w e’re the people that we are.”
I’m ready for her to throw in something about God now so this goes theological rather
than personal, the way we normally talk, our defense mechanism.
“W hat is it you need to know?” she asks, and then she waits for me to answer.
I just blink at first. “ Seriously?”
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“Yes. Seriously. Why else would I ask?”
I don’t know if you understand what this moment really is. It’s like when someone asks
you what dead and/or famous person you would like to have dinner with, only this time you only
get one question. There’s no guarantee I’ll get any more than this one question, but at least with
this one I’ve thought about it. I’ve thought about it and thought about it. I think the most true
question is from that P. D. Eastman book, “Are you my mother?” although I don’t mean that
biologically. I mean are you actually truly fulfilling the role of my mother in my life? But since
that’s maybe still a little convoluted, I’ve worked it down to this:
“Why weren’t you here for me like you should have been?”
My mother is silent, and the breeze blows hard around me, stray hairs flying in my face.
“How much time do you have?” she asks. “This is going to be a long story.”
For this, I have all the time in the world.

They met in the most ordinary way, my mother tells me. At a rest stop off Interstate 35,
while my mother and her cousin and best friend, Susan, were making their way north to our
family cabin for a week off at the end o f the summer.
My mother was trying to get a candy bar at the vending machine, but the choices were
lacking. Susan had packed snacks, but my mother just wasn’t in the mood for ants on a log. She
would have preferred some M&Ms, just some pure chocolate, but she’d have to do with a Milky
Way. It was just as she was putting her coins in the slot of the vending machine that Jack stopped
behind her, though she didn’t notice him then. He would tell her later that he was admiring her
shoulders as he waited, that he was staring at them for a bit before he realized he and my mother
were both reflected in the vending machine’s glass, and he tried to look away. She hit A6 on the
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number pad, and the tiny screen lit up with A6, but instead of dropping a Milky Way, the metal
wires began turning one shelf below, on B6, and the machine dropped a granola bar.
“OK, really?” she asked it. “Am I forbidden to eat anything but healthy food?”
And it was at this point that Jack jumped in and said his first words to her: “Not what you
wanted?”
She was startled and blushed, but luckily, he was still behind her. She looked back at him
for a moment, noticed his solid jawline and the way his hair naturally flicked up above his left
eye.
“I was hoping for a candy bar,” she said.
“W hat’d you get?” He walked towards her now, looking past her to the machine, getting
uncomfortably close to her. Even then, my mother had rules about things like how close strange
men should be. She didn’t like them in her bubble. Relatives and close friends she allowed to sit
by her on the couch and hug her from time to time, as long as it wasn’t too often. But men she
hadn’t met weren’t allowed this privilege. She preferred them three feet back, at least, and never
behind her, where she couldn’t keep an eye on them, so she took a step back and to the left
herself, so he ended up on the right side of her. He was still uncomfortably close - his left arm
was almost brushing her right - but at least she could see him out of her peripherals.
“Granola bar,” she said, pointing to the next item on the shelf.
“Oh, well, that’s what I wanted.” He turned to her and smiled, and she forgot she was
feeling awkward and smiled back. “I’ll just get whatever you wanted,” he told her.
When he reached down to pull the granola bar from the machine, the sleeves of his t-shirt
slid up a little, and she noticed his biceps.
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“W hat did you want?” he asked, shoving the granola bar in a side pocket on his cargo
shorts and pulling some change out. “Pick anything.”
“I was trying for a Milky Way,” she said, “but I put in A6 and it didn’t work.”
“Well, w e’ll give it another whirl.” He slid the change in and hit the buttons, and the
machine dropped two candy bars instead of one. “There you go. One for now and one for later.”
He smiled again, reached down for the candy bars, and when he stood again and looked at her,
handing her the candy, she saw that he had a scar, only a half-inch long, just above his left
eyebrow.
“Thank you,” she said quietly.
“No problem,” he said. “Got to have the right snacks to make it on a road trip.”
My mother smiled. There was an awkward pause as they looked at each other, and my
mother was about to excuse herself, wondering where Susan was, when he continued.
“Where are you headed?”
D o n ’t tell strange men where y o u ’re going, my mother reminded herself, but she could be
vague, right?
“Up to my family’s cabin in the Northwoods,” she said.
“Oh, family cabin,” he said. “Must be a nice place.”
“It’s pretty remote, out on a lake.” She w asn’t sure why she shared this information, but
he looked happy to hear it.
He was still smiling, almost leaning towards her a little bit.
“It’s old. Just a fireplace and well water,” she added.
“You sound like a bit of an adventurer.”
Before my mother could protest, Susan came out of the restroom and walked over.
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“You ready to go?” she asked my mother.
My mother nodded at her, then looked back at Jack. “Thanks again. It was nice meeting
you.”
“Have a safe trip,” he said as they walked out the door.
“You know, I was thinking,” Susan said as the sun and humidity hit them outside,
“maybe we should get the stuff for s’mores before we get to the cabin. W e’ve already got stuff to
build a fire out there, right?”
“It’s kind of hot,” my mother said.
“Yeah, but not at night,” Susan argued. “And the smoke will keep the mosquitoes away.”
They climbed in the car, fastened their seat belts, and just as my mother had started the
car and was looking down to shift gears, she heard a knock on the window.
“Rebecca?” Jack asked through the glass.
“Yes.” She couldn’t remember telling him her name.
“You dropped this.” He held up her driver’s license.
“Oh.” She rolled down the window, and he held out the card. She noticed the roughness
of his fingers, how defined the wrinkles, and when she grabbed the card, she felt the slip of paper
he’d passed with it. “Thank you. Again.”
“No problem.” He waved goodbye with just one lift of his hand, and then my mother
backed up and drove away.
She glanced at the piece of paper as she slipped the driver’s license into her purse, saw
the hastily scrawled phone number and the block letters of just his first name: JACK. As they
merged back onto the highway, my mother forced a chuckle and told Susan, “He called me an
adventurer.”
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Susan giggled. “An adventurer, sure. I’m pretty sure you’re one of the least adventurous
people I know.”
“I guess you’re right,” my mother said, but she couldn’t figure out why she felt
disappointed by agreeing.
Susan doesn’t remember noticing the phone number slipped to my mother that day,
doesn’t remember how she thought my mother might have first gotten in touch with Jack, but
then, Jack was just a brief encounter. My mother had just started seeing someone at home, a man
named Andrew who she’d met at church, so why would she even be paying attention?
Still, my mother couldn’t stop thinking about that slip of paper. It didn’t matter anyway,
she told herself. People give other people their phone numbers all the time. He probably did it
with lots of girls, she told herself. But that didn’t stop him from invading her thoughts the rest of
the way to the cabin. It wasn’t in a completely conscious way, just how every time she’d start to
think of how she wanted to change things in her classroom when she got back to school or which
students she was going to have time to offer private lessons to the image of him leaning over to
pick out the granola bars or lifting his hand to wave would haunt her, and his words would repeat
in her mind. You sound like an adventurer. She w asn’t one bit, was she? Not even one little bit.
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Chapter 5
I’ve always lived in Greenwood, Iowa, and before that, my mother lived here, and before
that, my grandmother, and before that her mother, and more before that too, though I ’m not sure
how far back it goes, just that the women in my family have been here a long time. It’s not like
they show in the movies, not like I have to bike to school through a cornfield each day. We have
neighborhoods. We have cars.
My father is a pastor and I grew up living in the parsonage, a slightly cramped but
adequate house sided with stone, pebbles all the way up to the eaves. The parsonage may have
been lacking in what we wanted, but it had everything we needed - we didn’t complain that the
pipes beat in the walls when the water ran through them, or that the kitchen has barely three feet
left between table and counter top. We adored the arched doorways and the round windows and
the window seat in the living room even though the glass is only single paned and the frost
creeps over it in the winter.
The parsonage was ours but not ours. It belongs to the church, though we inhabited it,
tried to make it our own by putting our things on the walls. For my parents that means hanging
up all the decorative crosses and cross stitched Bible verses they’ve ever received from
parishioners. For me it meant roughly sketched out musical passages and lyrics, songs I was
writing to play on my guitar. The parsonage is old and the walls are cracking in the corners. All
the oak floorboards creak under our feet when we walk on them. When I was young and played
hide and seek with my brother, I had only to close my eyes and listen, and I ’d know exactly
which way he’d gone.
In the yard are maple trees. The lawn stretches out to the church yard and you can’t tell
where one begins and the other ends. It’s just one mass of short grass with maples and oaks
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scattered around the edges. On Wednesday evenings the youth group gets together, and if the
weather’s nice they play Frisbee and missed discs clunk against the outside walls. Sometimes
when I was younger I watched them from the window. Sometimes I went outside and asked to
join.
The church itself is one of those old, brick and stained glass varieties, built, I always
imagined as a child, by the congregational members themselves, each block lovingly stacked,
each board carefully measured and nailed in place by a parishioner who anticipated this building
becoming their new spiritual home of worship. Maybe my great-great-great-grandmother, who
lived in a farmhouse just outside of town, helped when it came time to paint the walls inside.
Maybe my great-great-grandmother was already growing in her belly so instead she sewed and
hung curtains in the small office to the side of the sanctuary.
At any rate, we know she was here. She stands in a crowd beside the front door of the
church in a photograph we keep in an album in the church office, should anyone care to look. I
know nothing more about her, and it’s odd to look at her, this stranger with the same eyes as my
mother and my grandmother’s wavy hair.

Paul gets home later than I expect after all, so I feel like I can take some time to compose
myself, although being composed isn’t typical for me. I make a cake and roast a chicken with
stuffing, make some seasoned green beans for the side, a fancier meal than we usually eat,
because I know he likes it when I surprise him with a meal like this after h e’s been gone a while.
I put out the lace tablecloth and the china, light some candles in the middle of the table too, just
to add to the effect.
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He kisses me like he always does when he walks in the door. I’ve just finished putting the
food on the table, and we sit down to eat. We bow our heads and pray.
I wonder how you tell your husband that you’re pregnant. I suppose I could just say it,
but maybe there should be some special timing, like I should have done something extra special,
not just the dinner and the candles, but I don’t know what.
“How was your weekend?” he asks.
I shrug. “The usual.”
I watch his face as I eat my stuffing, note the same things about it that I’ve always noted,
that his nose is a little bit crooked and that his eyelashes are so long and beautiful, they could be
the eyelashes o f a baby.
“I heard your cousins are planning a trip to Okoboji,” Paul says. “Women only.”
“How did you hear that?” I ask.
“I ran into Susan at the gas station.”
“Ah,” I say.
“You should go with them,” he suggests.
I don’t know how he heard about this before I did, but I have no interest in going with
them.
“You know they don’t like me,” I say, cutting into my chicken and watching it flake
apart.
“They hardly know you,” he says. “The three o f you have barely spent any time
together.”
“They live in town and they never call me.” I shove some chicken in my mouth more
defiantly than I intend to.
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Paul is always trying to get me to connect with my cousins more, or other women at
church, or anyone really. I haven’t really had friends outside of Stacey and Eugene, who I only
see at work, since high school, and he sees this as a problem.
“OK,” he says, and he looks down at his green beans, spears some on his fork. “El,” he
continues, “I’ve been thinking.” He pauses, as if contemplating his vegetables.
“W hat about?” I ask, even though I know he will get to his point and it annoys him when
I do this. He starts to cringe, but stops himself.
“I’ve been thinking it might be time to look for a new house,” he says.
The house w e’re living in now is the house that Paul bought after first getting his job,
before we had even met. It’s the house we had our first dinner in as an official couple, the house
he proposed in, the house we conceived our first child in - though he doesn’t know that yet.
“Why?” I ask.
“It’s pretty small,” he says, “and that’s not a bad thing - but once we have kids, w e’ll
want more space, and it would be nice to have a room or two for guests anyway.”
I move the green beans on my plate around with my fork, take a sip o f my drink.
“Plus,” he continues, “we could get someplace with a bigger yard. I know you’d like a
bigger yard.”
“Yeah,” I say.
“Well, think about it,” he says, but he’s not giving me a choice so much as a chance to
warm up to the idea. Some things he gets his mind set on and that’s that. That’s how it was with
the car.
I could tell him now, I think. I could say, Y o u ’re right, w e ’ll need that space pretty soon.
But now I don’t feel like it. I know that we need it. Our house is tiny. It doesn’t even have a
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second bedroom. And I don’t know why it bothers me to think about leaving it. I’ve always in
some ways felt like it is Paul’s house and I just stay here, since it was his before we got married.
But it’s hard not to question these things.
“I talked to my mother tonight,” I tell him.
“How is she?” he asks.
“A little strange,” I say. “ She wanted to talk about some things.”
He raises an eyebrow. “How’s that strange?”
“We don’t— ” I pause “—talk. We don’t do that. Not about real things.”
“Well, good then,” he says. “You two should start.”
“I don’t know,” I say. “Why now?”
“Why not?”
I will probably never win this. Paul has never fully understood the disconnect between
my mother and I. He sees her from the outside, the way most people do. The perfect, put
together, do anything for anyone, superwoman. And it’s not that it’s bad that he sees her this
way; it’s just that he doesn’t understand even half of what happened between us, that I’ve tried to
put all that behind me but it still gnaws at me sometimes, the way things don’t work, the reason
we don’t talk.
W hat was it my mother said last night? There are reasons we are where we are, reasons
we are who we are.
That’s the most she’s told me about why she’s telling me the story she’s telling me. Jack,
the mysterious, romantic man. Someone I’ve never heard of before. A man from her life who is
not my father, a separate road she could have taken, maybe, that could have changed everything.
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Paul leans down slightly to meet his fork as he takes another bite of his green beans, and I
think, is this really where I want to be? But then, I think, if I’m with him the rest of my life, how
could I not be happy?
How do you decide who to marry anyway? Is it lasting emotion, or some sort of spiritual
connection, or just some hard resolve to stay committed? Every day I feel like I find something
new in him, like he’s not the man I thought I was marrying, and I don’t know if it’s because I
didn’t know him when I married him or because he just changes so quickly that I can’t keep up. I
don’t mean changes in the nitpicky sense, like how I’d really like him to start hanging up his
towel so that he would stop getting the bedspread damp, or washing the dishes before I ask him
to. I mean, like last week, we were talking about the universe, and he said, “I think it’s just us
here. I think it’s just us, and once w e’re gone, there will be no one who remembers us and no one
who cares.” Just like that, in all that vastness, I mean, billions and billions of stars and no
possibility of anything more than this.
“W hat?” he asks, and I realize I’m staring, so I go back to my own dinner.
You’re really locked in, once you have a baby. I have to start thinking about our family
now. Not just me and him, but all of us, and I wish he wouldn’t push me. There is enough to try
and comprehend now without him adding to it.

After my mother returned from that vacation at the cabin, her mother gave her a box of
things she left at home. Those items that aren’t really useful but that we don’t get rid of. Things
that my grandmother was cleaning out of my mother’s childhood room, making space for a
sewing room, the final recognition that her children now had their own lives and weren’t coming
back.
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My mother set the box of childhood items down on the table and let out her breath - a
sigh. She felt tense, and she says it wasn’t just because of my grandmother packing up her
childhood room, or because the summer was about to end. It was something bigger, something
she couldn’t quite put her finger on yet.
I’m not sure how to explain this. Sometimes w e’re filled with a restlessness. I imagine
my mother feels this way a lot. It’s like everything is fine, just fine. But that’s all it is, just fine.
I’d like to call it an itchiness in the toes. That’s how it manifests itself in me, but I don’t know
that it’s that way for everyone. My mother always talks about feeling in her gut, so I guess that’s
probably where she feels it.
Maybe it’s a sense that something isn’t quite right somehow. It’s natural for us, isn’t it, to
question where we are in life? As soon as we finish high school, w e’re forced to make big
decisions. Where will we go to college? What will we study? W hat career will we have? Where
will we live? Who will we marry and start a family with? Even if we ponder these decisions for
days or weeks, in the grand scope of our lives, the decision comes down to a split second. We
cannot possibly know what the outcome might be. We choose without having all the data. Our
brains haven’t even fully formed, for goodness sake, but here. You must decide now. Give it
your best guess. Choose to do a thing because you enjoy it, or a career path because it makes the
most sense logically, or maybe just marry that guy because right now there are butterflies in your
stomach and who knows if they will be there tomorrow? You don’t know they w on’t.
My mother looked down at the things in that box, the medals and ribbons from music
festivals, and they were so important to her and yet not important at all. There was the pink
corner of a book sticking out from under some of the ribbons, and she recognized it as an old
diary of hers. She pulled it out. The cover was plain pink cotton, frayed at the edges from being
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carried in my mother’s school bag for so many years when she felt like she couldn’t live without
it, the same way, I imagine, that I carried my small purple diary to and from school, spent recess
on a corner of the playground writing in it while crouching over so my schoolmates wouldn’t be
able to see what I wrote.
She reached down for the diary, intending to read it. But she knew what it said. My
mother has a thing against paragraphs. She doesn’t like being forced into continuity of mind in
that fashion when sometimes, especially as a child, she tells me, she hadn’t felt that way at all.
So though I fill page after page with the routine stories of my life, my mother writes lists. Some
of the lists in that diary were day to day and ordinary. Some days she listed what she’d done that
day, or things that had made her angry, or things that had made her smile. Some of the lists were
more particular to a day, like funny things her grandfather had done at the reunion, gifts she’d
gotten for her birthday. Some of them were master lists she came back to repeatedly to add on to:
pieces she wanted to learn how to play on her clarinet, for example. Or the one she was really
thinking about at that moment - her list of life goals.
She was pretty sure she had checked them all off by that point, actually, except, of
course, for getting married and having children. She was certain it was on there, but she pushed
her mind to focus on the other items of the list. She had seen the list so many times over the
years in which she used this diary (and it was the one list she kept going back to even when she
w asn’t writing in the diary anymore) that she didn’t need to open the book, but could simply
recall it in her memory, the letters all drawn out in a handwriting that started rough and wobbly
at the top of the list, then evened out the closer to the bottom she got.
1. Get a I rating at solo and small ensemble contest
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Check. She’d done this numerous times. She was pretty sure she’d written this one before she
ever even competed in contest, as she could only recall a couple of II ratings.
2. Go to college
Check. Such a short item on the list for such a long, drawn out accomplishment.
3. Buy a car, something small and cute, maybe a convertible
Well, she was driving a 1983 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme, which was more like a boat than a
car, but she was satisfied.
4. Learn how to make great meatloaf, bread, everything you need to eat to survive
Check.
5. Get a job
Check. Interesting how her priorities as a child specified not at all what kind of job it might be.
6. Get my own apartment
Check. This was supplemented by several pages of roughly drawn floor plans and sketches of
theoretical rooms, complete with decorations. None of these looked like her current apartment,
which was a boxy, scantily furnished one bedroom with only one window.
7. Buy a professional quality clarinet - wooden!
Probably what she was proudest of still.
8. Get married
9. Have children
10. Help Dad put new siding on the house
Yes, they were that vague, and she w asn’t sure, really, why she had needed to look at
them over and over again. She was surprised to remember the last item. It had left her mind until
she recalled the list just now, and she w asn’t sure why exactly it was a task that made it on the
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list of life goals. The siding did need replacing. Her parents had been talking about it for years,
but had never gotten it done. Maybe she would ask about it next time she went over, she thought.
Maybe it would be a nice way to spend some time with my grandfather. Maybe that’s why it was
on the list after all.
She set the diary back in the box, watched it sink into the pile of ribbons, metal pins and
medallions clinking softly underneath. She put the box in the hall closet, on a shelf behind her
extra set of bed sheets. She fully intended to do something better with those items, she told
herself, but maybe tomorrow, or the next day, though really she knew, since she had already put
them above her head, tucked behind the items of everyday life, that she wouldn’t get back to
them for a while.
She picked her purse up from where she had set it on her small kitchen counter and sifted
through the items in the bottom - keys, old receipts, lip gloss, a bottle of bubbles left over from
some friend’s wedding - to find the small scrap of paper with Jack’s phone number. It was a
little ripped. Probably scraped against her keys or who knows what else. For a second or two, she
held it in her hand, directly above the trashcan at the end of the counter top. She imagined letting
go, the paper floating slowly down into the empty container, the layers of vegetable scraps and
junk mail she would bury it in.
Then, instead of letting go, she carried it over to the end table by the couch, where the
phone sat, and tucked it under the phone. She didn’t have to throw the number away just because
she w asn’t going to call it, she thought, and right there, under the phone, nobody would even see
it anyway. Nobody would know it was there except her.
My mother claims her problem was that she focused on what was left behind and lost and
didn’t focus enough on what was gained by the leaving. It’s mostly a difference in perspective,
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looking forward or looking back, but it’s also related to comparison. It’s easy to leave things
behind when you know what you’re going to is something better. W hat if it’s not? Or what if you
have no way of knowing what you might be headed towards?
When Jack got upset or didn’t call my mother for longer than she liked, she asked herself
these questions. W hat if she should have stayed with Andrew after all? Maybe he didn’t make
her heart race. Maybe he didn’t make her act without thinking. Maybe sometimes she even found
him a little bit boring. At least he was reliable. At least when he said he would call, he would
call. And anyway, maybe being so taken with Jack that she couldn’t think was foolish. Maybe
being able to think is the better thing anyway.

“Why are you telling me this?” I asked my mother last night when she’d told me this
much.
I was tapping my fingers against the ground, could feel the dirt pushing in under my
fingernails with every hit.
“W hat do you mean?” My mother leaned against the desk where she sat, as if coming
towards the computer screen. She put her hand up and cradled her chin in it.
“You’re not answering my questions,” I said.
“I’m getting there.” She took her arms off the desk and leaned back in her chair.
“When?”
“It’s going to take a while for you to understand.” She ran her hand through her hair
again, looked off into space. “Maybe you w on’t.”
“I’m not a child anymore, Mom,” I said.
The sun had gone down, and I was starting to get cold.
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She took a breath, like she was about to say something.
“I should go,” I said. “Paul will be wondering where I am.”
“ Sure,” my mother said, looking almost relieved. “I should go to bed too. I’ve got to be
up early tomorrow.” She reached her arm out, about to hang up the call, I suppose, then paused.
“But Ellie, let’s talk again soon.”
“ Sure,” I mumbled, looking out past my phone, at the light that had turned on in my
grandmother’s kitchen.
I didn’t see much point in talking again, and I’m not sure I do now either. Maybe there’s
just been too much space between us all these years. Maybe it’s not possible to find our way to
where we should be.
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Chapter 6
“I hear you could be leaving,” Stacey says as soon as I walk into the diner for my next
shift.
“Leaving?” I tie my apron around my waist and start to load the pockets with pen, note
pad, straws.
“You and Paul looking for a new house,” she says.
O f course everyone in town already knows as soon as I do. How, I’m not sure. Maybe
Paul has already been talking to real estate agents.
“Oh,” I say. “I’m not planning on quitting, if that’s what you’re worried about. I don’t
think w e’ll be going far.”
Stacey raises an eyebrow at me. She’s the kind of woman with a rough exterior who
always seems to know more about the real world than anyone else. Not discontent, not looking
for trouble, just aware of it before it gets here.
“Paul and I haven’t discussed my quitting anyway.” I try to smile, but she’s made me
wary.
“You let me know,” she says. “It’s hard to find good help around here.”
That’s the closest thing to a compliment I ever get out of Stacey, and I smile. “O f course
I’ll let you know as soon as I do.”
She nods, turns away from me to start counting the cash drawer. “You pregnant or
something?”
I can feel the blood rushing to my face. “Just planning ahead,” I say, because that’s not a
lie, and I walk past Stacey to the main dining area so I can start taking chairs down from the
tables.
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Stacey’s Diner is the kind of place you wouldn’t stop at if you were just passing through
- it’s nestled in between other nicer looking shop fronts downtown, the pink paint faded and
peeling just around the edges of the door frames. Not quite bad enough for Stacey’s landlord,
Jim, to break down his stinginess or laziness and get it redone. Inside are cheap tables and wood
chairs that don’t match, walls empty of decoration, carpet with ten or more years of coffee stains.
You wouldn’t stop here if you were a stranger on the road - but then you don’t know that the
pies advertised in blue letters on the window are hand baked by Stacey every morning, that in the
fall, the side of sweet corn on the cob comes straight from Jerry, the farmer on the edge of town,
or that Eugene’s omelets consistently win country fair awards.
Stop into Stacey’s any morning or lunch hour and you’ll find few empty tables. Because
here in Greenwood, Stacey’s is the place to be not only to get food, but to be able to connect. A
few hours at Stacey’s will get you caught up on all the latest local news, all the prayer requests
and gossip.
You would think that this isn’t my kind of scene - and it isn’t - but that’s why I’m here
as the waitress.
Bob and Harry, a couple of regulars, are the first ones in this morning, as usual, and I
pour them each a cup of coffee as they sit down.
“Hot out this morning, huh?” Harry says to me.
“Not so bad,” I say. “It’ll get worse.”
“You got a curl started,” Bob says. “At least you get your curls.” He rubs his balding
head.
I smile. “Your usual?”
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“Oh, don’t look now,” Bob continues, staring out the window. “That old flame of yours
looks like he’s bringing his Mom in for breakfast.”
Yeah, that’s Greg alright. Still with his dreamy blue eyes and too long hair tossed by the
wind.
“You want me to go slug him?” Harry asks. “ Scare him off?”
“Thanks,” I say, “but it’s OK.”
We watch as Greg helps his mother out of the car, strongly but gently lifting her from the
seat to her wheelchair. Then with care, making sure she’s comfortable, helping rearrange her
sweater and laying her purse gently in her lap.
“H e’s alright,” I say. Because what did he really do to me anyway? We were just kids.
Just kids together so long and so in love that everyone expected us to marry and if we didn’t both
live in the same town still, for our own reasons, we might be able to get away from that broken
image.
I get a table ready for them, moving one of the chairs off to the side of the room to make
space for the wheelchair, and Greg says a too polite “thanks” when he sees it. He is always too
polite. H e’s been too polite since the day he accepted that we were broken up, as if we could just
pretend none of it happened or at least what did didn’t matter.
It’s not Greg w ho’s the biggest problem anyway, I tell myself as he helps his mother
settle in at the table.
“I’ll get water for you both,” I say. “Is there anything else you two want to drink?”
“Tea,” Greg’s mother says, “and make sure the water’s hot this time. Last time it wasn’t
hot and tea doesn’t steep well that way.”
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“The same,” Greg says, giving me an apologetic smile. I wish he wouldn’t apologize. His
pity got old years ago.
We normally have a pot of water waiting on a warmer for the tea, but when I go back to
the kitchen, I put it on the stove, make sure it’s boiling before I put it in one of the smaller,
individual pots for their table. When I take it out to the front, Greg is not there.
“I can come back in a minute to take your order,” I say.
“We can order now,” Greg’s mother says, not looking at me. She sorts through the box of
tea I’ve set down, looking for what she wants. “We want omelets. With sausage and green
peppers.”
I want to say that Greg hates omelets. And green peppers. But I don’t.
“Yes, m a’am,” I say instead. “Anything else I can get you?”
“No, I don’t suppose you can.” She picks a bag of earl grey and puts it in her mug, then
pours the steaming water in.
She wasn’t always this intolerable. She was quite pleasant to be around actually, back
when Greg and I were dating. But then that was before I broke her son’s heart, and I always get
the feeling when I see her that she blames any o f his successive failures, especially the fact that
he has not yet borne her any grandchildren, on me. I imagine how she might react if she knew
that now I’m pregnant with Paul’s child. Would she be angry? Would she feel like I’ve done
right by my husband at least?
No matter what I do, I am the girl who didn’t marry Greg to her and to many other people
in this town for that matter. Greg’s mother might be the worst, but she certainly isn’t the odd ball
out. Even to people like Bob and Harry, who genuinely like me, I’m the one who had a “great
life” but couldn’t decide if I wanted it, so I took a job at a diner that I’ve never left and married a
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man older than I am so that I could act like those things are all in the past, that we have more
important things to do with our time. Sometimes I almost wonder if the change of image is what
I desired most, but then it didn’t really change the way I thought it would, did it?
If the world was how they wanted it to be, it would be Greg’s baby growing inside me
and instead of standing and waiting on them I’d be sitting at the table with them, only helping
Greg’s mother out o f politeness and love for my mother-in-law, not because it’s my job.
The whole meal goes like this. Every little imperfection is a disappointment. The tea is
now too hot and she has to wait too long to be able to drink it. The tablecloth has a small stain on
the corner. The cheese in her omelet is not quite melted on one edge. Never mind that Stacey is
the one who cleans the tablecloths and Eugene made the omelet, this is all my fault.
Greg barely talks to me the whole time, even though I check on them often to make sure
they don’t need anything. When they finally leave, she puts down a dollar and two quarters for
my tip.
“That girl never gets better,” I hear her say quietly while Greg wheels her out the door.
I feel relieved but exhausted when I hear the door click shut.

Paul says there’s an open house for a place he wants to check out, a place that might
work for us. He doesn’t say where, and I don’t think to ask, because I guess I’ve assumed w e’re
on the same page, that w e’ll be staying in Greenwood, that w e’ve always planned on staying
here. But on Saturday morning we get in the car, and he starts driving out on the highway.
“Where are we going?” I ask.
“Forest City,” he says. “I thought it might be easier if I don’t have to commute anymore.”
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“W hat about me?” I ask. I’m feeling a little trapped, in the passenger seat with the car
moving farther and farther away from home.
“I thought we could talk about that.” I start to say something, but he flips on the air
conditioner and doesn’t hear me. “You know I ’ve mentioned that if you want to quit working at
the diner, w e’d be fine on my salary.”
“But I like working at the diner,” I say, though it isn’t always true.
“And there are other diners,” Paul says.
I look out the side window, watch the passing mounds of dirt tipped with green shoots of
corn stalks just beginning to grow. “My family is in Greenwood.”
“I know, but how much do you really see them anyway?”
“Every Sunday.”
“And we can still drive in every Sunday for church and spend the afternoon with them.”
Paul’s voice is calm. “I’m not trying to push you into anything. I just thought w e’d take a look,
and you can think about it.”
I don’t answer. I stare out the window for the next twenty minutes of the drive,
absentmindedly counting rows in the fields. Maybe he’s right. Maybe it wouldn’t be so bad. But
I can’t imagine moving either.
I can imagine it more when we reach the address, the brick farmhouse with its “For Sale”
sign in front of us. The house is just outside of town. Most of the farmland has already been sold,
swallowed up by neighboring farms, but there are still twelve acres of grass and woods behind
the house where a small creek runs through.
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The realtor, a chipper brunette, welcomes us inside and shows us around the house. The
oak floorboards creak under our feet as we walk through the rooms. Only the living room has
carpet.
Paul is right, we could live here. The house isn’t huge, but it feels expansive compared to
what we live in now. The family that owned it before was a fan of birds, and there are birds
everywhere - wood peckers hidden in leafy wallpaper in the living room, sparrows carved into
the kitchen cupboards, swans sculpted on the stairway banisters, and others painted on the walls
of the bedrooms upstairs, each room themed for a type of bird.
Why birds? I wonder. They could have chosen anything, they could have left the
cupboard doors flat and the banister a typical column molding, but they’ve emblazoned
themselves everywhere here semi-permanently, perhaps as permanently as anyone can. This is so
obviously their space.
“Love birds in the master bedroom,” Paul says as he steps inside. “Makes sense.”
The walls are a forest of trees, love birds in pairs perched on tree branches and peeking
out behind leaves.
“I feel like I’m trespassing,” I say.
“We can paint over them if you want.”
Yes, paint over them, because this is not wallpaper; every leaf, every tree branch and
trunk, every feather in its painstaking detail has been hand painted on these walls.
“Why are the owners selling this house?” I ask the realtor.
“The parents were living here, but they’ve moved into assisted living, and the children
already have a place in the city. Most of the house was built and painted by the couple
themselves. They’re fantastic artists.”
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“They shouldn’t be selling it,” I say.
Paul is moving into the hallway to look at the other bedrooms. “You like it?” he asks.
I don’t answer, following him into the next bedroom where a giant peacock is painted, its
tail spread. I think at first it is staring at the door, but then I look at the wall behind me, where a
female peacock stands, its head tucked shyly into its side feathers.
“This could be a great room for a child, with all these bright colors,” Paul says. “And it
has a great view.” He motions towards the window, which looks out at the woods behind the
house.
I nod, but I don’t say anything, and he doesn’t see it. H e’s still gazing out the window.
I try to imagine what it would be like to live here, with our child growing up, her long
hair in pigtails, running through the dirt skirting the edge of the cornfields or climbing the thick
branches of the oaks and maples. I assume it’s a girl, I realize, although I don’t know why. Some
would say it’s a mother sense, but I don’t trust my mother sense at all. Maybe it’s that I’d be
more worried about raising a daughter than a son.
“Or we could paint it too.” Paul breaks the silence.
“No,” I say.
I could never paint these walls. I wonder how we would ever live here, if we could ever
truly fill this house, become one of the birds, or if I would always feel like a stranger inhabiting
what never should have been abandoned.
Paul turns from the window. “Well, think about it.”
We go downstairs again, and then the realtor takes us down to the unfinished basement,
where Paul inspects the water heater and I check out the washer and dryer. No birds here. The
only room without them.
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Before we leave we look at the backyard, and I can imagine our daughter running again.
She could be at home here, even though I couldn’t. She should have eyes just like Paul’s brown
with crinkles around the edges when she smiles, but when she stops running for a moment to ask
me to watch her, dimples show in her cheeks, and her eyes are bright blue. I put my hand to my
stomach.
“W e’re not bird people,” I tell Paul on the drive home, as if that settles it.
“I said we can paint over it if you want,” he says. “We can even replace the cupboard
doors if you want. The banister might be a bit more of a challenge.”
“I don’t want to paint over it.”
“Because it’s too far from your parents?”
“No.” I look away from him again, out the window, counting the rows of corn back
home. “It wouldn’t feel right.”

My grandfather always said you choose a house not just for yourself, but for your kids,
and for the grandkids that will one day come to visit and eventually inherit the place. You choose
a place to suit them all, a place they know they can always come back to, a place that will always
feel like home, and that they’ll protect as the years go on.
So maybe my hesitation about the house - about choosing what will become our house has more to do with making it a home than anything else. A place for us and our family. It’s not
like you can just buy a house, live there a few years, and then sell it again. It’s more permanent
than that. It should be more permanent than that.
My mother’s family has a long history with houses, beginning with the cabin our family
first built in the Northwoods of Minnesota. For my mother and my grandfather, and so many
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other members of the Hanson family, that cabin has always been a refuge, a place of solace, a
home.
Though none of the Hansons still living have ever actually lived there, this building has
been full of their family. Most of the Hansons visit regularly and often (my immediate family
being the exception, due to my father’s unavailability on weekends), and they consider it a
resting place in the midst of busy lives, a familiar comfort, a piece of themselves.
The cabin was originally built by Augustus Hanson, my mother’s great-great-great
grandfather. Augustus cut and prepared all the logs by hand, their ends pointed and uneven, each
stroke of the ax visible. He laid sod on the roof, and the grass grew on it and kept the house
warm in the winter and cold in the summer until it became leaky and “too hard to care for,”
according to Ausgutus’ grandson, Jonathan, who fifty years later, replaced it with steel.
Augustus’ own diary, which sits on the cabin bookshelf today, details the account of Augustus’
building, including materials, blueprints, process o f construction, and day to day progress.
Other Hanson family members made all of the subsequent changes. The additional
windows (the cabin had only had two small windows when it was built owing to the
unavailability of glass) were added by Jonathan. Swen built the dock in 1941 to satisfy the
children who were afraid of swimming but wanted to be closer to the lake. During one very
productive family reunion, all able bodied Hanson males dug into the ground to get well water
into the cabin for those currently occupying it.
The woods have been run through, notches created on trees and landscapes named by the
original child inhabitants, followed by their children, and theirs, and so on, each group of
children passing on the knowledge and stories to the next group before growing “too old” to be
playing such games and needing to stay and talk with the adults. I remember the one time I was
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there for a family reunion, seven years old, and the solemnity that my cousin, Margaret, placed
on the telling of these family stories, the way they had to be accurate. “These are our stories,”
she said. “You might as well not be a Hanson if you can’t get them right.”
O f course, the cabin is not without a woman’s touch. In 1929 Lilly Hanson spent hours
hand embroidering the yellow daisy curtains that still adorn the cabin’s windows. Her daughter,
Anastasia, showed off what she’d learned from her mother on the pillowcases’ poppy fields,
while her cousin, Julia, put together the log cabin quilt that draped across the bed. Rugs inside
and out each of the doors had been left there by children first learning to crochet with rags and
large hooks, their stitches uneven and in some places, rather lumpy. W hether the large shag rug
in the center of the cabin was made by Great-Aunt Trudy or Great-Aunt Ida is unclear. They both
claim to be the artist, and perhaps it was really a joint effort.
Whenever the family gathers to spend time at the cabin, there are tasty homemade foods,
reflected permanently in the old wooden recipe box the women use to pass on recipes. It’s
unclear what year this box was created. The recipes in it go back five or six generations, many
recipes frequently make use of lard, Crisco, and pig’s heads, and the handwriting and readability
of the recipe cards varies greatly. Many of the recipes assume you have prior knowledge of how
to cook such things, and since the cabin does not have an oven, only the fireplace with its space
for hanging pots or buried pans in the coals, those old recipes are actually easier to follow. New
recipes have to be modified and experimented with, and usually the women just write down the
instructions for those and make them at home, leaving cabin eating to the traditional fare.
By the time my mother was living, although so many of the Hanson family members
claimed it held a special place in their hearts, the cabin no longer had permanent inhabitants. As
Augustus and his wife got older and thought about whom to leave the cabin to, it didn’t seem
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fitting for just one child to have it. Soon after, because of the distance from town and grocery
stores coupled with the lack of indoor plumbing, no one even wanted to live in it anyway, and it
became the hideaway, the vacation home where all members of the family went to get away.
It’s a home like that that I want to have for our family. If we can’t continue one, at least
we can start fresh. But how do you start a home like that one? How do you teach your children to
appreciate it enough to grow their roots and keep it so it doesn’t end up like the farm house we
looked at, easily discarded? I’m afraid you can’t just buy a house like that off the market.
Many years ago, when my grandfather was still around, he promised me he would help
me build whatever house I wanted. But he’s gone now.
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Chapter 7
Paul is working late, and my father invited me over for dinner, so rather than go home
and piddle around for an hour, I decide to just go straight to the parsonage, where my parents
live. It’s a small, two story brick house right next to the church, and despite the break ins in the
neighborhood last year, they still don’t lock it. When I’m here, I revert back to my old habits of
riding my bike into the garage, grabbing the newspaper from the front lawn, and emptying the
mailbox.
Inside smells of roast beef and coffee - D ad’s got dinner in the slow cooker. I walk down
the narrow hallway, to the small kitchen in the back of the house. There’s barely enough room
between the counter tops and the opposite wall for our scratched wooden table and enough space
to walk around it. I throw the newspaper on the table and flip through the mail, forgetting that
there will be nothing for me at this address anymore, even though I ’m here often enough and my
room upstairs still sits exactly the way I left it when I moved in with Paul. There’s a phone bill, a
letter from the high school for my brother, Peter, and a blue envelope addressed to my mother
with no return address. I almost put it down, but then I pause for a minute. There’s something
familiar about it that I can’t quite put my finger on. No return address. The handwriting thin and
slanted to the left. Her last name, Hanson-Alden, with some hesitation on the second “n” of
Hanson, the ink blotting at the bottom.
I have a feeling of deja vu, but I can’t think why. I want to open the envelope, to know
what’s inside. I flip it over, but can’t quite bring myself to put my finger under the edge. I throw
it with the other mail on the table.
But maybe it shouldn’t be there when my father comes home, I think, and a million
questions start racing through my mind. W hat is it that worries me about this envelope? Why
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does it seem so familiar, and why so suspicious? It could be from anyone. It is definitely
handwritten, but my mother has plenty of friends who might have handwritten the address on the
envelope. Maybe it’s a graduation invitation or a wedding announcement from one of her former
students.
But no, I recognize this. The handwriting, the size of the envelope. Maybe I’m being
delusional, but I smell it, and it smells like campfire smoke and that seems like memory too. I
don’t know why, but I’m sure I’ve seen these before, and I’m sure my mother would hide them
from my father.
She would keep them in the hall closet, I think, because I learned my tricks from her. In a
shoebox on the top shelf behind a stack of sheets we rarely use. I grab the step stool. The closet
door creaks as I open it. I open the step stool and climb up, carefully pull the sheets out in one
pile and move them to the floor, then climb up again to see the shoe box, still sitting there in the
shadows.
It feels heavier than I expect. I think the top of the box should be dustier than it is. I turn
around and sit down on the step stool, setting the box on my knees, and open it. I don’t know
how many there might have been last time I looked in the box, if I ever even looked at this box
before. They sit upright in the box, packed from one end to the other. Envelope after envelope
addressed to my mother with no sender mentioned.
They are all torn open, neatly cut apart at the seam using my mother’s sword shaped
letter opener, just as she always does. I want to look inside, but I hesitate, looking first at the
postmark instead. The envelopes are dated sporadically, sometimes with weeks or even months
between them. It’s a pattern of inconsistency, I learn, as I flip through them. Always many close
together, then a long break.
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Halfway through the box I hit a bigger, stiff envelope. I almost flip past it, but then the
lettering catches my eye and I realize that rather than my mother’s name, this one is addressed to
me. It’s opened too, but I ’ve never seen it. Clearly my mother’s curiosity won out.
My hands shake as I pull it from the box, turning the letter after it on its short end so I
don’t lose my place. I pull the contents from the envelope. It’s a birthday card. The front has a
picture of a generic super hero with a big 12, and inside it says, “Happy Birthday to a super kid!”
Written in pen underneath in big block letters is just one word: JACK.
I’ve often suspected my mother doesn’t love my father, but I’ve never known why she
wouldn’t. Or really, I’ve never known why she would marry him and stay with him all this time
if she didn’t. And I especially don’t know why my father would stay with her. When I was in
high school, I mentioned this to Greg and he said probably I just couldn’t see it, probably they
were really in love and they just showed it differently, or when I w asn’t around, or something.
I think more likely my mother isn’t capable of love. Not real love anyway. OK, she takes
care of us at least adequately most of the time. It’s not like she’s a horrible person altogether. But
when w e’re talking that crazy, head over heels love that makes you want to do anything for
somebody, I just don’t think she has it in her.
Yet, there is Jack.
Could what these letters suggest be true? Could my mother have, even in the past, been in
love, really deeply in love in a way that would leave a man haunted enough to continue writing
her? Who I’ve thought her to be is already becoming blurry each second I stare at the scrawled
handwriting, wondering what about it is so familiar, if this handwriting has had a presence in my
life before that I just can’t quite place.
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My mother would never live a double life, would she? She wouldn’t hide any kind of
relationship with another man, would she?
All the times that she’s tried to talk to me about love and faithfulness, about following
God’s commandments and his purpose for our lives.
I’d always thought, even if she treated me like she didn’t care, at least she was authentic.
I think about putting the box of letters back in the closet, forgetting that I ever found
them, that my mother ever started to tell me the story she’s started to tell me, which now, I
realize, could be a confession that will change my life.
I want my father to be my father. I want my mother to be flawed in the way I expect her
to be, the way she always has been.
I want to open the newest letter, but I don’t. Not yet. I’m still too afraid to rip the paper,
to cause damage I cannot hide or take back. I grab the newest letter in the box, the latest one that
is opened, from four months ago, and I carefully pull the letter out.
Rebecca, it begins, with no fanfare, M y mother called today to say my father is in the
hospital. She said he had a heart attack. I doubt I ’ll make it there. H aven’t been back to that part
o f the country in a long while and d o n ’t see why I would go now.
And those block letters: JACK.
I get the letter from the table and set it on top, replacing the box and the sheets. I ignore
the fact that my mother is in France, and the phone number she’s given me is for emergencies
only, and I call her, punching unsatisfactorily at my cell phone’s screen.
I know y o u ’re still getting the letters, I imagine myself saying as the phone rings. You
told me this would stop.
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There’s a tea pot on the stove, so I fill it with water and turn the flame on, as if this will
calm me.
Who is he really? I ’ll ask, and when she stutters, I ’ll say, So i t ’s not simple then.
But we all have secrets. I will have to take another approach.
The phone’s electronic ring purrs.
Peter has parked on the street in front of the house. I hear the car door slamming as he
gets out and hang up the phone before my mother can answer.

Soon after Peter walks in and we begin setting the table. Through the kitchen window, I
see my father walking across the lawn from the church.
Unlike my mother, my father has always been here for me when I needed him. I’m lucky
in that. I know a lot of people who were raised by single mothers or have fathers who come
around once in a while, who, when they come around, are manipulative or drunk or at the very
least uninterested in what their children are up to. At least I don’t have that.
W hat are my father’s faults? Usually, caring too much, being too easily duped. I guess he
is a pastor, and he’s supposed to believe people and look out for them, but I think sometimes he’s
too taken in by every sob story, too eager to trust.
That’s all I see that’s bad in him anyway. And I prefer to keep it that way.
I smile when he walks in the kitchen, and I ask him about his day.
“Two more hospital visits today,” he says. “It’s happening more and more, but I guess
that’s what you get when you have an aging congregation.” He sighs and brings the crockpot to
the table.
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Peter sets a loaf o f bread on the table and w e’re ready. We all sit down to hold hands and
pray. My father adds “thank you that Ellie can be with us for our meal today” to his usual
blessing of the food, the way he always does now that I don’t live with them anymore, and he
squeezes my hand before he releases it.
“Peter decided he needs a new summer project,” my father says, starting to dish out the
beef stew.
Peter has always had one project or another going, usually a science experiment, or a
model of the space station, or a telescope, something like that. Once he even convinced our
mother to let him buy a hamster because he wanted to test the load on a bridge he’d designed out
of toothpicks. The first version splintered, though the hamster was unharmed in the experiment,
and he did learn. He modified the design until it was strong enough that three hamsters could
walk across it simultaneously.
“Something big,” Peter says. “ Something that will keep me busy all summer.”
“Like what?” I ask.
“I’ve tossed a lot of ideas around,” Peter says, “and I’ve decided I want to build a
sailboat.”
H e’s always been ambitious, but this still has me surprised.
“Like a model one?” I ask.
“No,” he says. “Full size. So I can sail it on the lake at the cabin.”
I look at my father, and he just shrugs.
“I already got a job detassling later this summer,” Peter continues, “so I’ll have the
money for the materials, but I’m going to get started now and use some of my savings too.”
“Sounds like you have it all planned out,” I say.
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“You can help too, if you want,” Peter says.
I look down at my bread deliberately, pull the butter towards me on the table. “I don’t
really know anything about building things.”
“Neither do I,” Peter says. “Not sailboats anyway. W e’ll just figure it out as we go.”
“I’ll see,” I say. “Maybe.”
It’s not the first time Peter has asked me to help him with a building project, though it’s
certainly the largest thing he’s worked on. I usually decline. I always hesitate. It’s just that I
always dreamed I ’d learn to build from my grandfather, and I know it’s maybe childish or silly,
but I ’m still having a hard time getting past that.
“Will you at least help when it’s ready?” Peter asks. “I need someone to take it up to the
cabin with me and put it in the water for the first time.”
“OK,” I say. O f course I owe my brother this. W e’ve always been there for each other
when we needed someone. I ’ve always tried to be there when my mother wasn’t.

After dinner, when my father and brother ask me to join them for Frisbee in the backyard,
I tell them I’ll be right out, and I retrieve the box of letters from the hall closet, running them out
to my car and burying them under the blanket I keep in the back in case of emergencies. At least
this part is easy.
When I get home, I sit down on the couch and read through each opened letter one by
one, working my way backwards in time. At first, the letters seem mundane, short notes you
would expect from a relative or a family friend who you aren’t especially close to, life updates in
broad strokes:
October, 2011-
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Rebecca,
M y back is giving me more a n d more trouble these days. I would go to the doctor, but I
haven’t had insurance in years.
JACK
January, 2008Rebecca,
Got on a building jo b with an old friend. We ’re helping to finish an apartment complex
right now, but then w e ’ll be building him the kind o f gazebo people like to get married in, right
near the riverbank.
JACK
But I start to notice an underlying current as the years go on, something o f desperation,
my mother a confidant:
July, 2007Rebecca,
I d o n ’t think anyone w ill ever want to marry me. I guess I ’m ju s t not that kind o f guy.
Anyway, most o f the time I d o n ’t care. The only women I ’ve seen lately ju s t want a good time.
They d o n ’t have any lasting appeal to me.
JACK
Then the letters get more personal, apologetic:
January, 2006Rebecca,
I ’m sure I was wrong back then, asking you to do that fo r me. I w a sn ’t in my right mind. I
acted on impulse. I realize now it w a sn ’t the right thing fo r you. I ’m sorry.
JACK
But what happened? When was back then? I’m almost out of letters, and the last one
from the box is only from July of 2005:
Rebecca,
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I know you d on’t want to hear from me right now, but I need your help. Please call me
back.
JACK
Well, I think, maybe they were just good friends, and maybe they’ve drifted apart since
then anyway, as the letters suggest. I’m trying to convince myself, to reason things away that
don’t quite fit into my current world view, but I ’m not very convincing. Maybe he was once a
parishioner, and that’s why my mother got to know him so well. But obviously that’s not what he
was, I know, because of my mother’s story.
My grandfather used to tell me to listen carefully, sometimes with instructions and
sometimes with stories and sometimes just because my grandmother was calling us for dinner. I
don’t want to listen to this, to whatever this is, but I’m afraid I’ve listened to too much already.
I stack the letters neatly in the box, the way my mother last left them, and I hold the last,
unopened envelope in my hands. I could throw it away, I suppose. Or better yet, burn it. Have
the satisfaction of watching the paper curl up in the flames. Destroy it before I’ve even read it, as
if that will make it less true.
But I do think I’ve heard too much already, and maybe a little part of me is hoping this
letter will clear things up for me, make me forget my worries and realize my mother is just my
mother, the way she always has been.
I flip the envelope over and slide my finger under the flap, start a tear that I know my
mother will recognize as mine, jagged and uneven. I pull out the single sheet of paper the
envelope holds and unfold it.
Rebecca,
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I ’ll be in your area this summer. Just taking some leisure time fo r once. Was hoping we
could catch up.
JACK
My chest tightens. He is in our area. He wants to catch up. And he doesn’t list a phone
number, or a place he’ll be staying, or even an email address, which is the worst part - it means
my mother already knows how to get ahold of him. Maybe the letters are only one small piece of
their communication. Maybe they talk all the time and I just don’t know.
My mother is overseas. Either he told her too late and she doesn’t know, or she meant to
not be here.
Maybe she’s been running this whole time, I think. Maybe she only deserted me when
she was scared anyway. But what danger could this man possibly offer to make her so afraid?
Anyway, there is still this feeling that I have, that anger the handwriting brought up when I first
saw the envelope, that there is a lost memory somewhere if I could just dig it up.
This is what I know of my mother’s history: she was boring, and she met my father, and
she married him, end o f story. She has her life so neatly put together; she has always had it
neatly put together. That’s the trouble with my mother and I, I think, that her life is so neatly put
together there’s no room for my messiness. She’s done everything right, and I think of the baby
growing inside me and I wonder if I’m doing anything right at all. I’ve been following the right
steps - find a good Christian guy, make sure your family approves, get married, start a family but something still feels off. Maybe I’m still messing something up somewhere. Maybe I’ve just
made too many mistakes already to be granted redemption.
I sit on the couch and look at the wedding pictures of me and Paul that are hanging on the
walls. W e’re standing in the front of my family’s church. Sunlight hit the stained glass just right
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to give everything a multicolored glow around the edges, Paul and I holding hands surrounded
by a halo. Everyone said it was the perfect wedding, that we couldn’t have wished for anything
better, and I suppose they’re right. My father officiated without too much crying, my mother sat
with Paul’s parents and held hands with Paul’s mother because they already felt like sisters, and
even my extended family came and filled the pews and no one gave us anything but well wishes.
There is little that could have been different, but anyway, we don’t talk about that.
There was one picture from the wedding that I threw out, that Paul stuck in our wedding
album when he was inserting photos so that I had to remove it and reshuffle all the photos to
keep its absence from being apparent. I only think of the photo now because of my unsettling
interaction in the cafe this morning, when Greg and his mother came in.
In the photo, Greg and I stood side by side. It was taken during the reception, and I hadn’t
even known he was there until his mother called out to me, and for some reason, though the
wedding photographer had been roaming through the crowd to take pictures of guests and
bridesmaids and the flower girl, right then, the photographer was there, ready to document, and
Greg’s best friend was so eager that as old friends we should get a picture together, that I
couldn’t stop it from happening. Greg put his arm around me and whispered in my ear, and that’s
when the photographer snapped the picture, my face turned slightly towards him in expectation,
his eyelids closed.
Congratulations, he whispered snidely. You made it.
Maybe Greg was right. Maybe all of my life is a lie. Maybe more of it is a lie than I ever
knew.
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Chapter 8
In the morning, before anything else, I send my mother an email. I guess I was thinking
maybe with a good night’s sleep I might change my mind, or put the pieces together in a way
that makes sense. My mother, the letters, the birthday card, the strange feeling that I had seen
them all before.
Before I fell asleep last night the image of my mother on that same step stool in the
hallway putting the box of letters onto the shelf kept floating through my mind. But have I seen it
before or am I just imagining it?
I changed my mind, I write in the email. I want to hear your story. No apologies. Just
that.
I don’t tell her yet about the letters. I ask for a time we can talk and then am surprised
when she replies right away and says 20 minutes. I thought I’d have some time to prepare, but I
guess I don’t really. I don’t know what I’m going to say or how and I’m so uneasy that instead of
really thinking about it, I go to the closet and act like the most important thing is to pick out
something to wear.
My summer clothes are fitted t-shirts and tank tops and I take out a blue cap sleeved shirt
with a row of buttons down the front. As I look in the mirror I notice my stomach already sticks
out more than I’d like it to - not from the baby. I wonder how soon the baby will start showing,
whether I’ll need to get new summer clothes even, or maybe just for fall. I don’t think it will
happen too fast, but I can’t remember, even, how long it took my second cousin, Marcia, to start
showing and maybe I should have paid more attention. I did see her at church, at least, if
nowhere else.
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I guess I ’ll have to do some research. There are probably things I should be doing or
eating, and I guess if I get an ebook I can probably read it without Paul knowing until I want him
to.
It’s not that I want to get rid of this baby, but I haven’t wrapped my head around it quite
yet.
I replace my pajama pants with a worn pair of jeans, holes in the knees, my favorite kind,
because I figure my mother w on’t see them anyway through the camera and by the time I’m
done brushing out my hair my mother is already calling, Skype’s unusual ringing tone coming
down the hall from the kitchen where I left my laptop open.
In the kitchen, I click to answer the call, and this time she is sitting outside, with sunshine
coming from the side of the screen and a crawling vine on a brick wall behind her. She has her
hair in a bun; a few wavy, stray hairs move around her face in the breeze. Her skin looks pink, a
little sunburned, although maybe that’s just the image quality. I can’t imagine she’s been
spending all her time outside, what with rehearsals and practicing to do.
“Hi,” she says. “Isn’t it still morning there? Shouldn’t you be at the diner?”
“I have the day off,” I say. It’s the first time in a long time, actually, since I haven’t had
to work six days a week. “ Stacey’s niece wanted to get some job experience this summer, so
she’s covering me on Mondays for a while.”
“Oh, good,” my mother says, and I wonder if w e’re just going to make small talk again, if
maybe there was no point in calling, that the other night was a fluke and we should give up and
go our separate ways.
“Listen.” I can already tell I’m starting to sound irritated though I’m trying not to be right
away. I don’t want to shut things down. “I had dinner with Dad and Peter yesterday.”
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“Oh, nice,” she says. “Did he say if he got someone scheduled to play organ while Jeanne
is gone? I didn’t want to leave him with that b u t-”
“No.” I cut her off. “I mean, I don’t think he mentioned it.”
“I can make some calls or send some emails if he needs,” she offers.
“I’m sure he’s got it under control.”
“OK.” She picks up a thick stone mug and takes a sip of something. “I’ll call him after
w e’re done talking and see.”
“Good idea.”
W e’re both silent. The ticking from the clock in my living room is faint and I suppose she
can’t hear it at all. I wonder what noises there are where she is that I can’t hear. Is she at a coffee
shop with the normal chatter? Is she at the conservatory, overhearing other performers practicing
in the next room? There’s always so much I don’t know.
“I mention dinner,” I continue, “because I happened to bring in the mail, and I noticed
one of the letters in it.”
She’s blank faced. Does she have no guesses what this could be leading to?
“It doesn’t have a return address,” I say, “and the handwriting is an exact match to the
box of letters in the closet.”
I can’t tell if she takes in a breath. She looks down at the table, taps her fingers on it a
couple of times, then tries to tuck the floating hairs behind her ear. “I didn’t know you knew
about those.”
“Who is he?”
“That’s what I was trying to tell you.” She sits up straighter, defensive.
“That he’s what?” I ask again. “An old flame? How old a flame?”
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“I told you,” she says, “I met him back in 1992, long before I married your father.”
I feel goosebumps rise on my skin. “W hat does Dad have to do with this?”
“What? Nothing.” She crosses her arms. “It’s just that this all happened before your
father and I got married.”
“All of it?” I ask, and she looks away for a minute. “Did you have an affair?”
“O f course not.” My mother almost yells, then checks herself. “I would never do that.”
She looks genuinely hurt.
“W hat then,” I prod, though I feel like maybe I should stop, maybe I’ve crossed a line.
She’s silent again. Weighing her response? The pros and cons of telling the truth?
“Did you have some huge hot fling in this past life I don’t know about?” I ask. “Did you
make some huge mistake? I know you and Dad got married when you hadn’t been dating long.”
I ’m trying to ask it without saying it.
“W hat does Dad have to do with any of this?”
“I’m asking you, M om ...” I trail off. “I’m asking,” I try to say it with more confidence,
“did you sleep with him?”
My mother shakes her head and rolls her eyes. “Is that what this is about? Evening things
out? You want to know if w e’ve all sinned the same amount? Look in the Bible, dear. No sin is
worse than any other. Anyway, I was a virgin until the day I married your father, if you must
know.”
Maybe according to God all sins have the same weight, I think. Not according to the
mother who finds out. I’m relieved and still mad and still not completely convinced either. I f you
must know, she says so nonchalantly. This can’t be the whole story.
“Why then?” I ask.
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“Why what?”
“Why did you start to tell me about him?”
“About Dad?”
“About Jack.” I almost slam my fist on the table. I want to. But I keep it in my lap. She
wouldn’t see my anger; she’d just think I was being childish.
“It’s not an easy answer.” Her voice softens. She wraps her hands around her mug and
looks down into it. “That’s why I wanted to tell you the story. I haven’t told anyone really.”
My heart feels like it skips a beat. “You mean you haven’t told me.”
“I should have shared more a long time ago,” she continues, not acknowledging my
correction. “I think it would have helped. But it’s so hard to wrap my head around.”
“W hat are you talking about?”
This is my mother from the other night, the one I’d never seen before.
“You don’t realize it until you’re so far into it.” She squints off into the distance and I
can’t tell if she’s really looking at something that’s there or remembering something that was.
“That’s why I wanted to start at the beginning with you. Try to sort things out.”
I take a deep breath and then slowly let it out.
“OK,” I say. “Let’s hear it.”

“I already had a boyfriend, well, sort of,” my mother begins. “W e’d gone out a few
different times already and w e’d met at church, so people always saw us together and assumed
we were serious.”
“But you weren’t?” I ask.
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“I don’t think so. Maybe. I don’t know.” She readjusted her seat, pulling it closer to the
table by maybe half an inch. “Well, we hadn’t talked about it.”
“So not really.”
“But it was enough to make me feel like there was a commitment there, at least in some
small way. It’s difficult sometimes, you know, when people have expectations. You start to
confuse what you feel about the relationship with what they think it should be, and you have to
be conscious of that and keep it straight in your head. I’m sure you know the feeling, the way
people looked at you and Greg.”
I was so in love with Greg it didn’t matter what anyone thought for a long time. “No, I
don’t.”
She puts her hands up. “Let me tell you about this time, right after one of my last dates
with Andrew. Maybe it’ll help you understand why I had to call Jack.”

That Sunday the sanctuary was hot and humid. The electric fans that hung on brick
between stained glass windows were on full blast, but their force added little breeze to the room.
The parishioners fanned themselves with their bulletins in an attempt to keep cool, and my
mother was glad she had put on one of her sleeveless dresses. Still, she felt she was sitting a little
too close to her father and brother in the pew on either side of her, and everyone was relieved
when the service ended and they could get up and head to the newer addition of the church,
where there was air conditioning. My mother was nearly there, just about to step through the
double doors, when Darla stepped in front of her.
“Good morning, Darla,” my mother said. She could see her family through the glass of
the double doors, could see Andrew smiling and walking up to them.
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“Rebecca, how are you?” Darla asked.
“I’m doing well,” my mother said. She hoped Darla would get to her point quickly.
“Must be nice to get out on the weekend,” Darla said.
My mother wondered why they had to go through this. Obviously, Darla knew she and
Andrew went out the night before. Couldn’t she just say it? It was a poor attempt at tact, if that’s
what she was going for.
“It is,” my mother said. “I don’t have much time for it though.” She must have been out
of range of any of the fans, because she couldn’t feel a breeze at all now, and she was afraid if
she stood there any longer, she was going to start sweating.
“O f course, of course,” Darla said, nodding emphatically. “Lots to do for the week ahead,
I suppose.”
“Right,” my mother said.
She was glad she still had the bulletin in her hand, and she raised it to fan herself. Cearly
this should have been a cue for Darla to suggest moving into the other room, but Darla just stared
at her, smiling, waiting for my mother to say something more.
“W ell?” Darla said.
I wonder how long Darla can hold out for these sorts of things. She doesn’t want to be
thought of as nosy. She wants, I think, to be thought of as a confidant, to know everything
because people offer it up to her, not because she pries. It’s problematic to keep up this persona.
How do you convince people to tell you everything without asking them? Some people, by their
personality, general likeability, and trustworthiness, invite such conversations and relationships.
How much Darla believes she is this person, I don’t know, but regardless, she continues to work
to keep up the persona, causing moments such as this, where her subject, ready to move on with
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her day and certainly not feeling like confiding in Darla, is pinned in a position where there is no
other choice but to talk.
My mother thought for just a second that if maybe she acted like she didn’t know what it
was that Darla wanted she would be able to get away without talking, so instead of answering
Darla’s insistent face, she feigned ignorance: “Yes?”
“Well,” Darla repeated, “There’s not anything you’d like to talk about?”
My mother shook her head.
“Nothing out of the ordinary happened this weekend?”
My mother thought for a moment. Through the window, she could see Andrew and her
father smiling. Her father motioned towards her. Andrew turned and waved. Without thinking,
my mother smiled and waved back.
Darla turned to look at Andrew, then turned back to my mother, her smile larger and
more intense than it had been during the staring contest. It was the moment she’d needed.
“It’s good to see you two getting along,” Darla said.
“It’s nice to have new people in church,” my mother said.
“Especially new young men?” Darla asked, leaning towards her.
My mother gave into the hilarity of D arla’s attempts to get information then and giggled
a little bit.
“Well, Rebecca?” Darla asked, evidently taking my mother’s giggle as an invitation to
ask for information. “How did things go last night?”
“They went just fine,” my mother said. She looked past Darla again to where Andrew
stood smiling and talking with her father still.
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“You know, the other ladies and I are really glad you two are getting along,” Darla
repeated. “There haven’t been many young men around to give you a chance to find someone,
but God opened up the opportunity for you to come back here and teach, and now here Andrew
arrives, just when you need him.”
“Mhm,” my mother said. She was only half listening, watching Andrew with my
grandfather, the way my grandfather would say something, obviously making a joke, and then
place his hand on Andrew’s shoulder as they both laughed. She was wondering if Darla was on
to something, if she and Andrew could really spend their lives together, and though she hadn’t
been thinking about it at all the night before, because Darla was continuing on with her lecture
about how well Andrew could provide with his job in finance and the possibilities for
advancement with his career, about how Andrew wanted a lot of children, and about how good a
father Andrew would make with his sensitivity and his reliance on God, my mother started
imagining it - she and Andrew married, she and Andrew with six kids running around them here
at the church, she and Andrew following the path that fulfilled their dreams, or was expected for
them, or planned for them by God, or whatever it was.
“Well, you ought to get in there,” Darla said suddenly. “You don’t want to make him
wait too long.”
And finally she moved so that my mother could walk past her, and now my mother didn’t
know if she wanted to. Darla walked beside her and put her hand on her back, gently guiding her.
Darla was saying something like, “It’s always nice to see you and your family,” and she
opened the door and motioned for my mother to go through first.
Why was it, she wondered, after such a pleasant evening the night before that she now
didn’t want to approach Andrew at all? As she walked towards Andrew and her father, she
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thought she would rather be doing most anything than walking towards them. The feeling of
dread in her stomach was getting stronger and stronger, and she wondered if she was going to be
sick, wondered if she could just excuse herself on the pretense of not feeling well, due to the
heat, but Darla’s hand was on her back again, gently urging her forward, and she went.
Andrew and my grandfather saw her, and they both smiled. She tried to smile the way she
had at Andrew through the glass window of the door, but it felt forced. Then Darla said,
“William, I’ve been wondering if you’d come look at the cabinets in the kitchen” and released
her hold on my mother, leading my grandfather away and leaving Andrew and my mother to
themselves.
“How are you?” Andrew asked.
“Good,” my mother answered automatically. She felt a bit of relief at having Darla gone,
but there still seemed so much more pressure now.
“I hope Darla didn’t give you too hard a time this morning,” Andrew said.
“Well,” my mother said. “You know Darla.”
Andrew chuckled. “ She cornered me this morning before the service.”
“She’ll do that,” my mother said.
“She wanted to know how things went and what my intentions were,” Andrew continued.
My mother wanted to ask what he’d told her, what his intentions were, but she didn’t. He
seemed so much more relaxed than she was feeling. He took a sip of the coffee he held in his
hand, asked, “Did you want anything?” as he pointed to it.
“No, I’m fine.” She held the bulletin in both her hands, rolling and unrolling it.
“I had a really great time last night,” he said.
She nodded. “I did too.”
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“I’d really like to go out again, if you’d like to.”
“ Sure,” she said, “I’d like that.” She wondered as she was saying it if she really would.
But of course she would, she thought. She had enjoyed their last date. W hat had changed?
“I promised my sister I would help her move next weekend, so I’ll be in Dubuque,”
Andrew said, and again, my mother felt a bit relieved. “But maybe the next weekend.”
“That would be fine with me,” my mother said.
“Great.” Andrew smiled, then took another sip of his coffee.
A boy ran by them, nearly running into my mother, and the image o f her and Andrew
with six kids passed through her mind again. She glanced at the clock.
“It’s almost time for Bible class,” she said. “Are you going?”
Andrew glanced at the watch on his wrist. “Yeah.” He took one last swig o f his coffee,
tossed his cup in the trash, and they walked down the hall together.
My mother felt on display as they walked. They passed several other parishioners, smiled
and said “hi.” When they reached the room the Bible class was in, they chose seats next to each
other in the middle of the room. My mother could not shake the feeling that she was being stared
at throughout the class. She glanced around the room once. Everyone was looking at Pastor
Aldrich or at their Bibles, listening to him speak. She tried not to look around again, but she still
noticed in her peripheral vision when someone w asn’t looking in the expected direction, and she
felt watched from behind.
If we walk in the direction w e’re expected to walk, is it still our choice to walk there? If
my mother had been asked at age ten to imagine what her life would be at age twenty-four,
wouldn’t she have drawn a picture similar to what she was headed towards right now? She could
have just what she’d imagined, a good husband and family and a happy life, just what her family
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and friends had always imagined for her. Maybe Darla was right. Maybe God had drawn her and
Andrew together, she thought. Maybe this was just what God intended. Yet something in her
rebelled against it. Nervousness, she thought. It’s strange and exciting to see the possibility of
having all your dreams come true, isn’t it?

My mother called Jack the next day. She w asn’t sure what prompted it, but she kept
assuring herself it would only be a phone call, and probably he wouldn’t even remember her and
it would be awkward and they would never speak again. She felt like she’d been considering this
phone call forever, when in fact, all she’d been doing was avoiding thinking about it, and now,
for really the first time, she let herself think about what might happen if she called Jack.
She assembled a list in her mind: He might not answer. He might not remember her. He
might remember her, but it would be really awkward because it had been so long. They might
have nothing to talk about. They might find that they are completely different people. He might
be crazy. He might have given her a fake phone number - but that didn’t really make sense, did
it, when he had offered his number freely? She might as well operate under the assumption that
he wanted to talk to her, since he gave her his phone number without her asking for it. So maybe
he was likely to remember her. Maybe they would hit it off. Maybe they would have a good
conversation.
She sat up straight, crossing her legs on the couch, and fixed her hair. Then she picked up
the receiver and dialed Jack’s number.
The phone rang once, then twice, then a voice said hello.
“Jack?” she asked, feeling a rush of excitement and nervousness.
“Yes?” he said.
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“I don’t know if you remember me,” my mother said. “We met a while ago. While we
were traveling. At a rest stop off I-35.” She was starting to wish she had thought her introduction
through before calling.
“Rebecca?” he asked.
“Yes,” she said. Her heart pounded hard in her chest, and she fiddled with the hem of her
sweatpants, suddenly self-conscious. She didn’t know what she was going to say next, but, of
course, he had it covered.
“How was the cabin?” he asked. She could tell that he was smiling, and it made her smile
too and relax a little.
“Beautiful and relaxing,” she told him. “As always.”
“Did you make s’mores in the fireplace?”
She wondered if he’d remembered that from Susan’s comment or if he’d made it up
himself.
“It was too hot for the fireplace,” my mother said, “but we did have a fire by the lake.”
“Fire by the lake,” he repeated. “ Sounds nice.”
“We cooked meals there, too,” my mother offered. “That’s what we always do up there.
My mother and aunts taught me all kinds of meals you can make over the fire.”
“Told you you’re an adventurer,” Jack said.
My mother could feel herself blushing, and she was glad Jack couldn’t see her.
“How about you?” she asked. “How was your trip?”
“Oh, my trip?” Jack asked. “I’m still on it.” He laughed.
“Really?” my mother asked.
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“I’m helping a friend of mine finish building his house. Actually, I’m glad you called
now, because w e’ve got the house livable - well, at least livable enough - and you’ll need to call
me at a different phone number next time. W e’re having it wired next week, and then w e’ll live
there while we finish the rest.
So there would be a next time, she thought.
“ So you build houses on your vacations?” my mother asked. “I’d hate to see how
productive you are during your regular life.”
“Oh, my regular life is all laziness,” Jack said.
My mother giggled.
“But really,” Jack continued, “I can’t say this is vacation. H e’s paying me. Anyway,” he
paused for a minute, “anyway, this is just one of the many projects that make up my career. I’m a
bit of a vagabond.”
“Really?” my mother asked.
“Really,” Jack said.
Let’s consider again how my mother lived her life during this period. Perhaps we can
imagine that there is a string with one end attached to her, and another planted somewhere
around her parents’ house. If she stretches the string taut, she can make it all the way up to the
family cabin in the Northwoods. At the point where the string is tense, she could make a great
loop through Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois, and so on, all the way around. This great circle
would encapsulate most of the Midwest, but little beyond it. W hether the compulsion to stay
inside the circle, represented here by the piece of string, is dictated by her family, a fear of the
unknown, or perhaps just personal preference, we can assert that it comes down to my mother’s
own choice. It’s not actually that hard to leave the Midwest, should a person decide she wants to.
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Jack, on the other hand, was a wanderer. It’s not just that he has a longer length of string.
There is no piece of string attaching him to any particular point on the globe. The best we can
imagine for Jack is that he carries the string with him in a pack on his back wherever he goes.
It’s hard to say whether this is by choice or not. From what my mother tells me of Jack’s
childhood, it was scattered. After his father left, he and his mother moved frequently, so that
there was no specific place Jack could say he considered as home. Still, if Jack has the piece of
string with him, we must assume that means he also has a choice. Should he want to, he could
decide to put down a tether. But what would he need to be convinced?
Jack told her all about the places he had been and the work he’d done. I imagine this was
part of the allure for my mother. Jack’s lifestyle was one of endless, shifting possibilities. My
mother’s was a lifestyle of routine. Not that she didn’t have anywhere to go. Figuratively
speaking, she felt she was on a steady climb, but where she was headed, in contrast to Jack, had
already been decided.
“I have to go,” Jack said, “but can I call you later?”
My mother said, “O f course,” and made sure he had her phone number.
She sighed deeply after she hung up the phone. She felt like she was being kind of
ridiculous, but she felt much better about the day. She thought about how Andrew was going to
call her the next day and what she would tell him. Nothing, she would tell him nothing about
Jack. It was just a phone call, after all, and there was nothing really to say.
She still had the piece of paper with Jack’s phone number on the table beside her. He
would be calling her from a different number the next time they talked, but she liked the way the
letters were shaped, she liked to think about the paper with his handwriting sitting hidden under
the phone, so she tucked it back under anyway.
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Then she panicked a little. No matter what she told herself - that she was just talking to
Jack because he was interesting, or that she and Andrew weren’t really very serious anyway she couldn’t really convince herself that what she was doing was nothing. She didn’t know what
it was that she was doing, but it was definitely more than nothing.
When my mother tried to explain the emotions she felt at this moment to me, I just
thought, M y goodness, mother. Can you be any more insecure? It w asn’t like she’d even
committed to anything, and I’ll tell you, if an attractive, adventurous, charming man like Jack
asked to call me again, I would agree in a heartbeat.
OK, not any attractive man. But let’s remember how my mother met Jack: the way she
was attracted to him in those first, terrifying moments; how the vending machine orchestrated a
conversation that otherwise would never have been; the way he chased after her with her driver’s
license; that final wave goodbye, one slow lift of the hand, repeating in her mind. Can’t you see,
mother? Moments like those are the stuff of fairy tales. When you get the chance to make them
real, you have to be brave and take them, and don’t ever, ever, want to go back.
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Chapter 9
I’m learning from my research that I have a lot of choices to make. Not just whether I get
an epidural or not, but where I want to have my delivery, what kind of facility and what kind of
room, who I want with me and how much training they have and even just what they believe
about births and pregnancy and newborns and what constitutes the best care. I’m supposed to
even think about what the lighting will be like, light or dark, and what sounds will be in the
room. Some birthing centers even let you play music, softly, in the background, but what kind of
music would I choose?
I could have w hat’s called a “water birth.” It’s supposed to make the transition into this
world easier for the baby. She falls gently into the water that is warm like the fluid in the womb
and there’s no risk of drowning because her lungs w on’t even start working until she’s exposed
to air. For that moment in the water of the tub, still dependent on her mother. In the world, but
not yet of it. And from the water, placed directly into her mother’s arms.
I suppose it’s not as harsh as a normal birth, but the world is a harsh place. I won’t coddle
my daughter. Into my arms, yes, so she knows that I’m here, but I w on’t shield her from
everything. You can never shield your child from everything, and some of us learn that earlier
than we should.

Maybe I agreed to check on my grandmother because I’m getting too caught up in things.
When my mother asked last night if I would do it, I didn’t even think. After all these years of
feeling separate, independent, am I just trying to impress her again?
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When I get to my grandmother’s house, the rose bushes are wilting over so far their
petals brush against the dirt below. I lift them carefully, placing my fingers on the stems only
between the thorns, as if this intimate moment of lifting alone is enough to revive the flowers.
I think for a minute about how I could just run the hose, water the roses and then take off,
not talk to my grandmother for one minute but make sure the garden looks right, then retreat. No
one would know the difference. For once in her life, my mother is not talking to my grandmother
every day, and she would never hear.
But I drop the branch o f the rose bush, rather haphazardly after my delicacy, and I look
up at the house’s heavy oak door, the scroll work my grandfather did by hand around the oval
window, and I know for my grandfather, I must do this.
I walk up the concrete steps and ring the doorbell.
I’m aware of the fact that I barely know my grandmother. I can count on one hand the
number of times w e’ve been alone together. I remember once she told me, as a teenager, she had
run away from home - only for a day - but when she returned,her parents welcomed her as if
she was the prodigal daughter, lost to them for years. She grew up on a farm, focused on
homemaking skills, like cooking food for the men, and occasionally helping to feed the sheep or
milk the cows when their udders were tight and full. Maybe we just have a different mindset
about life because of how we were raised.
My grandmother hasn’t come to the door, so I put my hand on the handle, push the
button, and push the door inward slowly.
“Grandma?” I ask quietly.
Maybe she w on’t answer and I can still leave. Go home and deal with what I’m used to
dealing with.
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The front door opens into my grandparents’ living room, and I see the cuckoo clock on
the back wall, its pendulum swinging, hear its faint tick tock.
I am just about to retreat when I see my grandmother, asleep, lying on the sofa with her
head resting on the arm rest, and the door swings open the rest of the way on its own. This would
be the moment to walk away, I think. I’ve tried to fulfill my mother’s request. I’ve come and
checked in on her and she’s doing fine. She’s sleeping. There’s nothing more to do.
But there’s something about the color of her skin, pale in the sunlight coming from the
front window, that makes my heart clench up an instant, makes me watch her stomach, to look
for movement, and when the movement is too minimal for me to know whether she’s really
breathing or I’m just imagining it, I say, loudly this time, “Grandma?”
Her whole body jumps a little. Her arms move in slow rhythm, bending close to her body,
then unbending. Once, then again. She opens her eyes, turns her head to look at me.
“W hat are you doing here?” she asks.
I can’t decide if she asks this out of curiosity or because she doesn’t want me here. “I
just— “ I glance back out the door. “I noticed the roses are dying and I thought I might water
them if you don’t mind.”
“Oh.” She looks out the window, at the very tops of the rose bushes, one bud resting
against the glass. “Why don’t you come in?”
“It’s OK.” I’m still standing with my feet on the front step, just outside the door, and only
my body leans forward over the threshold. “I’ll just water them and be going.”
“I’ll make lemonade,” my grandmother says. “Come in when you’re done.”
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I look at my watch, trying to make it look like I’ve got somewhere to go. I glance out at
the garden, buying time to come up with an excuse. When I look back in the house, my
grandmother is upright, with her back to me, heading into the kitchen.
I guess I have to go in. I hop down the front steps and grab the hose, turn on the water
and water the roses, make sure all the soil in the garden is equally dark. Then I turn the water off
and reroll the hose, hanging it on its hook against the house, and I head inside.
My grandmother is stirring the pitcher of lemonade when I get inside, her stained wooden
spoon clunking against the glass of the pitcher. The hair on this side of her head is pressed down
from sleeping, her usual waves limp. She pulls out the spoon, grabs a glass from the cupboard,
fills it, turns, smiles, and hands it to me.
“Thank you,” I say.
She grabs another glass for herself, and I take a sip. The lemonade is sour, and I try to
keep myself from pinching my mouth together and showing it, but then my grandmother takes a
drink herself and nearly spits it out.
“Oh goodness,” she says. “I must have completely forgotten the sugar.”
She grabs my glass from me and dumps both our drinks back into the pitcher. She pauses
then, looking at the closed cupboard doors, her hands poised in the air, and I see suddenly where
my mother gets her graceful wrists, that the long, delicate fingers of my mother’s hands are
exactly the same as my grandmother’s and no wonder they were always in league with each
other.
“I’m going to run to the bathroom,” I say, wanting an excuse to leave the room and stop
looking at her for a moment.
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My grandmother doesn’t move. She’s muttering something under her breath. I turn and
walk down the hallway to the bathroom.
I shut the door behind me and stand in front of the mirror. A small section of my
perfectly straight hair is sticking out at an odd angle above my ear, and I try to tuck it back in
with my ponytail. I splash water on my face, and my grandmother’s hand towel smells like
chamomile when I dry my face with it.
I’m about to head back to the kitchen, when I register what I’ve been looking past to
examine my reflection: around the edges of the mirror, post-it notes of varying colors and sizes.
“Take your pills,” one says, and below it the next one says, “Two in the morning and two at
night.” On the mirror beside it, in green dry erase marker, are two check marks. Just above the
clock that rests on the counter, a blue post-it declares, “ Sunday: church at 8:30,” and a pink one,
“W omen’s study: Monday at 7 pm” and beside that, a tiny calendar with the days crossed off.
But the strangest are these: “Helen calls on Thursdays,” “Rebecca is in France,” and “W illiam’s
grave is third from the right under the oak tree.” That last one is the one that really gets me. My
grandfather has been dead for six years.
I rehang the hand towel on the rack beside the door, very carefully adjusting the towel’s
position to be sure it hangs neatly from the exact middle and doesn’t bunch. Then I leave the
bathroom and I return to the kitchen to find my grandmother just pulling the sugar from the
cupboard.
“Oh, there you are,” my grandmother says, glancing over her shoulder at me. She pulls
open the lid of the blue plastic sugar container and, using the scoop in the container, very
carefully pours sugar in the top of the pitcher, her wrist waving gracefully back and forth to
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scatter the sugar over the surface of the lemonade. She fills our glasses again and turns to hand
me mine.
I take a sip and the lemonade this time is sweet and refreshing.
“Grandma,” I say. “Have you been feeling OK?”
This feels too direct, but I feel so far removed from my grandmother I don’t know how to
work around to it any other way.
“Oh, once in a while I get some aches in my joints,” my grandmother says, “but nothing
serious.”
I stare at her eyes, those gray irises of which my mother’s are exact replicas. She stares
back, doesn’t blink. I’m looking for some kind of weakness, a sign she’s lying, but there’s
nothing there, and she doesn’t move.
“Well,” I say lamely, “Mom was worried about you.”
This makes her move, look down at the floor for just a second, and then take a slow drink
of her lemonade.
“It’s nice to have you visit,” she says. “Please, let’s sit down.” She motions towards the
kitchen table, and we both pull out a chair and have a seat. When she sits, her whole body sinks
into the chair, her shoulders sagging.
“How have you been?” she asks.
“Good,” I say, more sure sounding than I feel.
“How is,” she pauses, “that guy of yours?”
“H e’s fine,” I say.
Her brow furrows and she leans towards me. “Everything is still going all right between
you two?”
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I’m not sure what to say. It’s such a personal question, and my grandmother and I have
never talked about relationships any more than on a surface level. Yes, things are going well. Yes,
we ’re planning on going to college. No, we ’re not planning on having children yet. Yes, w e ’ll get
a new place at some point.
“W e’re fine,” I say, a little too quickly.
My grandmother’s forehead creases more deeply. “Well,” she says, “I hope that
everything’s going well. You pay attention to how you feel about him.” Then this: “Better to nip
things in the bud if they aren’t working out.” A little slip, but so impossible to deny.
“W e’re married,” I say, because I don’t think about it before it comes out and because I
don’t know what else to say.
My grandmother looks shocked, then blushes, and puts her glass of lemonade to her
mouth as if she can hide behind it. She looks at the ceiling as she drinks. I’m sitting up as straight
as I can and my body feels stiff, but I don’t dare move. I try to remember when I last had a long
conversation with my grandmother and how her mind had seemed then. But I can’t remember. I
know I was always closer to my grandfather, but I ’ve certainly never ignored my grandmother.
Are we really so far removed as to only exchange pleasantries? How closely linked are we by
blood and yet strangers? Is it my fault that she doesn’t remember that I’m married, can’t recall
my husband’s name?
“How much have you forgotten?” I ask.
“It’s not how much. It’s when.” She sets her lemonade down, but still avoids eye contact.
“ Sometimes I remember everything. I think.”
“W hat should I tell M om?” I ask.
My grandmother leans forward nervously, glances up at me. “D on’t tell her.”
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“Grandma, I have to tell her.”
“You don’t have to.”
I sigh, though more because I’m getting tired of my act than because I’m really frustrated
with her. “ She’ll be worried. She’ll think you can’t take care of yourself.”
“Yes,” my grandmother says earnestly. “I know. Do you have any idea what it’s like to
wake up in the morning and not know where your children are? To get the feeling that the man
you love is not here and not really know why? To not know your own life or how you got here?”
A shiver runs down my spine, and I shift uncomfortably in my chair.
My grandmother places her hands on the table. “Please, Ellie,” she says, “D on’t tell
anyone. Not yet.”
No one has ever kept a secret for me. Not a real one. I’ve no personal reason to feel
loyalty to the woman sitting across from me, but maybe there is enough of my grandfather in me
to feel the compulsion to love her in some way anyway.
I reach across the table and take my grandmother’s hands in my own. They’re cold and
damp from holding her lemonade glass.
“O f course I w on’t, Grandma,” I whisper. “I’ll never tell.”
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Chapter 10
My mother’s stories are slow and solid. Not the way I feel like I remember things. Not
the way I’ve talked to her about anything else before. I don’t know if she tells them this way
because this is how she remembers them. I don’t know if all the details are real. But when she
speaks I can tell it’s with purpose. I have to believe her, because if I don’t, what other voice can I
believe? What kind of hope is there for us if I don’t take her words as truth, now that she’s
offering them?
Still, there’s some interpretation in this. Maybe there are things she’s leaving out. Things
she wants to be nice about, bring up to me gently. I see it in her eyes when she talks, in her tone
when she gives me the facts and only the facts.
If I’m going to be honest, I think my mother wanted to marry Jack more than she wanted
to marry my father, and I don’t know why she didn’t just do it. She hasn’t told me straight out
that she was in love with Jack, but I think it’s obvious. When we talk about him, there is a
lightness to her voice that I’m not used to. Sometimes when she’s telling me about him, her eyes
cloud over, she gets lost in the memory.
“I want to see you,” Jack said one night.
They’d been talking on the phone almost every night for a couple o f weeks.
“OK,” my mother said.
“Come here,” Jack said.
And that one simple command convinced my mother to change her life.
“That’s all he said and you agreed?” I ask.
“Yes,” my mother says.
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I guess it wasn’t like my mother needed convincing. Jack had already won her over. She
just needed to be asked.

Our family's Lutheran church took whatever chance they could to have “some
fellowship.” They were, after all, Lutheran. Being Lutheran meant strong coffee and donuts were
required between church services, and any time they could think to have a potluck, one would be
scheduled. “Far too many cooks who want to show off,” my father always says. So, as with
every other season, the start of fall meant church potluck, a full sanctuary, and a full stomach to
follow.
My mother always offered to help wash the dishes after potlucks - while the church
members either brought their own cups and plates or used paper, they did have metal silverware,
and Darla and a couple of the older women in the church liked to wash out casseroles, salad
bowls, and other serving dishes when they emptied as a thank you to the other women. It had
always been the women's job, partially because the sinks were built so long in the past that they
were much too low for most of the men to be comfortable while using them. You'd think one of
these days these sinks would wear out, but back then, things were built to last. They're still in the
church today and may never be replaced. In fact, those stainless steel boxes have become such a
symbol of fellowship and togetherness, fixed into the wall on three sides and into the floor
below, I'm afraid the whole church might fall apart if they were to go.
Naturally, when my mother walked into the kitchen and found Andrew there, shirt
sleeves rolled up, hands submerged in the steaming, soapy water o f the sink, she was a bit taken
aback. Darla was beside him, drying a glass salad bowl. She winked at my mother and handed
her the towel.
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“I'm going to run this out to Lois right away,” she said to Andrew. “ She was just on her
way out. Rebecca's taking next shift.”
Darla's heels clicked on the tile of the floor as she left the room. Andrew looked over his
shoulder at my mother as he set another clean casserole dish in the drying rack.
“You look nice,” he said.
“Thank you.” She was wearing a light sweater, short sleeved with a wide neckline, purple
with soft sparkles, and a black A-line skirt with black ballet flats. She had curled the ends of her
hair that morning, pulling half of it into a ponytail, leaving the rest of the ringlets to lay around
her shoulders and brush against her skin near her collarbone where it was bare.
She walked over to the drying rack, stood beside Andrew, picked up the casserole dish, a
heavy, dark brown glass, and began to dry it off. “ So how'd you get roped into washing dishes?”
she asked.
“There was no roping,” he said. “I volunteered.” He was scrubbing a particularly messy
metal pan with cheese burnt in a ring around the sides.
“Oh,” my mother said. She turned around and took two steps to the counter behind them,
where she set the casserole dish with a large assortment of other dishes that had been collecting
during the washing process.
“Well, what I said seemed like I was volunteering,” he said, and she could tell that he was
smiling. “It was Darla,” he said.
She smiled and walked back beside him. “O f course.”
“The company's not bad anyway.” He glanced over at her again, and she looked down at
the water. He had dark hair on his arms, and the water made it darker.
“You're getting your shirtsleeves wet,” my mother said.
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The water had darkened splotches of his rolled sleeves and was working its way up
farther each time the water moved with his scrubbing. He dropped the dish and his wash rag and
attempted to roll his sleeves up. The fabric was already bunched up inside its layers, and his
fumbling made it worse.
“Here, let me help you,” my mother offered. He held out his arms, and she slowly
unrolled his sleeves and then rolled them neatly back up to his elbows. She could feel the heat on
his arms from the dish water.
“Thank you,” he said when she was done.
They looked at each other for a moment. My mother's hands paused around his left shirt
sleeve. Then the sound of a baritone singing “A Mighty Fortress is Our God” approached, and
they backed away as my father, Pastor Joshua, walked into the room. Back then, he and my
mother were only passing ships, lost in their own lives and unaware of what would develop
between them. He stopped singing when he saw them and smiled that big smile of his, mouth
open, dimples in his checks. The effect of my father's smile was lessened somewhat back then,
because he hadn't yet gained the wrinkles that would curve deep around the sides of his mouth,
but perhaps his youthfulness contributed in other ways, as his head was full of a thick blond hair,
and he still thought himself wise enough that he didn’t need to grow a beard to give the illusion.
“Paper towels?” He lifted his hands in a gesture o f helplessness. It was only my father's
fourth month at the church, and he obviously hadn't yet acquired the necessary survival skills for
church potlucks.
“Just above the hand sink,” my mother said, though she was already on her way across
the room to them, pulling them from the roll. “How many do you need?”
“Oh, half a dozen ought to do,” he said. “Just a small spill.”
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She handed the small stack to him, and he nodded. “Thank you so much,” he said. “I
didn't know what I was going to do once I realized we had no paper towels in the bathroom
anymore.”
My mother smiled. “There are always towels here, extra in the cupboard here.” She
pointed beside the sink. “And if you can't find them there, there are also some in the nursery
upstairs.”
“Upstairs in the nursery,” he repeated. “Thanks, Rebecca. You're going to save my life.”
“You'll get the hang of things soon,” my mother said.
“I sure hope so.” He lifted the paper towels, said “Better go clean this up,” and walked
out.
My mother walked back over to the sink, beside Andrew, and picked up another pan to
dry. The sloshing of the dish water was the only noise in the room then, and it seemed deathly
quiet to her. She wondered why she had become aware of this just now and not before, and now
she couldn't even think how to start a conversation with Andrew, let alone this one. It was a
building pressure when she got like this. As if the air itself was pushing on her, prodding her to
say something, and the longer she waited, the more it crowded in around her, and the harder it
would be for her to finally expel her own air to start talking again.
She pretended to be very intent on drying the pan she had in her hands. When she
finished, she pretended she could not find space for it on the counter behind them, and she
moved other things about, as if noise itself would clear the air. She went back to the drying rack
and picked up another pan. Andrew had finished all the dishes and was now at work on the
silverware. He was struggling to get some cheese off a spoon, and he let it drop again into the
water where it clunked against the bottom of the sink.
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“Rebecca,” he said, and she felt the air dissipate finally. “Is everything OK?”
“Everything’s fine,” she said, immediately regretting it. O f course, everything w asn’t
OK, and she was supposed to be telling him she wanted to call things off, but it was easy to tell
Jack she would do it, easy to imagine when she was just sitting in a room alone on the phone
with Jack, but not nearly so easy when she was standing here with Andrew, Jack absent.
Andrew looked at her out of the corner of his eye, still scraping at the spoon under the
water. “You’re sure?” he asked.
She didn’t answer him, just finished drying the pan she was holding, turned away and
listened to the soft pat of her shoes against the tile floor as she walked over to the counter. When
she turned back he was rinsing the spoon, slipping it into the drying rack, and he turned to face
her.
“I know Darla’s been pushy lately,” he said. He rested his hands on the edge of the sink
behind him.
My mother folded the dish towel, then unfolded it. A couple of kids ran by the door to the
kitchen, stomping and yelling. Andrew waited quietly.
“I just can’t do this,” my mother said quietly, looking down at the towel.
“W hat?” Andrew asked. “Us?”
She brushed her thumb against the damp fibers of the towel. “Yes,” she said. “Us.”
“Is there something you’re not happy about? Something we can change?”
My mother shook her head. The towel was wearing out and some of the loops in the
strings were broken and ragged at the ends. “Not in particular,” she said.
He rubbed his hand over his face, then let it drop and turned back to the water. “OK.”
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My mother took a step towards him. She felt the urge to wrap her arms around him, to tell
him she didn’t really mean it, but they had hardly even held hands, and in that step, all the guilt
that she had been pretending she didn’t feel during her conversations with Jack fell upon her
shoulders.
“I’m sorry.” She said it so quietly she w asn’t even sure he heard it, and then the click of
high heels was approaching, Darla was entering the room, and she had to pick the spoon up from
the dish rack and dry it, just as if nothing had changed between them.

“I’ve got somewhere I’d like to take you,” Jack said as soon as my mother arrived in
Twin Cities the next week.
She’d turned the potentials for that date over in her head for hours on the long drive to
Minneapolis, but somehow she’d not anticipated Jack already having a plan.
“OK,” she said. She liked the idea of a surprise.
Jack’s car was clean. She wondered if he’d cleaned it in anticipation of her coming, or if
he always kept it that way. As a man who travels a lot, she didn’t think he could keep it that
clean all the time. The car smelled new, but she knew it couldn’t be that new. There was nothing
hanging from the rearview mirror, nothing in the cup racks. In fact, it looked clean enough that it
could not be his car at all. She glanced at the key ring, almost expecting to see a car rental logo,
but there wasn’t one. Just three keys on a single metal ring.
“W hat kind of music would you like?” Jack asked. He tapped the power button on the
radio. It came in static. She wondered where he’d been when he’d last turned it on.
“I like a lot of things,” she said.
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He smiled and looked at her for a moment as they slowed to a stop at a stop light. “Well,
I hope you’re feeling like jazz tonight,” he said. He whipped the tuner knob around in his fingers
and landed on a station that was in the middle of a Louis Armstrong song.
She smiled. “ Sounds good to me.”
She wasn’t used to being in the city - not in Iowa. Jack’s friend lived in the suburbs, so
she’d met up with Jack there, but they were about to reach downtown and the buildings were
growing. Even if she tilted her head and pressed her face to the glass she wouldn’t be able to see
their tops through the window. It was almost ten o’clock and the sun was down, but the shops
glowed like daylight. The street was filled with cars, and the sidewalks with people.
She wondered if he was going to take her to a bar and how she would feel about it. She
w asn’t really a bar person. She’d been to a few, but she never knew what to drink, and she
always felt like she didn’t know how to act in them, like there were social expectations no one
had clued her in to. It made her nervous, more nervous than she already had been. She just didn’t
want the date to go badly because of it.
“W e’ll have to park and walk a little ways,” Jack said. “I hope you don’t mind.”
He turned into a parking garage, and they had to twist slowly around four levels before
they found an open parking space.
“It’s not far,” he said as he turned off the car.
She reached for her purse with one hand and the door handle with the other.
“Wait,” Jack said, and he got out and ran around the car to open the door for her.
“Thank you,” she said quietly when she stood up beside him in the garage.
“This way.” He motioned with his arm.
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They took the stairs out of the parking garage and then continued down the sidewalk.
Jack didn’t take her hand, but she wished he would. She made sure her purse was on her opposite
shoulder from him so her hand would be available, but he didn’t reach for it. Was he also
nervous? He didn’t look it. He didn’t seem like a guy who got nervous at all.
“I should warn you this place is kind of a dive,” he said, “I mean, they just don’t have the
finances....” He drifted off, ran his hand through his hair, then seeming to become aware of what
he was doing, raised both hands to straighten things out.
“So what makes this place special?” Rebecca asked. She turned to look at him, and he
dropped his hands.
“That’s what you’ll find out,” he said, and he motioned to a flight of littered stairs leading
down to a door in the basement of the building they had just reached. Above the door was a
small, hand painted sign that read “O ’M alley’s”
He had motioned, so she started towards the stairs, but he quickly shuffled in front of her
to get the door. When he opened it, he set free the sounds of laughter and chatter from within,
and below it all, the deep, rich sounds of a clarinet in the middle of Benny Goodman’s “A in’t
Misbehavin’” .
She smiled, and he said, “ See? You know already.”
The inside looked nicer than the outside anyway, a decent establishment hidden away,
and she felt even better, more at home, as soon as she could see the clarinet player. The majority
of the room was filled with round, fake wood tables and rickety wooden chairs, with the bar on
the left side, but at the back, in the corner, was a small stage where the clarinet player sat on a
stool in the crook of a baby grand piano, on whose bench a pianist sat, looking rather bored. The
tables were set up to look like the stage was the focal point of the room, but no one was watching
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the clarinet player. Most of the bar’s patrons sat closer to the door, away from the clarinetist,
conversing loudly.
Jack walked towards the bar, and my mother followed his lead.
“W hat would you like?” he asked.
“Oh, I don’t know.” She hoped she w asn’t blushing.
“Let me see,” Jack said, narrowing his eyes at her, resting his chin in his hand, and taking
a step back as if to take her all in at once.
My mother felt a flutter of nervousness and was sure she was blushing now.
“You don’t seem like a beer drinker to me,” Jack said.
She shook her head.
“Here’s what I say we should do.” He dropped his hand and stepped towards her again.
“A bottle of wine. Front row seats. And let’s pretend your dress,” he brushed the edges of her
sleeves, “is designer and we paid a fortune to even get into this place.”
“Well,” my mother said, looking at him a bit sideways, “as long as you keep treating me
the way a gentleman should treat a lady, I’m sure I’ll have no problems imagining it.”
“Done.” He turned to the bar, resting both hands on it. “Bartender, two glasses of the
malbec.”
He did everything the way a gentleman should that night. Jack was like that. As he told
my mother later, his Mom had taught him manners and how to be chivalrous in a world that
didn’t ask for chivalry anymore. He knew he could have treated her otherwise, could have left
her to her own devices, but he liked the way her face glowed when he’d opened the door, the
way it glowed when he pulled her chair out from the table so she could sit down, and because of
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these moments, this night where her face glowed each time, he would make these actions
persisting habits.
But even more she felt like the clarinet player had awakened something in her. He
seemed somehow misplaced. He was good, she thought, really good, and he had a certain level
of presentation that struck her as professional and yet unique. He was short, slightly plump, but
not overly, with blond hair with just the smallest spike to it, and he rocked on the stool as he
played. He wore black slacks with a t-shirt and a green plaid blazer, a bit overkill for this type of
bar, my mother thought. Her favorite motion by the clarinetist was when he would hit the climax
of a piece, belting a high note with perfect clarity and leaning his whole body back, one leg out,
eyes closed, face turned upward and glowing from the stage lights. Then, progressing down a
cadenza, his fingers seemed only to brush the keys in their flurry, his body slowly leaning to fold
over on itself, his legs bent in under him.
Yes, he was definitely out of place. My mother wondered what had brought him there,
but at the end of the act, when Jack asked if she’d like to introduce herself and talk shop, she
declined. She regretted it later, when she finally understood what it was about the clarinetist that
drew her in while also unsettling her, but at the time, she just wanted to keep it magical.

As she lay on the couch in Jack’s apartment that night, the moonlight glowing shafts of
light stretching across the carpet through the blinds, trying to sleep, she wondered if it was OK,
the choices she’d made so far. Was it OK that she’d never lived more than one hundred miles
away from the place she was born? Why had she never, before now, had the itch to leave the
state that drove so many others away from the Midwest altogether? Was she forfeiting something
by staying here?
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She hadn’t been anywhere, really. The farthest she’d been on vacation by that point was
to visit her sister when she was living in Michigan. How could she know if she was missing out
if she’d never been anywhere anyway?
She wondered what it would be like to be Jack, always on the move, or what it would be
like to be that clarinet player. In the Twin Cities, where there were places to play - or even
someplace bigger, even New York City.
O f course the thought had crossed her mind before, at a school where half the music
students were performance majors. Her professors had told her she had the potential, but she
w asn’t sure. She didn’t know if she wanted to leave Iowa, where there were only limited
performance opportunities, where she couldn’t quite make a life out of it, and the position at the
middle school had opened up anyway. W asn’t that a sign that it was time to come home?
She opened her eyes, stared out at the room around her. The cat slinked quietly against
the wall. All the furniture had been left by a previous apartment dweller, Jack had told her, with
the exception of the big, gray, leather arm chair he picked up when he saw it with a “Pick Me”
pinned to its back on the side of the road. Most of it looked similarly pieced together. The chairs
around the fake wood table didn’t match - one blue folding chair, two wooden high backed
chairs, and the one cushioned with a floral design. It was Jack’s transience, too, Rebecca
imagined, that explained why the bookshelf contained only four books, one of which was an
atlas and the other three were classic novels: D avid Copperfield, Crime and Punishment, Call o f
the Wild, books you could pick up at a yard sale for a quarter and then easily discard.
W hat a strange place to find myself, my mother thought, looking up again at the corner,
where a ceramic parrot hung on a brass ring. My mother, who normally wouldn’t let a strange
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man near her. Now that Jack was out of the room, it seemed strange that she had even come there
at all, that she’d journeyed so far for someone she hardly even knew.
It was not too late to change her mind, she thought. They’d only gone on one date, and no
one even knew. She could go home and never talk to him again. She could go home and pretend
that nothing even happened and, practically anyway, nothing really did.
When she returned home after that weekend, she got out her old diary and added a list of
things she didn’t want to forget from that first night together: the full taste of the Malbec as she
let it fill her mouth, Jack leaning across the table towards her and gently laying his hand on hers,
the clarinet player’s energy, especially the clarinet player, and especially how Jack had picked
out something just right for their first night together.
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Chapter 11
Through my mother’s side, I am a Hanson at least in lineage, though not in name. My
father was an Alden, and when I married my husband, Paul, I gave that up to become a Pederson,
and that’s what our children will be. That’s what our new child will be.
It’s never been too concerning to me to not be a Hanson. It w asn’t concerning to give up
my name of Alden to marry Paul, even though I guess you don’t have to always do that now,
take your husband’s name.
But what I can’t stop thinking about after leaving my grandmother’s, after learning that
her mind may soon be losing the memory of all the names it’s ever known, is that this new
person will need a name, and he or she w on’t be a Hanson or an Alden, but a Pederson. Already I
was disconnected from my mother by the fact that she used to have the name Hanson, that she,
truly, was a part of that family. Now my child will be distanced even more.
Have you ever had this kind of moment? A moment when you realize you cannot give
someone something that you’ve never known yourself?
W hat I mean is, it was easy for me to be a wife. But how can I give this child a family
when I ’ve always felt my own disjointed? How can I even be a mother when I ’ve never
understood mine?
Now I have to tell my mother somehow. I have to sit in front of her, through this
glowing, distancing screen and tell her that I’m following in her footsteps after all, that I’m
becoming a mother too, and I don’t know what difference it will make to tell her, and I’m
terrified. Frankly, I don’t know if I can do it yet.
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I’m surprised today at the diner when I feel my cell phone vibrating and “Grandma
Hanson” pops up on my screen. I wonder when she might have called me last and think it must
have been years, maybe never. Maybe I’ve only had the number for emergencies. I can’t answer,
because I’m working, but I decide I’ll call her back as soon as I can, on my lunch break.
I go back to the kitchen and pick up two plates of toasted sandwiches and fries to take out
to a table and it crosses my mind it could really be an emergency. I could tell Stacey it might be
an emergency and she would cover for me no problem while I called back.
But my grandmother has an emergency and calls me instead of my father? I think it’s
unlikely. She hasn’t left a message.
I deliver the sandwiches to the correct table, to Jerry and Jim, a couple of truckers who
got the memo about how good the food is here. They stop by anytime they’re driving through,
sometimes together, sometimes alone. W e’re almost ten miles off the highway, so I wonder if
they could get in trouble for it, but they don’t seem to care. They tell me it’s nice to have a break
from the road and a nice chance to be waited on by a pretty lady.
Jerry asks for more coffee, and I walk back to the kitchen to get a fresh pot. When I come
back out I see my grandmother through the window, making her way briskly down the street.
Maybe it really was an emergency. Maybe something’s happened with my father or my
brother and that’s why she called me.
I pour Jerry’s coffee quick, then meet my grandmother at the door, holding it open for her
with my free hand.
This is only the second time I can remember seeing my grandmother unkempt, flustered.
Her hair has been disheveled by the wind, a frizzy gray halo surrounding her head.
“I need your help,” she says.
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“W hat is it?” I ask.
She leans towards me to whisper, looking over at the men by the window. “We can’t talk
here.”
“It’s fine, Grandma,” I say, waving it off. “They’re good.”
“No,” she says. “I need to talk to you in private.” Her eyes are pleading.
I lead her back to the kitchen. W e’re shielded from any customers, but Eugene is there,
frying potatoes and cleaning up around the stove before he gets another order.
“W hat is it?” I ask.
My grandmother clears her throat and looks over at Eugene.
“H e’s fine,” I say, but she still w on’t speak until I take her outside the building again, to
the back alley where I park my bike, and the only person even visible is the trash man noisily
loading up a bin a block over.
“OK,” I say. I’m more annoyed now than worried because o f how secretive she’s being.
“I need your help,” she says again.
“With what?”
“Judith said we got the materials in for VBS, and I don’t know where she put them.” Her
voice is breathy, hushed, as if she’s still in the church right now, as if anyone would hear her
now that w e’re standing alone in the alley.
“Why don’t you ask Dad?” I ask.
“No, no,” she shakes her head and waves her arms. “Judith said she put them where we
always keep them when they came in last month. I just can’t . ...”
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“Oh,” I say. I finally get why w e’re here. My grandmother has coordinated Vacation
Bible School for thirty odd years. She would know where they usually put materials. “I don’t
know though, Grandma. I don’t know where you keep them.”
She groans so softly I almost don’t hear. “W hat am I going to do?”
“Haven’t you thought,” I pause, not sure if I should suggest it, “maybe it’s time to give
the job to someone else?”
“Someone else?” She looks confused.
“Maybe it’s time for someone else to be in charge.”
“Dear, please,” she’s not begging, but schooling me. “It’s all I’ve got left to do.”
I sigh. I think about my pregnancy again, and I wonder if my daughter will really get to
know her great-grandmother. Maybe now that she’s trusted me, she will want to be in my
daughter’s life in a way I didn’t feel she was in mine, close. But how much of her will really be
left by the time my daughter can remember?
“I’ll ask,” I say. “I’ll tell her I’m helping you. Quality time with Grandma or something.”
Maybe if she keeps using her mind she’ll keep it longer. Anyway, I promised I’d help her
keep her secret as long as possible.
“Thank you. Let me know, and I’ll be in touch about what else you can do to help.”
That, at least, sounds like the grandmother I know. You reach out a tiny bit to help out at
church, and she pulls you right in. I wonder what I ’m really getting myself into.
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Chapter 12
I’ve started taking a detour on my way home from the diner. Instead o f going down Main
Street and then right on our street and home, I take a left, ride the street almost to the edge of
town, to swing by my grandmother’s house.
It’s not that I’ve been stopping to say hello or check in on her. I haven’t been checking in
on her. I’ve just been riding up until I get to the house and then stopping my movement, letting
the bike coast by until I’m past the house, and then taking off again. I don’t know that I ever
intend to stop, and I imagine now the neighbors who have seen me probably think I just added
length to my ride for extra exercise. I am starting to gain weight, after all.
Today though when I get close I see my grandmother is outside, kneeling by the rose
garden. I think for a second about my options, that I could turn at the next block, before I reach
her, and she would never notice, or I could just wave and shout hello as I ride by, as if I have
somewhere to be. But I don’t have anywhere to be, and my grandmother looks so vibrant and
alive, her cheeks flushed from the warm weather, so I decide to stop.
I ride my bike up the driveway and she notices me as I’m leaning it against the garage.
“Just like you always used to do,” she says, smiling.
“Every day to visit Grandpa.”
I feel happy she remembers though there’s still the usual sadness in my chest from
missing him.
“Here,” she motions me forward, “you’re just in time to help. I didn’t realize how bad the
weeds had gotten since you came here last.”
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Leave it to weeds to grow when there’s barely any water. They’re popping up in every
free bit of dirt around the bushes, anywhere they can find a spot of sunlight and some places
where they can’t.
I kneel down beside my grandmother and begin to pull the small green shoots.
“I think I can use you at the teacher’s meeting for VBS,” my grandmother says. “Can you
be there Wednesday night?”
“Sure,” I say. “W hat would you like me to do?”
“Back me up,” my grandmother says. She turns away from me, reaching to pull some
weeds from the opposite side of the garden. “I’m remembering most things just fine. They’re
such habits. Things just change so quickly.”
I don’t know how helpful I’ll be. For the pastor’s daughter, I’m pretty uninvolved in
church activities these days. I don’t even know the names of all the regular parishioners. Part of
me doesn’t want to know though. I’ve withdrawn some in recent years, leaving the church
projects to my mother and grandmother. At first I thought I would look bad, that I would be
talked about even more, without Greg and now pulling away from the church, people might
worry about my soul, but I’d just married Paul, and we still go to the divine service every week,
and I guess that was enough to suit people. Only my mother has made a fuss about it.
“Mom asked how you were doing the other day,” I tell my grandmother.
She looks at me, obviously surprised. I wonder how much she understands the
relationship my mother and I have, if she knows how split we are. They do seem so close.
“W hat did you tell her?” my grandmother asks.
“That you’re excited about a new year of VBS and I’m helping you with some planning.”
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My grandmother relaxes her body, leans back over the garden. “Good,” she says so
quietly I almost don’t hear it.
So the surprise wasn’t about me. It was her own worry. I wonder if she’s afraid of how
my mother will see her after she hears about her memory loss, if she thinks she’ll receive pity or
disgust. Does my mother judge everyone the way she does me, or just me?
“I keep thinking we might be connecting because w e’re talking all the time now,” I say,
“but I don’t know if Mom and I are really getting anywhere.”
My grandmother carefully pulls a dried leaf off of one of the rosebushes, holding the
stem gently with her other hand, fingers placed between the thorns, so she doesn’t send the plant
flying.
“You know Mom,” I continue. “All I ever do is disappoint her. So now she’s just talking
about herself and I guess she wants me to learn a lesson from it or something.”
I hadn’t really thought about it as a lesson before, but now that I’ve said it, it makes
sense. My mother always has her own agenda. She’s always trying to get me to see things her
way.
“Hmm,” my grandmother lays the dead leaf down at the base of the rose bush she took it
from, as if it were an apology.
“I just don’t get her,” I say. “ She asks about you, and Dad, and Peter, and Paul, and even
sometimes other people from church, but she never asks anything about me aside from whether
I ’m having a good day.”
It bothers me that my grandmother isn’t responding, and I wonder if I’m offending her by
talking this way about my mother, but she has to know it’s the truth. She has to realize my
mother failed me.
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Frustrated, I stop talking. I focus on finding the smallest weeds in the garden and
plucking them out with as much root system as possible, so they can’t come back, and I wait
until I think my grandmother is not going to respond at all.
“Maybe she doesn’t know what to ask,” she suggests.
“It’s not like she doesn’t know me at all,” I say. “ She could ask about anything, but she
doesn’t seem to care. She just thinks I should humor her storytelling.”
“But you are humoring it,” my grandmother says.
I ignore this. “ She leaves the country, Iowa, our family, behind, and I know it’s only
temporary, so I’m not worried about this trip in particular, but what does that mean, her always
leaving us, her always picking other things over her family and not caring? It’s a trend,
Grandma.”
“Did you know I was going to be a nurse before I met your grandfather?”
I roll my eyes, because I know she can’t see it. Maybe she and my mother are too alike
for us to understand each other. Maybe my mother learned this trick of changing the subject from
my grandmother.
“I gave up that life course for this one,” she adds.
“You focused your life on your family,” I say.
She brushes her hand gently against the petals of a rose whose stem is so far from the
bush it’s begun drooping on the ground. “I know you wish that she’d been there for you, but
maybe it’s not time for that anymore. Maybe now it’s just time to try and understand why she
w asn’t. Your mother is in Europe. Do you even know why?”
“She’s playing as a soloist,” I say.
“But do you know why?”
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A hundred negative thoughts run through my mind. Trying to get away from us, focused
on herself, wishing she were someone else and somebody else, just out of her mind perhaps.
But no. I don’t know really.
Maybe what my grandmother means is that people are sometimes more complicated than
we give them credit for. We expect our parents to give us certain things and play a certain role in
our life. It’s easy at first. The baby cries and you feed her, or change her diaper, or rock her to
sleep.
But even if you have a gentle child who sleeps through the night and plays quietly during
the day, eventually she’s going to start asking questions. She’s going to want to know more than
whether she can play with the neighbor and she’s not going to understand when sometimes you
cannot answer her questions or are not even there to answer them.
How do we understand our lives if not through our parents? And if our parents are not
there to help us, or if they aren’t the best at helping us understand, how do we understand the
world at all?
There are two people in the world that I trust to teach me about life and love and how we
treat one another. One of them is my father. The other was my grandfather. But neither of them
are women. Neither of them can teach me about being a woman, or a mother. I’m on my own for
that.
My grandmother waits patiently for me to answer, and when I don’t answer, and she
knows I’m not going to, she says, “Well, I think that’ll do for the day,” and brushes the dirt off
her hands and begins picking up the tools w e’ve been using before heading inside.
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My grandmother is probably right. I need to ask my mother why she’s gone, and maybe
her answer will also answer my original question, why she’s always been gone, what it is I’ve
done or how selfish she is to think I deserve this.
I almost write it in an email. I almost want to say that my grandmother has asked, or at
least that she told me to ask, because that’s the truth anyway. I don’t think anyone should have
this much anxiety about approaching their mother with a question. I hope my daughter w on’t feel
this way with me.
Finally she’s online, and she calls first, and I answer, and the image of her face is in front
of me.
“I only have a few minutes,” she says without even saying “hi” .
“Oh,” I say, and I almost want to abandon the question altogether, but then what if my
grandmother asks, and I have to tell her I didn’t even try?
“I was wondering,” I begin, but then I hesitate. It’s such a weird question, isn’t it? Isn’t it
too deep to ask just anyone? Why are you there? A bit too existential for normal conversation?
Usually we just say “hello” and then something like “Where did we leave off again?”
unless she asks about someone else, but now she’s waiting because I started something. Her head
is half turned as if straining to listen.
“I just wanted to know what made you decide to go,” I say, which sounds a little better
than the alternatives.
“Go where?” she asks.
“To France,” I say. “To play there.”
“Oh,” my mother says. She sits back in her chair. “I think I better continue my story
then.”
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“That’s not what I’m asking,” I say louder than I intend to.
She responds calmly. “Everything will make more sense if I tell you this. This next part
will answer your question.”
Nothing has answered my questions so far and I want to roll my eyes at her too, slam
down the top of my laptop to hang up the call.
“Fine,” I say.

“That was fantastic,” my mother said as she and Jack walked out the doors of The Ordsay
in St. Paul. “I mean, the lead soprano did seem like she was sick or something - you can hear
that in her tone - but the orchestra?”
Jack chuckled. “I’m glad you liked it.”
“Maybe it’s just because I’m used to middle schoolers,” my mother grinned, “but I
haven’t heard a bassoonist play that beautifully in a long time.”
Going to these musical events made her feel euphoric, and she went to so many more of
them with Jack. Jack made it possible for her to get to them - he got her to the Twin Cities often
and he looked up events and made sure they went. He knew what made her happy, and so she
felt like her life was coming together with him, not just that they could be a good fit for each
other and having a family someday, but that he supported her music, the things she wanted to do
with her time, her life goals.
The night had gotten cool with the sunset, and the sky was drizzling. Jack walked close to
her in the crowd, their arms brushing against each other every other step. She reached her hand
out to find his and it was rough but warm and strong in her own. Yes, this was right. This was
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where she was supposed to be. With Jack. Surrounded by music. Exposed to groups you couldn’t
find in small town Iowa, that you have to venture farther for.
“You know, that could be you up there,” Jack said.
She could feel her face reddening. “No,” she said. “You say that but you haven’t even
heard me play.”
“I can tell,” he said. “The way you talk about it, I can tell you’re good.”
“Maybe good,” she said, “but not that good. Not great. She was sure he was wrong, but it
still made her heart flutter that he thought so. “W ait until you hear me play. After all these
concerts w e’re going to, your ear will start to refine. You’ll hear the difference.”
She could see him smiling, his eyes twinkling, but he said nothing as they stopped at a
crosswalk and waited for the light to change. A group of people accumulated around and behind
them before the walk signal finally lit up, and they stepped into the street, trying to avoid the
water pooling in the gutters.
“Was it always your dream to teach middle schoolers?” Jack asked as he hopped up onto
the opposite curb.
“They can be a challenge. They’re so controlled by their hormones. But it’s rewarding to
see them when they focus and improve.”
“That’s not really what I asked.”
He turned and smiled at her again. She could look at those eyes forever, that’s what she
was thinking, that on the weekends was not often enough. She was silent.
“Did you always plan to move back to Greenwood?” Jack asked.
“It was perfect timing,” my mother said. “It was like God planned for me to take her
place when she retired.” She smiled, but she wasn’t sure if she looked sincere. She knew what he
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was getting at. “I want to be in Greenwood,” she continued, more self assured now. “It’s where
my family is, where my family’s history is. I’m still a part of that.”
“But you wish you could perform more, don’t you?” Jack asked.
The crowd was starting to disperse various directions, into the bars and parking garages
nearby, and there was more space between them, though they still held hands.
“ Sometimes I wonder what it would be like,” my mother said. “ Sometimes I wonder if
I’m wasting my potential.” She supposed it was true, that she did want to be up on stage with the
other musicians. Sometimes sitting in the audience listening she could feel it in her heart so
much she couldn’t help but feel she was missing something.
“You could do it, if you want,” Jack said.
“Where I am makes sense,” my mother said.
“But what does your gut tell you?” Jack asked.
My mother was quiet again. She had always felt that God led her to where she was now,
but lately she was starting to feel so unsettled. Did that mean she was wrong before?
“I can help you,” Jack continued. “I’ll do research. I’ll make arrangements. Whatever you
need. You can do it. You deserve it. I’ll help you.”
Maybe. Maybe she w asn’t wrong before. Maybe the plan was just changing. So much of
what she thought was already starting to change with Jack. He didn’t know much about the arts,
but he was resourceful, and he’d figured out so much already. She could really believe he could
make it happen. He could get her started performing. He would support and encourage her in it,
and she would make a living doing what she loved. If she wanted to.
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When my grandmother suggested I ask my mother why she was in France, I thought
she’d been in one of her clear states of mind. She usually is. She forgets details, yes, but she can
follow conversations. But then, maybe she never knew enough about us, my mother and I, our
relationship.
At any rate, this is all I’ve learned from my conversation: my mother is in France
performing because long ago some other man she was in love with said she could do it, or
suggested she wanted to do it. Maybe she is still in love with him now. Maybe she still wants to
impress him.
Or worse: maybe all this time she’s felt deflated. They broke up, he left her, and she
couldn’t do it on her own. She needed her “teammate” . She’s only now finally managed to pull
herself together enough to pursue her dreams without him.
I’m assuming he broke up with her.
Any time she talks about him, the moment she starts into her story, her voice gets
breathy, she looks off in the distance.
I’ve often suspected my mother doesn’t love my father and maybe this is why. Maybe she
married him out of convenience. Maybe she feels like now he’s holding her back. Maybe w e’re
all holding her back.
Who am I to talk anyway?

Besides my guitar and my saxophone, the other thing I have always had is my bike. I was
initially afraid o f it, the whole idea of rolling along somehow balanced on a thin line, whooshing
through the air. I didn’t like it when my father pushed me fast in the stroller, and I’d seen the
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older kids down our street fall on their bikes and scrape their knees up - or worse, their favorite
pairs of jeans - and I didn’t want that to be me.
My father tried and tried to convince me to try it but it was my grandfather who finally
did: “A bike, my dear, is freedom.”
Anyway, the other kids were starting to give me a hard time. And my grandfather was
right; once I learned to ride, I could go anywhere I wanted.
If I could have or do exactly what I wanted in life and didn’t have to worry about
responsibility or obligation, here’s what my life would look like: I would ride my bike with my
guitar on my back, north in the spring to spend my summer months where it’s cool, then
following the paths of birds south in the fall to spend the winter where it’s warm. I would ride as
far as I could make it in a day, or not far at all. I would see cornfields and rivers, yes, and also
rolling hills, pastures, woods, lakes, and the ocean. At night, after the sun went down, or
whenever I felt like it, I would find a nice place to make camp and sit down and play my guitar
for a while, maybe by a campfire if it was a little bit cool. I would play for the crickets and toads
and lightening bugs and my grandfather who is in heaven but still listens to my music.
There are all sorts of occupations in this world that are lonely. That you can’t take anyone
with you for and you shouldn’t try. My dream is one of those. Even if such a thing was practical,
it doesn’t work with Paul, and it doesn’t work with kids, and it doesn’t even work with my father
and brothers because I don’t even feel like I want to leave them.
My whole support network is here and my whole dream is there, out on the road.
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Chapter 13
I married Paul when I was young, everyone knows that. Paul is older by six years and he
had already gotten his job in recruitment at the college when we met. That was shortly after Greg
and I broke up. I guess I can’t judge my mother for how quickly she married my father, and at
least she was older than I was. I was barely seventeen when we met, but Paul was twenty-three.
We were cautious about it, but we got to know each other at church, and the congregation, at
least, could see that it was a good match, so they were always supportive.
That was the best part of it. After all the scorn I got from people for breaking up with
Greg, at least a few people thought I could make a good decision. Even my mother acted like she
liked him.
Today Paul comes home from work and lays a course catalog for the college on the table
by my plate.
“W hat’s that for?” I ask.
“I just thought you might want to look,” he says. “ See if there’s anything you’re
interested in.”
I’ve never asked him to bring me a course catalog, because ever since high school, I
haven’t been interested.
“I have work,” I say.
He sits down and begins to pick at the vegetables I’ve prepared and we haven’t prayed
over the food yet and this annoys me too.
“You wouldn’t have to work,” he says between bites. “Or you could work fewer hours.
Or even just take evening classes. You get off work in plenty of time.”
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“I don’t have a car.” I keep my hands in my lap and he must notice because he stops
snitching food.
“We can work something out,” he says.
He knows as well as I do that we could afford a second car if I wanted one. H e’s already
offered to find me one before. But anywhere I want to go I can ride my bike to, so what’s the
point?
“It’s just a suggestion,” he says. “They told us today they’re going to start offering six
free credits a semester to immediate family members, not just employees. If you want to do it,”
he emphasizes this last phrase, “there’s no reason not to.”
“You think the diner is a nothing job? A dead end?”
“Well,” he says softly. “Isn’t it?”
I think about it. Maybe it is. But I got another raise last Christmas so I’m making over
minimum wage now, plus tips, and I pull in good tips. That’s pretty good for a waitress. W hat all
is a job supposed to offer anyway? I like working with Stacey and Eugene and I don’t mind the
customers most days. Can I move up? Not really, unless Stacey eventually sold the diner to me,
although I have the feeling as much as she likes me she’d give it to Eugene first. But I still feel a
part of it, like the business is partially mine, that it wouldn’t be the same without me.
“You could at least take business classes,” Paul says. “Maybe have your own diner
someday.”
Not here, he’s saying, because he knows Greenwood is too small to support another
restaurant, but in Forest City, with the college students always hungry for homemade food.
I don’t know why I’m so defensive about the diner. This was never my dream. It was
something I fell into after Greg and I broke up, when I needed something to do and money
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started to seem like it could get me things I wanted if I had it, like a new guitar, or at least new
strings without getting a lecture on how I should quit breaking them.
With Greg I was excited about college. Everybody said it was the next step to being
successful, although there were still a lot of girls who didn’t care. Girls who just wanted to marry
their high school sweethearts and have children and find their fulfillment in their family.
I wanted Greg to know I was better than that. I could be his wife and the mother to his
children but I could also be more than that. That’s what w e’re supposed to think now, right? That
we can have it all?
I told Greg that I was going to study something in science or maybe become an engineer
because those seemed like lucrative choices while also looking progressive. There are still so
many more men in those fields and I wanted to be a trail blazer. But I was only just passing my
math and science classes. Greg and I stayed up night after night studying and it was easy for him.
I suppose he did learn from tutoring me, and I suppose my grades were better for his help, but we
both know now I never would have made it through engineering school.
Why was I so desperate back then to make a good impression? I had to be everything for
Greg. He was the hot shot athlete and the valedictorian and how could I possibly live up to that?
He could have chosen any girl he wanted. Everyone was starting to have sex back then too, or at
least everyone was acting like they were, and I knew Greg was thinking about it. I’d catch him
looking down other girls’ shirts when they were cut too low and looking up and down my own
body when he thought I was just studying.
God, I hate myself for doing it now because I don’t believe it was right, but I couldn’t
stand it when I thought he might be looking at other girls, that he might be imagining what it
would be like to date someone other than the pastor’s daughter. I thought I had to show him I
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w asn’t just some pastor’s kid. So when his parents were gone one night I put down my guitar and
moved his textbook to the floor and reached for his pants.
It was hard to undo them, honestly, and then I w asn’t sure what to do now that they were
off and he grabbed my breasts, which was also weird, because he’d never done that before either.
I thought I had to keep being aggressive so I took his hand and stuck it under my shirt
and then I kissed him for the first time that day and wriggled my own pants off.
“Are you sure?” he asked as I climbed on top of him.
I just kissed him, pressing hard against his face hoping that made it more passionate.
It was easier than I ’d thought it might be to get him positioned inside me, but I was
scared as shit and so it hurt like hell every time I pushed myself on to him, over and over, as fast
and as deep as I could.
“Wait,” he said at some point. “We aren’t using protection.”
“I’m not worried,” I said, even though I was. “I’m on birth control,” I said, even though I
w asn’t.
I don’t know how else to say this except that it seemed like the right thing, right before
and right in that moment, and for about twenty minutes after, until we realized I’d left a blood
stain on the couch and we had no idea how we were going to explain that.
I broke up with Greg before my parents found out. I know that God considers a man and
a woman married spiritually when they’ve acted that way in the flesh. I knew we could make
things right by getting married and I knew that Greg would marry me, but I couldn’t do it. I felt
too guilty then and I felt even more guilty when my mother found out and lectured me and then
barely spoke to me for two weeks. I didn’t deserve an easy fix. I had to repent of my sins and do
a 180 and breaking up with Greg was how I did it.
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Stacey w asn’t looking for anybody, but she hired me anyway. I rode up there one day on
my bike in the midst of my mother’s silence and told her I hadn’t lately been a hard worker or
good at anything much but the guitar, but I’d like to work hard and be good at something. I guess
she liked that I was honest. She put me to work washing dishes until I asked to work full time
and then she had me take over waitressing. It’s not a pretty story, but a lot of stories aren’t.

How does it start? A little thing is weird and then you explain it away.
It didn’t happen all at once, my mother says. It couldn’t, or you’d notice right away. He
says something a little strange, and because it’s only this once, you come up with a reason. Then
the next time, because you already have explained it once, it’s much easier to accept, and the
next time and the next time so that by the time you realize it’s a pattern, it’s just the way he is.
It’s his communication style or his depression or the way his parents did or didn’t raise him. He
never meant to hurt you anyway, which is what he’ll tell you too, when you ask him - or God
forbid, confront him about it - and you believe him even when he says he w on’t do it again or
it’s not a big deal, even though he will and it is.
“Like he pushed you?” I ask.
“No,” my mother says. “He never hurt me. Physically, I mean, he never hurt me.”
But I’m not sure what she’s saying then. When I ask for examples, she says, “he didn’t
follow through on some things” and “he didn’t always react the way I thought he would.” I guess
I’m missing something. Paul always leaves some things on the to do list and I learn new things
about him all the time that surprise me, but that doesn’t mean he’s hurtful.
My mother looks pale and agitated, but maybe it’s just because it’s night time in France
and the glow of the moon casts over her room.
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“I wasn’t even worried,” she says, “until I met Eddie.”
“W ho?” I ask.
“Jack’s friend,” my mother says. “The one he was helping build a house.”

By the time my mother visited Jack again, he and his friend, Eddie, had finished Eddie’s
house to the point that they could stay in it. It was more a shell of a house than an actual house the sides were up and the roof was on, though it still lacked siding and shingles. Inside was gray
dry wall with bright white spackle between sheets and over nails. Wires hung out of holes in the
ceiling and walls. A faucet stuck out of the counter in the kitchen, but there were no shelves or
cupboards underneath to hide the pipes.
Jack and Eddie were using camping mats and blankets on the plywood floors of two of
the upstairs bedrooms, but when my mother arrived, Jack pulled out a brand new air mattress and
blew it up for her, throwing the familiar plaid blanket my mother had slept under at his old
apartment on top.
It was the first time my mother had met Eddie, and when Jack got a phone call after he
and my mother returned from dinner, Eddie and my mother were left in the kitchen alone
together.
Eddie was a real estate agent, a smart dressed, clean shaven man who had it together. He
had a good job, all the money he needed, and a beautiful wife who would be joining him in the
cities once their new house was finished. Eddie could afford to hire a contractor to build the
house, if he wanted, but he had always dreamt of doing it himself, of building his life from the
ground up on his own, making a home his children could enjoy forever. My mother knew all this
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about him, though they had never spoken. She had heard a lot from Jack. Eddie was the guy who
everyone imagined themselves becoming when they left high school, Jack said.
My mother knew that Jack and Eddie had been working on the house that day, but Eddie
looked like he had just made it home from the office on a business casual Friday. He had on dark
jeans with boat shoes and a polo shirt, and when Jack walked out of the room to take his phone
call, Eddie offered my mother a glass of Cabernet Sauvignon.
“I’d love some,” my mother said.
It was the one item on the kitchen counter, and Eddie pulled a Swiss Army knife from his
pocket to open the bottle.
“Jack talks a lot about you,” Eddie told my mother.
“Oh really?” My mother rested her hand against the counter top, shifted her weight to one
leg.
“Only good things.” The cork popped from the bottle, and he set both down on the
counter, reaching under the counter to a cardboard box full of kitchen items. He pulled out three
wine glasses one at a time. “It’s surprising,” Eddie said. “Not because o f you.” He smirked at her
as he started to pour the first glass full of wine. “It’s just that Jack’s not normally one to stick
around.”
He offered the glass to my mother, and she took it. “What do you mean?” she asked.
Eddie poured wine into a second glass. “I mean, you know Jack moves around a lot.”
“Yes.” My mother took a sip of the wine, let the taste fill her mouth before swallowing.
“So he normally refuses to do the long distance thing,” Eddie said. He leaned one hand
against the counter, taking a sip from his own glass. “He never gets serious about anyone. Just
goes on a few dates, and then that’s it, he’s moving again or whatever.”
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“I didn’t know that.”
My mother looked out the kitchen window to where Jack stood talking on the phone. His
back was turned to the house, but my mother could see he was shuffling his feet, waving his free
hand around.
“I don’t know what it is about you,” Eddie said, “but he seems to be quite taken.”
My mother could feel herself blushing and took another sip of her wine, as if that would
hide it.
“I’m glad to hear from that you,” my mother said quietly.
Eddie laughed. “Why?”
“You seem like you’re his best friend. You’re the only friend he talks about much
anyway.”
“That’s Jack for you.” He shook his head. “It’s good for him, I think, to think about
growing some roots.”
“Why do you think he hasn’t before?”
“H e’s just a wanderer, Jack. He gets restless if he stays in one place for too long, starts
fights with people who should be his friends.”
“That’s pretty normal though, huh? Feeling restless, I mean.”
“This is more than normal restlessness,” Eddie said. “Listen, I don’t know what he’s told
you. You should ask him about it.” He gestured towards the dining room area, where a small
table and chairs was. “Did you want to sit down?”
“ Sure,” my mother said, moving to the table and picking a chair, but she w asn’t ready to
let the subject drop, now that Eddie had brought it up. He was probably the most reliable source
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she had about Jack besides Jack himself, and she was so used to him being a secret that it was
refreshing to have someone to talk to who actually knew him.
“If there’s anything I should know,” my mother said, “I’d like you to tell me.”
Eddie slid into a chair across the table from her. “Really, Rebecca, I don’t want to get in
between you two.”
“I know Jack isn’t as open with me as he could be,” my mother said. “I know there are
things he deliberately doesn’t tell me.”
“Like what?” Eddie asked.
“You tell me,” my mother said. She said it calmly, but she was nervous then. W hat did
she think? That it could be nothing? That Jack would have told her if it was important? My
mother had her suspicions then, but she trusted Jack completely. Anyway, he hadn’t left her.
Even Eddie admitted she was different. If there was something Jack wasn’t telling her, it had to
be irrelevant in the grand scope of things.
“Seriously, Rebecca,” Eddie said.
She stared at him across the table, resting one hand on her wine glass, unmoving.
“I don’t know much,” Eddie said. “He doesn’t talk to me much about his problems
either.”
Rebecca nodded slowly, not looking away from him. Eddie shifted in his chair.
“OK,” he said. “What I do know is that, when we were in high school together, his Dad
left. I don’t know the details, but something about that situation set him running.” Eddie glanced
out the window. Jack was still on the phone. “A lot of times he didn’t show up for class, and
after we graduated, he disappeared for over a year before any of us heard from him again.”
He leaned across the table and put his hand on Rebecca’s.
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“I just think you should be careful, Rebecca,” Eddie said. “You sound like you’re really
good to him, but sometimes he turns on people who are good to him.”
My mother pulled her hand away. “He wouldn’t do that to me.”
“He plays it cool most of the time,” Eddie continued, “but he’s got a lot of anger in him.”
“He doesn’t get angry with me,” my mother protested.
“It doesn’t matter,” Eddie said. “H e’s not angry with most of us, but sometimes he just
doesn’t know what to do with it.”
My mother turned away from, crossing her arms and watching Jack through the window.
“All I’m saying is be sure you know what you’re getting into,” Eddie said quietly. “I’ve
seen him burn a lot of bridges and push a lot of friendships past the point of no return.”
Jack pulled the phone from his ear and turned towards the door. My mother shifted in her
chair, uncrossed her arms, took another sip of her wine and tried to smile.
“H e’s coming,” she said.
Eddie sat back in his chair just as Jack opened the door and stepped in.
“Sorry about that,” Jack said.
“No problem,” my mother said. She raised her glass. “W ine?”
Jack nodded and she got up to pour him a glass. At the counter, he came up behind her
and wrapped his arms around her, kissing her cheek.
“Who called?” my mother asked, watching the red wine slip softly into the glass,
enjoying the warmth of Jack’s body on her back.
“Just my mother,” Jack said softly.
“How is she?” She glanced at Eddie.
“ She’s fine,” Jack said.
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Chapter 14
On Wednesday, I meet my grandmother at church and we get out everything she’s
prepared for VBS - the packets with lessons and teaching materials, lists of craft supplies readily
available, the schedule for the week. I start to set things out at every seat while my grandmother
gets out her agenda to go over what she needs to say and reviews the list of teachers’ names and
their class assignments so she doesn’t forget w ho’s who.
“It’s nice that you want to get more involved,” my grandmother says.
I have to keep myself from snorting. Like I wanted to be involved. I wonder if that’s how
she really sees it, that I was eager.
“Working with the children is especially nice,” she continues. “It’ll be good practice for
your own.”
I glance at her, try to stay casual. She just knows that Paul and I are planning to have kids
one day.
“I know you’re not showing.” She looks at me and smiles. “But you already have that
glow about you.”
I’m not casual now. I can feel my face getting hot, my eyes wide.
Then my grandmother shakes her head, looks confused. “I’m sorry,” she says.
“How did you know that?” I ask.
“I don’t know anything,” she says, and her face turns ashen. “I was lost in my head.”
“W hat do you mean?” I ask.
“I thought you were somebody else for a moment.” She turns away from me and walks to
the other side of the room, starts placing name cards in front of the packets I’ve set out. “You
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look so much like your mother when she was expecting.” She says it almost too quietly for me to
hear. I hate it. I hate being compared to my mother. There is nothing about us that’s similar.
“You can’t tell anyone,” I say. “No one knows yet. Not even Paul.”
“Not even your husband?” She stops what she’s doing and looks up at me then. I don’t
try to look away. “I w on’t say anything,” she tells me.
I believe her intentions are good, but now there’s a sinking feeling in my stomach. She
hasn’t been having forgetting things like this. She’s only had moments where she’s a little
confused, or she doesn’t remember details. Never who I am. How can I expect her to know that
this information hasn’t been shared yet? How can I trust her not to walk right up to Paul and
congratulate him?
As if my worry can’t be worse, when the teachers start arriving, Greg walks in the room.
H e’s volunteered to teach fifth grade, and he brings with him a short skinny blond woman I’ve
never seen before. I’m not sure what their relationship might be. They don’t hold hands or
anything, but they sit closer together than most people and he smiles and talks quietly with her
while we wait for the rest of the teachers to arrive.
Through the whole meeting, I’m worried what my grandmother will say. She’s nervous, I
can tell, as soon as my father walks in the room. He starts the meeting with prayer and briefly
goes over the lessons the kids will be learning during VBS week. My grandmother’s hands shake
a little when she first starts talking, going over the schedule, lessons and recreation and snack
time and crafts. She repeats some points a few times, but she doesn’t forget anything. She’s
written notes on an agenda, and she follows it through. She only once hesitates before addressing
someone, but she remembers the woman’s name, and no one seems to notice really.
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I know I’m supposed to be paying attention, but I feel my mind wandering. I wonder if
I’m really glowing, if that’s really a thing you can notice. It’s not one of the things I’ve noticed
changed about me when I look in the mirror in the morning after my shower. I’d always assumed
that you glowed because you were so happy and excited. Am I happy and excited? I’ve had too
much else to think about to feel those emotions. I’m sure I’ll feel them. When I get things
together and have a plan and know better what I’m doing, I’ll feel happy and excited. I’ll look
forward to this baby being born.
See? I’m nothing like my mother. My mother would have this all figured out.
I watch Greg and the blond woman, Anne, I guess, off and on throughout the meeting.
Not in an obvious way, but I’m trying to figure them out. She doesn’t go to church here, so he’s
obviously invited her. I would know her if she went to church here. My father introduced himself
before the meeting started, and he would know her if she went to church here. She and Greg sit a
little closer together than seems necessary. They glance in each other’s direction a lot, smile a
little more they need to. There’s obvious chemistry. I’m not jealous, just curious. I haven’t
known anyone he dated since we broke up, and I’m wondering what he’s attracted to now,
whether it’s what I imagined it to be back then or not.
“Ellie’s my right hand woman.” My grandmother is starting to wrap up the meeting.
“ She’ll be around during the week too, so if you need something and you can’t find me, you can
talk to her.”
I nod my head and look around at everyone. I meet eyes with Anne, and she gives me a
friendly smile.
I’d finished all my homework and was sitting in my room fiddling with my guitar when I
heard her come in the door. I stopped playing to listen to her footsteps moving up the stairs. The
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footsteps stopped, and I thought she’d gone into her and my father’s room across the hall. I stood
up and opened the door, and she was standing there, surprised, looking at me, no hand raised to
knock, as if she hadn’t decided whether she was going to come in yet or not.
“Oh,” I say. “Hi.”
“Ellie,” she said, and I could hear the disappointment in her voice, but she said nothing
more.
“You can come in, I guess, if you want.” I motioned into the room and went back to my
bed, picking up my guitar and holding it in my lap as if this would somehow defend me.
She sat on my poppadum across the room, sinking back too far, almost laying down, the
way you can’t avoid sitting in a poppadum, and it didn’t make her seem any smaller or less
threatening to me.
She watched me as I played with one of the strings on my guitar, my finger holding the
string so it couldn’t fully vibrate, the sound slightly squeaky.
She sat up on the edge of the chair, and it moved in its cradle. “I talked to Greg’s mother
today. I know you two had sex.”
I paused and the room was silent. “OK.”
I’d felt guilty for weeks. But I’d done what I needed to do. I’d done what I wanted to do
to make Greg happy.
“I don’t know what to say to you,” my mother said.
“I don’t know what to say to you either.” I was still looking at my guitar, though I could
feel her eyes on me.
“I’m ashamed of you,” she continued. “Didn’t you listen to anything we ever taught you?
Didn’t you think?” Her voice is getting louder. “Do you ever consider anything else than
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yourself and your own emotions? You’re a teenager, for goodness sake; you didn’t think your
hormones might be a little misleading?”
I stop fiddling and looked up at her. “What are you trying to say?”
“You think you love him, don’t you? You think it was OK to have sex with him because
you think you love him and you think you’ll be together forever.”
“I do love him,” I said, too quietly for her to hear.
“W hat?” she asked.
“You think I don’t know my own feelings?” I asked, louder this time.
“ Sometimes we think we love people, Ellie.”
“You think just because I ’m a teenager the things I feel aren’t real?” I could feel the
adrenaline start to pump through my body, and I gripped the neck of my guitar tightly.
“Feelings can be misleading.”
“Because I’ve got raging hormones,” I said.
“Because there’s more to it than that,” she said.
I strummed against the guitar strings, too loudly, not playing any chord in particular.
“You didn’t think about the consequences,” she said loudly over the noise. “That’s
obvious.”
“You’re right,” I said sarcastically, strumming louder. “I only think about myself. I’m
just a teenager who can’t control her raging hormones.”
“Stop doing that,” my mother said, holding out her hands to touch mine.
“No.” I pulled away and strummed as loudly and roughly as I could, afraid the strings
might break.
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“You want me to treat you like an adult, Ellie?” my mother yelled over the noise. “ Start
acting like one.”
“W hat does that even mean?” I kept strumming.
“Take responsibility for your actions. Show some awareness of your faults. Admit it
when you make a mistake.”
I quit strumming on a particularly dissonant sounding chord and waited, watching the
strings slow their vibrating, until the sound had completely dissipated before speaking again.
“You think I don’t understand anything,” I said, because I don’t know how I can describe the
pain I feel, the confusion of a beautiful act of love being reduced to a mistake, a sin. How would
I explain this to my mother, who is supporting my guilt, who just doesn’t get it?
My heart is pounding and I feel overwhelmingly hot, now that I’ve stopped long enough
to notice.
I could tell my mother was trying to decide on the right words.
“You think I didn’t think through any of this,” I said.
She looks me straight in the eye, and I try to hold her stare. “If you can’t wait for the one
you love, you’re not ready to really love anyone.”
I’m suddenly aware of how shallow my breathing is, and my chest starts to hurt again,
that heartbreak that results in physical pain.
“I’d like you to leave my room, please,” I say flatly.
She doesn’t argue. She stands up from the poppadum, the disc jumping a little in its
cradle, and she leaves the room, shutting the door behind her.
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I curl up on the bed and cover myself with blankets, head and all. I don’t cry. I pull in
shaky breaths and force them back out again. I feel like I’m suffocating under the blankets, and I
consider it a challenge that keeps my mind partially occupied..
My mother has never approved of my decisions. W e’ve always disagreed. W e’ve always
argued. I haven’t lost anything with this, I tell myself. Our relationship would continue along just
as discordant if this hadn’t happened.
I decided the next morning that that was it for Greg and I. It w asn’t because of my
mother’s disapproval, but I could shake the guilt I felt. I couldn’t feel right around Greg, couldn’t
enjoy time with him without feeling like I made a mistake, couldn’t be with him without thinking
of my mother. He didn’t deserve that. I cared about him too much to give him half hearted love.

My grandfather died when I was twelve, but I do remember him. I recall his relationship
with my grandmother as the perfect one, not because there was never an argument, or a childish
spat that was followed by my grandmother’s eye rolling.
I remember this happening particularly when my grandfather would suggest activities to
me that seemed completely sensible. “A tree house,” he said, “is not complete without a tire
swing to jump onto from the top floor.” “Top floor?” I asked. My mother protested loudly about
this suggestion of danger, as if it had been my idea all along, even though I had never even
imagined more than one level to the tree house before my grandfather said it. My grandfather
smiled at my grandmother, and she rolled her eyes. She always took my mother’s side in these
arguments.
But these were minor incidents, really. I question, now that I’m older, what kinds of
arguments might have happened without my knowing. All I ever saw was my grandfather going
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out of his way to grab my grandmother a cup of tea, to clean the house and do the laundry, to
take over making dinner so that she could talk to my mother, even though he was really no good
at cooking. He was certainly never one of those husbands who rarely got around to working on
projects around the house. The to do list never had more than three items on it, and my
grandfather was always working on something.
Once, while helping him to pull soggy clothes from the washer to put them in the dryer, I
asked him what it was my grandmother did, if he did all the housework.
“Ellie,” he said, “when you love someone, you’ll do everything you can for them, even
housework.”
Looking back now, I suppose my grandmother did do most of the housework. I suppose
that’s why every time she got home from book club, she looked pleased and surprised to find the
garden weeded and watered and dinner on the table. Probably my grandfather only took over
when my grandmother wanted to talk to my mother or meet with her friends, and most of the day
he was at his carpentry shop anyway.
After my grandfather told me you do everything you can for someone you love, I tried to
do the laundry for my mother. I didn’t know that wool sweaters couldn’t be dried in the dryer,
and when she pulled out her favorite brown cardigan, it had shrunk too short for her to wear. She
held it in front of her for a long while, just staring, and I stared at her, afraid of what she might
say. But she never said anything. She folded the sweater and put it in a bag with other things I’d
outgrown that were going to be taken to church for those who needed them. I went outside,
climbed into the tree that I thought one day hold my tree house, and sat against the trunk, my
knees to my chest, until my father called me in for dinner.
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When I look at my parents’ relationship, I see no resemblance to my grandparents’,
besides the fact that my father sometimes does far too much. He already has his work at the
church, which travels home with him, but then he tries to take care of us, to spend time with us,
while also taking over whatever my mother hasn’t done that day. It’s more like a cleaning up
after my mother, not a gift, like it was with my grandfather, but a necessity, if we are to hold any
semblance of a family together anymore.
After the VBS meeting, I walk home with my father. I realize w e’re glad for the
company, with Paul gone so often for recruiting events and my mother in France. I was prepared
for this marriage, I think, with my mother always gone.
My father boils water and pours us both a cup of peppermint tea, a nighttime habit of his.
“Why did you and Mom get married?” I ask. W e’ve both been mostly quiet until this
point, and I know it’s out of the blue.
“We were in love,” he says.
“Both of you?” I ask.
“Yes,” he says. “I believe both of us were in love.”
“ So did Mom want to stay in Iowa, or did she stay for you?” I ask.
“A little bit of both,” Dad says.
I scoff, look down at my cup of tea.
“I believe it was a little bit of both,” he says firmly. “Your mother couldn’t leave what
she had here in ruins. She had to rebuild what she had here before she could take her life in a
different direction.”
“ So that’s what she was doing all through my childhood,” I say. “Just rebuilding her life
so she could move on to something else.”
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My father pauses, takes a deep breath, a move I know he does in consultation with people
who are mad at God. It gives them a minute to reflect on what they’ve said without his input, he
says. He is adamant that it is not his job to “fix” people’s relationships with God, only to try and
guide them in a direction that will lead them to find their own reconciliation. So I know, when he
pauses now, looks down at his cup of tea, then slowly takes a sip, that he is waiting for me to
think about what I’ve said. Maybe he will even wait until I speak again before he’ll say anything
more. His hair is falling down into his eyes a little bit as he looks down at his drink.
“You need a haircut,” I say.
He makes eye contact with me again, but of course, that’s not what he was waiting for me
to say, and I think how Mom usually cuts his hair, how this too is another sign of her absence. I
know he wants me to talk about her.
“Why don’t you just go to a barber?” I ask.
I know he’s analyzing everything I say, the way I’m fiddling with the string of my tea
bag. He watches me for a minute, then looks out the window. I know he doesn’t want me to feel
like he’s staring. What he wants is for me to work this out on my own, but that’s not what I’m
looking for. I’m looking for answers. I’m looking for support. I feel like I’m sixteen again, in the
back of Greg’s car, discovering that the world is not so black and white as my parents might
have had me believe, that to kiss and touch makes me feel good, makes me feel, and there is no
clear line, there is nowhere clear to draw the line sometimes.
My father is still looking out the window, so his face is turned away from me, and the
way his hair lays over the tops of his ears bothers me intensely.
“Dad,” I say, “you don’t have to have Mom cut your hair. You can do this without her.
It’s not like we don’t have the money for a haircut. Here,” my purse is hanging on the chair
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behind me, and I turn around and grab my wallet. “I even have the money for a haircut for you,”
I say. I pull out thirty bucks and set it on the table between us. “Just do something nice for
yourself.”
“Ellie,” my father says, glancing at the money before finally looking back at me. “Do you
know when the first time was that your mother gave me a haircut?”
I shake my head, let my hands, still holding the wallet, drop to my lap.
“I was going to get married,” he says. “I was going to get married to a woman named
Regina.” He smiles a little bit, shakes his head. “I’d spent so much time trying to make sure
everything was exactly the way she wanted it for the wedding - there was an argument with the
woman fitting her wedding dress at the last minute, the flowers came the night before and they
were the wrong color, the restaurant w e’d booked the reception for told us they were suddenly
out of our main dish - and I totally neglected picking up my tux or making sure I was going to
look presentable.” He ruffles his hands through his hair. “I couldn’t tell Regina, but I ran into
your mother at the church when she was looking through some of the choir music, and I spilled
everything.” He laughs. “Your mother dropped what she was doing to cut my hair that night and
run to get the tux the next morning.”
I wait a minute after he finishes his story to let this sink in. “I didn’t know you were
going to marry anyone else.” I look down at the wallet in my lap and play with the zipper tabs.
“You wouldn’t have liked her.” He takes a sip o f his tea. “ She was even more uptight
than your mother.”
I glance up at him, and he winks.
“But how did it end?” I ask. “I mean, you were that close.”
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He doesn’t answer right away, and I wonder if it is a touchy subject, even after all these
years. When I look up at him again, he is contemplating the bottom of his coffee, tipping the cup
towards him.
“She called and left a message while your mother and I were on the road to the tux shop.
I guess we lost signal for a bit on the highway.”
“ She just left a message?” I ask, putting my arms on the table now and leaning towards
him. “ She didn’t even talk to you? To call off a wedding?”
He nods.
“I’m sorry, Dad,” I say.
“She was horrible for me anyway,” my father says.
I don’t know what it is about my mother that makes my father think she’s not horrible for
him, but I decide now is not the time to ask. If my father is right, that they were really both in
love when they got married, what does that say about love? Or am I being too rash in assuming
they aren’t in love now?
I wonder what my mother was thinking the day before my father’s supposed wedding,
when he rushed in frazzled and asked for her help. I have seen her cut his hair many times, her
fingers brushing through, locks held between, the snip of the scissors across. Was there a hint of
love present in that first cutting? Was there love in every haircut? Or was the act only a simple,
necessary task of life?
I used to think that love was a rush of feeling. I thought, when I got into the backseat of
Greg’s car in high school, when my skin started tingling and my heart fluttering, that I was in
love. But then, those elations of feelings can’t be sustained. I kept trying to recreate those first
moments. First I thought if we did the same things, I would feel it again. Then I thought if we
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tried something new, I would feel it again. Sometimes it worked. But not always, and if that’s all
love is, how can it leave so many hours spent with the beloved as mundane?
I love Paul. I do love him. But it’s different. It’s day by day and most days don’t stand
out at all.

I used to think one day I would ride in RAGBRAI, Iowa’s annual bicycle race across the
state, dip my tire in the water of the Mississippi and pedal all the way to the Missouri to dip my
tire in the other side of Iowa. But maybe that’s a silly dream. I don’t need all those people around
and the press following me with cameras and helicopters taking pictures. If I could, I would just
do it myself. Pack my bags and hit the road. One side to the other under my own power.
I’ll never be able to do that now, RAGBRAI or not. The baby will need me.
There are two things my grandfather always told me I needed: a way to see the world,
and a home to return to when I ’m done. But I have my bicycle and I have Paul and yet I haven’t
seen the world and many days I wonder if this is the home I want.
“I’d like to start traveling with you,” I tell Paul tonight.
“On my recruitment trips?” he asks.
H e’s reading his newspaper, the way he always does at the end of the day, a cup of decaf
coffee beside him on the end table.
“Yes,” I say. “I don’t get to travel a lot. I’d like to see more places outside Greenwood.”
“W hat about work?” he asks.
“ Stacey’s niece could pick up some extra hours.”
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He looks at me, beside him on the couch, as if trying to decide my real motives. I’m
holding the comics and I suddenly feel like a child. I should at least read the front page of the
newspaper, I guess, but I don’t. I just read the comics.
You should pay more attention to w h a t’s going on in the world, Paul always tells me. But
it’s so easy to feel like none of it affects us, in our tiny, insular town.
“I’d like to bring my bike,” I add. “Maybe I can make a goal. I’ll bike in ten different
cities this year or something.”
I can’t tell if he thinks it’s a good idea or not.
“Your bike doesn’t fit in the car,” he says simply. His page of the newspaper is starting to
flop over and he snaps it back to straighten it out.
“If we take a wheel off, it’ll fit in the trunk.” I fold up the comics and set them in my lap.
“It probably would be good for you to get out,” he says. “Look and see if you can find a
bike rack for the car.”
I feel my heart speed up. “Thank you.” I kiss him on the cheek.
Maybe he does understand what biking means to me. Or maybe he only wants me to get
away from Greenwood, to think about possibly living somewhere else. Either way, I’ll take it.
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Chapter 15
My mother felt guilty for several reasons when she got the call about my grandfather
being admitted to the hospital: first, because she was sitting on Jack’s sleeping mat with him and
his lips were pressed against hers, his hand cupped her cheek, his chest so close to hers that she
felt his warmth; second, because, before leaving town, she had told her father she couldn’t work
on siding the house that weekend since there was a women’s retreat; third, because the lie felt
justified since there was rain in the forecast; and fourth, most urgently, because she was so very
far from home.
“Rebecca,” Susan said, “you’ve got to come home.”
My grandfather had been putting up a sheet o f siding, standing on a ladder to be able to
reach. The misty, not quite rain, had made the steps of the ladder slippery, and he had fallen. My
grandmother heard the sound from inside the house. She didn’t know what had happened, but
feeling an instinctive worry, rushed out anyway. He was unconscious, and she couldn’t wake
him at first, so she called the ambulance. She was at the hospital with him now.
My mother stood up from the sleeping mat, let Jack’s arms fall empty and walked out
into the hall.
“She called the church,” Susan said. “My mother answered.”
“W hat did you tell her?”
“That I knew how to get ahold of you,” Susan said, “and I’d explain later.”
My mother looked back down the hall, through the doorway to where Jack was sitting,
watching her with a concerned look.
“Rebecca, you’re going to have to explain,” Susan said.
“I know,” my mother said. “I’m on my way.”
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Jack followed her as she walked out to the living room. She grabbed her shoes from
beside the door, and she tried to put them on, standing on one leg with the phone under her chin,
but she was too unsteady, and Jack grabbed her elbow as she leaned back against the wall.
“Well.” Susan paused. “Get here as soon as you can.”
“ Susan,” my mother said, “My mother - can you— ”
“Yes, Mom and I are heading to the hospital as soon as we get off the phone.”
“Thank you,” my mother breathed.
She was still standing on one foot when she hung up the phone. Jack took the phone from
her and gently pulled the shoe from her hand before wrapping his arms around her. She wanted
to hug him back, but already then, she felt stupid and ashamed, and she didn’t hug him. She
stood stiff in his embrace, breathing shallowly, her heart beating fiercely in her chest.
“I have to go,” she said.
“OK,” he said. “Do you want me to come with you?”
“No.”
He let go of her then, backed away from her a half step, but he kept his hands on her
arms.
“Are you sure?” he asked.
“It’s my father,” my mother said. “I just need to get home.”
“You’ll be OK to drive?”
My mother nodded, and he didn’t argue further then. She packed up the few things she
had with her and said goodbye, kissing him only briefly. Then she spent the whole four hour
drive home trying to decide how she was going to explain to her parents. Where she’d been at
such a critical time. Who this man was. Why she lied to them about it.
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This is the first time I’ve ever heard of my mother lying to her parents, and I never would
have imagined she’d even do it. It’s one thing to keep a secret, another to tell a lie to their faces
about where she was.
“I just didn’t want to have to explain things,” my mother tells me.
“Why not?” I ask. “What was there to explain?”
“Who he was. Why I knew him.” She taps her fingers against the cup o f tea in her hand
and plays with the string of the tea bag, not looking up.
“Were you ashamed of him or something?” I ask. I have my laptop at the kitchen counter
today, and I’m chopping vegetables to put in a stew for dinner.
My mother’s face turns red. I wonder when I’ve last seen her blush and can’t remember.
“He was just different.”
“Different how?”
“We had very different backgrounds. It was hard. Sometimes we wanted different
things.” She shrugs uncomfortably.
“W hat kind of things?” I always feel like I have to keep pressing. Once or twice she’s
trailed off and then w e’ve ended the conversation before I felt like I’d learned what I wanted to,
so I can’t let her stop.
“O f course he wanted to sleep with me.” She turns red again and looks away. “We had a
long conversation about that.”
That sounds loaded.
“A conversation or an argument?”
She looks straight at the screen. “The important part was he agreed to wait.”
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Now it’s my turn to look away. I set down my knife and turn away from the computer
screen to get the carrots from the fridge. “Well, we can’t all make perfect choices like you,
Mom.”
“That w asn’t what I meant.”
The carrots are hard to cut through, as always, and the knife smacks against the cutting
board with each chop. “I guess the lying’s still a problem, but that’s not as bad, right? You came
clean.”
“You’re bending what I said.”
“Yeah, I think maybe I’ve heard enough for today.”
“I’m not done yet.”
I roll my eyes. My mother waits quietly.
“Fine,” I say, not really resolved to listening.
“He agreed to wait,” she can’t stop fidgeting with her tea bag, “but he didn’t want to.”
“Who wants to?” I ask.
“Anyway,” she shakes her head and takes a deep breath. “O f course, Jack called to check
in that night. He left a message on my answering machine.” She’s suddenly still now. There’s
that faraway look in her eyes again. I don’t think it’s just love, or memory, I think there’s
sadness there too.

She noticed the answering machine blinking as soon as she walked in the door to her
apartment. It was so late that night that the sun was starting to peek over the horizon again. She
was glad it was Sunday morning and not Monday. She had a day still she could rest up, get her
head straightened out before she had to go back to teaching middle schoolers.
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She pressed the “Play” button on the answering machine and she w asn’t surprised when
Jack’s voice came on.
“Hi, honey. Just checking in since I haven’t heard from you. Give me a call when you can
to let me know how things are going.”
She was exhausted. All she wanted was to sleep. But she knew by then that he would be
worried and disappointed if she slept before she called him. It occurred to her now that she
should have called him from the hospital to let him know she’d gotten there alright, but she
hadn’t thought of it then. Her only concern was her father.
She put a pot of water on the stove, for tea, in case this took a while. Then she picked up
the phone and called Jack.
“Hey, sweetie,” he said when he heard her voice. “How are you? How’s your Dad?”
“I’m exhausted,” she said. “Dad’s stable and awake. He has a concussion. They’re doing
some brain scans to make sure nothing more is wrong. H e’s acting a little strange.”
“Did your Mom send you home?” he asked.
“There’s nothing more I could do right now.” She sat down on the couch. Just this made
her want to fall asleep. She had spent hours pacing while she was waiting to know what was
going on, and the cushions felt so good to her tired muscles. “I need to get some rest.”
“I’m sorry that happened,” Jack said.
“Me too.”
“I wish you hadn’t had to leave.”
She didn’t say anything. She wished this hadn’t happened while she’d been gone. She
wished her father hadn’t gotten hurt.
“I would have come with you, you know.” Jack continued.
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“I know,” my mother said.
“Didn’t you want me to?” he asked.
The tea pot whistled on the stove. My mother lifted herself slowly and went to get it. “It’s
just so much to explain.”
“You should want me there when things happen.”
“I do,” my mother said hastily. “I do, Jack. I just wanted them to know about you first. It
was bad timing.”
She pulled a mug from the cupboard and picked out a bag of black tea.

Yes, black,she

was going to need it. She could already hear the energy in his voice. This had upset him,and she
needed to straighten things out before she slept.
“I could come now,” he said.
“Oh.” She was surprised.
“I can stay as long as you need. Eddie will understand. He likes you.”
“It’s just - with everything that was happening - I haven’t really explained to them where
I was yet.”
Jack was quiet for a while. Light from the sunrise grew brighter through the window and
made the steam sparkle as my mother poured her hot water from the pot.
“ So they don’t know about me yet.” A statement, not a question.
“There just wasn’t a good time,” my mother said. “My mother was panicked. My father
wouldn’t have understood with what just happened. I’ll tell them both as soon as I can. I’ll tell
my mother today when I see her again.”
She waited. She wasn’t sure she’d said enough yet.
“I was worried sick when you didn’t call me right away.”
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My mother’s heart sank. “I know. I didn’t mean to keep you waiting so long. I just didn’t
think.”
“If your father’s doing better why don’t you come back?”
“I don’t have time, Jack.”
“You can take tomorrow off from work.”
“I can’t.”
“Use a sick day. You need the rest. I’ll help you feel better.”
“I have to be here for my family.”
“Fine.”
He was quiet then. My mother knew she should say something, but she didn’t know what
more to say. The ticking of her watch seemed incredibly loud. Every second passing pressed at
her to say something more. Talk, talk, talk, it seemed to say. But she didn’t know what would
help. She didn’t know what Jack needed.
“Call me when you have time for me again then.” His voice sounded worn.
She took a breath to say something and heard the click as he hung up.

Some nights my mother would lie sweating in bed, trying not to think about the touch of
his hand on her leg, where she would like that hand to move to. Pray, she would tell herself.
Pray. Think about God, and this w ill seem horrible. But the more she thought about it, the less
horrible it seemed, at least in the moment, at least until she was sitting in the church pew on
Sunday morning, reflecting on her sins.
The problem, of course, was that my mother had convictions, and she believed in acting
on them. When she woke in the morning after a particularly troubling night, she felt a weight of
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guilt that made her shy away from her naked reflection in the mirror when getting in and out of
the shower. She’d keep her mind focused, not let her eyes even take in her own body, just towel
off afterward and dress before examining how she looked.
The night after her father had his accident, she w asn’t even imagining the heat of body
against body or the fine way his biceps rounded. That night, she was imagining what it would be
like to be with him when he had his fits of rage, and it terrified her.
She got out of bed and dressed, pulled her suitcase out from under the bed and packed it.
She didn’t really think about what she needed or where she was going. She just placed the
necessary items in the bag and zipped it up, then grabbed her clarinet. She walked out the front
door and locked it quietly behind her, then put her suitcase and clarinet in the car and got in the
driver’s seat.
It was past three o’clock, and nobody else was up except the gas station attendant and the
police patrol. She rolled down the windows so the cool air would blow on her face and wake her
up.
She got all the way to the highway before she turned around. It wasn’t sensible, she
thought, to be running off in the middle of the night. She had responsibilities.
This is the almost, the opportunity never taken, the first turning around. O f course, my
mother did have responsibilities. O f course, she couldn’t just run off in the middle of the school
year. She considered what her mother would think, and her father. They didn’t need her, but that
w asn’t true, was it? Right now, they did need her. W ithout her, her father had fallen.
But in the car on the way back, all she thought was, what about Jack? What about his
needs? What about my needs? Maybe she really was afraid of becoming the old maid. Maybe
she wanted to be in love and so what if the conditions weren’t exactly right; they were in love.
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Really, think sensibly, she told herself. What if she did go to be with Jack? What then?
Couldn’t that be her home? Her family? Couldn’t he be?
Our family was then spread across Iowa and Minnesota, and the familiarity of the
landscape seemed to indicate home in a broader, more encompassing way. My mother was
attached to her own childhood home, which, though it didn’t hold the family history of a place
like the cabin, was present in so many of her favorite memories. Mornings spent at the kitchen
table with her parents over breakfast, or on long summer days outside in the sun and humidity.
Afternoons at her cousins’ house, bouncing on the giant trampoline they had placed by the
cornfields. What a thrill my mother felt as a small child each time she would straighten her legs
and fly higher than the harvest corn.
But being with Jack wouldn’t necessarily mean being in the Midwest.
If she didn’t have the cornfields or the pines in Minnesota, would she feel lost? If she
couldn’t go back to a place that she had known for her entire life, a place that had been shaped
by her ancestors, and, if she stayed, would continue to be shaped by her children and
grandchildren and great grandchildren, would she feel insignificant in the world? Would she be
insignificant?
Jack was about to move again. They would finish Eddie’s house, and the swimming pool,
and the shed. Jack would drag out the project as long as he could manage, he said, because he
liked it there and didn’t want to leave, but he had to let Eddie’s life get back to normal and he
had to move on. H e’d hoped to get a job putting up windmills in Iowa, but that had fallen
through. In a few weeks, he would be heading to St. Louis, where he knew a contractor who
needed some extra hands on a rush office remodeling job he was about to start.
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My mother was supportive, but she had to be. The move would put Jack seven hours’
drive from her, three hours more than before. She wouldn’t be able to make it there and back in a
weekend, at least not if she had other things to do for work, and even if she did, the short time
there would hardly be worth it.
My mother felt consistently tortured by the distance and her remaining in Iowa when she
heard about Jack’s move. This is what she knew: She loved her family. She loved her students.
She loved Iowa. She loved Jack.
She wondered if you should sacrifice loves for other loves, and how the hell you decide
what to keep.
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Chapter 16
The damage just starts in little things, my mother said, and you barely even notice it. I
wonder how you tell and where the breaking point is. One day Paul was so stressed from budget
cuts, and he was worried they’d have to lay someone off in his department at the college. He got
so worked up about it that when I asked if I could use some money to take Peter out after his first
concert o f the year, he yelled at me. But that was just stress. It happens to all of us sometimes,
right?
“W hat about forgiveness?” I asked my mother. “Jesus said to love unconditionally.”
She looked down when I said that. This time while we talked she was cleaning her
clarinet, oiling the hinges where it was needed and checking the pads beneath the keys for any
damage.
“I know,” she said. “Forgive your neighbor not seven times but seventy-seven times. But
how much can a person really take? What about when it happens over and over and never
stops?”
The question continues to ring through my mind the rest of the day.
What about when it happens over and over?
She was talking about Jack, of course, but what about me?
Do I just forget that she forgot my sixth birthday? There was coffee cake for after church
and I asked if we were going to frost it and of course not, you put that crumbly topping on and if
people want to dribble some frosting on top, they can do it in the morning, when it’s fresh. Do I
forget that when I ran backwards into the tree playing Frisbee with the youth group and fractured
the bone in my arm she wasn’t there to take me to the hospital and I acted like it was nothing
because my father was so stressed and just went to bed? Now that she is talking to me, really
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talking to me, does that mean that something has changed? Does something have to have
changed for me to forgive her?

I start to make appointments with doctors and midwives even though I haven’t told Paul
yet that I’m pregnant. Maybe that’s misguided, but I’ve got to get a start on finding the right
person to help me with this or I’ll never find the right person in time.
I type up a list of questions and print copies before I call each possibility so I can make
notes on the answers. At the top of the page, I list the caregiver’s name and what training or
certification they have, what facility they work at and what kind of services they offer. Then I
make appointments with my top choices. I wait patiently while the nurse takes me in at some
appointments and takes my vitals, tries to chat about the weather or ask, “First time?” Then when
they leave I get out my pen and clipboard and wait for the OBGYN, or midwife, or family
doctor. I don’t know that the most specialized will necessarily be the best, so I want to give them
all a shot.
Are you the only doctor I would see? I ask. Who w ould fill in i f y o u ’re gone when the
baby comes? What i f the pregnancy brings complications? Will you stick with me or refer me to
someone else? I f I need an emergency C-section, who would perform it?
Then we get deeper: What do you believe about pain killers? What do you believe about
alternate birthing techniques? Who do you think should be in the room when it happens?
So many times they tell me it is up to me, the one who is giving birth, and I have to say,
But what i f it was you? What would you do?
I have a list of everyone who delivers babies within a thirty mile radius, except for the
doctors in Greenwood. They’re only family practice doctors, I reason, although I’m exploring
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others already. I just don’t want everyone to know yet. I know they have their confidentiality
policies, but even if they do all keep the secret there, what if someone’s in the waiting room and
they ask, or even assume?
Paul has the car, of course, so I take my mother’s. I know where they keep the keys in the
house, and it’s the least she can do, I think. I ride my bike to the parsonage and leave it in the
garage. If my father comes home and sees it there, he’ll know I’m the one who borrowed the car,
and I don’t think he’ll have any reason to mind.
I don’t want to ask permission because I don’t want my mother’s opinion on the whole
process, have that coloring my decision. I don’t want her thinking that I suddenly value her
opinion, now that w e’re talking more and she’s sharing her story. But then I think, maybe I can
learn from her mistakes. Maybe I should ask and take that into consideration and learn from her
mistakes. I add “Ask M om” to the bottom of my to do list. I don’t even have to tell her that I’m
pregnant yet to ask. I can tell her w e’re thinking about it. I can tell her I’m asking for a friend.

When I sit down at the computer to call my mother, I feel nervous. She answers right
away but then seems distracted. She has sheet music in front of her and she’s writing in notes.
“I just need to get this down before I forget,” she says. “Remind me where we were.”
“Grandpa,” I say, “You told me about grandpa’s accident.”
“Oh yes.” She’s flipping through pages, scanning the lines.
“If you’re busy we don’t have to talk now.”
“No, no,” she says. “It’s fine. There are some other things I wanted to tell you.”
“There’s something I wanted to ask,” I say, and I feel like my heart leaps into my throat.
“Just let me tell you the story,” she says impatiently. “Y ou’ll understand if y o u -”
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“It’s for a friend,” I interrupt.
“W ho?” She glances up suspiciously, as if I have no friends at all.
“ Someone you don’t know. Someone from the college.”
She looks up for a longer while then, judging my expression, trying to figure out if I’m
lying. Why can’t she just believe that I have friends? Does she really think I’m that unlikeable?
“She’s pregnant,” I add.
“Who is?” she asks again.
“Lucy.” I think this is a safe choice. I don’t think I know any Lucys she might run into
and congratulate.
“Lucy who?”
“You don’t know her.”
I have her full attention now. She sets down her pencil.
“You think I’m lying to you?” I ask, and I hope I don’t sound like I’m lying.
“Why would you say that?” She says it so calmly I don’t know whether she knows or not.
“You’re quizzing me.”
“I just wondered who you might know that I’ve never heard of before. Does she work
with Paul?” She does think I’m lying. She’s watching me closely.
“No,” I say. “Her husband does.”
She examines me for a minute longer and then looks away.
“ So,” I continue. “I wanted to ask about when you had me.”
“Why would you want to know about that?” She picks up her pencil again.
I sigh. “I was your first time; it’s her first time. I thought you might have some insight.”
“I don’t want to talk about that,” she says, staring at her music.
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“It would really help.”
“Have her ask her own mother.” Her voice is flat, annoyed.
“ She can’t. Her mother died.”
“If you’re pregnant, Ellie, you can just say it. For goodness sake you’re a married
woman.”
I don’t say anything. I’m terrified. It’s not so much surprise that she guessed, but that
she’s responding so negatively. Couldn’t she think outside herself for once and realize this is a
good thing? Will she hate my daughter because she hates me?
“You’ll tell me everything about this Jack guy,” I say. “Why is that story so much more
important?” I don’t say it but I’m thinking how it’s like Jack is more important than me. Maybe
he is to her.
“I told you it’s important,” she says.
“Why?”
“I need you to just listen and trust me.” She lays her things in front of her again, lays her
hands flat against the table.
“Why should I?” I almost shout. “I’ve never trusted you.”
I feel bad when her face falls, but I know what I’ve said is true.
“Fine,” my mother says. “Then I’m done sharing.”
She hangs up the call.
I realize I’m gripping the table edge so tightly that my knuckles are white, and I slowly
let go.
Good riddance then, I think, though that’s not how I feel.
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I go to the bedroom and lay down with my back pressed up against the wall. Cold air
blows against my face from the fan as I watch the blades spin around, blur.
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Chapter 17
I don’t tell my father when I see him that my mother and I had a fight, but I think he
knows. He watches me closely after he asks how I ’m doing and whether I’ve had a good day. I
give him short answers. I want to forget about my mother, but my mind keeps returning to her.
I’m still trying to reconcile who she is now with who she claims to have been before, and I
wonder if my father saw the change. Maybe there was a breaking point, a moment of epiphany, if
those are, after all, attainable.
“W hat I don’t understand,” I say, “is why you guys waited so long to have Peter after you
had me. I know Mom wanted to have lots of children.” I almost say, I know th a t’s why she d id n ’t
marry Jack, but I stop myself because I’m talking to my father and because really I don’t know
at all that Jack didn’t want children. I assume.
My father sighs, puts his cup of coffee down on the kitchen table.
“You’re old enough to understand now,” he says.
I wait while he looks at the table, fiddling with a tear in the tablecloth. I know to be
patient with my father. He wants to say things the right way, to think them through before he
speaks. I know he’ll answer my questions if I wait patiently. I don’t have to press him.
“Your mother had some trouble after you were born,” he said.
I’m sure now she told him everything. I wonder if he knows I’m pregnant too.
“I know the birth was hard on her body,” I say, cutting him off. I’ve been told already
how we both had to stay in the hospital extra long to heal.
“Ellie,” my father says, and here he looks at me straight on, the way I know him to look
at his parishioners when they’re in the hospital and hearing bad news, or after a loved one dies,
his face serious and eyes soft. “Your mother had post-partum depression.”
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“Which means?” I ask.
“ She was unable to bond with you as a baby. She panicked when she was around you.”
“W hat does that mean, ‘she panicked’?”
“A few times I came home from the church and found her rushing around cleaning the
house with you screaming in your crib because she didn’t know what it was that you wanted. She
just couldn’t handle it.” He pauses for a moment, leans closer to me. I have my hand on the table,
and he takes it in his. “It was nothing to do with who you are. It was chemicals in her brain. It
w asn’t that she didn’t love you.”
But how can I believe that?
I don’t know what to say, so my father goes on, telling me how she was still on maternity
leave and he left her home and took me with him. My father carried me in a sling everywhere he
went, to his office at church and on call to hospitals. Suddenly my mother was no longer certain
whether she wanted any children. She played her clarinet so much the first couple of weeks, he
would come home and find her with swollen lips. He didn’t know what to do with her, just did
what he could - fed her, made sure she bathed, took care of me.
He never left her alone with me. I wonder if he was worried what she might do if he did.

I always thought my first visit to the cabin was when I was eight, when finally one year
my father got a weekend off and took us to a family reunion, but now my father tells me I was
there once before, earlier than I can surely remember, when I was seven or eight months old.
It w asn’t a weekend trip, not a family reunion or even a family vacation. At the last
minute, my father called my great-aunt Janice, who was then in charge of scheduling cabin visits,
and asked if the cabin was open. It was the middle of the school year, early March, so of course
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it was. My mother stayed home, and my father and his brother, my uncle, James, drove up
through the melting snow to visit the cabin. I cried for an hour when we started the trip, my
father unable to figure out how to comfort me, until I finally exhausted myself and slept the rest
of the way.
It was cold in the cabin, and my father kept me in a sling tight against him while they
started a crackling fire. Then my father sang to me, in the creaking rocking chair by the fire
where so many Hanson mothers have rocked their babies to sleep over the years. I imagine I held
my father’s finger, and he brushed my hand gently with his thumb.
We were all imposters then - my father, my uncle, and I. What did we know about this
place, or this family?
We went because we had to get away, my father said. Because there is only so much one
can take. Because my mother had been ill so long. Because I was so small. And because my
father felt like there was so much weight he was asked to shoulder. And because James insisted.
Why did you never tell me before? I asked.
And he said, because how can you tell your daughter you have doubts?
We stayed at the cabin for three days, and during those days, I was happy. They had
brought only a few toys for me, but I was starting to crawl, and the cabin was a perfect place for
exploring. Time and again, my father pulled me out from under the bed and away from the fire.
While I wandered, he and James talked.
She was refusing help, my mother, and James said she needed some. It was too much for
my father to handle alone, trying to juggle caring for her mental state, and me, and the troubles
of the church on top of it all. James said my father could apply for a leave o f disability, just take
some time off, spend some time with family in Illinois. My mother could come too, he said, and
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the family would help take care of me, would help take care of all of us, would find us a quiet
place to stay where we could be free of our worries for a while.
But my mother would never leave my grandparents. My grandfather was just starting to
get sick then, and while she could barely stand to look at me, she spent every moment she could
with my grandparents.
“You have to think about what you need,” James said, “or you’ll both go down together.”
“W hat I need,” my father found himself saying, “is to know my daughter is happy.”
I was on the floor at his feet then, and when he said it, I ran my head into his leg, looked
up at him and smiled. If you’d been there, you wouldn’t even know I had a mother. I didn’t miss
her at all.

When I get home from my father’s house, Paul is not where I expect him to be, sitting on
the couch reading the newspaper, waiting for me to get home and start dinner.
“Paul?” I call.
At first the house is silent, but then he quietly walks out from the bedroom.
“You haven’t been taking your birth control.” He holds up the full packet. Each
individual pill rattles against its foil blister.
“It’s a new packet,” I say.
“D on’t lie to me.” He sounds tired. He looks down at the pills, not at me. “I got a phone
call from Dr. W alker’s office.”
“Oh,” I say.
“The assistant apologized after she told me the news. She thought I would know already.”
He shrugs, tossing the packet of pills into the trash can.
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“I was going to tell you,” I say.
“Why didn’t you then?”
I shrug, but he’s not looking at me. It seems so silly now that I haven’t said it, that it
would be so hard to say it to my husband. “I don’t know.”
“I’m pregnant,” I say, finally. Oh, it has been such a long time coming that I felt brave
enough to say the words and I almost even smile. “W e’re going to have a baby, honey.” I step
towards him, reaching out my arms, but he shakes his head and backs away.
“Yet you didn’t want to tell me?”
“I’ve been looking for the right doctor,” I say. “I’ve been doing my research.”
“You didn’t think I’d want to help with that?” he asks.
“I just wasn’t ready to tell you.”
“But you could tell all those doctors and nurses. Who else knows?”
“Only my grandmother,” I say. My heart is starting to thump against my chest. It’s
sinking in now, my pregnancy, the consequences. “But she guessed. That’s the only reason she
knows.”
“ So I was supposed to guess? W ait until you’re starting to show and ask if you’re putting
on weight or if you’re pregnant?”
“No,” I say.
“When were you planning to tell me then?”
“I don’t know.”
“Do you not want to be carrying my child?”
“I’ve just been scared.”
“Of telling me?”
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“Scared of all of it.”
“Then tell me so I can help you!”
W e’re standing only six inches away from each other, but w e’re not touching. He gets hot
when he’s mad, and I can feel the heat from his skin.
“I need some air,” he says. He walks around me and slides his shoes on. Then he walks
out, shutting the door softly behind him.
This isn’t how I imagined it. This isn’t how it’s supposed to happen. There’s supposed to
be happy squeals and hugs and laughter and maybe even tears of joy, not an empty house. Me,
on my own again.
My stomach turns over. I know I should have told him right away. I shouldn’t have
waited. But I just couldn’t say it yet. Isn’t that understandable?
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Chapter 18
I expect Paul will want to start announcing the pregnancy right away. It’s been long
enough anyway, and it doesn’t look like there should be any complications that might result in
miscarriage. I’m healthy. The baby’s healthy. As far as I’m concerned, it’s a sure thing.
I wait for him to bring it up first, to me or anyone else. He barely spoke to me the day
after he found out. He didn’t come home that night until late, until I’d already gotten ready for
bed and was lying under the covers, wondering if I should wait up for him or just go to sleep. He
didn’t say anything when he walked in the house, or when he walked in the bedroom. He just
kicked his shoes off haphazardly by the front door, banging them against the wall, and then came
to the room, undressed, and laid down beside me without a word.
He doesn’t tell anyone at church on Sunday. He probably wants to tell my family first, I
reason. We have lunch with my father and Peter after church, but he doesn’t bring it up then
either. I’m sure my father can feel the tension between the two of us. I see him glance back and
forth between us when the conversation wanes. If Peter notices, he pretends not to. He spends
half the meal with his head in a book about boat building. When he asks after w e’ve eaten
whether I want to see how he’s doing on his sailboat, I take the chance to get a break from Paul
for a little bit. It already feels like the longest weekend Paul and I have ever spent together, and
it’s only Sunday afternoon.
Peter leads me into the garage, and when he raises the garage door to let some good light
in, I’m honestly surprised. H e’s a lot farther into the project than I expected. The whole bottom
of the boat is already put together. It’s sitting upside down in the garage, diagonally so that it’ll
fit with the garage door closed, and the long boards shine dully in the sunlight. Other smaller
parts lie on his workbenches against the walls of the garage. I’ve always thought it funny, how
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many tools we have in the garage when my father is not much of a handyman at all. This became
Peter’s space as soon as he was old enough that they’d let him work with knives and saws and
other power tools. Everything in here was purchased for one project or another, and if he needs
the space, our parents have to park outside for a while.
“I have to put on a few more coats of epoxy,” he says.
“It looks great so far,” I say, because I’m not sure what else to say. I don’t know much
about boats.
“You can help anytime you want,” he says. “I have to do a light sanding today before I
can put on another coat.”
I nod my head, but don’t respond. It’s the tenth or eleventh time he’s said I could help. I
wonder why he keeps offering, if he really wants my help or if he thinks I want him to want my
help. Maybe he feels like we don’t do enough together anymore. We don’t see each other much
anymore, especially lately, but I guess that’s normal for siblings as they get older.
“I was hoping you’d help with the sail,” he says. “I got a kit, so it’s not too hard, but you
know how I am with the sewing machine.”
H e’s better than I am. That’s what I know about him and the sewing machine.
“I’m not sure I’d be much help,” I say.
“Everything’s already cut. You just have to follow the directions to assemble it. Look.”
He grabs a booklet from a box that’s sitting on the end of the workbench and hands it to me.
I flip through the pages. There are a lot of directions, but I can tell he’s right, just reading
a little bit here and there, that the directions are easy to follow, and it shouldn’t be too hard to
assemble.
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“You’re better than I am with the sewing machine anyway.” I hand the booklet back to
him.
He tosses it back in the box, silent. I wonder if I should do it, if I should help, just
because he wants me to.
“If you have questions though,” I say, “just let me know.”
We stand here in silence again, just examining the boat. Peter’s surpassed me in
knowledge on so many subjects. I remember when I used to teach him things, to help him with
his homework, when the endless questions were always ones that I had answers to. That was a
long time ago now. Now he’s was becoming an adult. H e’s working on adult projects, building a
boat, something I wouldn’t even know how to begin. I know that the bottom is made from
redwood and that he used fiberglass cloth on it to make it water tight and strong. I wonder what
that entails exactly, putting fiberglass on something. I wonder how w e’re going to get it on a
trailer or pull it with the car. I wonder how fragile it is out of the water, or how strong. I don’t
know what parts he’s already cut out and w hat’s left and I couldn’t name them even if they were
already attached to the boat.
I laugh. “Peter, I don’t even know how I’d try to sail this thing.”
He smiles then. Maybe he understands finally why I’m hesitating, or maybe he just finds
this statement funny. “Me either. But w e’ll learn.”
“Could you imagine us on the lake at the cabin, just stuck in the middle because we can’t
get back?”
Peter starts to laugh now too. “I’ll yell, ‘Hoist the main sail!’ and you’ll just be grabbing
different ropes trying to guess what that means.”
“I’ll try to swim back. It’s not too far.”
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I don’t know why it seems so funny, but it does. The two of us in that boat in the lake,
stranded. Desperate, readjusting the sail over and over, then the wind dying down, trying to
paddle the water with our hands. Tears are coming to my eyes. Peter is leaning over, one hand on
his belly.
We laugh for a minute more, and when our laughing tapers off, Peter says, “Maybe w e’ll
bring an oar, at least the first time.” He laughs a few more times. “But w e’ll figure it out, El. I
promise.”
W e’ll figure it out, El. I promise. He sounds so old and mature when he says this. H e’s
said it before, and it’s always made him sound old and mature. It feels like he’s older than I am
when he says it.
“I started my detasseling job this week,” he says. “ So I’ll have the money for the last few
parts soon.”
“W hat parts?” I hadn’t noticed anything missing.
“Just the rigging.” He folds his arms across his chest. “I have everything but the rigging.”
W e’re just about to shut the garage door and go inside, when three teenage boys come by
on their bicycles. The one in front is tall and thin and has a bandanna on his head. He looks up
the driveway at our house, like he’s searching us out, trying to find us.
“Hey, Noah!” he yells. “W hen’s it gonna rain?”
Peter raises his hand in a solid but unenthusiastic wave. He fakes a smile. He doesn’t yell
anything back.
“Who was that?” I ask. I’m more bewildered than anything, though I can feel myself face
hot. My defenses are up.
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“It’s just Jake. H e’s one of the guys on my crew. I think he’s in the grade above me at
school?” He hits the button for the garage door and it slowly begins to close.
“W hat did he mean by that?” I ask.
“They think it’s dumb,” Peter says.
“W hat’s dumb?” I ask.
“The boat, duh.” He doesn’t look at me, just continues with what he’s doing. “W e’re in
Iowa, and I’m building a boat. It’s just a joke.” He turns away from me and walks into the house,
but his frame looks like it’s sagging a little more than during our moment o f laughter earlier. He
looks suddenly tired.
I don’t want to ask him more with Paul and my father both there, so I ’m forced to be
quiet. I can’t tell what they’ve been talking about in the house while we were gone either. I’m
silent most of the afternoon. Paul and I head home after another hour, and at least at home I can
go into a separate room and shut the door so I don’t feel like there should be conversation.

Maybe it’s time to give up. Maybe I take the baby and start over. Maybe we should hit
the road after all, just me and her.
I wish Paul didn’t know I was pregnant now because I wouldn’t feel right about taking
his baby away.
But no, of course I don’t want to leave Paul. It’s just a gut reaction to our fight, to things
not being the way they should be, for so much negativity everywhere at the start of our family.
Would I be a better mother on the road anyway?
At least no one would see it. It would be between me and her and if I failed I would hate
myself for it but at least there would be no one to rub it in. No one to remind me. She could find
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a place to settle down and I would stay on the road and I wouldn’t even have to stop by if she
didn’t want me to. But then what good would I have done? Another daughter without a mother.
It starts a cycle.
When was the last time I did something right? I can’t really remember - I mean I follow
the rules day to day and I ’m kind and everything happens the way we always do it. But I mean in
really important moments. When was the last time, in a really important moment, that I gave the
right response?
I shouldn’t have said that to my mother. Even if I don’t trust her, I shouldn’t have told her
that. People don’t want to know things like that. It’s not nice to say it.
The worst part is I wish that I did trust her. I wish that I could trust her.
I t ’s important, she said.
I don’t understand why. Is it all going to become clear when she gets to the end, wherever
that is?
W hat if it really is important?
W hat are the risks, really, of listening, of giving her the benefit of the doubt? Wasted
time? Could I really dislike her more than I already do? Could our relationship really be more
strained than it already is?
I don’t want to apologize. I don’t want to try to sympathize. I don’t even feel like
listening anymore. It’s already been a struggle to listen half the time. I don’t want to commit to
more of it.
But then every time my mother said this was important, she did seem earnest. Every time
she said she would get to the point and that this story would answer my questions, she seemed
like she was telling the truth, she seemed like she, at least, believed it.
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If she’s right, what could that change?
I try to catch my mother on Skype again, but she isn’t on for days. I try emailing her to
ask to set up a time. She doesn’t respond. I try calling her hotel, but I get no answer.
I check with my father that he’s heard from her. Yes, he says, but the performances start
soon. She’s probably just busy.
I have a feeling it’s a lot more than that, that she could find the time if she wanted to. I’m
convinced she’s intentionally avoiding me, and the more time goes by, the worse it feels. Was it
really so bad to admit I don’t trust her? D idn’t she expect it? Or has she been disillusioned about
our relationship this whole time?
I used to try really hard to believe her. I used to think there has to be good in everyone,
that any mother, even the worst mother, would try. I hold on to moments. There’s one moment,
in particular, that I used to think of when I thought maybe there was no good in my mother at all.
We are in Des Moines. Not anywhere music related, but at the history museum. There are
a few exhibits that are always changing and then there are the things that are always there:
Floppy the dog by the TV set showing his pictures, airplanes hanging above the spiral staircase,
the woolly mammoth by the front door, the giant tree stump where you can count the rings.
We go through the museum and we try out the things you can try out. I feel the ridges on
the mammoth's tooth and put the yoke over my shoulders to try and carry water buckets, though
they're too heavy for me and dig into my shoulders.
My mother is quiet for most of the visit. I take my time reading the information cards in
the museum and if I don't know what a word is, I ask her to say it and explain it to me.
I don't remember why we went there, just that we were there, almost like a dream, except
this:
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When we're done at the museum we walk outside. We have to walk a couple of blocks to
get to where we parked the car, and on the way a street musician is out playing. She has
dreadlocks and wears tie dye and I'm not sure my mother did or ever would approve of her, but
we have to stop for a streetlight in order to cross the street, and so we listen for a little bit. I've
bought a wooden puzzle at the museum and I shake its cloth bag, rattling the pieces to the music.
The woman nods and smiles at me.
It's a complicated piece, with a lot of finger plucking, and probably not what you'd
accompany with a maraca, but her smile encourages me, so I shake the bag more.
The walk signal turns on, but we don't cross the street. My mother is smiling. For once, smiling.
She lifts her arms and twirls and I shake my bag harder. Before we leave she drops five dollars in
the woman’s guitar case.
I don’t know what happened to my mother that day, what made her dance, why she let
me play that bag of puzzle pieces without criticizing. I see this image of my mother in my head
all the time though: her arms raised, face to the sky, wavy hair bouncing down on to her
shoulders, dancing.
There is something real in that, something human, something beautiful.
Was my mother’s lack of mothering simply due to an imbalance of chemicals in the
brain? I want to just say she’s a crazy person. We don’t talk about this much in Iowa, mental
health. She wouldn’t get help, and I’m not surprised. It’s just not something we do, if we can
avoid it. Life is fine if you work hard and have faith in God and you shouldn’t feel bad about it,
you should be able to pull yourself out of it. That’s how it always works, right?
The only other person I’ve known to have suffered from mental illness was Greg’s father.
After the secret got out of Greg and I sleeping together and I broke up with Greg, he tried to kill
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himself. I don’t believe the two events were directly related, but that was how the timing was.
When I heard about it, I remember thinking he hadn’t seemed happy for a long time.
People discussed the issue only in hushed voices and said things like, “I don’t know all
the details,” or “I don’t want to gossip,” or “It’s just an awful situation.” They avoided saying
words like “depression” and “mental illness” and “suicide” and instead said things like “he was
unwell” . From what I recall, he was in the hospital for a few days and then they sent him
somewhere out o f town for a while. I guess he must have seen a psychiatrist and they must have
gotten him on the right medications because when he came back he seemed normal again, even
happy. When I saw him at church the first week he was back, he greeted me the way he always
had when I was dating Greg, as if he thought I was perfect, as if I’d never done anything wrong.
I wonder if Greg’s mother would have softened to me if he’d been around longer. He died from a
heart attack later the same year.
Maybe my whole life would have been different if my mother had tried to kill herself
during her depression. What if she wasn’t so good at keeping herself together? What if she
hadn’t been able to pull herself back from the dark place she’d ventured to after I was born? If
she had gotten real help, would she still be the same person she is today?
I thought about calling her today, about apologizing for what I said. But it’s still the truth,
and anyway, even though I checked periodically throughout the day, she w asn’t logged into
Skype. Her performance is getting closer, but I know she could find the time if she wanted to
talk.
I try to imagine a life without my mother. A life where my mother and I don’t talk, don’t
have anything to do with each other at all. Would my father still speak to me? Would he take her
side? Would I want to speak to him if he would talk to me but still took her side?
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Chapter 19
Greg looks so natural with Anne. I mean his gestures, the way his body stays relaxed. I
see them through the doorway of their classroom on Sunday setting up for VBS week. Anne
holds a sailor’s cap and when she offers it to him, he leans down for her to put it on his head, he
stands up and she salutes him. I can’t hear what they’re saying, but I don’t think you always need
to hear to tell when there’s a real connection.
There was a time when I didn’t worry about anything Greg did, that I didn’t worry about
how what I did might affect him.
This was after we were dating, of course. It started about the time that I met Paul. I
thought it was just that I was moving on with my life. I had to do the right thing in my life
regardless. I didn’t need to be careful of his feelings. That’s what had gotten me into trouble in
the first place.
We still saw each other at church, though we rarely talked. Sometimes I’d notice Greg
looking at me while I talked with Paul, while I hung on Paul’s arm talking to Peter or other
members of the congregation. As soon as we graduated, Greg moved away, and he barely came
back until recently, when his mother started having health problems.
I wonder now if I was just being selfish. Not that I couldn’t date Paul like I wanted, but I
guess sometimes I feel like I made a show of it. Sometimes I was just so proud that my mother
liked Paul. At first, of course, with the age difference, we were more careful. But then when
people started approving, it was just so nice. It was nice to hang on his arm, to stand or sit so
close we were touching, to smile at each other in the way that people in love do, to look at each
other more often than others in conversation, to get coffee and donuts for both of us, to do all
those things that feel so good at first and then after a couple of years you take for granted.
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Paul isn’t speaking to me still by Monday, and it’s making me feel worse and worse. I
wonder if he knows that. I wonder if he’s trying to break me. W e’ve never fought like this
before.
I already feel like I’ve apologized, but I’ll do it again. I can repair things with Paul. I’ve
been nice to him this week. I’ve cooked him his favorite meals and made the house spic and
span. I’ll agree to look at another house this weekend if he has one in mind. Maybe I’ll even look
myself, show some effort.
I’ll give him space. I w on’t bring up my pregnancy until he wants to talk about it again.
I’ll wait to move forward with the doctor until he’s ready.
When I get home from work today, I spend extra time cleaning. I vacuum. I wash the
windows. Then I start a loaf of bread. I’ve rarely made bread, but if I follow the directions from
my cookbook to the letter, I know the loaf will turn out. I change the thermostat, let it warm up a
little more in the house so the bread will rise more, set the bowl of dough in the sun by the
window.
I think about what I need to say to him. Sorry, yes, but what else? I’m not sure. He has a
business trip next weekend. I wonder if it would be better to go, or not go. If we need the time
away together, or if he needs the time away apart.
I don’t feel a sense o f foreboding, planning this, thinking about the apology. I’ve felt that
way before, my stomach in knots, feeling like I’m overheating when it’s not even hot outside.
I’ve never felt that way apologizing to Paul. Maybe I should. I just think I trust him more than
anyone else. I trust that he’ll always be here. I trust that he’ll always love me. H e’s a calm and
rational man, he likes routine and he likes the relaxing life he’s built for himself and he doesn’t
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like change. As long as I don’t go crazy, as long as I don’t suddenly become a completely
different person than he knows me to be, he’d have no reason to doubt his marriage.
I don’t want it to be quiet when he gets home. I don’t want the silence to swell up around
us when he walks in the door. So I put on some music. Handel, a composer he likes, pieces that
are not too unpredictable.
He walks in just as I’m starting his pot of decaf coffee for the evening. He sets his
briefcase down where he always does and takes off his shoes and I go to him before he can walk
any farther.
“Paul.” I hold out my arms. “We can’t keep going like this.” It’s been three days since
our argument, since he’s said more than a few words to me at a time. “I’m sorry,” I continue,
“but we have to talk this through.”
“OK,” he says. He doesn’t hug me, but I have hope he will later.
We sit down on the couch.
“I know I was stupid.” It’s hard for me to say that word, stupid. It’s hard for me to call
myself stupid. But I know it’s the truth. I should have told him. I should have told him right
away. “Can we just forget this happened?”
He sighs and leans his head back, closes his eyes. “I just don’t understand why you didn’t
tell me.”
“I know.”
The coffee maker spits and finishes percolating. I’m glad I put the Handel on. It makes
the mood a little lighter, or at least a little less tense.
“I don’t understand either,” I say. “I guess I was scared.”
“Why?” He lifts a hand to his forehead. “W hat is there to be scared of?”
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“Everything,” I say. I can’t say I d o n ’t know how to be a mother, can I? Can I say that to
my husband, to the man I ’m going to raise this child with? Call it first time mother panic. Call it
not ready panic. Call it immature even, i f you have to. We know many people my age who have a
child and are perfectly fine, but I ’m not sure I ’m one o f them. “It doesn’t matter what.” I say. “I
should have told you I was pregnant when I found out. I shouldn’t have snuck around meeting
doctors. You should have been there with me.” I put my hand on his leg, and it’s the first time
I’ve touched him like that since our argument. “Y ou’re going to be such a great father. I ’m glad
to get to raise a child with you.”
That’s the truth anyway. I’m glad Paul’s the one. I’ve seen him with his nieces and
nephews and I’ve seen him with kids at church and with Peter. He is always so good with them.
Always so loving, ready to comfort or distract when someone’s upset. They go along when he
corrects them. Our child will love him, and he’ll be her steady rock when she needs him, even
when she gets older, he’ll be there, he’ll know the right things to do and say.
It flashes through my mind that I could just leave my daughter with Paul, that she would
be taken care of, and I wouldn’t have to worry. I bite my lip.
“I want to meet the doctor.” He lifts his head. “The one you’ve picked out.”
“You can meet them all if you want,” I tell him.
“I’ll see if I like the one you’ve picked out, and w e’ll go from there,” he says.
I nod.
“And from now on,” he continues. “You keep communicating with me. You tell me how
you’re feeling and what you’re doing to take care of yourself. You’ve got to keep healthy for the
baby, and I worry about you.”
“OK,” I say. “I will.”
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“And try to figure out what you’re so scared of,” he adds. “I hope it’s not me.”
“No, of course not.” I shake my head, almost smiling.
“Come to Sioux Falls with me.” His eyes light up. “This weekend. Friday and Saturday.”
He takes my hands. “You said you wanted to start coming on my trips with me, so come.”
“OK.” I squeeze his hand.
“We haven’t had much time together,” he continues. “We need more time together.”
“OK,” I say again.
I hold out my arms for a hug. This time he hugs me back. It’s not very long and not very
tight, but it’s a start.

I never thought I’d be helping with VBS willingly. In high school, I helped because my
mother made it clear I must. Now I’m standing in the back of the sanctuary, watching as my
father and grandmother try to quiet a room of children ages three to thirteen so that they can start
with the program for the day.
My grandmother is the behind the scenes woman. She organizes the mission drive to
collect non-perishable food for the food bank. She makes sure every teacher has what he or she
needs. She coordinates parents donating snacks. She does things not expected of an administrator
too, keeping an eye out for any kids who look like they feel out of place, cleaning up a knee and
getting a band aid when someone falls down during recreation.
I’ve been so focused on her mind that I haven’t realized how impossibly young she still
looks until today. Under the lights in the sanctuary, her gray hair glows. Her skin looks fresh.
She has very few wrinkles.
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She does great on her welcome speech to the kids, she introduces my father and Linda,
who will be doing music with them. She doesn’t forget one thing. She doesn’t even look at her
cards, though she holds them in one hand while she talks. We practiced this one. We went over
and over it I don’t know how many times. She’s been doing better this week. I wonder if we can
slow down the degeneration of her memory, if we could even reverse it somehow, but I suppose
that’s an impossibility.
My father tells a story meant to supplement the Bible story, a kind of metaphorical teaser
which I guess probably goes over the heads of all but the oldest kids. Then they stand up and
excitedly file past me, with their teachers in the front to their classrooms to start on lessons and
games and whatever else they might have planned.
Greg smiles a little falsely when he goes past me, the way he always does, but Anne’s
smile looks genuine. I wonder if she knows our history, if Greg has told her, or not.
“How did I do?” my grandmother asks quietly when she reaches me.
“Perfect.” I smile bigger than I even expected.
“Good.” She creases her forehead. “Let’s find somewhere to go over what I have to say
tomorrow.”
“Really, Grandma.” I put a hand on her arm. “It was perfect.”
“I get nervous up there,” she says.
“I couldn’t tell. You looked great.”
She doesn’t smile, but she looks grateful.
“W hat do you have for tomorrow?” I ask.
“Come this way.”
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She leads me to the church office and digs around in her purse for a little while for
another small stack of cards. My father smiles and waves as he comes by, walking into his office
and sitting down at his desk. We can see him through the door way, and I can tell my
grandmother doesn’t like it.
“Should we say hello to the ladies getting snacks ready?” I ask.
My grandmother nods and follows me out the door. We return to the sanctuary, now
abandoned for the next hour, and we go over the cards. First my grandmother reads them to me
slowly: how she’s going to get everyone to say hello and recite the Bible verse they’re learning
today, what the Bible verse is, how she’s going to introduce Linda to lead a song, how she’s
going to introduce my father last to say what he wants about the new story for the day and send
the kids off to class. She goes over them again, not reading this time, the cards still in her hands.
She goes over them again and again, and at first, I ’m just a listening ear, I could be anyone, I
could be a wall. Then she hands me the cards. She asks only for the topics. She forgets words
sometimes, and I have to remind her. She forgets “triumphant” in the Bible verse. She forgets it
every time.
“It’s like it just flies out of my head,” she says the next time.
“It’s OK,” I say. “The kids will be saying it too, and my father and me. W e’ll all say it, so
you don’t have to remember that one.”
“But it trips me up.” She’s wringing her hands when she messes up, now that I’m holding
the cards. “I can’t get the rest because I don’t remember this one.”
“You’ll get it. You’ll get it when you hear it.”
A door opens at the back of the sanctuary, and my father walks in.
“Everything going OK?” he asks.
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“Just some last minute organizing.” I smile.
“D on’t let me interrupt you.” He picks up his Bible, which he’d left at the front of the
church, and then heads back through the door.
My grandmother sighs.
“Maybe we should take a break,” I say. “W e’ll go over it more later. You’ll be surprised
how much you remember.”
“I hope so,” my grandmother says.
I hand the note cards back to her, and she looks down at them, slowly shuffling through
them.
I wonder if it was a fluke how well she did this morning. But no, the past week has been a
good week, she’s remembered a lot this week, she’s really doing great, better than she has been.
“I spoke with your mother today,” she says, not looking up from her cards. “ She called
me at the house.”
“W hat did she say?”
“ She told me her performances are going well, and it’s beautiful there.”
“Did she ask anything about me?” It seems self-centered, now that I’ve said it, and I wish
I hadn’t.
“I asked her why you two had stopped talking,” my grandmother says.
Now I can’t look at her. I stare down at the pew, notice how the varnish is peeling off and
really needs to be redone. “ She w on’t answer my calls.”
I can feel my grandmother’s eyes on me. “ She wouldn’t tell me much either.”
This surprises me. I wonder why. “I was going to apologize. I want to apologize.”
I don’t know if I really want to, but it sounds more earnest when I say it that way.
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“I want to know the rest of the story,” I continue. “I want to know what’s true.”
“ She’s been telling you about Jack,” my grandmother says.
“I asked her a question, and she’s not answering it. She’s telling me about Jack instead.”
“Why do you think that is?”
“I don’t know.” The statement hangs in the humidity of the air, dead weight with
nowhere to go.
“W hat do you know about him?” I say finally. I know she doesn’t have the information I
want, the real story, or at least what my mother says is the real story, but maybe she could tell me
something, maybe she could tell me why.
“I know he w asn’t right for her.”
“Why not?”
“I know he w asn’t good to her.” She says it slowly, like it’s something she doesn’t want
to admit, or maybe something she just doesn’t quite understand.
“W hat did he do that was so bad?”
“I don’t know completely,” she says, “but he had an effect on her. She was more timid
after talking to him, less sure of herself.”
“Mom w on’t answer my phone calls,” I say. “ She w on’t speak to me anymore. I don’t
know why she started telling me this story, but I need to find out. Maybe it’ll explain how she
was with me, you know? Maybe it’ll answer the questions I had in the first place.”
“Are you asking because you really want to know the story, or because you want your
answers validated?”
“W hat?” I ask, surprised again.
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“Ellie, this whole time you’ve been looking for something. Maybe in this case you’re just
supposed to listen.”
I feel reprimanded, ashamed. I fold my hands in front of me and look down at them,
examining my thumbs.
“Your mother never really told me the whole story,” my grandmother continues, “If she’s
telling you now, she has a reason.”
We hear excited voices just outside the door. Classroom time is over and the kids are
heading to music or recreation or crafts. It’s time for us to make an appearance, to see how
everyone is doing and whether anyone needs anything.
My grandmother stands up and flattens her skirt. “Let’s go.”

When I walk into my parents’ house the next afternoon the sun is streaming in through
the window on the door, angled to the right, lighting up the door to the hall closet. Dust floats in
the light. Then I remember:
My mother was taking down the box when I walked in the house after playing with a
friend down the street. It was a summer day, just like this one, and it was hot. I was covered in
sweat and nearly overheated from playing in the sun. Inside was cooler, but still warm. It smelled
like cookies. My mother was baking, and she’d stopped to check the mail, and now she was
holding an envelope, pulling the box of letters out of the back of the closet.
“W hat’s that?” I asked.
“Just a letter,” my mother said. She hurried as she put it in the box, and I thought, for
once, I saw her graceful hands tremble.
“W ho’s it from?” I asked.
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“Just a friend,” she said.
I was seven then, maybe eight. I didn’t know everything that could be implied in the
phrase “just a friend,” but I thought it strange that she didn’t tell me who.
“W hat friend?” I asked.
“ Someone you don’t know,” my mother said, and it irritated me that she wouldn’t answer
my question.
“Is it a mystery?” I asked, a little ticked.
She’d put the letter in the box by then, shut the lid.
“W hat else is in the box?” I asked.
She was ignoring me now, and I knew it. I didn’t know what was so strange about this
letter, that box, but I could tell my mother was nervous, that she would rather I hadn’t seen.
“Why are you putting it back there? Can I see? Can I read the letter?”
I knew I was agitating her, and I kept pushing it.
“Go to your room,” my mother said finally, sternly. She stood very still on the ladder, but
her hands were shaking as she tucked the box in the back of the closet and placed the sheets in
front of it again. “This doesn’t concern you.”
I was silent. I watched her finish with the sheets, climb down the ladder, and shut the
door of the closet. I watched her fold up the step ladder, pick it up, and walk into the kitchen
away from me.
I didn’t dare follow her. I knew she was mad, but I didn’t know why. My mother was
normally so composed, even when she was angry, and it unsettled me that I could tell she was
trying to be composed, but wasn’t achieving it. I walked upstairs to my room and sat for a long
time coloring, trying not to think about it.
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But I couldn’t not think about it.
That night, after everyone was asleep, I went downstairs to get the box myself. But I was
still too short to reach the back of the top shelf. Even on tip toes, I could only grab the close edge
of the sheets. I pulled them and they toppled onto my head. In the end, I had to shove them back
on the shelf a little messy because they were so large and ungainly in my small arms.
I thought at first I’d gotten away with my snooping, but then my mother found them the
next evening and confronted me.
“Leave it alone, Ellie,” she said.
“I can’t.” I was scared, that whole body frightened where you feel like you can’t even
move anymore, and it w asn’t that I was scared of my mother. I was scared fo r her. I had never
seen her act that way, really upset, and I didn’t know what to do about it.
“It’s none of your business,” my mother said.
Somehow I knew it w asn’t my father’s business either, that she was hiding this from him
too, and that made it worse.
“I want you to stop,” I said.
“Stop what?” She crossed her arms.
“Writing those letters,” I said. “Or getting them. Or hiding them. I want you to stop.”
She rubbed her fingers against her sleeves. She’d crossed her arms to keep from showing
her own emotion, I thought, but now she could see that I was scared. She could see it in my eyes
and hear it in my voice. I knew that she knew how I felt and that I knew the same about her.
“OK,” she said quietly, almost breathlessly. “OK.”
And I believed her then.
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I get the idea when I see Susan at the diner the next day. She’s there with her daughters,
Alice and Corinne, for an early lunch. I see Alice here a lot. She’s taking courses at the college
where Paul works and living at home, but Corinne is more of a surprise. She’s in her junior year
at Luther College and from what I’d heard she was doing an internship this summer in Dubuque.
I used to envy Corinne when we were growing up: the way she was a smooth talker so people
would follow her, the chances she had to do what she wanted, and especially, the way her mother
doted on her.
I see now it’s not the perfect relationship I imagined and Susan is not a perfect mother.
But they have a lot I’ve never had, a rapport beyond anything my mother and I ever approached.
Alice is telling them about the summer classes she’s taking as I bring their water to the
table, but Susan interrupts her to say hi to me and ask how I am.
“Oh, fine,” I say, because I don’t think she’s looking for a real answer.
“Is your father still holding up well with your mother gone?” she asks.
“It’s like he hardly even notices.”
She laughs. “I’m sure he’s good at giving off that air.”
“H e’s practiced,” I say. I don’t think she means that as a snub against my mother, but it
sounds like it to me. “But Mom will be home soon. Only a few more weeks. She’s already
started performances.”
Susan smiles like she knows, and it occurs to me that she probably does know, that she
probably hears from my mother even though I don’t now. It irritates me at first, so though she
looks like she’s going to say something more, I ask to take their order.
I put the order in with Eugene in the kitchen and watch them from the back counter while
I wrap silverware.
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Susan has always been my mother’s best friend. They tell each other everything. They’ve
always been in touch. Even the one thing my mother kept a secret from her own mother, Susan
knew about. Susan probably knows my mother and I have been talking. She probably knows we
had a fight and aren’t talking now. Maybe she even knows all the reasons my mother has always
kept her distance from me.
But still, I’ve never felt like Susan didn’t like me. We were never close, but she did fill in
for my mother sometimes. She did make sure Peter and I were taken care of when my father
needed help.
I watch as Susan, Alice, and Corinne laugh about something. Susan reaches over and
lovingly pats Corinne on the shoulder.
Maybe she would tell me. Maybe she would understand why I need to know. Maybe she
would even get my mother to talk to me again.
I have to figure out the best way to broach the subject. I don’t want to talk to her with
Alice and Corinne around. I’ll have to figure out how to get past the superficial pleasantries so
we can talk about w hat’s real. But maybe there’s a chance Susan can give me what I need.
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Chapter 20
I’m surprised to be able to catch Susan after VBS on Tuesday. She doesn’t have children
young enough for VBS anymore, so I didn’t expect her here, but she volunteered to help with
snacks, and I find her when the kids have cleared out to go back to their classrooms for the final
activities of the day and she’s cleaning up. Susan walks out of the kitchen to grab the juice
cooler, and that’s when I realize it’s just the two of us, that this is the chance I’ve been waiting
for. My grandmother is upstairs right now, and she w on’t know.
“Susan,” I say, walking towards her.
She looks up at me a little surprised. I don’t think w e’ve even said “hello” to each other
today, though I noticed her earlier. I try to think if we ever usually say hello if my mother isn’t
here.
“Yes?” she asks.
She’s probably expecting me to say or ask something about church or VBS. A simple
question that’ll have a simple answer. She pauses with her hands around the juice cooler, not yet
lifting it off the counter.
“I wonder, well.” I’m not sure how to phrase this.
She takes her hands off the juice cooler and turns towards me more. She can tell this is
something bigger.
“It’s about my mother,” I say.
“Is everything alright?” she asks.
“She’s fine.” My hands feel sweaty. I want to wipe them on my pants, but I don’t. I hold
them by my sides and feel self-conscious holding them by my sides, as if I’m some kind of doll.
“This might sound kind of silly.” I laugh, though I don’t feel it. “It’s just she started to tell me a
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story about some things that happened to her before I was born, and now she’s been so busy the
last week or so, I thought maybe you could tell me the rest of it.”
She raises an eyebrow. I probably shouldn’t have chalked it up to my mother being busy.
She probably knows that’s not why it is.
“Well,” I say, deciding to correct it, “It’s not just that she’s busy. We had a fight.”
“OK,” she says.
I hold out my hands. “You don’t have to tell me now, of course,” I say hastily. “I just
wondered if we could get together sometime and talk about it.”
She sighs and just barely shakes her head as she turns back to the juice cooler. “You
know, I always told your mother she should be around for you kids more.”
My heart jumps. Who else has said this in the last few months? Who else has taken my
side instead of saying my mother has always been a good person?
She lifts the juice cooler and turns back around. “O f course we can meet. I have small
group Bible study tomorrow night. How about Thursday?”
“That would be perfect,” I say.
I feel hopeful for the first time in a long time. I’m sure now she’ll be able to fill in some
of the holes of what happened. She probably knows more than my father does, and it’s definitely
easier for me to question her about a man from my mother’s past than questioning my father.
Maybe she can even finish the story. Maybe she knows what my mother’s point was. If anyone
does, it’s her.
I could be dreaming, but I allow myself to feel the rush of anticipation now. I feel so
good I think I’ll go home and have sex with Paul, just because I can. Part of me even feels like
that might fix us too.
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I’m riding my bike late today. Paul doesn’t like me out after dark, but I’ve got reflectors
and even a headlight, so I ’m fine. I ride out of town on the highways that are least used so I don’t
have to worry too much about traffic. There’s plenty of space for cars to go around me, and even
if there isn’t, I can hop off my bike and walk in the ditch for a minute while they pass.
I just needed some space, some time to shake off the anxiousness I felt with Paul the past
week and the constant worry watching my grandmother at VBS and the nervous anticipation of
getting to meet with Susan in two days. Adrenaline pumps through my body and I let it push me
forward, ride as fast as I can.
The corn is getting tall now. The stalks are only below my head because the road is raised
above the fields. I whizz by on my bike and take note of how wide the stalks are. There’s been
plenty of rain this year, sometimes too much. Some of the low patches in the field have no
plants; they were drowned out by the spring rain first and the soil never dried out enough to
warrant trying to replant, I guess. I try to think if this is a field that Peter might have walked
through yet, detasseling, but I don’t think it’s owned by the same people he’s working for.
This is the road Greg and I used to ride our bikes on when the sky was clear and the stars
were out. When we first started dating, we went east of town to stargaze, but then a windmill
farm started going up out there, and though I can see the appeal of windmills, their large stature
and blinking lights got in the way of the stars. That used to be my favorite thing with Greg,
stargazing. It might be the one thing we did together that I can look back on without feeling
negativity sink in my stomach.
The night has been quiet so far, just the wind blowing through the corn stalks, when I
start to hear voices. I’m not near anything - not a house or a barn or a silo or even a creekbed.
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There’s a break in the row of corn fields and a small gravel trail ahead of me, and I slow my bike
down and turn to shine my headlight down the path. I can’t see anything, but I can still hear it the conversation, the laughter.
I know what’s going on, or at least I can guess. I was never invited to that kind of party
because I was the pastor’s daughter, but I knew they happened. I knew Greg got asked to go
from time to time. I knew if I wanted alcohol, that’s where I should turn up, though I never
pushed it. I knew if there wasn’t pot there, there would be people there who knew how to get
some. But I didn’t see the point.
I sit on my bike staring down the path, trying to decide what to do. I could just leave
them, let them have their fun. The only really dangerous thing that ever came out of it, at least
the only dangerous thing I heard, was if no one planned a DD. But it’s a warm summer night.
Most of them probably rode their bikes or even walked. W e’re barely outside of town, and
there’s nowhere really to park a car.
Maybe it’s the novelty of the thing that keeps me sitting there longer than I feel like I
need to, the strangeness of running in to this party after I’m really too old for it, when despite
how often I biked in high school, I never came upon one then. Or maybe it’s the principle of the
thing that keeps me rooted to the ground. A part of me feels like I should step in and break the
party up, lecture them about how drinking and smoking pot is impacting their future plans, and
then make sure they all get home safely.
That’s what I’m considering when someone stumbles out of the corn stalks and into my
headlight.
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“Hey.” He turns towards me and puts an arm over his face to shield his eyes. His other
hand holds a can of PBR. The headlight’s not that bright, but I guess if you’re coming from the
dark and you’ve been drinking, it probably seems like it.
“Who is it?” he asks.
“You tell me.” I still haven’t decided if I’m just going to continue on with my ride. The
party’s not really my problem, and I have enough problems to deal with right now.
“Hey, I think I know you.” He walks towards me.
There is something familiar about this guy. Short and thin. H e’s wearing jeans and a tshirt and his arms are full of scratches. He has a bandanna around his head.
“Jake?” I ask.
“Yeah.” He smiles. “Did I invite you to the party?”
“No.” He sounds lighthearted, but I’m not. I know where I know him from. “You’re
detasseling with my brother this summer.”
“Awesome,” he says, as if he knows. Then he asks, “W ho’s your brother?”
“Peter,” I say. “Peter Alden.” I’m gripping my handlebars a little too tightly, kneading the
padding through my palms.
“Oh, Noah,” he says, with the biggest smirk I’ve ever seen.
I get off my bike and let it fall to the ground.
“W hat the fuck do you know about him anyway?” I ask. Swearing feels unnatural coming
from me, but he doesn’t know that. I say fuck like I say fuck all the time.
“Whoa,” he puts his hands up, backing away. “It’s just a little joke. H e’s just a little
different, is all.”
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“H e’s a fucking genius is what he is.” I keep walking towards him, make myself as tall as
I can. “You try building a fucking sailboat. I bet you don’t even have the brains for it.” If I was
close enough I’d flick his forehead for emphasis, but he’s backing up pretty fast.
“Listen, I like Peter as much as the next guy.” He almost trips stepping backwards, but
catches himself.
“How much is that?” I ask, narrowing my eyes.
“Pete and I are friends,” he says. “We joke around. That’s what we all do.”
“He hates being called Pete,” I say.
“Look, I gotta get back to the party,” he says, pointing into the corn.
“Right,” I say.
I’ve decided now. I walk into the corn rows ahead of him. I can’t see anything, so I
follow the voices. The plants tug against my hair and scratch my exposed skin, my arms, my
face. I don’t try to hold them back to make my way through. I let them make me look rougher,
and when I walk out to the small corner of low lying field where the rest of the party has been
hiding, every teenager present turns to me and goes quiet.
After a few seconds, Jake stumbles out of the corn behind me, arms still raised.
“I didn’t invite her,” he says. “I swear.”
“Time to go home,” I say.
I start walking around the circle, grabbing people’s beer cans and throwing them on the
ground, stomping them down, beer sometimes spraying out. At first they’re too stunned to do
anything but watch me. Then I start reaching for the mostly empty twenty-four pack that’s still in
the middle of the circle, and they all scramble to grab their bags, shuffling back through the corn.
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The adrenaline is pumping through me and I wanted a more exciting ending, I guess, but
it’s probably for the best that they left this way. As they get farther away from me, I hear hushed
whispers, but nothing else.
I don’t know what to do with the beer. I have no way to carry anything on my bike, but
there are only four cans left, so I cram them into the pocket on the front of my hoodie, glad it’s
oversized, glad I put it on even though it seemed too warm for it, and head back through the corn
to my bike.
When I get home, Paul is on the couch, reading his newspaper, just like always. He raises
an eyebrow when he sees me start to pull the cans of PBR out of my hoodie.
“You haven’t been drinking, have you?” he asks.
“I’m pregnant,” I say.
“So you haven’t been drinking?”
“I broke up a party,” I say, and he looks even more surprised and curious. “Drink it if you
want,” I add. Paul’s not much of a drinker, and I doubt he’ll drink the beer of choice for the
totally broke, but I figure it’s nice to offer it. I take the beer to the kitchen and put it in the back
of the fridge, where it will probably sit until we move, at which point I’ll throw it out with
anything else I find there that’s just starting to get old and not worth taking with us.
“So you just felt like breaking up a party tonight?” Paul appears at the entrance to the
kitchen.
“I went for a ride, and I happened to find them.”
“I guess I just didn’t peg you for that type.”
I shrug, ready to walk past him and get ready for bed, but he stands in my way, studying
my face.
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“They didn’t bother you at all, did they?” he asks.
“They’re just teenagers,” I say.
“I just worry about you.” He crosses his arms. “And it’s not just you anymore either.
W e’ve got a baby to think about.”
“They insulted Peter, OK?” I say.
He thinks about this for a little bit, then uncrosses his arms. “Just try to stay out of
trouble.”
“Will do,” I say. “I’m going to take a shower now.”
He sighs, but this seems to satisfy him enough. He moves to let me walk past him.
Paul’s just protective. H e’s always been protective. He has three sisters back home, and
he’s protective of them too when they let him be. Luckily for them, they’re all hard headed. But
he defends those he cares about. Even his sisters know that. They still call him when they really
need someone. If I was ever in trouble, I could count on him. He might not be the greatest with
emotions, but he’s there for me if I need him. And he understands needing to be there for people
who you love, so he understands my needing to defend Peter the way he would defend me.
I don’t let his worry bother me, because I know it’s for good reason. I don’t let it bother
me especially tonight, because I had good reason too. I might have acted before I really thought,
but I don’t regret it. I did what I had to do.

I’m anxious on Thursday as soon as I get off work, but I’ve got three hours to wait before
my meeting with Susan. I try to focus on chores. I clean the bathroom, the kitchen, vacuum every
floor. I start to worry Paul will wonder what’s gotten into me, why I’ve done a deep clean of the
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house, so I get my guitar out and try to focus on learning a new song. But the whole afternoon
my mind keeps coming back to Susan, to what she can tell me or what she can’t.
I’m not as optimistic today. Reality has sunk in. I ’m sure she’ll have some way to help
me, something more she can tell me. I just don’t know if it will be everything I need. I think
there’s a chance, but I just don’t know.
I ride my bike to her house. It’s not a long ride. I know I should spend the time thinking
about what I’m going to say, what I’m going to ask. But instead I think about what she’s going to
say, what she might have to offer me.
Susan greets me when I walk in the door and offers me a cup of tea. I wait in the living
room while she goes to the kitchen to get it. I can hear the tea pot just starting to whistle.
There’s a photo on the mantle of Susan and my mother, years ago. They’re standing by a
fire, back behind the family cabin. You can see one corner of the cabin on the left side of the
picture. My mother has her arm over Susan’s shoulder, and Susan has her arm wrapped around
my mother’s back. My mother has much the same build that she does now, tall, big boned, but
not overweight. Susan was thinner, shorter than my mother. She was really a twig of a woman,
but you can see the charisma in her smile, even in the photograph. You can tell where she got the
reputation the ladies at the church still talk about, that she was a school teacher, sure, but also
unstoppable. She was the one everyone liked because she was charming, yeah, but also because
she was kind, and also because she did what she wanted. People couldn’t wrap their heads
around her sometimes, but the women secretly admired that. Funny, in a community where
everyone else thinks they know w hat’s best for you.
Susan is not that exuberant now, and she’s not as skinny. But no one faults her for either.
She’s still teaching second graders, and she’s a loving mother and wife. Maybe I should have
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started with her a long time ago. Maybe, I joke to myself, I should have seen if she would have
adopted me when I was younger. Maybe I ’d be better off.
She comes back to the living room with two steaming cups of tea and sees me looking at
the pictures.
“That photo was taken in 1996, if I remember right,” she says. “It was one of the last
times we went to the cabin together. It was hard to get away after you were born.” She hands me
a steaming cup, smelling of chaMomile, and motions to the sofa. “Have a seat.”
I sit down on one side of the couch, next to an end table so I can set my cup of tea down
until it cools off. There are stone coasters with fossils printed on them, and I set my mug on one
with a small fish on it.
“I’m going to tell you what I know right now,” Susan begins. This is not what I expected.
I thought I would be starting this. “I’ve been talking to your mother— ” she waves her hand, “—
not very often this summer, but just once in a while. I know the two of you have been talking.
She told me she was sharing some things from her past. She didn’t say what exactly, but she said
she was glad she was telling you.”
I get a surprising warm feeling from that last statement. I didn’t know my mother cared at
all. I thought she was telling me the story just to appease me. I feel bad, again, for telling her I
don’t trust her.
“I don’t know how much it will help hearing things from me,” she says.
“It’ll help,” I say. “Whatever you can offer will help.”
“W hat is it you want to know?” she asks.
“She’s been telling me about someone she used to know. A man named Jack.”
Susan raises an eyebrow at this. “Why would she tell you about that?”
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“It started because of a question I asked.” I feel silly now, telling someone else what the
question is. It’s personal, and it sounds childish. It sounded childish even when I asked my
mother. “I asked her why she wasn’t here for me when I was younger, why she was gone so
often.”
“Hmm.” A couple o f chickadees are chirping, and she looks out the window to watch
them fly around the bird feeder hanging on the oak outside, fighting for the prime spot to eat.
“I think they might still be in contact.”
I hadn’t planned to tell her this, but I want to see her reaction. She looks back at me, but
her face is blank, she’s still lost in thought.
“I don’t know everything,” she says. “But I’ll tell you what I do.”
“Please,” I say. I want to say that my mother isn’t telling me this. That again she started
something with me and didn’t follow through. That again she made promises she isn’t keeping.
But I don’t want to say those things to Susan. She is kind and loving like everyone says she is
and I don’t what her to think I’m that kind of person, one who disrespects her mother.
“W hat has she told you?” she asks.
I tell her what my mother has told me so far. The way they met, the way he encouraged
her in her music career, where she was when my grandfather got hurt, the questionable things
Jack did, and the obsession she had for him. I tell her everything I can remember. I get ahead of
myself and then have to back up again. I didn’t take notes and I didn’t make notes to fill her in,
so I feel like I’m forgetting things. She asks a few questions as I go, but not much. She listens
quietly, her tea cup in her hands, every once in a while taking a sip.
“I’ll tell you as much as I can of the story,” she tells me when I’m done, “but you’re
going to have to talk to your mother for the reason she wants you to know.”
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I nod my head. All I want is the story. If I have the story, I can figure out the reason. If
my mother is telling the truth, it will all become clear when I get to the end.
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Chapter 21
After long anticipating meeting Jack, Susan describes the conditions of their first meeting
as “less than ideal.” It had only been two weeks since my grandfather’s accident, but the siding
had to be put on the house, and with only my mother doing the work, it was very slow going. I
imagine my grandmother already disliked him, that she couldn’t conceive of her daughter
keeping something from her willingly and so it must be Jack’s fault that she did that, that for
some reason he put her up to it. From what I know, my grandmother was close to her mother like
my mother was close to my grandmother, and maybe she just didn’t realize how incredibly easy
it is to lie to your mother when the truth is hard to explain.
Still, my grandparents did eventually agree to have Jack come and finish the job. They
insisted that he stay at their house so that he wouldn’t be staying at my mother’s, and so one day
that May, he drove into their driveway in his familiar blue car.
My mother, both my grandparents, and Susan were sitting in the living room, rather
stiffly, and when they saw the car, my mother got up and went outside to greet Jack while the
others waited. They watched through the window as my mother and Jack hugged, then grabbed
Jack’s bag from the car and started up the walk to the house. This was the strangest part, Susan
tells me, seeing my mother and Jack familiar together after he had been so long something not
quite real, just a name and a picture, a character in a TV show or book, maybe, but not a real
person until he was walking up my grandparents’ walk.
My grandparents and Susan were polite, though reserved, as they got up to greet him and
shake hands.
“It’s nice to finally meet you,” Susan said. “I’ve heard a lot about you.”
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My grandparents couldn’t add that last statement to their greeting, so instead my
grandfather motioned with his good arm and offered to show Jack where he would be staying
before they all settled in the living room again, my grandparents and Susan sitting on the couch
facing my mother and Jack in two arm chairs.
Susan remembers that Jack seemed nervous. He kept shifting in his seat and trying to
comb down the flick of his hair that wouldn’t stay as he answered questions about his family,
where he was from, and what he did for a living.
“Construction should be a steady career,” my grandmother said, “but it sounds like you
move around a lot.”
Jack nodded. “I’ve worked more on private projects, rather than staying with one
contractor.”
“You could work with one contractor though,” my grandmother continued.
“I could,” he said. “It’s not really my thing.”
“Why not?”
Jack glanced at my mother. She was looking at the floor. “I like to get to know new
places.”
“W hat kind of money do you make on these projects?” my grandfather asked.
Jack relaxed a little bit when my grandfather started talking. Perhaps it was relieving to
feel like he was just talking shop.
“Plenty,” Jack said. “More than I need usually.”
“W e’ll pay you accordingly,” my grandfather said.
“That’s really not necessary,” Jack said. “I’m just here as a favor to Rebecca.”
My grandfather nodded slowly. “W e’ll pay you,” he said.
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Jack nodded and looked at my mother again, who gave a forced smile.
“Well,” my grandmother said, “I’m sure you could get on a construction crew in the area
if you wanted to settle somewhere.” She put her hand on my grandfather’s arm. “William has
connections, and I’m sure Rebecca would like you to be close.”
Jack nodded again, raised his hand to check his hair again. “I’m sure.”
Maybe the whole conversation was dancing around the point, Susan says, but what do
you think they felt then? For my grandparents, Jack opened up the possibility that my mother
was a completely different person than they thought her to be. It w asn’t just about him, but about
how she acted with him, how and where they touched each other, the look of familiarity in their
eyes that my grandparents couldn’t understand, what life she was leading that they didn’t know
about.
It’s not until after they’d eaten dinner, a meal filled with small talk between distant
acquaintances, after they’d cleaned up the meal, shown Jack to his room, and my mother had
kissed him goodbye for the night, that my grandparents were left alone with Jack to ask the
questions they were really wondering about.
My grandmother was silent, cutting vegetables to be put with a roast in the crockpot the
next morning. My grandfather sat across from Jack at the table, their faces shadowed by the lamp
overhead.
“As I understand it,” my grandfather began, “you’ve been seeing my daughter for a
while.”
“Yes, sir,” Jack said. “Almost nine months now.”
My grandfather nodded. He had a cup of ice water in his good hand, and he tipped it
slightly, the ice cubes clinking against the class.
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“And do you love her?” my grandfather asked.
Jack hesitated, just for a brief moment, and then said, very firmly, “I believe I do.”
“And do you intend to marry her?” my grandfather asked, staring at Jack.
“It’s not in the plans,” Jack said.
“If it’s not in the plans, then what are your intentions?” my grandfather asked.
Jack shifted in his seat. Behind my grandfather, my grandmother was chopping carrots,
and the blade of the knife whacked hard against the cutting board each time she brought her hand
down.
“I mean,” Jack said, “it’s not in the immediate plans. O f course, it would be nice in the
future.”
My grandfather slowly raised the glass of ice water to his mouth and took a drink.
“I want to do things right with Rebecca,” Jack said.
“W hat kind of church do you go to, Jack?” my grandfather asked.
Jack crossed his legs and sat back in his chair. “My mother raised me Catholic.”
“Do you attend mass regularly?” My grandfather swirled the water in his cup.
“No, sir.” Jack folded his hands under the table, uncrossed his legs and sat up straight
again.
“Holidays?” My grandfather looked at him with eyebrows raised.
Jack nodded eagerly. “With my mother.”
“I’m sure Rebecca’s told you w e’re a religious family, Jack,” my grandfather said. “Her
beliefs are very important to her.”
“Yes, sir,” Jack said. “ She talks about them all the time.”
“And do you believe them also?” my grandfather said.
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“O f course, sir,” Jack said. My grandfather squinted at him then, sizing him up the way
he used to size me up when I challenged him.
“Were you baptized as a child, Jack?” my grandfather asked.
“No, I wasn’t,” Jack said.
“ So you haven’t been baptized at all then?”
“No, sir.”
My grandfather took another slow drink of his ice water. “If you believe like you say, I’d
like to see you baptized. Before you marry my daughter.”
Jack crossed his legs again, leaning forward slightly and looking down at the table, lost in
thought. “Would I have your blessing then?” He looked up at my grandfather.
My grandfather shrugged, chuckling. “It would be a good start.”
My grandmother, glancing over periodically during this conversation, described Jack as
“eager.” But was he really enthusiastic about wanting to marry my mother? Maybe the idea
would have crossed his mind before, but I don’t believe he could have had such an agenda. I
can’t believe he’s a bad man, Jack. He had obviously stuck around for some reason, despite his
and my mother’s disagreements. But it takes a lot for a wanderer to settle down. It’s not an easy
decision. One day, yes, he would realize that he needed my mother in his life forever, but right
then, on that day in my grandparents’ house with only my grandmother and grandfather, he just
wanted to make my mother happy.

When the neighbors saw Jack helping to re-side my grandparents’ house, a flurry of talk
ensued. Who was this young gentleman? Sensible husbands who knew better than to encourage
their gossipy wives said he was probably a hired hand. But why not hire one of the young men in
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town? their wives asked, and it was a good question, as there were several young men in town
who were skilled at such projects and others just outside of town as well. There would be no
need to hire someone from outside of the area, and the neighbors did not know this young m an’s
family or the entirety of his childhood mischief. They didn’t even recognize him.
It was the logical conclusion, to begin with, that my grandfather had hired him. But as the
neighbors kept careful watch from their porches or front rooms, my mother appeared as well and
started working with him. Certainly there was no reason for my mother to be helping if my
grandfather had hired someone, the wives said. Their husbands, glancing up from their
newspapers and coffee, unfortunately could do nothing but agree.
Who else could he be? the wives asked, and they stood by watching much less discreetly
now, sipping on their tea or coffee but putting down their books, standing up by the window to
get a better view, not bothering to make it look like they were doing something else.
They watched as my mother and Jack interacted, analyzing every movement, every smile.
They saw Jack and my mother measure the siding pieces carefully, my mother holding the end of
the measuring tape while Jack pulled it along the length of the board and marked the length they
needed. They saw my mother carry the piece of siding over to the table saw while Jack rolled the
measuring tape back into itself. They saw him cut through the board while my mother held the
opposite end, and then the neighbors watched as my mother and Jack together carried the board
over to the side of the house where they would attach it, saw the way Jack gently motioned with
his free arm to tell my mother to move her side up a little bit to ensure it was straight, saw Jack
almost drop his side as he reached for the electric hammer, saw them look at each other and
laugh.
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Have you heard of Rebecca having a new boyfriend? the wives asked their husbands.
What? the husbands asked, glancing up, and when the wives repeated their question, the
husbands shrugged. She’s a pretty girl, one husband said, she could find a man pretty much
anywhere. But where did she find this one? his wife asked, and all the rest of the wives began
asking the same question.
“Tell me again why you were worried about my coming,” Jack said after hammering in
his side of the board.
My mother shushed him.
He laughed, walking over to her. “W ho’s going to hear?”
“D on’t look,” my mother said, “but I would bet you anything that every one of our
neighbors is watching. There will be talk.”
Jack smirked. “Maybe we should give them something to see.” He slid his free hand over
hers where she was holding onto the siding.
She blushed and pulled her hands back. “Let’s just get this done.”
Jack hammered the nails in, and they turned around to grab another piece of siding.
“I don’t know what the problem is,” Jack said. “You’ve never minded before.”
“Yeah, well, w e’re in my territory now,” my mother told him.
“ So we can’t show that we care about each other?” Jack asked.
My mother blushed again. She picked another piece of siding up from the pile, trying to
act like she w asn’t going to talk about it anymore.
“Is there something about me that’s embarrassing to you?” Jack asked.
Inside their houses, the neighbors saw my mother’s blush and the furrow of Jack’s brow.
Uh oh, the wives said, lover’s spat.
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“You’re not embarrassing to me,” my mother said.
“It sure seems like I am,” Jack said. He handed her the end of the measuring tape and
measured down the length of the board.
My mother was silent, holding her end of the measuring tape as Jack marked out the
correct measurement.
“W hat then?” Jack asked as he rolled the measuring tape back up.
“I’d rather talk about it later,” my mother said, then added, “ Somewhere else.”
“Because you’re embarrassed of me,” Jack said. “You’d rather I wasn’t where people you
know were going to see me.” He carried the board to the table saw by himself, cut into the board.
“It’s not that, Jack,” my mother tried. Jack turned from the saw and carried the board to
the wall of the house by himself. The board was too long to maintain its straightness, and Jack
was not holding it in the middle. It bent, and my mother shuffled after him, worried the board
would break and trying to catch the end. “It’s just that people talk.”
He looked at her and rolled his eyes just as she caught the other end of the board, helping
him raise it to the side of the house.
“It’s not that I’m worried about talk,” my mother continued.
Jack hammered the nails in on his end, then walked over to her, looking at the wall and
not at my mother.
“Jack,” she said.
He still didn’t look and she repeated his name again, this time sternly, the way she said
her students’ names time and time again when they wouldn’t pay attention: “Jack!” She hadn’t
meant to say it that way, but it did make him look at her and his eyes were so dull compared to
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what she was used to that she felt suddenly guilty for saying his name that way, and she paused
for a second, took in a deep breath before continuing.
“I really want them to like you,” she said softly.
He looked away again, and she continued, wishing to bring his eyes back to her face.
“I want to introduce you properly first so they get a good impression.”
“Because them seeing us touching isn’t going to give a good first impression,” Jack said.
My mother grabbed his free hand then. She hadn’t planned on doing it, and the moment
she did, she knew all the wives would be mumbling to themselves, that the next time the
neighborhood wives got together for book club or knitting club, that this would be the first topic
of conversation: My mother and the handsome man who was helping with the siding on her
parents’ house. It wasn’t even really that she was afraid of their talk. They could sit and gossip,
and if she would never know what they’d talked about, it w ouldn’t bother her. No, she w asn’t
afraid of the talk; she was afraid of the questions that would follow the talk. They would want to
know everything about him and about their relationship, and once they knew that things had been
going on for a while, that the weekends she disappeared and w asn’t at church it was because she
was visiting him, they would start implying that they wanted to know what the couple’s future
plans were, and one day, probably not too far away, one o f them would just ask straight out,
“When are you two getting married?” and it was just that she had been enjoying so much being
under the radar. She was enjoying that Jack was part of her life, but not in the way most things in
her life were. He was hers only. She had been free for so long to do what she wanted with him
and feel the way she felt about him with no one interfering. She didn’t want to give that up.
“I’m sorry,” she said, and she kissed him on the cheek then, knowing that she was giving
him over to them, knowing that now, even if he w asn’t aware of it, she would know that
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everything she did with him was under scrutiny, that she would have to explain everything to
someone else, that it would have to hold some semblance of rationality.
“OK,” Jack said. He squeezed her hand, and then dropped it to finish nailing the siding
on the house. My mother wasn’t sure she believed him or that anything was OK at all, but he
started joking and smiling again, the way he could always change his mood when he wanted to,
so she too acted like it was fine.
The neighbors didn’t know what my mother and Jack had been fighting about, but they
saw my mother kiss Jack on the cheek and Jack afterward start smiling again, and they thought,
yes, these two might be good together. They thought, I can’t wait until book club on Tuesday so
I can see what the other ladies think. And some of them who were feeling a little bit catty
thought: Darla will be disappointed the interesting news has moved to our neighborhood.

“Do you think he was serious about Mom?” I ask Susan. “I mean, grandpa asked him to
get baptized. Do you think he was serious about getting baptized?”
“I know he was,” she says. “He pulled your father aside after the service and asked him
about it.”
My mother, my grandparents, and Jack had come into church just as the service was
starting, sneaking into a pew through the side aisle, so of course everyone saw them but didn’t
get a chance to talk to them. Everyone watched, too, as my family went up to communion and
Jack hesitated for a moment in getting up from his seat, but then stood and followed behind my
mother, kneeling beside her to take communion, my father placing the wafer in his hand, saying
to Jack, “Take, eat. This is the body of Christ, given for you.” Everyone saw Jack following
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along as my mother held the hymnal, his eyes glued to the words that my mother barely looked
at anymore, that she didn’t need to read off the page, because she knew them by heart.
It wasn’t until after the closing hymn, when the organist started playing the recessional,
signaling that it was OK now, to talk over the music, pick up coats and purses and head out the
door, that those who were friendly and welcoming to visitors, as well as those who just a little bit
nosy, could approach and ask who Jack was.
When he could get a spare moment, had been introduced to everyone who had come to
meet him, and my father was coming out of the sacristy having changed out of his pastor’s garb,
Jack excused himself and stopped my father.
“I’m Jack,” he said, holding out his hand.
My father shook it. “Joshua,” he said. “You’re here with the Hansons?”
“Yes,” Jack said. “I’m dating Rebecca.”
“Well, it’s great to have you here,” my father said.
“Listen,” Jack said. “I’m not Lutheran.” He fiddled with the tie he was wearing, brushed
at it as if there was a stain and then flattened it against his stomach. “But I’d like to know what it
takes to get baptized.”
“Well, it’s a big decision,” my father said. “You want to be certain it’s really what you
believe. It’s about your relationship with God, and it’s also about joining the family of
believers.”
“So how would I go about getting there?” Jack asked.
“W e’d want you to attend a study on the fundamentals of Lutheranism. We have them for
new members.”
“Is there any way I can do that long distance?” Jack asked. “I don’t live in town.”
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“I could also help you find a church in your area to attend,” my father suggested.
“I’d really like to do it here,” Jack said. He glanced over at my mother, who was still
talking with her parents and Darla a few pews away. “I mean,” Jack continued, “I’d like to be
baptized here. For Rebecca.”
My father nodded. “I understand. Look, let’s see if we can set up a study one on one, by
phone.”
“And did he really do it?” I ask.
“He went all the way through the study,” Susan says, “and in June, he set up a day for his
baptism.”

It was raining on the morning of Jack’s baptism. My mother and her family came so early
there were only five other cars in the parking lot. The church was cool and damp. Jack was
supposed to have arrived the night before, but he had to take an alternate driving route because of
the floods, and when he had called my mother last, at 11:30 pm Saturday night, he was at a
friend’s house in Mason City, two hours’ drive away, and was going to spend the night there. My
mother was upset about this, though it didn’t seem to Susan that she fought it much. My mother
wanted Jack to come the rest of the way that night. She knew he was a night person and would
be fine driving late. He said the weather was bad, and he had been driving all day, and he didn’t
want to risk it. The service Jack was going to be baptized at was at 8:30 am, and she was worried
about him getting up early enough make it on time. He won out by saying he didn’t want to keep
her parents awake, since they still insisted on hosting him, and she couldn’t disagree with that.
My grandparents went into the sanctuary and sat down in the front pew, and my mother
watched them as Pastor Aldrich walked by and stopped to talk.
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Did she have suspicions even then? She was nervous, pacing just outside the sanctuary
and checking her watch every few minutes.
My father walked into the room, carrying a stack of bulletins, just as my mother was
checking her watch again.
“Good morning, Rebecca,” he said.
She nodded to him, gave a weak smile.
My father set the bulletins on a table by the sanctuary and pulled open one of the glass
doors. He glanced at my mother, who was twisting her watch around her wrist, before leaning
over to flip the door stop down on the door.
“H e’ll be here,” my father said. “There’s still plenty of time.”
He propped open the second door and held his arm out, suggesting she move inside. To
the left of the baptismal font they had hung up the typical banner, a bright red with Jack’s name,
Jack Henry, pinned in big felt letters below a dove and cross. My mother stared at it as she
walked up the aisle between the pews and took a seat in the front row, next to her mother.
My grandmother placed her hand on my mother’s knee. “W e’re so glad he decided to do
this,” she said quietly, smiling up at Jack’s name on the banner.
My mother glanced at her watch again.
Slowly, other people started to arrive, filling in the pews behind them. Pastor Aldrich and
my father walked back and forth in front of them, disappearing into the sacristy and emerging in
their robes, walking to their chairs and checking that they had all their hymnals, bulletins, a copy
of the sermon. A couple of the ushers came up and lit the candles, twelve on the alter and the
Christ candle, only lit when there was a baptism.
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Every few minutes, my mother checked her watch and turned to look back through the
doors at the back o f the church, each time hoping that when she turned, he would be standing
there in his suit, speckles on his shoulders and his hair wet from the rain, just about to walk in, or
maybe held up by the usher, thanking her for her well wishes.
It was ten till when the organist started his prelude and five till when my mother felt a
hand on her shoulder and Susan sat down beside her.
“W here’s Jack?” Susan asked.
“Not here yet.” My mother looked down at her skirt and fingered the hem, as though the
stitching was coming undone and she was deciding how best to fix it.
Andrew, who was by then dating Susan, came and sat beside Susan, saying “hi” to each
of them individually before he sat down. My mother tried to smile and greeted him. She looked
at her watch again.
“You haven’t heard anything from him?” Susan whispered.
My mother shook her head, and Susan grabbed her hand, holding it in both of hers. The
organist’s piece was nearly over, and my father came and squatted in front of my mother.
“I’m sure he just got held up because of the weather,” he said.
She nodded, but he could see that her eyes were moist.
“If he comes in late, we can make a time for it later in the service,” my father said.
“There’s nothing that says it has to be done at the beginning.”
My mother nodded again, and my father placed a hand on her shoulder as he stood,
before grabbing his hymnal and walking up to the podium to make announcements. He said
something about Jack, how he was held up and they didn’t know if he would make it today, but
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all my mother could think about was how large and bright that banner was, with Jack’s name
where everyone could see it, and the candle lit just for this occasion.
After the service ended, with no sign of Jack, other members of the congregation offered
their apologies to my mother that Jack hadn’t been able to make it, tried to assure her that Jack
would reschedule for another time, that he was bunkered down for the storm somewhere, but
they were sure he was safe.
My grandmother said nothing at all, and that, I imagine, was the worst thing of all. After
the service ended, Darla pulled her aside to talk about the alter committee’s schedule, and she
wandered off to help with rescheduling.
As the crowds of well-wishing parishioners started to disburse, my grandfather put his
hand on my mother’s arm and whispered in her ear, “Go try calling him,” so she quietly asked
my father if she could use his phone and followed him back to his office.
“Here,” my father said, pulling out his large, cushioned desk chair and moving the phone
closer to it on the desk.
“Thank you,” my mother said, sitting down.
“Dial nine to get out,” my father said. “And take as long as you want.”
“Thank you,” my mother said again.
My father moved towards the doorway. “I can shut the door if you like.”
My mother nodded quietly, and my father stepped into the hall, pulling the door shut
behind him.
My mother sat for a minute not moving, just waiting for the voices of the other
parishioners, with their well wishes and speculations, to dissipate. She reached into her small
purse, to the scrap of paper on which she had scribbled the number of Jack’s friend who he was
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staying with, the number he insisted on giving her, just in case she needed it (did he already
know she would need it?).
Her hands trembled a bit as she pushed the buttons on the phone, and the first time, she
accidentally pressed one of the numbers twice and had to hang up and start over. She listened to
the buzzing of the phone’s ring, and then a man’s voice answered, “hello?”
“Hi, this is Rebecca, Jack’s girlfriend,” my mother said. “I was wondering if Jack is still
there.”
“That’s a negative,” the man said. “He headed out of here a while ago.”
My mother sat up anxiously, not sure whether to be happy that he’d left or worried that
he hadn’t arrived. “Do you remember when it was he headed out?”
“Hour, hour and a half?” the guy said.
“Do you know if he was heading straight here?” my mother asked.
“As far as he told me anyway,” the guy said.
My mother placed her free hand over her heart. “Thank you so much,” she said.
“No problem.”
When my mother opened the door of my father’s office and stepped outside, my father
was just on his way there again, going to check on her.
“H e’s on the road somewhere,” my mother told my father. “I’ll have him call you about
rescheduling.”

“But he never rescheduled, did he?” I ask Susan. I don’t know how I know this, but I do.
“No,” Susan says, “he never did.”
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W e’ve been here so long our tea’s gotten cold, though I still haven’t finished mine. I
drink the last few cool gulps.
“I should be going,” I say. “I didn’t mean to take up your whole night.”
“Oh, it’s not a problem,” she says.
The sun has gone down, and she gets up to shut the curtains.
“Do you think he really loved her?” I ask.
“He said it all the time,” she says. “ Sometimes he made grand gestures. He brought her
flowers. He brought her other gifts.”
“W hat kinds of gifts?”
“Anything she mentioned wanting.” Susan laughed softly, almost imperceptibly. “He told
me once he wanted to make all her dreams come true. He was definitely a romantic.”
B ut did he love her? I want to ask again. I don’t really know why I’m questioning it. I
haven’t before. Shouldn’t the flowers and the gifts and the wanting to be baptized be a sign?
Shouldn’t him saying be enough to believe?
I wonder for a second if I doubt his love because o f who my mother is, but no, she’s not
unlovable. My father loves her, and I know he’s genuine. But I remember the way my mother
has been talking to me, the little things she mentioned, though not very clearly. What was she
trying to say about him? Could she have been implying that he didn’t love her? Am I reading too
much into it?
“Can we meet again?” I ask Susan. “If it doesn’t bother you,” I add.
We make plans for next week. I’ll think about how to ask the question indirectly, without
really asking it. In fact, indirect answers may be better.
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Chapter 22
This morning while I ’m refilling coffee for Bob and Harry, it’s my grandmother who
walks in the door at the diner.
“Still a looker,” Bob mumbles quietly as my grandmother fixes her hair.
Harry chuckles softly, and I can’t help but smile a little. Old men.
My grandmother’s face lights up when I walk over to her. “I just needed to get out,” she
tells me. “I thought a walk would be good, and I thought I’d see you at work.”
I don’t know whether my grandmother has ever come to eat at Stacey’s before. She’s
never eaten out often. It makes me feel good that she came to see me.
“You can sit wherever you like,” I tell her.
She chooses a table by the front windows, right next to Bob and Harry’s table. Bob says
“hello” and asks how she’s been maybe a little too flirtatiously.
“Careful,” I tell him. “That’s my grandmother you’re talking to.”
“Whatever you want is on me today,” I tell my grandmother.
I get her tea and orange juice and put an order in with Eugene for an omelet with
everything and hash browns on the side. Bob and Harry tip their hats at both my grandmother
and I as they leave, and it’s just the two of us then, so after I clean up their table, I sit down
across from my grandmother and wait for her food to come.
My grandmother stares out the window. “It’s nice to just be out,” she says. “To be among
people. Even to watch them from the window. That was the best part about VBS, being around
people.”
“You should get out more, grandma,” I say. “You should come to dad’s on Sundays for
lunch. Paul and I have been there every week lately.”
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She nods. “Maybe I will.”
“And come to the diner, anytime you want,” I say. “I’ll cover you. D on’t worry about it.”
“You don’t have to do that,” she says.
“I will.”
I watch out the window with her in silence for a while. The wind blows hard and the
petunias hanging from the lampposts along the street wave in their baskets. A man I recognize
from church but can’t name walks into the hardware store across the street.
“Your mother still hasn’t talked to you?” my grandmother asks.
I shake my head, though she’s not looking. “I was thinking of looking for Jack.” I hadn’t
meant to tell her, but I realize she is the one person I’ve been confiding everything in lately.
She takes a sip of her tea, and she’s very calm. “I don’t think it’s a good idea.”
I mess with my apron underneath the table. Smoothing it out. Straightening the pencil and
straws in the pockets.
“Why not?” I ask.
“It’s better to just keep your distance with him.” She wraps her hands around her mug
and stares down into her tea as if it will give her insight. “ Something was not right between him
and your mother. It took her a long time to recover after their relationship ended.”
“That was my mother,” I say. “This is me. I’m only planning on talking to him.” I’m
earnest about this. One meeting, I think, will be enough. One conversation is all I need.
“W hat will your mother think?” she prods.
“W hat does it matter?”
“How do you think she’ll feel knowing that you’ve dug him up?” She looks me in the
eyes, and I try to hold her gaze.
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“She’s still getting letters from him,” I tell her.
“Oh my.” She puts a hand on her cheek. “You see? He just doesn’t go away.”
I’m not sure what that means, exactly. “I’ll be fine.”
“Even if you are fine,” she says. “Think about the doors you’ll be opening.”
“I w on’t,” I protest.
“No, really,” my grandmother reaches across the table and takes one of my hands. “This
has bothered her more than once. You don’t know how much it has, dear. Just leave it alone.”
“I can’t, grandma,” I say.
“For me,” she says, and it’s hard for me to hold her gaze again. She’s so earnest. She’s so
worried. “Please, for me, don’t look for him. Especially, don’t meet with him.”
Nothing in me wants to agree with her. Everything in me wants to find Jack.
“I w on’t meet with him,” I hear m yself say. Then I think, Well, I w ouldn’t have to meet
with him to talk to him. We could have a conversation on the phone. I could keep as many doors
shut as possible.
“Promise?” my grandmother asks.
I squeeze her hand. “I promise.”

I’m at the parsonage the next day waiting for my father when Peter gets home from
detasseling. H e’s sweaty and covered in dirt and looks more exhausted than most days when he
comes in the door. I say “hi”, and he nods and heads upstairs for a shower without saying
anything.
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It makes me a little nervous. I can tell he heard about the party. I don’t know, after
sleeping on it, if I did the right thing. I acted on impulse. Maybe I should have just kept riding.
Maybe I should never have even slowed down.
My father must have gotten stopped by a parishioner who needed him or something,
because he’s a lot later than usual. I wish there was something to do to get dinner ready, but it’s
already bubbling in the crockpot, chicken and mushrooms and vegetables. Peter walks down the
stairs after his shower. He stands beside me to grab a glass and fill it with water at the sink.
“I heard about last night,” he says tiredly, not looking over at me.
“W hat about?” I say as if I don’t know.
He pulls out a chair from the table and sits down. “Jake told me you crashed their party.
That you almost beat him up for calling me Noah.”
“I w asn’t going to beat him up,” I say, although it sounds lame.
“He said you were swearing up a storm and you crushed everyone’s beer cans.”
“Well, that’s true.”
Peter laughs a little at this, but it feels uptight, not relaxed, not like the last time we
laughed together. “Well, they probably w on’t touch me anymore.”
“That’s good.” I start to feel proud of myself.
“O f course, I’m now the laughingstock of the crew. Poor little Pete has to have his big
sister stick up to bullies for him.”
“Oh.” My heart drops. I realize I’m stillstanding with the fridge door open,

so I shut it

and pull out a chair beside him. “I didn’t mean to make it worse. I w asn’t even trying to find
them. I didn’t even know it was them at first.”
“You don’t need to help me,” he says.
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“But that’s what we do for each other.” I’m not used to Peter being mad at me. Sure, we
fought over toys as kids and that kind of thing, but we were allies, we didn’t fight about anything
real.
He laughs again. “You haven’t helped me with anything lately.”
I know he’s right.
He looks away from me, out the window on his right.
“Listen,” I say. “I’m sorry about the party. I didn’t know it would cause any trouble.”
“Forget about it.”
“It just made me so mad hearing someone say something like that about you.”
“D on’t worry about it,” he says. “Detasseling is almost over anyway.”
“But it’s so ridiculous. The things they said about you? They don’t understand you’re ten
times smarter than any of them.”
“Just drop it, OK?” he says angrily.
“I was just trying to help,” I tell him.
“If you want to help, help me with the sailboat,” he says. “I’ll finish it up after detasseling
is over. Let’s take it to the cabin and get it in the water. That’s the kind of help I want.”
“OK,” I say.
We pull the cabin schedule up online and schedule the weekend a week after Peter is
done with work.
I can tell he’s still upset through dinner, but I’ll make it up to him. W e’ll take the boat
out, and things between us will go back to normal.
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Paul has taken me with him on his business trip to Sioux Falls, South Dakota. He said on
the way here if I feel disconnected from the world, maybe I just need to see more of it, maybe I
just haven’t found my place in it yet. I don’t know why he thinks I feel disconnected, but then I
don’t challenge it either.
I’d like to see the falls, but I’m not sure how to get to them from our hotel. Paul says
w e’ll find them together after his meeting, so I go to the mall and walk the halls between the
stores. I window shop for clothes and candles. I don’t go through the entryways into the stores,
just look through the glass at the clothes in the display case. I stare for some time at a white satin
garter slip with stockings, the kind of thing I’d imagined wearing for my wedding night back
when the idea of marriage was only hypothetical. I think Paul would like it. I think I could try it
on. I turn and walk to the next store, the next window.
I go by all the stores in the mall. They’re all chains, stores I’m used to and can go to
whenever I want if I don’t mind a short drive. When I’m finished, I walk across the street to the
Barnes & Noble, order a chocolate hazelnut tart and some coffee and get out my computer. I
connect my smart phone to the Internet, plug in my headphones, and turn on Skype. I don’t know
what time it is in France, still, I should have figured out how to calculate the difference by now. I
click on my mother’s icon, hit the green call box, and listen to the purring of the ringer.
It purrs and purrs. Every time I try this lately, I disillusion myself. I don’t know how
many times I listen to it. At first I think maybe she’s asleep, and if I let it ring a little bit longer,
she’ll wake up. But she still doesn’t answer. I sip my coffee and listen to the purring until Skype
decides for me that she will not answer and quits trying, and then I hit the call button again and
sit and listen. The coffee cup is warm against my fingers, and the purring persists over the
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sounds of the few other cafe patrons’ speech. Skype quits again, and I hit the call button again. I
know y o u ’re there. Pick up, I try to send to her telepathically.
But I guess she’s not there. She’s in some practice room with her sheet music and her
clarinet, warming up, just running through things, each measure already worked into submission.
Or she’s in an auditorium somewhere, performing for a master class, the other clarinetists sitting
around her, listening as some professional French clarinetist whose name is Luc-Frangois or
Henri-Bernard or something equally hyphenated and lacking in vowel pronunciation watches my
mother and instructs her on how to better shape her phrases.
Skype quits trying to call again.
I start to wonder if I could locate Jack - if I should locate Jack. Susan’s information is
helpful in filling in the holes of my mother’s narrative, but there’s still a lot left out. There’s still
a lot that’s secondhand, things Susan knows because my mother told her that’s the way it
happened a long time ago.
I need to know what’s real. If I could, I’d go back to that time so I could be there. The
next best thing is Jack. Living, breathing Jack. Maybe he has the same memories as my mother,
maybe not. Maybe talking to him will finally make it clear to me w hat’s true and w hat’s not.
Did he really love her? Did she really love him?
I’ve always thought my mother wasn’t capable o f the kind of love that motivates you to
do anything for someone, to put their needs completely above your own. The kind of love I had
for Greg, where we didn’t even care if we were a great match because we would find a way to
work through things. We would compromise and because we loved each other, w e’d figure
everything out.
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I never thought my mother had felt that before, but what if she has? W hat if she’s capable
of that? If I could understand her history with Jack, could we find a way to understand each
other? Could I find a way to reach her?
When I type Jack Danielson into Facebook, a seemingly endless list of Jacks and Jackies
comes up. Most of them have privacy settings that don’t allow me to see anything. For a few of
them, I can see location information, but I’ve no idea what Jack might have put down for his
home town. Probably within the U. S., I think, but I still don’t feel like I can rule out the U. K. or
anywhere else. A few of them have pictures too, but I don’t even have any old pictures of Jack,
just the description my mother gave me of what he looked like almost thirty years ago. I’m not
even sure if his last name is spelled Danielson, or if it might be spelled Danielsen, didn’t think to
ask before now. My mother doesn’t remember his parents’ names, can’t remember if he ever told
her or only called them “Mom” and “Dad.” She only knows first names of any o f his friends.
I don’t know how else I’m going to find him. I decide to write a message, something to
introduce myself and explain who I’m looking for.
Hello, Jack! M y name is Ellie, and I ’m trying to fin d a man with your name who dated my
mother, Rebecca Hanson.
Horrible. I can’t even figure out how you greet someone you’ve never met before. I feel
somehow like I should know him, like he’s some relative who my mother has told me about but
who I’ve never met because he lives in Florida or New Mexico. Writing “hello” and using the
exclamation makes me feel like I ’m calling through a corn field somewhere.
Dear Jack.
Too formal. How am I going to follow that? I ’m hoping y o u ’re the man who dated my
mother over twenty years ago (don’t worry - y o u ’re not my father!).
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Maybe just:
Jack, M y name is Ellie. I ’m looking fo r a man with your name who knew my mother,
Rebecca Hanson, over twenty years ago. I f this name sounds familiar, I would very much
appreciate it i f y o u ’d message me back and let me know. I w o n ’t take up too much o f your time. I
ju s t have a few questions I ’d like to ask you. ~Ellie
It’s vague. I realize it might still seem to imply that I could be his daughter, or that my
mother has passed away, but perhaps the mystery will make him curious and more likely to write
me back.
I start down the list of Jack Danielsons, pasting the letter into the message box and hitting
send.
I wonder how much he thinks of my mother these days, if, in a conversation about music,
he might remember her face on that first date when he took her to see the clarinetist.
He might not even have Facebook, I think as I repeatedly hit the send button. I might be
sending this message to hundreds of Jacks who have never heard of my mother, only to get
nothing back. I paste the message and hit send, click on another Jack, paste the message, hit
send.

I decide I’ll tell Paul my plans for this project when we get to the falls. I’ve been keeping
too many secrets, especially in our marriage, I know that, and I want to be open about things
with him from now on.
He finds me at the bookstore and it’s not a long drive to the falls from there. He tells me
about his day, about how many students seemed interested in the college and whether he thought
they would commit or not to attending. This is his big thing: commitment. H e’s constantly
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studying the percentages of their different marketing strategies and the effects they had on
prospective students, how many really committed. Some marketing strategies are better than
others, he says, but the best thing of all is personal connection. Make a relationship with the
student, get them to talk to professors or their future peers, get them to imagine the college as
their new, supportive home and family. That’s what really gets them to attend, to commit.
He waxes on about the different students and parents who stopped by the booth and I’m
trying to listen attentively, but my mind is wandering to Jack, to the possibilities finding him
might hold.
We get to the falls, park the car, and get out to walk down the long path that runs
alongside the waterfalls. They’re not tall. This is not mountainous country. Instead they’re many.
Layers and layers o f waterfalls through the course of the river, folds of water cascading over the
rocks. When we are far away from the parking lot we stop and watch. The rush of the water roars
in our ears and for a while, we’re quiet, just listening, just taking it in.
Paul has been here before without me. On another trip, talking to other students. H e’s a
solitary man; he likes alone time. He likes to visit places like this where he w on’t be bothered,
and he often tells me about them when he gets back, how beautiful they are, how peaceful.
I can understand, standing here, the water roaring in our ears, the hypnotizing rush of the
water. You can be fully here, engrossed by your surroundings. You could watch the frothing of
the water for hours if you wanted to, the bubbles bumping up against each other, then drifting
off, disintegrating.
I take Paul’s hand and he holds mine tight in his. Yes, this is what we needed. A moment
of being, together.
“I’m sorry,” I say over the sound.
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“I’ve already forgiven you,” he says. “You don’t have to feel sorry anymore.”
I squeeze his hand.
“Did you make an appointment with the doctor?” he asks.
“I’ll call on Monday.”
“I want to get serious about finding a house.” He turns towards me. “I know w e’ve been
looking for a while, but I want to pick something. We should get something before the baby
comes.”
It seems strange to hear him say that, “the baby.” I have to stop myself from putting my
hand on my stomach.
“We should look at our list again,” he continues. “For the house, I mean. Did we plan
enough bedrooms? I know w e’ve talked about two kids, but now w e’re getting started earlier
than I expected. We wouldn’t have to limit ourselves to two if we don’t want to.”
His eyes are lighting up. I haven’t seen him this excited since maybe even our wedding
day. But my stomach twists with nervousness.
“Maybe we should just see how it goes with this one,” I say, trying to smile.
“But if w e’re buying the house now, we should plan ahead.”
“We can’t anticipate everything. Or we could wait a little while to buy a house. We could
have one baby where we are.”
I can tell he doesn’t like this idea. His hand goes limp in mine.
“I want us to be ready,” he says. “There are so many things to do.”
“I want to be ready too,” I say.
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But I don’t think that means the same thing to him as it does to me. I could care less
about where we live when the baby comes, what room the baby sleeps in. If she’s healthy, and I
know what to do with her, she’ll be fine. It’s that last part that worries me.
“I tried calling my mother again today,” I say, trying to lead things back around to what I
wanted to tell him, “but she didn’t answer.”
He sighs and looks back out at the falls. He doesn’t like me changing the subject.
“Have you told her that you’re pregnant?” he asks.
“ She knows.”
“We should tell your father then,” he says. “And give my family a call.”
I want my father, and my brother too, to know so badly, but then my father will announce
it at church so everyone in the congregation knows and then anyone outside the congregation
will hear because news travels fast and everyone will be talking to me about it. Stacey and
Eugene will know why I’ve been in the bathroom so often and sometimes can’t stand in the
kitchen too long because the smell of the food is making me sick. Bob and Harry and all the
other regulars will ask me how I ’m doing and what our plans are and they’ll give me advice,
what to do and what not to do. Susan will know and Darcy will know and Greg will know and
Anne will know and Greg’s mother will know and she’ll imply something in what she says the
next time she sees me about how lousy a mother I ’m going to be and the worst part is I will
probably believe her. I will probably be a lousy mother.
I’m starting to feel faint, thinking about it all. My heart is rushing and then my chest
starts to hurt and my vision blackens around the edges. I look at Paul, and I ’m sure my eyes are
wide with panic. I can barely breathe.
“Honey, are you OK?” he asks.
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I shake my head.
I want to tell him about Jack. I was supposed to tell him about Jack now, and this wasn’t
supposed to happen.
Paul’s trying to get me to talk, but I just put my free hand on my chest and try to breathe.
“I’m calling 911,” he says.
“No.” I shake my head. “I’ll be fine.”
“You’re not fine,” he says.
The pain has gone away, though my heart is still rushing. I feel paralyzed by fear.
“I’m taking you to the hospital then.”
He lets go of my hand and picks me up. He carries me the whole way back to the car,
despite the fact that I’m not that light, that I know this is hard for him. I feel safe in his arms,
with my head on his chest, and I start to relax. My breathing slowly goes back to normal. By the
time we make it back to the car, I ’m feeling better. I ’m exhausted, but my dizziness is gone.
“I’m fine now,” I say. “We don’t need to go anywhere.”
“Does your chest hurt?” he asks.
“Not anymore,” I tell him, looking away. I know that’s sealed my fate.
“I’m taking you to the hospital,” he says. “For you and for that baby.”
I lay my head on the window of the car and float in and out of consciousness on the drive
to the hospital. I really do feel fine now. I was just scared. I just got too scared all of a sudden,
and it wore me out. But Paul’s right. We should make sure the baby’s OK.
I want to tell him about Jack. How I’m going to find Jack. But he’s always interfering
with things. He always knows what’s best. So now I know I can’t tell him. H e’ll tell me not to
find Jack. Or he’ll tell me he has to go with me. H e’ll be worried. H e’s always worried. H e’ll
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think if he doesn’t keep an eye on me, something will happen to me, or to the baby. He w on’t let
me do it alone, and that’s a problem. This is my project. This is my story, my problem to work
out. It’s my mother, and my mother’s former love. I have to do this and I can’t have Paul
standing in my way. I love him, and I know he only wants w hat’s best for me. In the end, when I
can tell him everything and what it was I needed to find so badly, he’ll understand.
They rush me into the ER when we get to the hospital. They hook me up to a heart
monitor and take my blood and do an EKG and examine the scribbles on the chart. They listen to
the baby’s heart to make sure it’s still strong. They can’t do a chest x-ray, they say, because of
the baby, but they set up an echocardiogram, they set up an ultrasound to make sure my daughter
is still healthy and strong.
My heart speeds up again, at the mention that my daughter could be harmed, and the blips
from the monitor gain speed, 120 beats per minute. Fast enough for Bach’s Brandenburg
Concerto No. 6, which I think is a strange thing to be reminded of. It’s the kind of connection my
mother would make, not me. But at least it’s a piece with a lot of energy, in a major key, which
gives it some enthusiasm. It calms me down some, and as my heart rate goes down, I think of
other pieces I like. I think of symphonies and why I like them, and composers and why I like
them, and it makes waiting for answers not so hard.
“W hat are you thinking about?” Paul asks when I almost smile.
“Have you ever thought how wonderful it is that Beethoven composed long after his
hearing started to deteriorate just using the vibrations of the piano?”
He looks at me quizzically, as if he doesn’t quite know what to make of this comment in
the middle of a hospital. Maybe he chocks it up to my light headedness or the hormones of
pregnancy.
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“Think of the beauty that would have been lost to the world if he’d given up.” I lay my
head back on the crackly hospital pillow.
All the tests come back normal, but they still schedule tests and multiple appointments
for me to come back for. They tell me to rest until I know more about what happened. Paul
insists we go straight to the hotel we have for the night and order in instead of even going out,
even though I protest.
“I’m fine,” I say. And I’m not giving up - on anything. Not on this baby, not on my
mother’s story, not on finding Jack. If finding him could help our daughter even one little bit, I
have to do it.
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Chapter 23
I decide the next time I meet with Susan I’ll ask for her help. I ignore the nagging feeling
I get about the idea of lying to my grandmother. I don’t know why she’s so concerned. She
doesn’t need to be. Even if Jack turns out to be less than a good man, I know how to take care of
myself. I’m not going to put myself in a bad position. Anyway, if my mother dated him for as
long as she said she did, he can’t be that awful.
Susan has tea already ready this time when I walk in. Iced this time, sitting in tall glasses
on the end tables by the sofa and chair. I’m glad they’re cold. It’s been an even hotter day than
normal, and though the sun was starting to lose its strength a little when I rode over, the sweat
formed on my skin.
Susan gives me a hug that I’m not expecting and then steps away from the door and
motions for me to come in. The room smells of cinnamon.
“It smells good in here,” I say.
“Oh, I’ve just made cookies,” she says. “I’ll bring some out in a minute when they’ve
cooled a bit.”
I wonder if she’s made them just for us or if there’s something else they’re for. She’s
always making cookies for church events. Her daughters used to bring them to school every
birthday or holiday.
I take a seat again on the sofa, and as Susan is sitting down, I start.
“Do you know where Jack is now?”
“Oh.” She looks almost surprised at this question, like there would be no reason to
wonder. “I guess I don’t know. We weren’t close, by any means.”
“Do you think he lives nearby?” I ask.
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“I’ve no idea. Why do you ask?”
“I just wondered if I could find him,” I say. “I’d like to talk to him, to ask him some
questions.”
“I don’t think that’s really necessary,” Susan says, and then she looks away, out the
window.
“But I’d like to hear some things from his point of view.”
“I don’t know if it’s worth it,” she says.
“I just want to ask him some questions,” I push.
She doesn’t answer. She’s watching a bird splashing in a puddle o f water collected in the
gutter.
“Grandma doesn’t think it’s a good idea, and I don’t understand why,” I tell her.
“I think your mother’s only given you hints of who Jack was.” She turns back to me, but
her eyes quickly move to the floor. She picks up her glass of tea and takes a drink. “I can’t say I
knew him either. He seemed fine at first. He seemed nice. But something w asn’t right.”
“Grandma said Mom was different after talking to him, like he changed her.”
She looks me straight on and purses her lips. “In some ways, yes. I will say the more I got
to know him, the less I thought he was really a good match for your mother.”

“I have to find a new place to stay.” Jack rushed through the words, breathing heavily.
Occasionally my mother thought she heard cars.
“Why? What happened?” My mother was at the school putting away music from the
band’s recent concert, reorganizing according to instrument so it would be easy to distribute
when she decided to use it again. She was sitting on the floor, with the sheet music spread out
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around her in piles, but when she heard his voice, she set down the flute part in her hand and
didn’t pick up another.
“My mother - we fought - Eddie and me - fought. I said I’d leave.”
“Where are you?” my mother asked. She stared out the window at the back of the room,
where a birdfeeder hung from a skeleton tree in the snow, but she didn’t really register the tree or
the two sparrows that were hovering around it, diving in for seed, then playfully darting at each
other and flying off again.
“I’m walking,” he said. A long draw on a car horn.
“Walking where?”
“I don’t know.”
“W here’s your car?” my mother asked. She looked up at the clock. Her free period would
be ending in ten minutes. It was the last period of the day, but she had two private lessons
scheduled after, and her first student would be arriving soon.
“I left it at Eddie’s,” he said. “I had to leave, Rebecca.”
She didn’t think he was acting on anything but impulse, and she didn’t know what else to
do, so she told him to go back, get his car, and drive to the cabin. Then she called Aunt Trudy
about scheduling the cabin.
“A week? Aren’t you teaching?” Trudy asked.
“Yes, Aunt Trudy,” my mother said. “It’s not for me. It’s for a friend.” She had gone
back to sorting the piles of music, hoping to get things cleaned up before her students showed up,
and she glanced up at the clock. It would be a miracle if she was even off the phone with Aunt
Trudy before they showed up.
Aunt Trudy humphed. “That’s not normally what we do with the family cabin.”
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“I know.” My mother tried to say it in the nicest voice she could possibly muster while
distracted. “But he really needs it. Some unexpected events happened, and he’s without a place
to stay for a week.”
“Oh, it’s a ‘he’?” Aunt Trudy questioned.
My mother flinched. She knew better than to let that slip.
“Are you going to be there too?” Aunt Trudy continued.
That was a loaded question. If she said no, Aunt Trudy might feel uncomfortable with
having a non-family member in the cabin. If she said yes, of course, she would definitely
speculate. It could result in some nasty rumors that my mother would have to deal with later, but
it couldn’t really be avoided. My mother was fairly certain Aunt Trudy would disapprove of her
letting Jack stay in the cabin himself. She might even tell my mother that the cabin was occupied
if she thought Jack shouldn’t be allowed. My mother decided to split the difference. Anyway, it
was the truth.
“I’m going to go and get him settled in, make sure he’s got what he needs,” she said. “I
w on’t be staying the whole time, naturally. I’ve got to teach.”
Aunt Trudy was silent. Thinking, my mother hoped, kind thoughts.
“Is it open?” my mother asked.
She thought she heard Aunt Trudy sigh a little bit, but she conceded. “It’s open for two
weeks if he needs it.”
“Thank you so much.” The school bell rang, and my mother finished stacking the music
hurriedly, shoving the finished pile into its envelope.
“You make sure he knows how things operate in there,” Aunt Trudy said.
“I will,” my mother told her.
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“And make sure he cleans up after himself when he leaves.”
“Oh, he will,” my mother said. “H e’s a neat person.” He didn’t have much to mess up the
place anyway, she thought. “I’ve got to go, Aunt Trudy. I have students coming.”
My mother was good at pushing things to the back of her mind and focusing on what was
in front of her, so though she felt a nagging nervousness, she got through her lessons without
raising suspicion in her students, and it w asn’t until she got into the car to leave the school that
she allowed herself to think about the situation again.
She didn’t know what she was walking into, she realized. She didn’t know what was
going on with Jack at all.
She ran home to throw clothes and some other necessities into a suitcase. She didn’t think
Jack would think to get food, so she threw together what she could find in the kitchen. It was a
random assortment of things: carrots and potatoes, an apple, eggs, peanut butter, half a loaf of
bread. She would just have to take him into town the next day to buy supplies, she decided.
She drove all night, stopping for coffee every couple of hours. At one point, when she
had seen no other cars on the highway for more than half an hour, she remembered the night
she’d almost left town to join Jack, and she laughed. Mostly she was too tired and worried to
think about much. She put on music and tried to stay awake.
When it was just starting to get light again, the sky orange and the trees black silhouettes,
she drove up the gravel path to the cabin.
W hat struck her was the strangeness of seeing Jack’s car in front of her family’s cabin.
Until now, they had been seemingly disconnected worlds. But here was Jack’s blue Honda
parked under the tree in front of the century old cabin, and for an instant it crossed her mind that
the car seemed more natural there than it had in the city. She parked behind it, remembering why
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it was that she was here as she turned off the engine, took a deep breath, got out and walked up
to the door.
My mother wasn’t sure she’d ever knocked on the door at the cabin, but she knocked
now, and even stranger than seeing Jack’s car in the driveway was his opening the door and
telling her to come in, like he would with a guest, at the cabin that she had known all her life and
that had been her family’s far longer.
Jack seemed paler and thinner than he was the last time my mother had seen him. He
pulled out a chair from the table for her to sit down, but after she did, he didn’t sit down himself,
walking instead to the fire and poking it with a stick before beginning to pace the room,
occasionally glancing at my mother, then looking down at the floor, holding his elbow in one
hand and his chin in the other.
“How are you doing?” my mother asked quietly. She w asn’t sure how to bring up a
subject when she had no idea what the subject was.
Jack glanced at her quickly. “Not good,” he said, running his hand through his hair.
My mother had expected to see at least Jack’s duffel bag in the cabin, but there was
nothing. The quilt on the bed was slightly wrinkled, but it looked like it had been slept on, rather
than underneath.
“When did you get here?” my mother asked.
“Late last night,” Jack said. “I don’t know.” He went over to the fire again, which was
burning well, and poked the logs with the stick. He glanced at her again, then dropped his eyes.
“I didn’t look at the time, OK?” He threw the stick on the floor beside the fireplace and stood up
to return to pacing.
“OK,” my mother said.
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“I can’t be expected to do everything right all the time.” Stopping to turn towards her and
throwing his arms out, he added, “I just can’t do everything right all the time.”
She stood up then and went to him, wrapping her arms around him and laying her head
on his chest.
“Rebecca,” he said.
“Yes?” she asked, not letting go.
Slowly he put his arms around her as well, and my mother felt him relax a little.
“Tell me what’s going on,” she said.
She hadn’t expected it to break the moment, but it did. He let go o f her and turned
around, then started pacing again.
“My mother called,” Jack said. “My father’s back.”
“That’s good, right?” my mother asked.
“No,” Jack said, turning and walking up to her. “It’s not good, Rebecca. No, it’s not
good.”
She watched, feeling helpless, as he went back to pacing. “Why not?” She was worried it
was the wrong question, but she was frustrated with his vague comments and didn’t know what
else to ask.
“ Sit down,” he said, grabbing her by the shoulders and moving her to the bed.
She obeyed quietly, a bit frightened.
“My mother loves my father,” Jack began, resuming his pacing. “But my father— “ He
stopped and pointed at her for emphasis, “My father does not love my mother.” More pacing.
“He hasn’t been back for years, and she thinks because he is, he’s going to stay. I don’t know
what he’s there for really. Money? Sex? Some seemingly selfless act that will be his proof that
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he hasn’t forgotten his family and that somehow makes him a good man? Whatever it is, he
w on’t stay.”
My mother felt like she should say something, but she didn’t know what, so she stayed
silent while he continued to pace, glancing up at her here and there, until finally she ventured,
“W hat are you going to do?”
“I can’t do anything, Rebecca. H e’s going to convince her he loves her, and then one day,
he’s going to take off when she’s not home, and she’ll think he went to the store, and when he
doesn’t come back that day, she’ll act like he went on a fishing trip, and for weeks she’ll act like
he’s out camping and just hasn’t come back yet. She’ll tell everyone. Her friends, the neighbors,
her sister. She’ll tell everyone he’s coming back any day now, while the whole time she’s at
home crying because she knows it’s not true, even if she doesn’t want to believe it, and I don’t
know if she’s going to make it through this time.” He shoved his hands in his jacket pockets,
then his pants pockets. “Where are my cigarettes? I need a smoke.”
“You don’t smoke,” my mother said, almost a whisper.
“I do now, Rebecca, OK?” He looked out the window. “I must have left them in my car.”
He walked to the door and went out, and for a second, my mother stayed sitting on the bed in
shock. Then, as if it were the most important thing in the world, she realized she couldn’t let him
smoke inside the cabin, so she got up and followed him out.
Jack was sitting in the driver’s seat with his door open, shuffling through things in the
glove box. My mother walked up to the door and stood there watching him. His hands were
shaking.
“How long have you been smoking?” she asked.
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“I just bought a pack of cigarettes before I left Minneapolis,” he said. “I don’t know why
I can’t find them. He flipped open the ash tray. It was full of stubs, and he sorted through them to
find a couple that hadn’t been smoked through. My mother had to back up as he stood getting out
of the car. She wasn’t sure she would be able to stop him from entering the cabin if he chose to,
so she was happy when he lit the cigarette right there, leaning against the car.
“Jack,” she said, but she didn’t know what she wanted to follow this with, and so she just
watched as he took a drag on his first cigarette stub, closing his eyes.
“Rebecca,” Jack said, opening his eyes and looking up at the sky. “Let’s forget about it,
OK?” He took another drag on his cigarette, blowing smoke up towards the clouds.
“I don’t see how we can do that.”
“Mom said they wanted to meet you,” he continued. “They can’t, of course.”
“I’d love to meet them,” my mother said.
“No, Rebecca. You can never meet them.” He was done with that stub of cigarette, and
he dropped it on the gravel and ground it in with his foot. “Here’s what w e’re going to do.” He lit
another stub and paused to take a drag. “W e’re going to pretend this doesn’t matter, OK? W e’re
going to have a nice time, here, at the cabin. Then I’m going to move to St. Louis and start fresh,
and everything will be better.”
“Jack,” my mother said. “You can’t just forget your mother.”
“Watch me,” Jack said. He leaned his head back again, and just as he was about to put the
cigarette in his mouth, my mother grabbed it from his hand and threw it on the ground, stomping
it into the gravel.
“ Stop it,” she said. “This isn’t you, Jack. And that’s not how you treat your family.”
“No, Rebecca, it’s not how you treat your family.”
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“It doesn’t matter whose family it is. Family is family. Now, I know you don’t like your
father— “
“I hate my father.”
“I know you don’t like your father, but you love your mother, Jack, and you can’t just
leave her by herself, especially if you don’t think she’s going to get through this. She needs you.”
Jack looked at the ground, ran his hand through his hair. “I don’t know what to do.”
My mother grabbed his hand and held it in hers. “When did you eat last?”
“I don’t know,” Jack said.
“Let’s make some food,” my mother said.
She knew right then that Jack needed a moment of respite. He needed to eat, to rest, to
take care of himself physically so that he would be able to handle his emotions.
She took the rest of the cigarette stubs from Jack’s hand and threw them back into the
ashtray, then led him inside, where she made scrambled eggs and hash browns from the food
she’d brought along. They didn’t talk while she worked, and Jack just sat at the table, staring out
the back window at the lake. She wondered what was going through his head, but she didn’t ask.
After they’d eaten, also in silence, my mother directed him to one of the beds, and she lay down
with him as he fell asleep.
The truth was my mother had no clue what they were going to do, but one of the things
she’d learned from teaching was that sometimes you had to just wing it. Keep calm, do what
seems sensible in the moment, and when you get a quiet moment again, reevaluate things and
figure out which way to go.
My mother thought she would fall asleep right away with Jack, since she hadn’t slept that
night, but she was too wired, too nervous about the uncertainty, the strangeness of Jack’s actions
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and the things he had said. His arm was around her waist, his cheek laid softly against her
shoulder, and she found herself questioning what she was doing there with him, after the things
he had implied about family. She told herself he didn’t really believe that, that his comment had
just been the heat of the moment, that he really did care about his family as much as she did
about hers, but she w asn’t sure that was true either. And now here she was, in this position, with
this man obviously relying on her for some sense of security she w asn’t sure she could even offer
him, and it was such a foreign feeling. He was acting so strangely, she wondered if she even
knew him.
She tried to trace how she’d gotten to this point. She tried to qualify what her position
was in relation to Jack and what she owed him, if she owed him this. But she could only recall
spoken words, promises made on shifting feelings. Nobody owes anyone anything, do they? Or
does everyone owe everyone? Sometime in the past, she had made the choice to take this man’s
health and happiness upon her shoulders. Or had she never done that? Maybe it wasn’t a choice
at all, but a compulsion unavoidable, not exactly forced, not exactly chosen.
My mother is a religious person, and she acts the way she believes God wants her to. She
prayed that morning for guidance. About predestination, Martin Luther once said that we
shouldn’t worry about it. If we were meant to come to Christ or we chose to come to Christ,
either way, here we are. Before my mother finally fell asleep that morning, she settled on a
similar idea. Whatever it was that had brought her here, Jack needed her. She had to do whatever
she could for him.
So it was duty then, that kept my mother with Jack. An answer to prayer that she
promised to follow. But did she really feel God leading her, or was it just wishful thinking?
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I can tell Susan is trying to deter me from looking for Jack. The making my mother sit,
telling her she can’t meet his parents. But was that him typically or was he just a man in distress?
How many mistakes do we get before the mistakes are who we are?
When Susan starts her next story, she isn’t clear about what happened, really. She keeps
circling around her point. This was after Jack had already moved to St. Louis, where he was
working on that office remodeling my mother mentioned Jack committing to.
There are conflicting images of the event in my mind. If he really did it, I imagine he had
to be angry, alone in the offices after a late shift drywalling. The rooms then were still empty
shells, the walls gray, with spackled over cracks between sheets of drywall, over nails. He had to
be angry, or at least desperate. There was plastic hanging between the office and the outer hall,
and he knew if the lights were too close to the plastic, it would get too hot. The plastic would
melt and it wouldn’t be his fault. Maybe the lights were already placed there even by some
clumsy, inexperienced newbie. Maybe all he did was choose not to move them farther away.
Maybe all he did was pretend to forget to turn them off, and then woosh. Fire melting plastic,
creeping up to the ceiling, spreading across the walls, and Jack running out, pulling the fire
alarm, but the sprinklers weren’t hooked up in that room again yet, so only the rest of the
building was saved.
He called 911 from the parking lot. By then he was sweaty from the heat and from
running down five flights of stairs. He kept brushing his free hand through his hair while he
talked to the dispatcher, so that his characteristic flip in front stood up even more. His muscles
were shaking. Due to adrenaline? Because of the fire? Or because he realized what he’d done?
Or because he was going to get away with it?
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The fire department came and there was no one in the building anyway, and they were
able to save it. Only the room itself was damaged, along with a little bit of the hallway outside.
Jack and his co-workers ripped off the drywall and started again.
I find it hard to believe that this story would be true. When he called my mother, shortly
after arriving home at 3 am, his voice was calm. She had been sleeping, and the late phone call
panicked her.
“It’s all right, sweetie,” he said. “I’m fine.”
“But the building was on fire.”
“W e’ll be able to rebuild it.”
“But your lungs.”
“The doctor checked me out. I’m fine.”
“How did it happen?”
“It was stupid. It shouldn’t have happened. But it’s fine now.”
“I’m glad you’re OK.”
“I wish I was better.” Before she could ask him what he meant, he said, “I’ll let you go
back to sleep.”
Same old Jack in terms of composure and care, but what did he mean? My mother claims
it was this phrase that made her know he did it.
“Did Jack tell her he actually burned the office?” I ask.
“She wasn’t direct as all that,” Susan says. “Your mother believed he w asn’t a violent
man.”
“That’s why he got in fights at the bar.”
“He didn’t start them.”
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“But he fought them.”
“It was defensive, she said. Sometimes he just tried to stop things, though I questioned it
myself back then.”
“ So it was never his fault.”
“At any rate, he never participated when your mother was around. He said she kept him
calm.” She paused here a moment, lost in thought.
“He was a regular do-gooder then. A real life superhero. The office fire was an accident,”
I challenged.
“No,” Susan’s voice was low and firm. “Your mother told me she was sure it w asn’t an
accident. They said it was in the papers, but that’s not what happened.”
“Then what?”
“I can’t say.”
“But why would he do it?” I ask.
“I think he was troubled. We didn’t realize it then because he acted healthy, but he
w asn’t.”
She wouldn’t tell me more. Or she couldn’t. She kept repeating the phrase: “I can’t say.”
I don’t know if she meant she didn’t know, or if she was unable to give details because it would
incriminate Jack, my mother, and herself.
“Were you worried about her?” I ask Susan. “You seem worried about me meeting him,
so what about her?”
“It seemed like there were things she was hiding.”
“She wouldn’t tell her best friend?” I try not to act as surprised as I feel that my mother
kept secrets from yet another one of her confidants.
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“That’s the biggest reason why I was worried,” Susan says. “Before Jack, she told me
everything. It wasn’t like she was being private, or thought I would be mad. It’s like she was
embarrassed. I felt like she didn’t want me to know because she’d feel embarrassed. I should
have pushed it more, but I didn’t. I was so preoccupied back then. We all were. I had my own
relationship starting with Andrew, and then there was the flood. We were all preoccupied with
the flood. Every night, glued to the TV at first, and then as it got closer to home, most of us
started getting involved, sand bagging or helping move people’s important things to higher
ground when we had enough warning.”
“Did my mother help with that?” I ask.
“She was so busy,” Susan says, and I take that to mean that she didn’t. While Susan was
helping out with the emergency, my mother was gone, as usual, making memories with a man
she would tell no one the details of, not even her best friend.
I know she means to discourage me, but I feel my resolve strengthening. I look forward
to meeting with her, but there’s too much information, and I don’t know what’s important. I
don’t know why my mother would want me to know this.
But I do know what I’m going to ask Jack when I find him. I’m going to ask him what he
meant to my mother. I’m going to ask him what my mother meant to him. I’m going to have him
verify details, to see where memories differ. I want his side of the story. I want to know if they’re
in contact now, what kind of relationship they have now. I need to know the truth, and I need to
know why.
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Chapter 24
Every time Paul and I look at another house, it’s farther away. Farther from Greenwood.
Farther from my father and my brother and my grandmother who needs me.
I’m trying to go with it, to be open to the idea o f living a little farther away, to make Paul
happy, but I keep thinking how it’s going to be a long bike ride. I’m going to have to build up
my stamina and it’s going to take more time. It’s going to take a lot more time to ride by and
check up on Grandma.
The other day when I was over there was a moment when she thought it was morning
when it was really afternoon. She thought she hadn’t taken her pills yet. I got her one of those
pill organizers with the days o f the week and told her to look at her cell phone to see which day
she’s on, to help her remember. Her mind can’t be getting worse this quickly. She did so well at
VBS. She’s only had little slips so far, but she needs someone to check in on her. I don’t know
how much longer I’ll be able to keep her secret, but I want it to be as long as possible, and I need
to be here in order to do that.
I hate driving the car. I think I can stand it for one day a week to go to church with Paul,
but not every day. I feel trapped in there. I want to feel the wind in my face, and I want to be
moving, to be the force of the motion, rather than sitting idly. The long, straight Iowa highways
can be mesmerizing sometimes. They can put you to sleep.
I feel like I’m slipping, like I’m losing some part of myself. It’s my mother no longer
talking to me, but it’s other things too. I find myself going along with whatever Paul says. I go
through the motions at work and church and at home with the chores and if I have some extra
time I play my guitar, but I haven’t written any new songs lately. I haven’t even been trying to
write new songs. Sometimes I don’t even feel like playing my guitar, so I watch TV instead, or if
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it’s not after dark I hop on my bike and ride until I ’m exhausted so I can go to bed early and still
fall asleep.
The only thing I can focus on is finding Jack.

Paul takes me to St. Louis with him on his business trip. We make plans to go listen to
jazz over dinner in the evening, but as usual, he has meetings all day.
I say that I’m going to go check out the art museum, which is only a short walk from
where w e’re staying, but after he leaves the hotel, I take the bus downtown to the office building
Jack remodeled.
I read the newspaper article over and over after I found it at the library. I know the
address. When I close my eyes, the image of it on the microfiche is emblazed in my mind. There
was a photograph too, a picture of the building itself, the bright flames licking out of the window
on the sixth floor.
I have to get off the bus two blocks away from the address. It’s still early, and several
men and women in suits and other business attire hurry by me, coffee cups in one hand, brief
cases in the other. I put on a light sweater since it’s cool out, but I also have jeans on, and I feel
underdressed and not in a big enough hurry for those around me. The historical significance will
be lost on most, but I’m here to take in this space, to play the tourist. The buildings stretch up a
dozen floors, I’m not used to them, and sometimes I pause on the sidewalk to look up.
I imagine Jack walking down this same sidewalk in his work clothes with tool belt,
imagine him weaving through the black suits of the business men and women. Most of all, I
imagine him at ease in this, the contrast meaning nothing - or, meaning everything. I imagine he
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doesn’t need to feel out of place because he already has everything he wants. Maybe as he walks
he thinks of my mother.
It doesn’t take me long to get to the building, and it looks just like the picture. It’s
nothing special. The first floor is red brick, with sculpted concrete pillars framing the doors, as if
no one will look up enough to notice that the rest of the building is flat concrete between uniform
windows. I pause for a minute just to look at the color of it, to take in what the newspaper photo
denied me. The red is duller than I imagined. The white of the pillars is dirty with age.
The door squeaks as I pull it open and step inside the small entryway. There are elevators
on either wall, a door to the emergency stairs on one, and across from that, a list of all the
businesses and which floors they occupy.
I’ve already checked out what’s in the office now. I know the entire sixth floor is rented
by some kind of technology company, so I would probably have to explain myself once I got up
there, and I ’d rather not.
A man comes in the door, walks past me to hit the button on the elevator, and when he
notices me standing there, he asks, “Can I help you find something?”
“Um, no,” I say. “I think I’ve got the wrong building.”
He nods and looks up at the number above the elevator doors as it slowly ticks down, and
I pretend to examine the directory one last time before I walk out the doors. I have somewhere to
be anyway.
I found Jack’s old boss, a man by the name of Ernest Monroe, the contractor who hired
him for the building remodel. He was quoted in the newspaper article, saying that the fire, which
was covered by the owner’s insurance company, saying that his workers always took the utmost
care on the job, but sometimes accidents still happen, saying that they would be fixing the
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damage done by the fire for no extra charge to its owner. I e-mailed him and he agreed to meet
with me. He wanted to know why, what we would be talking about. I told him I was working on
a family history project and that seemed to suffice.
He is working on another remodel not too far from the office Jack worked on, and he
agreed to meet me at a cafe on his lunch break. I grab another bus, and it is only a short ride
before I see the cafe, its black overhang with glass tables on the sidewalk underneath. I’m not
certain what Mr. Monroe looks like, but when I walk in, a man who is sitting facing the door
looks up at me expectantly.
I walk over to him and say, “Mr. Monroe?”
“Yes,” he says, “you must be Ellie.” He stands up to shake my hand. “I haven’t ordered
yet.” He motions towards the counter. “Get whatever you want. It’s on me.”
“Oh, it’s not a problem,” I start to say, but he cuts me off.
“I insist.”
H e’s an older man, tall, but not large, and he moves with a natural authority. He motions
towards the counter again, and I do what he asks, ordering a ham sandwich and a hazelnut
coffee. He gets two turkey sandwiches and a cup of black coffee, and while we wait for the
sandwiches to be made, he tells me about the places in St. Louis I should visit while I’m here.
Finally, when we sit down again, he says, “Tell me again what it is you’re working on.”
“Just some family history,” I say. “I’m trying to learn about my mother, mostly, and her
side of the family.”
“And Jack is related to you?” he asks before biting into his first sandwich.
“H e’s an old friend of my mother’s,” I say.
“I don’t know I’ll be all that helpful,” he says.
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“Anything you can tell me will help.” The sprouts are falling off my sandwich, and I’m
trying to shove them back into place so I can take a bite. “You remember Jack?” I ask.
“Hard not to remember a guy who risks your reputation as a contractor,” he says, setting
down his sandwich and picking up his napkin to wipe his mouth.
I nod. I hadn’t thought of it that way, but it makes sense.
“W hat do you know about the fire?” I ask.
“Not much more than it said in the papers,” he says. “It happened on Jack’s watch.”
I lift my sandwich carefully, sprouts falling out the sides, and look down at it, rather than
at Mr. Monroe, before asking my next question. “Was he responsible?”
“For the fire?” he asks.
I nod and take a bite of my sandwich.
“In this line of work, accident happens on your watch, it’s your responsibility.”
I glance up at him. H e’s taking a drink of his coffee.
“I m ean....” I say.
“You mean was it an accident.” He says it in a low voice. “Listen, that’s what Jack said,
that’s what the police report said, that’s what the newspapers said.”
I take another bite of my sandwich, not looking up at him, feeling his eyes on me.
“I’ll tell you this,” he says, “I’ve got a reputation to uphold. In my thirty years of
experience, my workers have only had two accidents on the job that caused any damage to
property. We work quickly, and we work safely. It was ruled an accident, I believe it was an
accident. That’s hard enough to explain to the press.”
“You knew Jack before that job, right?” I persisted. “Why did you hire him?”
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He shakes his head. “I only knew him through a buddy of mine. H e’d worked a job for
my friend down in Georgia. Said he was a good worker, and I needed extra hands.”
“W hat else do you know about him?”
“Not much. He w asn’t a talker, at least not while I was around.”
I think I know the answer already, but I ask anyway: “Do you know how I can contact
him?”
“No,” he says. “I would have let him finish the job, but he said he’d rather not. Didn’t
even pick up his last paycheck.”
I nod again.
“ Sorry I can’t help you more,” he says, “but like I said in the e-m ail-”
“I know,” I say. “It’s OK.”
“Well, I’ve got to get back to work.” He wipes his mouth with his napkin again and picks
up the last half of his second sandwich as he gets up. “Good luck finding him.”
“Thanks,” I say.
The bell rings as he exits the cafe, and I scold myself for being disappointed. I knew this
was probably a dead end anyway. It’s been so many years, and what are the chances of Jack
returning to this spot, especially after everything that happened here? If I’d learned anything at
all about him, I think I would be happy, but I got no answers to my questions. I wish I knew even
where he went in this city, what his old haunts were, where he liked to get lunch or what bar he
went to on days off. Maybe during my visit I could piece together an impression that formed
some sort of coherency.
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I finish my lunch and glance at the clock on the cafe wall. If I wanted, I could probably
make it to the art museum for a little while, but I ’m not in the mood. I decide I ’ll just walk back
to the hotel from here, and when I make it there, I collapse, exhausted, onto the bed.

M aybe I ’m going about this the wrong way, I think one morning. Maybe I need to just
focus on tracking down someone he’s close to, who would definitely know how to get ahold of
him. It’s hard to find a wanderer, but it’s not so hard to find someone with roots, someone who
the wanderer, though denying the need for stability, looks to for stability.
My first thought is Jack’s mother. If what my mother has implied about Jack is true, he
wouldn’t be able to give up complete contact with her, even if he said he wanted to. But my
mother hasn’t even told me his mother’s name, and besides, she was a bit of a wanderer too, so
she might be just as hard to find.
No, the person I need to look for is Eddie. Eddie has a steady job in real estate. Eddie
took eight months to build his own house so that it would be exactly like he wanted it, so that he
could hand it down to his own children, and their children after that. I don’t know what happened
to Jack and Eddie’s friendship before Jack moved to St. Louis, but I do know this: Eddie has
roots. I will be able to find Eddie.
The next time I see Susan, after the formalities of saying “hello” and asking how her
week has been, I open with this:
“Do you know how I could get ahold of Jack’s friend? Eddie?”
“W hy?” Susan asks.
“You know, information,” I say. “Jack’s pretty off the radar. I just thought it would be
nice to get a different perspective.”
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She doesn’t answer right away, and I can tell she knows, that she can guess I’m still
looking for Jack.
“Do you know his last name?” I ask.
“I honestly don’t know if I ever heard it,” she says.
“You know he lives in St. Paul?”
“He did back when your mother was seeing Jack,” she says.
“Do you know the address?” I look up hopefully, my finger poised over my smartphone
screen.
“I don’t remember,” she says. “I was only there a couple of times.”
My heart sinks. If he lived in a small town, maybe there was a chance to track him down,
but in St. Paul? There was no way.
“I could maybe tell you how to get there,” she continues, “but I don’t know the street
names.”
“How do you get there?” I ask. “I can look it up on Google maps.”
She gives me directions from the highway, and I follow along on Google Maps, using
street view to take a look at the house. When I hold the phone out for her to take a look, she
nods.
“That’s it, all right.”
It’s just like my mother described it, two stories with a window seat to the left of the front
door and a garage set back behind the house. It’s fully finished now, of course. The door is still
red and there are matching shutters on the windows, the color standing out against the white of
the siding.
“W hat’s your plan?” she asks. I don’t think she’s disapproving necessarily, just cautious.
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“With an address, I can probably find a name and phone number. I can give him a call.”
“Do you want to know how it ended?” she asks.
I guess w e’re getting to that, the tumult of Jack’s move in the midst of his breakdown,
their relationship being overtaken the same way the rivers were rising - first a little at a time, and
then all at once, with little warning.
“Distance gets to every couple eventually, doesn’t it?” I ask. “And it was harder to get
anywhere with the floods, wasn’t it?”
Susan smiles, looking down into her tea, bobbing the tea bag. “He asked her to move to
St. Louis.”
“W hat?” I say.
“ She called me one night, late, and she told me. He said he couldn’t live so far away from
her anymore. He said he needed her. We already knew something was wrong, but this sealed it.”
“And she wouldn’t move because?” I want to ask if she loved him, but I wait this time. I
don’t want to assume again. I don’t want to feel foolish.
“Think about what she was asking him to do,” Susan begins. “Her family was here, her
life was here, she was teaching private lessons over the summer, she’d already signed a contract
for the next school year, she had another two months on her lease.”
“ She loved him right?” I ask.
“I’d never seen your mother care about a man the way she cared about Jack,” she says.
“ So why not go?”
“He wanted her to pack up that week. He wanted her to leave the next day even if she
could.”
“So tell him it’ll take a month,” I say. “Tell him you’ll come but it’ll take a little while.”
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“She wouldn’t leave your grandparents.”
“But if she really loved him like she says she did.” I stop there. I know what he was
asking her to do, and I know why I wouldn’t do it. I don’t want to move for Paul. O f course I’d
do anything for him. O f course I’d move if we really had to, if it really made sense. But I want to
have everything right here, in Greenwood. I can have everything right here, it’s worked fine so
far, and that’s why I want to stay. I don’t know why my mother, w ho’s gone so often anyway,
would insist on the same thing.
“Do you think she loves my father the same way she loved Jack?” I ask Susan. If anyone
knows, it would be her.
“No one ever loves two people the same exact way,” she says.
“Well, I understand that.”
She smiles knowingly.
Later, when I search for a phone number, I come up with nothing. The only thing I get
from the address Susan and I found is a last name: Neubauer. When I search his name, the search
results are about some snowmobile racer/soccer player that is clearly too young to be the Eddie
I’m looking for. It occurs to me that maybe Eddie is just his nickname, that he could be Edward,
or maybe even Edmund. Finally, Ed gets me a hit on a page for a real estate agency in
Minneapolis, and I know it must be him. The man in the picture next to his name has dark hair
and kind eyes.
So I have a work phone number. I have a name and address. No way to know if he’s still
there. Unless, of course, I just stop by.
I wonder what it would be like to show up on Eddie’s doorstep. Would he be surprised or
creeped out that I was there, that I was searching Jack out? I’ve been plenty of places that Jack
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has been by now, but I haven’t talked to anyone who knows him now. Even when I talked to his
old boss, Jack was just a distant memory, a shadow that was hard to hold on to.
Eddie might be the only chance I have of finding Jack, I think. If I want to find Jack, I
have to try this. Paul goes on business trips to St. Paul all the time. I’ll tell him I’d like to spend
some time in the Twin Cities. There’s plenty to do there, and we could have a good date night.
Maybe we can even find a concert to go to, the way my mother and Jack did so long ago. It
might be just what we need.
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Chapter 25
I tell Paul that while he’s at his conference in Minnesota, I’m going to the science
museum. I drop him off at the convention center and go back down the interstate, to the exit
Susan told me to take onto Aspen, down the street to the west where the area turns residential
and the houses steadily grow until 21st Street, where I take a right. Twenty-first street is lined by
oaks with reaching boughs, not the new development from when my mother was there, but green
and settled, as if it’s been there forever.
It’s easy to find the house now that I’ve gone over the directions on Google maps again
and again, now that I’ve followed the street view the whole way there, afraid I’d lose it
somehow, if I didn’t memorize it. The house just past the first curve in the road is blue and has
no window seat. The road curves again to the left, and this time the house afterward is red brick,
three stories.

Then I round another corner, and I can see white through the leaves o f the oaks.

Yes, the white house with red door and shutters, just like my mother described it, just like Susan
and I saw it in the picture. This is the house.
I park on the street in front of the house and scrutinize it through the window of my car. It
could be that no one’s home. It is Friday, after all, and who knows when Eddie works? I hesitate
for a minute, just sit there with my hand on the door handle, watching the house through the
swaying branches of the tree, but I do have to go in, I know this, so I take a breath and open the
door.
I try to fix my hair as I walk up the driveway to the door, but it’s windy, so every time I
tuck my hair behind my ears, it blows out again, and sooner than I’m ready for, I’m climbing up
the steps and pressing down on the doorbell.
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At first it’s quiet, and I think maybe there’s no one home after all. Or maybe the doorbell
just doesn’t work, which is always my fear in these situations. If the doorbell doesn’t work, and I
just walk away, at least I haven’t embarrassed m yself in any way. I will hardly leave a trace.
But why would I be embarrassed? I wasn’t embarrassed asking Susan for information. I
w asn’t embarrassed when I went to the office that started burning with Jack in it. I wasn’t
embarrassed by meeting Jack’s old boss and talking to him. Was my promise to my grandmother
finally catching up to me? Or was I afraid of finally getting close to finding Jack? What would I
have, anyway, once I’d found him?
The door opens. Inside stands a man wearing a light gray sweater with khakis and boat
shoes, whose dark hair is only beginning to have flecks of gray. He looks older than he did in the
picture online.
“Eddie Neubauer?” I ask.
“Yes,” he says, and he squints his eyes just a little at me. “How can I help you?”
“Do you remember a woman you used to know, Rebecca Hanson? She was dating your
friend— “
“Jack,” he says. “Yes, I remember her.”
“I’m her daughter,” I say.
“I thought so,” he says, squinting again. “You have the same eyes.”
I almost reach up to touch them, as if I could see them then to compare. No one has ever
told me I have my mother’s eyes, and I wonder if it’s true. But it’s been a long time since Eddie
saw my mother, and maybe he doesn’t really remember.
“I’m looking for Jack,” I say.
He nods slowly. “You’re not his daughter, are you?”
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I shake my head.
“You’re the right age though.”
“A little young.” I smile sympathetically.
“ So why are you looking for him?”
“It’s a long story,” I say.
He squints even more, and I think for a minute that he might not let me in to talk to him,
he might just shut the door in my face, but after a few seconds, he opens the door wider and says,
“I’m making some tea. Would you like some?”
Inside the house is bright. I cannot believe how much light comes in from the high
windows. The living room, where we enter, and the kitchen, which we proceed to for our tea,
have high ceilings with windows out to the sky. All the sunlight reflects off the white paint of the
walls and ceiling and fills the room. Framed pictures of Eddie with his blond wife and three boys
line the walls. They start young in the living room, just inside the door, and gradually get older
as we walk through the house to the kitchen.
The kettle starts to squeal. Eddie pulls a wooden box full of tea bags from one of the
cupboards and sets it on the counter near me. “Pick whatever kind you like.” He pulls two clay
mugs from the cupboard as I rifle through the options and pick out a bag of Rooibos.
“Have a seat,” he says, motioning towards the bar stools by the counter. He tears my
package of Rooibos and his own package of Earl Gray open, placing them in the mugs, and
pours the boiling water over them.
The stool is a little high for me, and I have to push myself up on it. I feel heavy. I know
the baby isn’t that big yet, but I blame it on her. I can imagine her sloshing around in there as I
move to get on the stool. Or maybe babies don’t slosh. I’m not sure.
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“So you’re trying to find Jack,” Eddie says. He pulls a stool around to the other side of
the counter and sits across from me.
“Yes.” I’m not sure what else to say. I guess I w asn’t imagining a social visit, didn’t think
I’d have to make small talk. Somehow I thought I would just ask and then go, but now there are
cups of tea steaming between the two of us, and I ’m not quite sure how we got here.
“Why?” Eddie asks.
“I’m learning about my mother.” As if that explains it.
Eddie squints his eyes at me again. “W hat has your mother told you about him?”
“A lot,” I say.
“Like what?” Eddie asks.
“Like how they met, and what things happened during their relationship.” I pull my mug
closer to me on the counter, bounce the tea bag up and down in the water and watch the color
swirl.
“Does your mother know you’re here?” Eddie asks.
I can’t believe how small and young I feel in this moment. “I’m twenty-one years old,” I
say. “I’m married.”
Eddie nods and looks down at his own tea. Steam rises from the mug and shimmers in the
sunlight.
“I’m pregnant,” I say. I don’t know why I tell him, but there is something about him that
feels safe and trustworthy, so it matters that he knows but it doesn’t matter, all at the same time,
and my heart jumps just a little when I say it, but then I settle down. It’s not a secret. I’m not
betraying anyone.
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Eddie looks at me without squinting for a minute, and I notice that the wrinkles around
his eyes don’t go away.
“W hat happened with you and Jack?” I ask. “My mother told me you had a fight, before
Jack moved to St. Louis, but what was it about?”
Eddie takes a sip of his tea. “It was about your mother.”
I don’t know what to say then, so I take a sip of my tea. It’s too hot for me still, and it
burns my tongue.
“My mother?” I say. “I thought it had something to do with his parents.”
“Well, his parents did come up. He was upset about his father coming back again, but
that was recurrent in Jack’s life. It happened every few years. As far as I know, it still happens.”
“When did you last talk to him?” I finger the tag on the tea bag.
Eddie sighs. “A few months ago.”
“Why did you fight about my mother?” I ask.
“Because she was too good for him,” Eddie says. “It was like he was playing a game with
her. He was the best guy ever when she was around, but when she w asn’t, he was his usual self.”
“W hat’s his usual self?” I ask.
“Irresponsible. Short tempered. Flippant. Self-centered.”
He takes another drink of his tea, and I hesitantly take one of mine.
“I should have offered a snack too,” Eddie says. “Would you like a scone or something?
My wife just made blueberry scones.”
“I would love one.” I smile, as if that will dispel the confusion of emotions I’m having
right now. Eddie, saying Jack’s not the hero. Eddie saying my mother is. But maybe he just
didn’t know her well enough.
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Eddie pulls two clay plates from the cupboard and grabs a covered bowl from farther
down the counter.
“Look,” he says, pulling the lid off the bowl and holding it out to me so I can pick out a
scone, “it’s not like Jack is a horrible guy. If he was, I wouldn’t be friends with him. But I told
him he couldn’t hide in the distance with your mother. I told him if he was going to be with her,
he needed to be honest and open with her. It was his first real relationship, so I don’t think he
really understood that.”
I take a bite o f my scone as Eddie sets one on his own plate.
“It wasn’t the first time we talked about it,” Eddie continued. “But this time he said he
was done listening to me, and since we were really already done with the house, he told me I
could finish on my own, and he left. I don’t know where he went.”
“He went to my mother,” I say, looking down at the crumbles on my plate.
Eddie is quiet again, and the wind howls outside.
“I think it’s mental illness,” I say, though I’ve never thought about this before, and I
don’t know if I think this at all.
I take another bite of scone.
“It could be,” Eddie says.
I look up at him again, wait until he’s looking straight at me before I say anything again.
“Do you know where I can find him?”
“I have his email address,” Eddie says. “But Ellie, just be careful. I know you think you
know what Jack’s like because your mother has told you stories, but what we construct in our
minds from limited information isn’t always true.”
I nod and put my hand on my stomach.
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“Do I have to be worried about my safety?” I ask. I’m not really worried about me, and
I’m sure I’m not really earnest in my question, but I know it’s the right thing for a soon-to-be
mother to ask.
“No,” Eddie says. “I’m sure Jack would never do anything to hurt you.” He smiles, and I
believe that it’s genuine. “I just mean take care of yourself. You’re going to have a baby to raise,
and you don’t need Jack complicating your life.”
Before I leave, he writes Jack’s email on a piece o f paper for me, and then below it, he
writes his phone number. “Just in case you want to know anything else,” he says. “Maybe after
you talk to Jack, or whenever. Feel free to call.”
I slip the piece of paper in the front pocket of my jeans and decide I have time, after all,
to go to the science museum before I have to pick up Paul.

I sit down to write my email to Jack the first chance I get alone, after my shift at the diner
while Paul is still at work on Monday.
Jack, I write. M y name is Ellie Pederson (formerly Alden). You know my mother Rebecca.
I don’t know if this is the right way to start this. I don’t know how, exactly, to explain my
purpose for writing him. I want the rest of the story. I want the parts that my mother has left out,
and the parts that Susan doesn’t know. I want to know if he’s as bad or as good as they describe
him, if they made him seem worse because of how things ended, if my mother’s the one who
really ended it. I want to know why he keeps contacting her, if she’s contacted him. There are
things I need to understand. I can’t always put my finger on what, but I need to understand them.
There are too many things to ask. I don’t know what to ask first.
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I guess this is a strange request, I write, but I ’d like to meet you. M y mother has told me
some things about you.
No, strike that last part.
M y mother has told me how much o f an influence you had on her in the past.
Does that sound like I’m kissing up to him?
I ’m learning about my mother, and I ’m trying to chase down some things from her past
that I d o n ’t understand.
I think that’s too personal, but maybe I’ll leave it. I feel already like I’m getting to know
him, like even if he’s not always perfect, I could trust him. I believe he would be honest with me,
however rough around the edges he is. Why otherwise would I search him out? I realize I believe
he could be the missing link between my mother and I. I don’t know whether that’s true or not,
but I need to find out.
I know only a little about your relationship with your own parents, but you seem like you
would understand a girl who wants to know her mother better.
Replace “girl” with “woman.” I can’t keep thinking of myself in that way, not when I’m
about to become a mother.
I guess that’s it. I don’t know what else I can tell him to entice him to contact me. I give
him my phone number if he wants to contact me that way, and I add a “thank you” to the bottom
of the email.
I’m nervous when I hit the send button. Now I just wait for him to respond. I wait to see
whether my last ditch effort to find him is just another dead end.
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Chapter 26
After I send my email to Jack, I don’t let myself check my email for a while. He doesn’t
seem like the kind of guy who will answer right away. Anytime I have a minute, I think about
pulling up my email on my phone, just making sure there’s nothing there, but I don’t let myself. I
don’t want to be obsessive. I also don’t want to be disappointed over and over. I want to keep the
disappointment to a minimum so if he doesn’t answer, not at all, I can deal with it once and
move on.
But the first time I do allow myself to check, the next afternoon, there’s a reply. I notice
the time, that he answered me within two hours. It almost seems suspicious that he answered that
fast. I wonder why, if my email was really that intriguing, or if he’s just always this quick to
reply to emails.
Ellie, it says. Yes, le t’s meet. I happen to be in the M idwest right now. I could swing by
Greenwood tomorrow evening i f th a t’s where you are now.
My heart races. All this time I’ve been searching and he’s been this close.
H e’s signed the email in all lowercase “jack.”
I can’t let him drop by, of course. I can’t risk anyone knowing that I’ve been searching
for him. I don’t want my father to see him. I don’t want my grandmother to know.
No, I reply. I ’m up North at the fam ily cabin. Could we meet there? Do you remember
where it is?
I’m not at the cabin yet, but I will be. I feel a rush of excitement when I think about how
Peter and I already marked the cabin out for the weekend, how serendipitous the timing is.
This time I don’t make myself wait as long to check my email again. I give it two hours. I
open my email on my phone and see his reply.
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Sure, I ’ll see you tomorrow then. Just that, and jack.
I can’t believe I found him.

I didn’t think through the consequences of inviting Jack to the cabin when Peter and I are
supposed to be there together, so now I have a decision to make.
I could make an excuse to cancel with Peter, but then what do I tell him? If I say I have to
work after all, he could come by the diner and see I’m not there. If I say I’m feeling sick, I’ll
have to tell Paul something different. Whatever I tell Peter, I may have to lie to Paul, to explain
why I’m not at the house all day, and if Peter asks anything about my excuse on Sunday, Paul
may find out. Regardless, I need to take M om ’s car, or I need to take Paul’s car and leave him
stranded at home and it means I have to say something to one or the other of them. I need to have
a reason.
The sailboat is a reason, and it’s already established and understood, but that means Peter
will be with me.
W hat could I tell him? How much could I explain about the situation and how much
could I hold back?
I could try to make sure Peter and Jack don’t meet. That Peter is out on the water, maybe,
or taking a walk when Jack comes by, but that seems unlikely. It’s too remote a location, and
Peter would be suspicious if I try to send him off by himself. I gave Jack my phone number, but
he didn’t give me his. Anyway, there’s rarely a good cell phone signal up there. I don’t have any
idea when he might stop by. I have no way of orchestrating it.
I think I’ve run out of options - that I’m going to have to take Peter with me and figure
out something to tell him - when I go to Dollar General for some last minute travel toiletries and
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bug spray and run into Alice and Corinne, Susan’s daughters, buying the same things. Yes,
because this week is their trip to Okoboji. This weekend is the vacation they should have invited
me to. What if they had invited me? What if instead of just saying “hi” and asking how I am
politely, they also invited me along, you know, if I didn’t have any other plans. Then maybe
since up north looks like rain and not ideal for sailing, it would be better to go with them this
weekend instead of going to the cabin with Peter. Peter and I could go to the cabin next weekend.
There’s still a chance Paul will talk to them after we get back, but I think it’s slim. He
only talks to them once in a while, not often. It’s worth the risk. Maybe, anyway, I’ll want to tell
him about my meeting with Jack after it’s happened. I might tell him everything once I’ve
figured it out, so he w on’t worry so much about me, about the baby.
I text Peter as soon as I’ve left the store: “W eather looks bad at the cabin and Alice just
invited me to Okoboji. Try again next weekend?”
It’s a long time before I get a text back. There’s still some tension between us since our
fight. I know this trip was going to make up for the trouble I caused him, and it will. I just need
to do this first.
“K,” he sends finally.
O f course he’s disappointed, but I’ll make it up to him.
Paul is still at work and I know he w on’t answer his phone, so I call and leave a message.
This way if he’s going to question me blowing off my brother he’ll have to do it later. Better to
leave right away, before I have to deal with too much of any of it.
I bike to the parsonage and trade my bike for my mother’s car. I have to walk through the
house to get the keys. If Peter is home, he doesn’t come down from his room to see w ho’s there.
Maybe he knows it’s me. Maybe he isn’t home from detasseling yet. It’s his last day of work.
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I throw my bag in the car beside me and drive out on the road, out of town, across the
river to the highway. I ’m committed to this plan now. I ’m not going back.

When my mother tells her students about the floods of ’93, it is always with an air of
urgency. They were too close to the river and they didn’t see it coming, she says. By the time she
reached the school that day, the band room was filling with water.
She knew she should just leave, but she couldn’t. She sloshed through the brown water
and pulled the instruments from their shelves. She bravely reached into the contaminated liquid
for the tubas and trombones, already half underwater, pulled them from the deep. She filled her
arms and hands and trip by trip walked up the hill through the water to load them in the car. Each
time she walked by the piano, the water creeping up closer to the keys, she would have a moment
of panic, and then she would resolve herself again. She did not think of her family, or how her
apartment, right then, was flooding. I doubt she even thought of Jack.
She would only save half the instruments that day. She would get most of them out, but
those that had been underwater had cases not quite tight enough to keep the water from seeping
through. The murky water ruined joints and pads, seeping into small holes that got clogged from
the river’s dirt.
These floods were a record. “A hundred years flood,” they called it, until 2008, when it
happened again. Her school was not the only one damaged, and she would labor slowly over
many years to clean and repair the old instruments and get funding to buy new.
She was diligent, my mother, she always has been, at working for the things she cares
about the most. But then what about us, her family? W hat about me? Did she not care about us or
did she not know how to care for us? W hat did she learn from Jack, either now or in the past,
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that’s supposed to teach me something, to explain things that have been left unexplained for so
long?
I have five hours of driving to reflect. At first I feel guilty for letting Peter down, for
letting my grandmother down because I’ve told her I w ouldn’t meet with Jack, for letting Paul
down for keeping secrets when I’ve told him I would be better. But I can’t let guilt stop me. I’ll
make it up to all of them. I promise myself I’ll make it up to all of them.
I’m anxious, but I’m not scared. I let the scenery around the interstate lull me to sleep.
The flat, endless rows of cornfields, the occasional farmhouse and barn interrupting them, the
windmills off in the distance to either side of the highway, closer than years before, more and
more of them going up every summer.
Years ago, after Greg and I had broken up, but before Paul and I were dating, for the brief
time period that I was both single and not a child, I knew a couple of guys who built windmills.
For the months they were working outside Greenwood, they came to our church, not just on
Sunday mornings, but other times too. Maybe they were devout. Maybe they just liked the
atmosphere. They didn’t have a real home, just an apartment that the company subleased for
them for the summer, so maybe the church felt more homelike to them.
At any rate, I ran into them a lot when it was just the three of us. Sometimes I’d go over
to the church to read my Bible in the evenings, just to be someplace different. I was restless. I
was having a hard time figuring out what to do with myself anymore, and I’d see them there.
Sometimes I’d just be outside the parsonage, reading or walking or riding my bike, and I’d run
into them then. They were older than I was by several years, but they still treated me like an
adult. They were outsiders, so they didn’t know my history in Greenwood and they didn’t care
about what I’d done or not done. They told me I should come over sometime, just to hang out,
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but I never took them up on it. A couple of times they found me playing my guitar, and one of
them played too, and he showed me what he could do.
I think I missed an opportunity there. I think I needed them. W ithout those moments,
those seemingly inconsequential moments where we never even really got to know each other, I
never would have gone out with Paul. I never would have felt like my own person again. There’s
something about outsiders that can do that to you, that can let you see who you really are or
aren’t.
I can back down at any minute. I could take the next exit off the interstate and turn
around and go back to all the people I’m disappointing, but I w on’t do it. I need this for me. I’ve
bowed to everyone else’s wishes lately, and I need this, one answer or another, whether I like it
or not.
The flat corn fields slowly turn more and more to hilly woods as I enter Minnesota. There
is more and more water. I will make my way to the cabin, and up there, where no one can bother
me, I’ll find Jack. I’ll find my answers, and one way or another, I’ll figure out how to be a
mother, I ’ll make things right with this child growing in me, for this child growing in me. Her
future will be different than my past. She’ll be connected. She’ll take her chances when she gets
them. She w on’t have to wonder, looking back. She’ll already know.
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Chapter 27
When a relationship fails, all we want to do is leave it behind, forget everything that
happened. All the bad moments, of course, but all the good ones also, all the things that made us
happy and all the things that made us sad. Because the problem is once things end, looking back
on the happy moments isn’t the same. Like old photographs change color as they fade, the events
look different, tarnished by the things that have happened since. And no matter how little we see
them, no matter how little we think about or remember them, they’ve shaped us in ways that we
usually don’t bother to notice, or maybe we just don’t want to. The way we talk, the way we
think, the way we love is never the same.
It’s why we have dreams in the night, in our relationships now that are good, stable,
content, that still unsettle us in the morning. We know the person lying beside us supports us and
cares for us, but the memory of that fear still exists somewhere deep down. The longer time goes
on, the smaller it gets, until it’s almost nothing, but we can’t pretend we never felt it once before.
When I reach the cabin, the sun is high in the sky. It shines through the leaves of the huge
oak and spruce trees and dapples the ground below. Jack’s blue Honda is already in the driveway
- not old enough to be the one he drove my mother around in, but still old. I park behind him and
get out, throw my backpack over my shoulder, and head inside.
The cabin is empty. The door has still been closed and the windows are all still closed
and it’s stuffy and hot inside the cabin. I set my backpack down on the bed and start opening the
windows. That’s when I see Jack, out behind the cabin, sitting with his back toward me in one of
the wood lawn chairs my grandfather made.
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I stand frozen in place for a few seconds, just taking it in. His hair is still short, speckled
with gray. H e’s wearing a red collared shirt, and I can just see his jeans underneath the bottom of
the chair, his brown leather shoes.
I finish with the windows, and when I walk outside, he hears the door opening and turns
around.
“Oh good, you found me,” he says.
It’s almost like he owns the place. He looks so natural here, so relaxed. He looks barely
older than I imagined him - a few more wrinkles, a thicker jaw. But maybe it’s not that he didn’t
age that much. Maybe I didn’t imagine him young enough. How could I have imagined my
mother younger than she was when I was born? Photos of my parents during even my first few
years of life look strange to me, how much their faces have and haven’t changed, the variance in
hairstyles.
“Have a seat,” Jack says, motioning to the other chair beside him.
I sit down, and even though I’ve been sitting for so long in the car, it still feels relieving. I
lean back and place my palms on the smooth wood of the armrests, close my eyes for a second
and remember my grandfather with the plane in his furniture shop. I think I should feel more
anxious now, sitting next to Jack, but maybe I’ve just felt anxious for too long. Maybe I’ve
dulled to the sensation.
Jack studies my face. “You look so much like your mother.”
I look out at the lake. The wind is blowing softly, drawing ripples across the surface of
the water. A V of geese flies across the empty sky over the lake, honking, and a single goose
leaves the group and glides down to land on the water.
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“Everyone tells me I look like my father,” I say, “but I guess you haven’t seen either of
them in a while.”
“I haven’t.” He reaches into the left pocket on his shirt and pulls out a pack of cigarettes
and a lighter, taps out a cigarette, lights it. “ Smoke?”
“No thanks,” I say.
He puts the carton and lighter back in his pocket, takes a drag on the cigarette.
“I don’t know how long you have,” I say. “I don’t want to keep you forever.”
“I’ve got nowhere to be for the next few days,” he says. “You said you’re trying to learn
about your mother?”
I nod. “ She was telling me some stories. But now we haven’t been in touch for a while.”
He squints his eyes, like he’s trying to figure out what it is I mean by that.
“Did you ever wonder if your mother didn’t love you?” I ask.
Jack laughs. “You’re worried about your mother loving you? She loves everyone.”
“ She loves most people,” I say.
“I never wondered about my mother.” His face gets serious again. He flicks the cigarette.
“ Some people have it easier than others, I guess.” I smile sympathetically.
He looks out at the lake. “You know, you should have a boat for all this water.” He
motions out in front of us. “It’s a waste not having one in a place like this.”
“My brother built one,” I tell him. “A sailboat. W e’re bringing it up here soon.” I feel a
twinge of regret for not having Peter with me like I should, but I try not to think about it.
“ She told me about you two, but I never could imagine you.”
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He studies my face again, my hair. I think I should feel self-conscious about it, but I
don’t. There’s something nice about his attention, like he’s doting on me. Or have I just
anticipated this moment for too long?
I remind myself that this is the man writing the letters. I remember the look on my
mother’s face, the feeling that I’d caught her red-handed and not knowing or understanding what
for. Did she still have feelings for him then, or was it something else that made her nervous?
“Have you been in touch with my mother a lot?” I ask.
“Lately not so much.”
“But you used to be.” I say it as a statement, not a question.
“ She doesn’t answer my emails anymore, or my phone calls.” He takes another long drag
on his cigarette. I feel like he should have a beer in his hand. He strikes me as the kind of man
who would still drink a beer when he comes home from work, even if he has outgrown his party
days.
I realize I’m the host here, not him, even though he offered me the seat.
“Do you want a drink?” I ask. “I’m sorry. I should have offered something earlier.”
I make a move to get up from my chair, but he holds his hand out to stop me.
“It’s fine,” he says. “I don’t drink anymore.”
I didn’t even think to bring alcohol, so I’m glad for that. “Water? Lemonade?”
“No, thanks, I’m good.”
I scoot back in my chair.
“Your mother helped me quit drinking,” he says offhandedly. “ She was the only one who
could.”
This is something new. Something neither Susan nor my mother ever mentioned.
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“I didn’t know that,” I say, but I have a nagging feeling I did.
“It was rough.” he says. “I’d tried before on my own, but it never stuck. I didn’t want her
there for any of it, really, but then she wouldn’t leave until she knew I wouldn’t drink again.”
“How long ago was that?” I try to say it casually, but I can tell he knows something is up.
“A few years, I guess.”
“How many?” I feel my pulse quickening again. I try to calm it, but I can’t.
He shrugs, looking away.
“W hat?” I press. “Y ou’re the only sober alcoholic who doesn’t know the last time he
drank?”
He takes a drag off his cigarette again. “I have a feeling it means more to you than it does
to me.”
“It’s been eight years, hasn’t it?” I ask, counting back to that final saxophone recital, right
before my grandfather died. “It was August, 1996.”
“Could have been.”
H e’s lying. H e’s sure that’s when it was.
W hat does that say about my mother? I always knew she was with a friend. I knew that.
Was she there because she loved him? Or did I write her off all these years when she was trying
to do what was right by helping out someone who needed her?
I feel lightheaded. I put a hand to my forehead. I start to do the breathing exercises my
doctor recommended to me. Eight counts in, eight counts out. But it’s Beethoven’s third
symphony that comes into my head, and there’s too much tension in Beethoven, and it’s not even
in 4/4 time. I know it’s not going to help. I need something calm. One of M ozart’s slower pieces,
or some Debussy. Hell, even The Beatles would be less nerve-wracking than this.
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“You feeling OK?” Jack asks me.
“My mother abandoned us that summer because of you. To help you.” I feel like I’ve
used all my energy to say it. “Why would she do that?”
“We should move to the shade,” Jack says. “I don’t want you to overheat.”
He stands up, but I don’t move, so he moves his chair and then comes back for me. He
picks up my chair, with me still in it, as though it’s nothing, and he moves us eight feet back, to
where the sun off the lake is not so bright and the sun from above is hidden, except for patches,
by an old maple tree. I don’t protest. I’m still counting my breaths, and I know I need the shade.
He sits back down beside me, picking his cigarette up from where he’d set it on the arm
of the chair, the burning end hanging off so it wouldn’t scorch the wood.
“I asked too much of your mother,” he says. “I wanted to keep her in my life, and she was
too good to me, too compassionate, even after things were over for us. She just genuinely wanted
to help.”
“Show love to your neighbor no matter what, she always says.” I wince.
“I drove her away,” Jack continues. “I was young. We all do foolish things when w e’re
young.” He glances at my hand on the arm of the chair, my wedding ring. “I guess you’ve got
things figured out though, huh?”
I snicker. “Not even slightly.”
He waits.
“I’m pregnant, and I’m scared.” I feel the blood rush to my face, the perspiration
gathering on my skin in the heat. “My husband and I are fighting when we should be
celebrating.” I don’t know why I’m telling him this. I don’t want to talk about me. H e’s trying to
distract me to make me feel better. “Anyway, that’s not what w e’re here to talk about.”
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“Right.” He flicks his cigarette again. “You want to talk about Rebecca.”
I close my eyes and take a few more deep breaths until my head feels normal again. My
heart is still beating hard, but at least I have my head.
“Did you love her?” I look right at him.
“I do.” He smiles and shakes his head, looking down at the ground.
“You do? Still?”
“Why do you think I’m here? I’m a forty-six-year-old man with no steady career and I
have the same problems as my mother.”
I’m surprised how articulate he is about his problems. My mother’s stories made him
sound like he didn’t know. I wonder if he didn’t back then, or if he just didn’t tell her.
“It’s been over twenty years,” he says.
He throws his cigarette butt in the grass in front o f him, and I’m worried it will start a
fire, but I don’t move to pick it up. I can feel his self-loathing in the way he readjusts himself in
his chair, and I’m suddenly very glad that Greg found Anne, that they seem happy together,
maybe even in love.
“Did my mother love you?” I ask.
“ She did.” He stares at the ground, his shoulders slumped.
“But she doesn’t now?”
“No, she loves your father.”
My hands grip the armrests of my chair as if that will calm my heart.
Dark clouds are starting to appear on the horizon now. The storm that was forecast for
tonight, that would make sailing a disaster. I’m glad it’s here. I can tell Peter it would have been
a bad weekend anyway.
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Jack thinks, looks up just slightly to examine the surface of the water, ripples forming
from the cool breeze moving in. “Who knows?” he says. “ She met your father before I even
knew her. Maybe she loved him from the beginning.”
“That’s not true.” I feel hardly able to breathe, but I feel like I have to comfort him. “ She
told me she loved you back then.”
“It doesn’t matter now, does it?” There’s more edge to his voice than I expect.
“What happened to you two?”
“You don’t think I ask myself that every day?” He stands up, kicking the cigarette butt
closer to the water.
I’m very thirsty. O f course, I’m dehydrated. That’s why I don’t feel well. There’s water
in my bag in the cabin.
I force myself to stand up, steadying myself by keeping an arm on my chair. Jack walks
off around the edge of the lake, apparently unaware of how I’m feeling. I don’t try to call him
back. It’s not far to the cabin. I take a deep breath and remind myself to keep breathing as I step
forward and let go of the chair. I just move one foot in front of the other. My legs feel heavy.
The screen door is light and easy to open, but the heat inside the cabin is still stifling. I
feel the sweat on my skin increase. My head feels light again. I take my last few steps as quick as
I can and lay down on the bed, pulling my bag close to me. My water bottle is in the side pocket.
I pull it out and gulp down the now warm liquid, close my eyes, and fall asleep.
I dream that my daughter is watching my grandfather build a cabinet. She’s still small,
but she stands on a high chair and she can see him across the large piece of mahogany. H e’s
carving a design in the front of the wood when his hands start shaking and he drops the chisel
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he’s holding. My daughter starts to cry and I run to her, but my hands are shaking too and I can’t
pick her up.
I wake when the screen door slams open, wind rushing through the cabin. The air has
cooled, and outside the window, the sky is covered in gray clouds. I feel weak when I get up to
shut the door and pull the windows down halfway. Outside, Jack is pacing the edge of the lake,
sometimes stopping to kneel down, pick up a rock, and toss it out towards the water. It looks like
he’s trying to skip them across the surface, but each one plunks heavily into the lake when it
lands.
I wonder how long I slept. Maybe only a few minutes. But the clouds w eren’t moving
that quickly, were they? How long has Jack been out by the water?
He looks back toward the cabin and sees me looking out through the screen door. I lift
my hand to acknowledge I’ve seen him, that I’m awake now. He drops the rock he was holding
and walks toward me.
“Are you feeling better?” He says it before he even gets to the door.
“A little. Are you hungry? I brought sandwich supplies.” H e’s calm now, and I need to
get my energy up. I wouldn’t even trust myself to drive to the doctor right now if I needed it.
“ Sure,” he says.
I pull deli ham and cheese from my bag, a loaf of bread, and little packets of mayo that
were an afterthought I picked up at a gas station on the drive here. Everything is slightly warm
from sitting in my backpack in the hot cabin, but I don’t care. I assemble two sandwiches at the
counter. When I hand one to Jack, he takes it, but doesn’t eat it. I sit back down on the bed,
exhausted, and lean against the pillows. The sandwich tastes heavenly, like it’s everything I need
right now.
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Jack chuckles. “Y ou’re so much like your mother.”
“I’m nothing like my mother.” I don’t know why he’s saying that now, what’s made him
think of my mother. Some of my hair is coming out of my ponytail, and I tuck it behind my ear.
“I bet you love your family more than anything,” he says. “I bet you’ve held yourself
back because o f it and now you don’t know what to do with yourself. But you feel like you have
to help everyone. You have to take care of everyone.”
I’m getting irritated now. “D on’t pretend you know who I am or who my mother is now.”
“I’ll tell you something,” Jack says, almost amused. “Y ou’ll never be able to take care of
everyone, and you definitely w on’t be able to take care o f yourself if you try. You’ll always end
up neglecting someone.”
“I would never— ” I catch my breath. I have done that. I left Peter behind. I deliberately
broke my promise to my grandmother. I went behind Paul’s back. The pressure starts in my chest
again. H e’s right. I am just like my mother, with all of her failings.
“W hat were you really looking for here?”
I chew the last bite of my sandwich slowly, savoring every last flavor until it’s flavorless,
not wanting to be done with it.
I swallow. “I was looking for an explanation.”
Jack is silent. I look down at the quilt I’m sitting on, the colors of the fabric starting to
fade, squares sewn together by women who I only know through stories. These women o f my
mother’s family line who I’ve never known, who I understand only through the memories of
others and the things they’ve left behind. My grandfather built the bed this quilt lies on, the
frame and the etched headboard, to replace one that I’m sure someone else from our family made
earlier but was falling apart from so much use over so many years.
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The other day when my grandmother and I were together, she told me about my
grandfather carrying her over the threshold into this very cabin the night of their wedding. I wish
she could always think of him as that joyful man with strong arms bringing his bride home for
the first time, but she remembers my grandfather differently on different days. Her mind doesn’t
always let her choose. I can tell on the days she remembers him well. She’s happier when she
talks about him, more vibrant. I wonder how many memories of him she gets to keep, and how
long she’ll get to keep them.
My children, and my children’s children, and theirs, will remember my grandfather as a
pair of strong hands. Not the way he was at the end, but from the work that he left behind. I and
my mother and my grandmother, all of those around when he was - w e’ll never be able to erase
the memories of how he was when he was ill. Those who come after us will never even have
those memories. They’ll be told how he built the pieces of furniture in the cabin, and countless
others, that he did all the intricate parts by hand. They’ll admire his work and place their hands
on the wood, feeling the grooves where he meant for there to be grooves and smooth wood
where he meant for it to be smooth, and they will grow up knowing he was a talented carpenter.
His life’s work will be his legacy.
We can’t choose which events we were present for, but we can choose which memories
are going to dominate in our minds. We can see him as the steady handed carpenter or the man
who danced to my music. We can remember him as fading away, or we can remember him as
brilliant and caring and vividly alive. The man that we believe he was isn’t only shaped by who
he was, but by who we choose to think of him as, now that he’s gone.
And those of us here, now, in understanding each other, have to react to the past and the
present. That’s what I’m trying to do here, isn’t it? To understand the past by meeting Jack in the
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present. Only it isn’t Jack’s past that I’m trying to understand. It isn’t Jack who I need to see for
who he is, who he’s trying to be. It’s my mother, who some days has all the same failings as I do.
I can see where Jack could be manipulative. I can see hints of it in his frustration, the way he
pushes my buttons. In the way he tempers it just enough to keep me curious, even liking him.
But I didn’t need to meet Jack to know that. I just needed to trust my mother.
The pressure in my chest isn’t going away. I lean back on the pillows and close my eyes.
“Do you need something?” Jack asks. “You don’t look well.”
“I’ll be fine,” I say, although I don’t feel it. If Paul were here he would be fussing. He
wouldn’t have let me get so hot or worked up, he would have had me drink water sooner, he
would have fanned me until the house cooled off. He would insist I rest and relax. H e’s good at
taking care of me, if I give him the chance.
“If you’re still in love with my mother,” I say, “then I guess you met with me because
you were hoping I’d get her to speak to you.”
Jack doesn’t say anything. I count my breathing.
“I can’t do that for you,” I say.
I hear him shift his weight, but I don’t open my eyes.
I know my mother would never listen to me if I told her to meet with Jack, but that’s not
why I w on’t do it. I’m sifting through my memories of her where Jack has been involved. My
mother shaking when as I child I found her with a box of his letters. Her hair flattened on one
side that first night she started telling me about Jack. The faraway look she often got while
telling her story, that I thought was love, but maybe was more like sadness. Her statement that
there are reasons we are the people we are.
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“I think I’ll take off then,” Jack says.
That’s when we hear the car drive up the driveway.
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Chapter 28
I jump up as the two sets of footsteps approach the cabin. It doesn’t even matter who it is.
I will have to explain myself to whoever comes through that door, and I know my reasons for
being here, with a man my mother, for whatever her own reasons are, is trying to keep her
distance from, are horrible.
I hear my father’s voice, though I can’t make out what he’s saying. My heart beats so
hard against my chest, I think it will burst right out. I really believe it will.
I open the door before they can reach for the knob. Jack stands up behind me. I feel like I
could faint. Outside are my mother and my father, looking back at me, stunned. My mother’s
face turns red when she looks behind me, as if she’s about to cry, though maybe it’s just the
sleeplessness of overseas travel.
There’s a certain inflating of a person in our mind when we don’t see them for a while.
They become who we want them to be when they’re away and they rarely have a chance to show
us otherwise because they aren’t where we are. When we finally see them, maybe they are who
we decided they were all along, and maybe they aren’t.
My mother’s hair is grayer than I remember and the redness of her face makes her seem
more vulnerable than I imagined. But I haven’t given her a fair shake lately, have I? I haven’t
given her a fair chance to show me who she really is in a long time.
By now the wind is howling around them. My mother’s skirt whips around her legs. My
father’s uncut hair flies over his eyes. A few raindrops speckle their shoulders.
“W hat are you doing here?” my father asks Jack.
“Your daughter invited me,” Jack says.
“Ellie, what’s going on here?” my father asks.
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“Come inside,” I say. “It’s starting to rain.”
I usher my parents into the cabin. I take my mother’s bag and her clarinet case and set
them gently in the corner.
Jack looks like he’s holding back his enthusiasm. He looks too pleased. My mother
doesn’t talk. She doesn’t look at him. She sits down on the edge of the bed. She doesn’t look like
she’s going to cry anymore, but she also doesn’t look at ease.
Was that summer of my childhood the last time they saw each other? Have they talked to
each other since? Has my mother answered his letters, given him any encouragement? Does he
feel like a stalker to her? She’s never described him as a bad man. She’s always talked with
sympathy. There are just too many things I don’t know. Before, I would have thought she was
giving him the cold shoulder, that she didn’t like him and didn’t care. Now I feel sick that I’ve
put her in this potentially devastating position.
I take a seat beside my mother on the bed, so I can lay back again if I need to. My father
and Jack take the two rocking chairs in the cabin. None of us talk for a long time. I don’t think
anyone knows what to say. Rain starts to tap loudly against the windows. One of the trees out
front creaks as it’s shaken by gusts of wind. We can hear thunder rumbling softly, still in the
distance.
“W here’s Peter?” my father finally asks. “We thought you two were going to try sailing
the boat this weekend.”
I wish I could fan my face, but I have nothing to fan it with. I wish I hadn’t shut all of the
windows completely, had left just a crack so the air wouldn’t get stale. “He didn’t come. The
forecast was bad, so we didn’t think it would be a good weekend for it.”
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My mother gives me the look of disapproval I know so well. “The storm’s only supposed
to last through tonight.” For once, I don’t want to lash back at her. I can’t pretend the shame I
feel isn’t real this time.
“I’m surprised he didn’t say anything to you,” I add.
“I didn’t see him before I left,” my father says. “I assumed he’d already left with you.”
“I didn’t know you were going to stop by.”
“Obviously.” My mother says it so quietly, I think I’m the only one who hears.
“We didn’t want to drive home right away,” my father says. “And we wanted to see
Peter’s sailboat. We thought w e’d just spend the night here with you guys.”
I want to apologize to my mother, to explain everything to my father, who I think will
understand, who always understands, but I can’t talk to them freely with Jack here. I need him to
leave. Now that w e’re talking, he’s settling himself in. He sits back in his chair. He crosses his
legs, one ankle on the other knee.
“How are you, Joshua?” Jack asks my father. Maybe he’s trying to dispel the tension in
the room.
My father tries to smile. “I’ve been busy, but things are good.”
“How are things at the church?” Jack asks.
“As to be expected,” my father answers.
“How have you been, Jack?” my mother interrupts them.
Jack smiles at my mother. “Better now than I had been.” I can see the twinkle in his eye
she’s talked about. I can tell he would be charming if she didn’t have a husband, that she would
take his comment to mean she’d had an impact on his doing better. I know she has had an impact
on it in the past.
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I was taken by the romance of their story when my mother started it, by the feelings my
mother expressed having for him when I didn’t even believe she could feel that passionately
about anyone. I love Paul, but our love story isn’t like in movies or novels. Yes, Jack and my
mother had their problems, but it was head over heels for both of them. How many people get to
feel that, even for a little while?
But sitting here with my family, the romance of their past falls away. Jack, leaning
forward, hanging on my mother’s every word, seems pitiful. Sure, in movies unrequited love
lasts forever, but in real life, when someone says it’s over, no matter how hard it might be, no
matter who was at fault, we find a way to move on and start again. That’s the beauty of
forgiveness, isn’t it? Not just that we can continue to love the person w ho’s wronged us, but that
in forgiving others we heal ourselves too.
“I hear you’ll be grandparents soon.” Jack says it to both of my parents, but he only looks
at my mother. “Congratulations.”
“Thank you,” my mother says politely. She glances up when Jack speaks, but then looks
back at the floor.
I want her to look at me. I want her to smile. It should be Peter here instead of Jack, and
we should be asking my mother for stories about her trip, about the symphony and her
performances and all the places she got to visit while she was touring. We should be talking
about the sailboat, all the work Peter did on it, making plans to take it out after the storm ends
tomorrow. I ’ve ruined her homecoming.
My mouth feels dry. My head spins. I can’t take this anymore. I can’t sit here and
continue to be polite and not address our problems because it’s the proper way to do things.
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“I’m sorry, Jack,” I say, “but I think you need to leave.” I stand up to look for my keys.
“Dad, will you move your car?”
Jack seems like he comes out of a dream. “No, you’re right.” He stands up, reaching in
his pockets for his keys. “I should leave you to your family.”
“I don’t think it’s a good idea to send him off in this weather,” my father says.
I can’t locate my keys. I dig in each small pocket on my backpack, thinking somehow
they put far too many on this bag.
“It’s only thirty minutes to the Super 8,” I say.
“You can only see eight feet in front of you out there,” my father says. “At least wait
until the worst of it passes.”
I look out the window. The rain is coming down in sheets now. I hadn’t realized how
noisy it had gotten.
“Fine.” I drop my bag and slump back onto the bed.
Jack hesitates for a few seconds, but then returns to his chair.
There is a gust of wind so fierce it shakes the cabin.
Outside, the tree that has been creaking creaks, and then cracks. There is a great crash of
wood and metal and glass. We all jump up and look out the front door to see the damage. My
father’s car is flattened. The huge tree trunk blocks any way out with the other two cars.
“I guess w e’re all waiting it out,” my mother says.
I pull my cell phone from my pocket. No signal. I’m not surprised.
“There should be a chainsaw in the shed out back,” my father says. “When the rain stops,
we can cut out enough to get one of the other cars through.”
When the rain stops.
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There’s no end to the clouds in the distance when we look out at the sky above the lake.
My mother yawns. It’s not late yet, but with the dark clouds, it’s already starting to look
like dusk. The cabin is shadowy.
“Why don’t you two ladies take the bed for the night,” my father says. My mother looks
grateful for his suggestion, ready to sleep finally after all her traveling, though I’m sure she’d
rather not share the bed with me.
There are camping mats under the bed, and my father pulls them out for him and Jack,
along with a couple of spare quilts and pillows. The fabric is musty and the men have to brush
dirt off from the edges close to the outside of the bed, but they’re warm.
There is nowhere private to change, so we sleep in our clothes. My mother kicks off her
shoes and I stand up, peeling the quilt back on the bed so we can both get underneath. I try to
remember when I ever slept in the same bed as my mother. As a baby, maybe. I remember
cuddling up next to my father after a scary dream when I was five or six, but I don’t remember
doing the same with my mother. Now she lies as far away from me as possible, right next to the
far edge of the bed, her face turned away from me.
“I’m sorry,” I whisper. I’m trying to be quiet enough neither Jack nor my father hears,
and my mother doesn’t move. I don’t know whether she doesn’t hear or whether she hears and
chooses not to respond. I know such a simple apology doesn’t cut it anyway.
A couple of times during the night the thunder from the storm is so loud that it wakes me.
Lightning flashes and fills the room with light, only for an instant.
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The skies are still gray in the morning, but the winds are calm. Broken branches lie all
over the yard. The geese we saw the night before are swimming and diving peacefully on the
lake. I wish I was one of them, floating peacefully with my family.
When my father goes out to the shed to get the chainsaw, he stands in the yard for twenty
minutes wrestling with it, not getting it started. Jack goes out to help and they pull some things
apart and rummage through the shed for more oil and even with Jack pulling on it, who I’m sure
has more muscle than my father, it w on’t start.
“I don’t know when that thing was last serviced,” my father says when they’ve given up
on the chainsaw and come back inside. “ Someone’s going to have to walk to the gas station and
call for help.”
The nearest gas station is three miles away. I’m sure my father is going to volunteer, but
before he can my mother says, “I’ll go.”
“No, I’ll go,” I say.
“You don’t know anyone to ask for a ride back,” my mother says.
“I’m the one who got us into this mess,” I argue.
“I’ll go with you,” Jack says.
“No.” My mother and I both say it.
We look at each other.
“Mom and I will both go,” I say. “The exercise is good for me,” I add before anyone can
question me walking the distance while pregnant.
Knowing w e’re determined, my father doesn’t protest. I grab my backpack, throw
another water bottle in it from the back of my car, and my mother and I set off down the road.
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We walk the first half mile in silence. I think about what to say. My heart is pounding,
but I focus on the road in front of me, don’t let my fear take over. I tell myself I have plenty of
time to figure it out, but with each step, I know w e’re closer to the end of our time alone. I’ve
never liked having to be the one to break the silence. At least w e’re outside, walking, I think. At
least we have a mission.
My mother pulls her cell phone from her pocket and looks at it, checking for a signal.
W hat if I don’t have two more miles? What if in ten steps she gets a signal and we call for help
from here?
I take a deep breath. “I don’t know if you heard me last night.” I hold on to the straps of
my backpack so that I’m holding on to something, as if this will make me feel less helpless.
“You asked Jack to come here?” She looks straight down the road.
“Yes.” I feel the pressure in my chest. I match my breath with my steps. I can only
manage three counts in, three counts out.
“Why?”
“I wanted to know the rest of the story,” I say.
“You wanted to know his side.”
“No,” I pause. “Yes. I asked him to meet because I wanted to know his side of the story,
but last night, before you showed up, I realized that’s not what I was really looking for.” I stop
talking to breathe. Three steps in, three steps out.
“W hat bothers me,” she continues more soberly, “is that you would go to so much trouble
to contact him behind my back.”
“I don’t understand. Why did you want to tell me about him?” I ask it desperately.
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“I told you when we started talking about this that I needed to get things straight in my
head. ”
There’s a rock in the path in front of me, and I kick it. My anxiety heightens as I watch it
fly. “It’s been harder than it should be to listen to you,” I say. “You and I have never been close.”
I let my last statement fall into the air between us. However much the neglect I feel from
my mother is real or imagined, we both know w e’ve never had the kind of relationship we could
have had.
My mother sighs. “I always thought it would be easy having children. I thought that
because they were mine, and because I was so used to being around kids at church and with my
cousins, it would come naturally. But then you came along, and there was something wrong after
you were born. I couldn’t get out of myself. I love you. I thought you were beautiful. But I got
overwhelmed any time you cried.”
“I’ve been so worried,” I admit. “Maybe I should be ready to have a kid, but I’m scared
I’m not going to make the right choices.”
“You’re scared you’re going to end up being the kind of mother I am,” she says.
I want to protest, but is it because I’ve been caught red-handed?
“Recently, I started writing them down,” my mother said.
“W hat?”
“The things I wished I could tell you. The things I should have said but didn’t.”
My muscles are starting to have that energy that comes with movement, but I find myself
not wanting to walk too fast.
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“I realized the problems I had with you started a long time before you were born, before
I’d even thought about you or who you might be,” she continues. “Jack left an impression on me,
and I tried so hard to do the right thing.”
“Jack said you try to give too much.”
“Christian love is always saying we need to look outside ourselves and sacrifice
ourselves to serve others, but what about taking care of ourselves? What about our families?
W hat about our dreams? How far out are we supposed to look?”
This statement sounds just like the mother I know, except I’m not used to hearing her
doubts. I don’t have an answer. I guess she doesn’t either, because we walk along for a bit in
silence before she continues.
“I hated Jack for a long time,” my mother says. “I hated that he was right about me
dreaming I could perform. He told me the same thing about caring too much, that I couldn’t
possibly care for everyone without neglecting someone, and I hated him for that too. I wanted to
believe he was wrong about everything, that he didn’t know me at all. But he did know me.”
I feel sick again, thinking how I placed her in the room with him. “I ’m sorry for asking
him to come here.”
“It’s fine,” my mother says, waving it off. “It doesn’t bother me so much to hear from
him now.”
“But you still have his letters.”
She laughs. “I haven’t even thought about them in so long. It’s such a habit to add them
to the box. Your father knows about them now, of course. I told him after you got so upset at me
for hiding them. I don’t know why I was even doing that.”
I had no idea I could change her mind about anything, especially when I was that young.
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“Who does that?” She holds her hands empty in front of her. “Who would keep his
letters? Now they’re nothing, but I used to be fearful when I saw them. You knew that, even
when you were so young.” She drops her hands, her fingers barely shake - but maybe it just
looks that way because w e’re walking. “I wished so badly that you were older, that I could tell
you everything then. I thought— ” She shakes her head. “A part of me thought you would
understand.”
My mother has always been put together in front of me. She has always made what seem
to be the right choices in her life, the choices that make her look selfless in so many people’s
eyes. She hasn’t let people see where she’s broken. I would never call her selfless, seeing how
she acts with our family, with me, but even I had thought she knew exactly who she was, exactly
what she was doing. I haven’t bothered to notice the cracks in her perfect act. I’ve chosen to see
her as one dimensional, even when she started to open up to me, when she started to share
something that’s important to her.
She’s wrong - I wouldn’t have understood back then. But I might understand now, if I
choose to listen, if I try.
“W hat were you afraid of?” I ask.
My mother sighs. “I don’t know.” She messes with her hair. “Jack’s not a bad man. He
has good intentions. I thought he would be better after he gave up drinking.” She shrugs. “I
haven’t spent any time with him. Maybe he is.”
“Better at what?”
“I loved him, and I allowed that love to change me, to see things differently.”
“Love does that,” I say.
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“No,” she says. “This was too much. I allowed m yself to believe things that weren’t
always true.”
She closes her eyes. I think it will just be for a second, but it’s longer than that. I would
be afraid I would trip, or veer off in the wrong direction, or step off the road and into the ditch.
Maybe she trusts her hearing to alert her if a car is coming. Maybe she trusts me to help her if
she missteps.
“Abuse is a strong word,” she finally says. “I’ve never want to use it. I’ve always felt
partially responsible for the power he had over me.” She laughs and opens her eyes. “But I guess
that’s what victims of abuse say, isn’t it? He was manipulative.” She nods her head. “I’ll say
that. He always meant well, but he wasn’t well himself, and it made him manipulative.”
We come to an intersection in the road where the narrow concrete meets with the
highway and continue on to the right. It’s not far to the gas station now.
“After I got back that summer, when you played your solo?” She raises an eyebrow at
me, checking that, of course, I know what she’s talking about. “I apologized to your father. I
should have apologized to you too.”
“You were helping Jack get sober,” I say.
“I was trying to do what I could for a friend,” she says, “but my daughter should have
come first.”
Up ahead, the gas station comes into view. Even from a distance, we can see a couple of
cars parked in front, a person pumping gas.
“Looks like they’re open,” my mother says. “Thank goodness.”
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W e’re taking our last few steps together and I wish we could stretch this moment out.
Nothing is as obvious as I want it to be. There are layers and layers that I ’m only just
starting to peel back.
“When we get back to the cabin, would you play your solos for us?” I ask.
She looks surprised. “I thought you didn’t like classical music. I thought you made that
obvious when you stopped playing it yourself.”
“I love it,” I say. “I’d like to hear you play.”
She nods. “OK.”
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Chapter 29
My mother waves to the man at the gas pump when we walk up, though I don’t think she
knows him. It’s just what you do here. The neighborhood is full of small, old cabins, and only a
few people live here year round. Most here are summer visitors these days, like my family. Just
below the roof of the gas station, above the door, are big block lights spelling only “A l’s,” the s
falling off, leaning away from the other letters.
A bell above the door rings as we walk into the cramped room. Since there aren’t any
grocery stores within miles of the cabins nearby, A l’s is more like a general store than merely a
gas station. Essential groceries like bread and cans of tuna sit on shelves across from bottles of
motor oil and engine coolant. The ice cream machine I remember getting treats from with my
cousins during a family reunion years ago still sits at the back of the store.
“Hi, Al,” my mother says cheerily.
Al is an old, round man with a bald head. He wears jeans and a green apron over his tshirt. He doesn’t look a day older than I remember him. I wonder if he ever ages.
He beams when he recognizes my mother. “Rebecca, I didn’t know you were here this
weekend. It’s been a while. And Ellie, right?”
He asks how w e’re doing, and my mother tells him about the tree and asks if we can use
the phone.
“O f course,” Al pulls the phone from under the counter and sets it on top, along with the
phone book. “Gene’s the best guy for a tow truck out here.” He points to a phone number
scribbled on the cover of the phone book with sharpie. “And I can help with the chainsaw, so you
tell him to meet us at the cabin.”
I make the call to Gene while Al and my mother grab A l’s chainsaw, some extra oil, a
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file, and other tools. Then Al flips the sign on the door of the gas station to read “Out to Lunch”,
we pile in his pickup, and we head back.
“You’re older than I remember,” Al says to me. “Probably be bringing your own
daughters here soon, huh?”
“I hope so.” I realize my anxiety is gone, and I take a deep breath, sigh a sigh of
satisfaction.
When we get back to the cabin, Jack and my father are already removing branches from
the fallen tree, breaking the smallest branches off and sawing off bigger branches slowly with an
old hand saw they found in the shed, then throwing them in a pile out of the way. Al is able to
get my family’s chainsaw running after a little bit of work, and soon Gene arrives with the tow
truck, and with the six of us working, though it’s really the rest of the morning, it doesn’t seem
like it takes that long to get the tree dissected and the damaged car pulled out of there.
“Well, we can split the logs for firewood,” my father says.
“Peter and I will do it,” I say. “Next weekend while w e’re here.”
I don’t say anything to Jack when he leaves. I don’t have anything to say to him. My
mother hugs him and I think he is right, she’s too kind. Maybe she and my father do have
something in common. Maybe they’re a better match than I realized after all.
Before we pack up to head home, my mother brings her clarinet out back. Everything is
starting to dry up in the sunshine, and we walk out to the end of the dock, where we sit with our
legs over the side, just barely touching the water below. Even though no one would let me lift the
heaviest of the logs, my muscles burn from a good day’s work. I take off my shoes and socks and
stretch to dip my toes in the lake, drawing patterns on the surface of the water.
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My mother opens her clarinet case on her lap, sticks her reed in her mouth, and begins to
put together the pieces of her instrument. The two middle pieces first, lining up the keys
precisely, then the bell on the bottom, then the mouth piece and ligature. Then she pauses, letting
the wood of the reed soak on her tongue, before taking the reed from her mouth, sliding it into
place on her clarinet and tightening the screws to hold it down.
Her first few notes come out breathy, but then she works her whole body into it, focusing
the air, imagining, I know, because she’s told me so many times to do it myself, her heart beating
in time to the notes. It takes discipline to play music well, she says, but also passion. You have to
be grounded. Grounded and disciplined, not just emotional, not running about aimlessly. Music
is mathematical. It all adds up, and it’s the order that gives it beauty.
The sound of her music moves outward across the lake, into the woods on the other side,
onwards, I imagine, forever. She closes her eyes, lets her fingers fly over the keys as she plays
the Mozart solo from her summer travels. I feel carried through time by the music, the notes
flowing out from within her timed to the ticking o f the clock. When she reaches the final note,
she lets it linger in the air, and even after she’s finished playing, it resounds in my mind for a few
seconds more before she puts her instrument down and opens her eyes.
“That was beautiful,” I say, because I can’t say anything better.
“Thank you,” she says.
The three o f us pile into my mother’s car to drive home, my father at the wheel. W e’re all
tired, and w e’re quiet most of the drive, watching the sun finish its progression across the sky.

It’s late by the time we get back to Greenwood. I take my mother’s car so I don’t have to
ride my bike home in the dark. I’ll trade my parents for my bike again in the morning, after
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church. I park in my driveway and take a deep breath before I turn off the car and head inside. A
light is on in the living room. Paul is still up.
When I walk inside, he’s sitting in the living room reading his newspaper, just like any
other night.
“You’re sunburned.” He stands up to hug me. I feel the sunburn on my skin when his
chin brushes against my forehead.
My stomach churns. “I lied to you. I’m sorry.” Despite how bad I feel, it’s relieving
finally cutting to the chase, not tip toeing around the problem the way I used to.
He drops his arms. “W hat do you mean?”
“I didn’t take Peter to the cabin this weekend. I met M om’s old boyfriend, Jack, there,
and Mom and Dad showed up.”
H e’s silent, taking it in. He rubs his hand over his face. “I don’t understand.”
“I’ll tell you everything,” I say. I take his hands and lead him over to the couch where we
sit down.
“It started with talking to Susan about my mother, and then I started to look for Jack.” I
swallow. “I used my trips with you to search out people who knew him. I met with an old boss of
his and an old friend. I thought he could somehow give me the answers I was looking for about
my mother. I didn’t want to hide it from you. I wanted to tell you, but I was afraid you would try
to stop me. I just thought you’d be worried about me.”
“O f course I would be worried about you,” he says. “I can’t believe my worry would
keep you from being honest with me.”
“I thought I needed this,” I say. “I couldn’t get out of my own head.” I know I’m nearly
quoting my mother. “I was wrong. All I really needed was my own family.”
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Paul looks suddenly exhausted. I don’t know whether I’m imagining that he has more
wrinkles around his eyes than he used to or if he’s just tired. Maybe he was glad to have me gone
for a weekend, to have some peace and quiet for once.
“I don’t know what to do anymore,” he says. “Do you think I’m that controlling that you
can’t tell me what you think you need?”
“Controlling?” I think about it. “I’ve never thought of you as controlling, no.” If he is, I
think I let him be. “Maybe I just need to share with you more. I need to be clear with you about
what I want and need.”
He sighs. “I just don’t know what I’m doing wrong.”
“This is me,” I put my hand on my chest. “I’m going to do better from here on out. W e’re
starting a family, and I want our family to be good. I want us to be honest and open with each
other. I want our children to know they’re loved. I’m asking you to forgive me again, even
though, I know, you’ve forgiven me more times than you should have had to already.”
He looks at the ceiling. I hope he’s praying and not exasperated with me.
“Yes, of course, I’ll forgive you.”
I grab his hand and kiss him on the cheek.
“I’m going to do better,” I repeat. “I’m going to do better with everyone.”

The next weekend, Peter and I take his sailboat on its maiden voyage. This time, our
whole family comes for the day on Saturday: our mother and father, our grandmother, and Paul.
The weather is sunny and humid, almost too warm still, and it feels good to be out on the lake,
where there’s a breeze. Peter and I fuss with the sail, which is bigger than I even imagined it, for
so small a boat, and the others wave from the shore whenever we stop and float.
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We aren’t skilled sailors yet. It will take some trial and error before we figure out the best
strategies for sailing, the way to catch the most wind, how to steer without overcorrecting. We
will slowly refine our skills each time w e’re out on the lake, and w e’ll learn. W e’ll learn to sail
because even though we were born in landlocked Iowa, we come from a family with a streak of
adventure in them, just a little bit of a streak, so long as we can return home when w e’re done.

In the spring, the four of us women set about planting my grandmother’s flower garden:
my grandmother, my mother, my daughter, and I. Paul and I named our daughter Serenity, for
peace. It’s a little unconventional for the Hanson family, but even my mother said it suited Paul
and me. Today, Serenity’s on a blanket in the grass between my mother and me, happy to be
looking at the clouds and the bright blue sky from my grandmother’s front lawn. Every few
minutes my mother stops her work in my grandmother’s flower garden to look down at my
daughter and smile. Serenity‘s face lights up every time. Both their faces light up every time.
Maybe it’s impossible for us to truly recognize our mothers for who they are when w e’re
young. There are so many experiences we haven’t had, so many feelings they’ve known that we
don’t. We see things too simply, too black and white. I’ve always assumed too much.
When w e’re adults, there’s a chance we can reach them as people. Maybe all they need is
a little bit of attention and we can transform them from the figurehead they were, piece by piece,
story by story, each tiny detail adding up to someone we can actually know.
Nothing is perfect. My mother and I still argue, though w e’re both trying to be more
understanding of each other. My grandmother forgets more every day.
After finally convincing my grandmother to tell the rest of our family about her memory
problems, Paul and I decided not to buy a house after all. Instead, we moved in with my
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grandmother. Every day with her is challenging. Every day she loses a little bit more. She calls
my daughter Ellie more than she calls her Serenity. But when the whole set of us is here, all four
generations, like in this moment, my grandmother knows who we are. She reaches over me to
grab my daughter’s foot and shake it, and Serenity squeals.
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